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1. WORK-LIFE BALANCE AND
WORKPLACE COERCION
Suresh Babu Bandekar, Assistant Professor &
Research Scholar, R&D Centre,
BharathiyarUniversity, Coimbatore.
Dr. B Murali Krishna, Professor & Director,
Samatha College, Vishakaptanam.
ABSTRACT
The modern way of life tends to push us to work
more that we have used to, in this aspect it is
very important for everyone to balance work
and private life as much as possible. (C
Swarna Latha, 2014) . Modern pace of work is
often affected by workplace coercion, mostly
verbal, psychological and in some cases also
physical violence. Coercion at the workplace is
very hard to detect, especially when we are
talking about psychological and verbal
pressure, though physical violence is easier to
detect there is much less of it found at the
workplace. Victims of workplace coercion in
most cases deny the existence of this since they
are concerned what will happen if they disclose
it. In this article we are trying to establish the
effects of workplace coercion on work life
balance. Research based on opinions is going
to be conducted due to the fact that victims tend
to avoid disclosing their cases of workplace
coercion, thus making it hard to investigate this
phenomenon. We expect results to show that
workplace coercion impacts work-life balance
in a significant way.
Keywords: work-life balance, workplace,
quality of life, physical violence, coercion
Introduction: Work Life Balance refers to people
spending sufficient time at their jobs while also spending
adequate time on the other pursuits such as family,
hobbies and community involvement. Work life balance
is the interesting phenomenon in the past few years.
Work life balance is the degree to which an individual
simultaneously balance the emotional behavioral and
time demands of both Paid work and Personal Duties.
(Suresh, 2014). The concept of work life balance has
been abstracted from the job satisfaction level of an
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employee (C Swarna Latha, 2014). The modern way of
life tends to push us to work more that we have used to,
in this aspect it is very important for everyone to balance
work and private life as much as possible (Mitja
Gorenak, 2014)
The way we are living our lives today is much different
than it was. We are spending more time at work that we
have ever before, and that is why generally everyone
perceives time we have to spend with our families more
important than ever before. Through history we have
seen that work and personal life was much more
connected then it is today, if we for example look way
back into the past, families actually worked together on
farms or different craftsmen had their workshops in their
own homes and at that time work and personal life was
interconnected. With the start of industrial revolution this
has started to change, people started to go away from
their homes to work and came back home with the
money they have earned. This was the period where
people worked long hours away from their families and
their dissatisfaction grew. With the growth of the
dissatisfaction trade unions started to emerge, fighting for
the rights of workers, such rights included also the right
of free time where workers could spend time with their
families.
We are now living in modern society, in many aspects
our lives are much better than they were for people at the
beginning of 20th century, but are they really? Why are
we now again working longer hours? How does that
affect our work-life balance? These are just some of the
questions that are being discussed in this paper, the other
part is workplace coercion, although we can claim that
employers tend to provide in accordance with the law
safe working environment this is in many ways only seen
in physical sense.
If manager is giving directions, encouraging employees
to perform better, suggesting improvements this all might
be perceived pressure by employees also maybe as
psychological Coercion, but is it? For one thing is
certain, the line between what is and what is not
psychological workplace coercion is very thin and blurry
and this brings us to the aim of this paper, which is to
investigate how work-life balance concepts and
workplace Coercion interact. This is important in order to
understand how human resources managers can help to
create a safe working environment that is free from any
psychological coercion thus giving employees chance to
have a somewhat normal work-life balance even in work
environments that are highly demanding.
Work Life Balance: Maintaining balance between work
and personal life is becoming increasingly more
demanding that work life balance is something that all
stakeholders need to be aware of and need to manage,
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authors perceive important stakeholders to be:
employees, organizations, schools, trade unions, local
communities and state itself. (Kozjek, 2014) . Why it is
important for individuals as well as organizations to be
aware of the importance of work life balance is in an
interesting way presented by (Swift, 2002) stating that
work life balance is: “juggling competing demands is
thrilling if not stressful and brings lower productivity,
sickness and absenteeism, so work life balance is an issue
for all employees and all. Some of the Definitions by
WLB is defined as “satisfaction and good functioning at
work and at home with a minimum of role conflict"
(Clark, 2000). As “the absence of unacceptable level of
conflicts between work and non-work demands.
(Greenbatt, 2002). As “the extent to which an individual
is equally engaged in – and equally satisfied with – his or
her work role and family role” (Greenhaus J. H., 1997).
Work life balance is “the extent to which an individual’s
effectiveness and satisfaction in work and family roles
are compatible with the individual’s life priorities.
(Hamilton, 2012)
Workplace Coercion: Work Place Bullying is defined as
repeated unethical and unfair treatment of one person by
another in the work place. This includes the behavior
designed to belittle others via humanism, sarcasm,
rudeness, overworking of an employee, threats and
violence etcc .Bullying is reportedly undertaken to
maintain the power and control of the person. (Boddy,
2011) Employees experience a wide range of harassment
behaviors when they enter the workplace. Employees
experience harassment and violence in the workplace
based on multiple grounds. The type of atmosphere that
employer provide for employees is important to their
physical and emotional well-being.
Unfortunately an employee can ruin the job satisfaction
of a fellow worker with rude and harassing behaviors.
Workplace coercion means engaging in a course of
vexatious comments or conduct against a worker in a
workplace that is known or ought reasonably to be
known to be unwelcome. (Mr.G.Sureshkrishna, Vol. 1 ,
Issue. 5 , Feb 2013 )
Forms of Coercion: Workplace coercion can occur in
complex forms that involve authoritative status,
deception, physical power and a range of tools such as
showing favoritism, discrimination and denial or
provision of rewards. For example, managers who direct
employees without allowing the staff to share in
workplace decisions use an authoritative style of
management to coerce results. Also, employees who
appear to be bigger or stronger than others may use their
size to intimidate other employees, forcing the smaller or
weaker employee to perform certain tasks. Workplace
coercion also can take psychological forms, which
involves manipulating workers in a variety of
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nonphysical ways, including peer pressure, providing
misleading information, assignment of unachievable
targets and making false promises.
Physical Coercion: Physical coercion involves the
threat of physical force or intimidation to influence
employee behaviors. Managers, supervisors and foremen
with evident physical strength or stature can employ
workplace coercion simply by standing over workers as
they work, creating an intimidating presence. Physical
coercion can take place in workplaces lacking
appropriate supervision and resources for employees to
report coercive manager behavior.
Deceptive Coercion: Workplace coercion may also
involve deception. Managers, executives and other
superiors sometimes offer false information to encourage
desired employee behaviors. For example, a manager
might offer incentives for certain accomplishments
without ever intending to follow through on them,
perhaps setting the bar so high there's no chance the
incentive will be awarded. In another fairly common
example, workers are told that their job security is
threatened unless productivity increases; however, the
employer does not have anyone lined up for the job or
intentions of replacing the worker.
Manipulative Coercion: Employees can be coerced into
desired behaviors or actions through manipulation, which
often draws on charisma, personality or favoritism for a
subtler form of workplace coercion. Managers treat highperforming workers with favoritism, nudging other
employees to meet that worker’s productivity levels in
the hopes of receiving similar favors. Employers can also
withhold approval for employees with the goal of
keeping workers scrambling harder to meet expectations.
Another form of manipulative workplace coercion
involves asking employees to commit to certain
deadlines and responsibilities in a public setting, making
it difficult for individuals to refuse
Sexual Coercion: Sexual coercion is “the act of using
pressure, alcohol or drugs, or force to have sexual contact
with someone against his or her will.” Sexual coercion
includes all forms of sexual contact and more. Abusers
use a range of pressure tactics to convince the victim to
submit to sexual activity when the victim has already
refused. Harassment and sexual assault wears many
masks. There is no typical abuser or situation. Sexual
coercion comes in various forms, including:Verbal
,Emotional & Physical
Power: (Richman, 2001) Power is the capacity to
influence others (Yukl, 1998). Burns (1978) viewed
power as a function of the motives of both the powerholder and the recipient. Power is a manifestation of an
asymmetry in the relationship between two people.
French and Raven (1959) identified five types or bases of
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power: (1) coercive; (2) reward; (3) legitimate; (4)
expert; and (5) referent
Gender And Ethnic Harassment
(Schneider,
1997)Gender Harassment has been treated as one or the
aspects of sexual harassment, but unlike sexual coercion
or unwanted sexual attention, it “conveys hostility devoid
of any explicit sexual motive”. Ethnic harassment
encompasses both hostile comments about target
individual's ethnic group and exclusion of the target from
work-related or social interactions because of the
individual's ethnicity.
Combinations: Some managers employ combinations of
coercive behavior very effectively. For example, a
manager may be physically coercive with some
employees and manipulative with others. Not only are
some employees physically coerced, they're treated to a
display of how the manager might treat them if they
comply with his wishes. In other cases, managers and
supervisors skilled in coercion techniques can team up to
maximize effectiveness in controlling the workplace
environment.
Effects of Coercion: Coercion limits employee choices
and can be both effective and ineffective. When using
coercion to direct and motivate employees, managers
may use threats of termination, negative performance
reviews and low wage increases to coerce punctual
attendance or increased production. These threats may
motivate employees to perform according to company
standards. However, coercive tactics can backfire.
Coercion involves telling employees what to do and
promises punishment if employees do not follow
directives. It does not allow employees to share in
making decisions. Employees working under coercive
management styles may be resentful and may choose
other employment. Coerced employees also may follow
directives even when they know the directives will not
accomplish the objective. Influence is the effect, either
intended or unintended, of one party (the agent) on
another person’s (the target’s) attitudes, perceptions,
behavior or some combination of these outcomes.
Tips to avoid Coercion: Employees have options when
faced with workplace coercion. Some forms, like sexual
harassment, are illegal. Others may be emotionally
draining, but they are legal. Illegal coercion can be
challenged through the court system. More informal
coercion can be dealt with outside the courts.
Objectives of the Study:
-To study the relationship between gender harassment
and organizational commitment and job satisfaction.
-To study the relationship between ethnic harassment and
organizational commitment and job satisfaction.
-To study the relationship between sexual harassment
and organizational commitment and job satisfaction.
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Research hypothesis:
H 1: People that have experienced Work Place Coercion
are less satisfied with their work life balance than people
that have not experienced Work Place Coercion.
H2: Gender Harassment is negatively related to
organizational commitment and job satisfaction and
positively related to turnover intentions and depression.
H3: Ethnic Harassment is negatively related to
organizational commitment and job satisfaction and
positively related to turnover intentions and depression.
H4. Coercive power would moderate the relationship
between authoritarianism and frequency of use of
sanctions
Research instrument: The research was done using a
questionnaire with an online survey. We have used a
variety of means to spread out the survey as much as
possible, form emails to posting in forums and also social
media contacts, asking interviewees to send the link to
the questioner onwards creating the so called Snowball
effect. The questionnaire comprised questions relating to
(1) work life balance, (2) Workplace coercion and (3)
Respondent’s personal details (age, gender, number of
working years and level of education
[Refer tables 1, 2, 3 & 4]
Summary and Conclusions:
Through this paper we have established that workplace
Coercion affects the Work Life Balance of Employees.
Workplace Coercion even though it is psychological can
have effects on health of employees. There is no doubt
that workplace coercion; especially psychological
workplace violence is a major problem in modern
workplace, and needs to be addressed in many ways.
Although it is hard or sometimes almost impossible to
detect we might be able to “see” it through problems in
balancing work and life as we shown in this paper that it
affects it. There are some limitations to this paper, first is
the research, it was done through online questionnaire,
thus eliminating those that do not have access to internet,
second is the size of the sample, with limited number of
respondents it is not huge by any means but still large
enough to give us a general idea on how the situation is
currently. For further research we would recommend
enlargement of sample with increased focus on effect of
workplace coercion on physical and mental health.
-Research has shown that each place of workplace
harassment predicts target strain outcomes as expected,
including poor job attitudes, high levels of work
withdrawal, turnover intentions, mental health symptoms,
and high levels of physical symptoms or somatic
complaints.
-These relationships have supported for Gender
Harassment in both meta-analytic and descriptive
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reviews. There is comparatively a less research on ethnic
harassment at work, yet the existing results are similar.
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Swift, L. (2002). Reuters AlertNet. Retrieved from WorkLife balance important in relief world too:
http://www.alertnet.org/thefacts/reliefsources
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Regression coefficients
Organizational Job
Turn over
commitment satisfaction intention’s
Variable

â

Demographics

ÄF

ÄR2

0.98

.01

Gender

.00

-.01

Racial Minority

- .09

-.02

-.19**

6 .71**

Sexual
Harassment

.08

Descriptive statistics and correlation
Scale

M

SD

Factor loading

EH

1.15

0.35

.83

GH

1.23

0.39

.85

SH

3.46

1.02

.86

JS

116.2

30.14

.94

OC

1.17

1.63

.82

TI

1.36

0.48

.64
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2. PERFORMANCE OF RRBs IN INDIA
Ganesh Bhat H L, Lecturer in Commerce
L.B.A.S. & S.B.S.C. College, SAGAR
ABSTRACT

After nationalization, the Indian banking sector
expanded in breadth and scope at a rate perhaps
unmatched by any other country. In Indian banking
has been remarkably successful at achieving mass
participation. RRB's were conceived with notion of
augmenting the outreach of the institutional channel
of credit in the remotest corner of rural India. The
RRB's have got equal status with commercial banks
in cash reserves, finance and interest rate. The
present paper has the following objectives such as;
to study the concept and genesis of RRBs; to list out
the sources of rural credit and role of rural credit
for RRBs; to address the some emerging issues of
RRBs and at the end to offers suggestions for
strengthening of RRBs. This research article is
based on secondary sources like annual reports of
RRBs, NABARD, RBI, journals, books and websites.
The data collected were analyzed with the help of
statistical technique like, percentages, growth rates
etc.
Key Words: Regional Rural Banks (RRBs), Development
Financial Institutions (DFIs), Securitization and
Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of
Security Interest Act (SARFAESI), Non-Residential
External (NRE),Foreign Currency Non-Resident (FCNRB)
PRELUDE
In the era of economic reforms and globalization
of Indian Economy, the agriculture and rural banking
cannot be left in isolation. In India, agriculture should be
viable because 70 per cent people are still dependent on
agriculture. During last century
the financial
performance of Regional Rural Banks (RRBs) have
changed a lot. To complete with the changing scenario, it
is imperative on our part to build up a strong database in
respect of rural development banks, as these banks are
backbone of the agriculture and rural development in
India.
THE PROBLEM
Rural population of the country constitutes 80%
of population of the country. Most of rural people are
facing the problem of poverty, unemployment, regional
imbalances the main cause for these problems is nonavailability of finance. Both agriculturists and nonagriculturists in rural area require finance for undertaking
any activity. But fulfilling their requirement of adequate,
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cheap and timely fiancé is one of the problems for rural
people. In past, the co-operatives and money lenders
were the only source of finance for the rural people. Later
the credit requirement of rural sector grew multifold, as
co-operatives alone would not be able to fulfill the
burgeoning demand of rural credit. Therefore after
establishing of regional rural banks, it would be a model
financial infrastructure for rural development with
patronage and encouragement given by planners in the
field. Thus, the state sponsored, regionally based and
rural-oriented commercial banks have taken birth in rural
India which is popularly known as ‘Regional Rural
Banks’. These banks penetrate every corner of the
country and have been extending a helping hand in the
growth of the economy. Now, these regional rural banks
providing many types of (Loans) credits to cater to the
needs of rural people. In these circumstances, a study on
“Role of RRBs in rural credit” is keenly felt.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Numerous research as well as general studies has been
conducted over the years with regard to the role of rural
banking institutions in financing agriculture, small scale
industries and other schemes under the programme of
rural development. Having observed the pertinent need
for rural credit of RRBs in India, an attempt is made to
review the major studies on Regional Rural Banks.
Ravi.N.Kadam. (2007)1., in his paper on
Evolution of Rural Banking in India and Its Future
thought that, institutional and non-institutional sources of
rural credit and help the farmers and rural sector in
meeting their financial requirements. The importance of
non-institutional source of credit is declining because of
the development and popularity of institutional sources in
rural India.
Venkatanaidu.G.(2012)2., in his article on
Performance of Regional Rural Banks, he identified
RRBs today face number of impediments in their holistic
growth. The foremost being the pro-poor (rural /poor
man's bank) image of RRBs. Public still perceives these
banks as only for poor or rural people. Some people
assume them to be private banks and desist from having
banking relation with RRBs. Not only this, the
confinement to local aspect has narrowed down the
vision and experience of the RRBs staff resulting in their
little development. Thus, there is decisive need to allow
the RRBs to grow out and face the realities of the world.
Prabakkar Rajkumar. K.(2007)3., his study on
Financial Performance of RRBs: An Overview opined
that during 2003-05 the profit earnings of RRBs have
increased by 6 percent and their profit earnings also
increased to ` 168.33 crores. While the loss by RRBs has
decreased by 25 percent its loss also reduced to ` 60.19
crores during the periods. The recovery performance of
RRBs have increased from 73.49percent to 79.85
percent. It is also observed that the level of NPA is low.
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The overall analysis shows that, the financial
performance of RRBs is at the satisfactory level.
FOCUS OF THE STUDY
1. To study the concept and genesis of RRBs,
2. To list out the sources of rural credit and role of
rural credit in RRBs.
3. To focus on the role of RRBs in the form of agency
-wise ground level credit flow, region-wise working
results, frequency distribution of states according to
levels of recovery, indicators of performance etc..
4. To offers suggestions for strengthening the RRBs.
SOURCE OF DATA AND METHODOLOGY
The data for the study was collected from the secondary
sources such as collected from the annual reports of
RRBs, NABARD, RBI, journals, books and websites.
The data collected were analyzed with the help of
statistical technique such as percentages, growth rates
etc.
PERFORMANCE OF RRBs:
The performance of RRBs from 2009-10 onwards is
discussed below.
1. Agency -Wise Ground Level Credit Flow
Table 2: Agency -Wise Ground Level Credit Flow Of
Rrbs
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RRBs were in the order of 110 per cent, 95 per cent and
83 per cent, respectively.
Analysis: Table 3 shows the financial results of RRBs for
the year 2012-13 indicate that there were improvements
in their performance, with 63 out of 64 RRBs showing
profit to the extent of Rs. 2,384.59 crores as compared to
79 (out of 82 RRBs) with profit of Rs. 1,886.15 crores in
2011-12. The remaining one RRB incurred a loss of Rs.
2.07 crores as compared to loss of Rs. 28.87 crores
posted by three RRBs in 2011-12. The number of
sustainably viable RRBs i.e., RRBs making net current
profit and having no accumulated losses stood at 53 (out
of 64 RRBs) as on 31st March 2012. The aggregate
reserves of RRBs increased to Rs. 13,130.01 crores and
net worth increased to Rs. 18,292.07 crores as on 31st
March 2013. There were 11 RRBs with accumulated
losses and their accumulated losses had decreased by 24
per cent over the previous year. The performance of
RRBs varied across the regions in 2012-13. While all
RRBs in the Central Region (16), Eastern(10), Northern
(11), Southern (14) and Western (5) earned profit and 7
(out of 8) in North-Eastern region were (earned) in profit.
The provisional financial results of RRBs for the year
2013-14, indicates that all 57 RRBs have earned profits
aggregating Rs.2,833 crores as compared to 63 out of 64
RRBs earning aggregate profit of Rs.2,275 crores in
2012-13. The proportion of RRBs that are sustainably
viable viz., earning profits and carrying no accumulated
losses has increased from 83 per cent (53 out of 64
RRBs) as on 31 March 2013 to 86 per cent (49 out of 57)
as on 31 March 2014. The aggregate reserves of RRBs
increased to Rs.15,736 crores and net worth increased to
Rs.21,199 crores as on 31st March 2014. There were 8
RRBs with accumulated losses and their accumulated
losses had decreased by 17 per cent over the previous
year.
Table 3: Region-Wise Working Results Of Rrbs

Source: NABARD Annual Report, 2009-11 to 13-14
Analysis: As against the target of Rs.7,00,000 crore of
credit flow to agriculture sector for 2013-14, the banking
system has disbursed Rs.7,23,225 crores (provisional) as
on 31st March 2014, achieving 103 per cent of the target.
Commercial Banks, Co-operative Banks and Regional
Rural Banks (RRBs) have disbursed Rs.5,21,496 crores,
Rs.1,18,422 crores and Rs.83,307 crores against their
respective targets of Rs.4,75,000 crores, Rs.1,25,000
crores and Rs.1,00,000 crores. The achievements in
respect of Commercial Banks Co-operative Banks and
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(As On 31 March 2013)

Source: NABARD Annual Report,2009-11 to 13-14.

4. Frequency Distribution of States According to Levels
of Recovery of RRBs
Table 4: Levels of Recovery of RRBs

Source: NABARD Annual Report,2009-11 to 13-14
The recovery performance of RRBs improved marginally
from 81.2 per cent as on 30th June 2012 to 81.9 per cent
as on 30th June 2013. Nine RRBs had recovery of more
than 90 per cent, 19 RRBs had recovery in the range of
80 to 90 per cent, 28 RRBs had recovery in the range of
60 and 80 per cent and one RRB had recovery of less
than 60 per cent (Table 2.19). The aggregate gross NPA
of all RRB declined from 6.1 per cent as on 31st March
2013 to 4.4 per cent as on 31st March 2014.
Indicators of Performance:

Source: NABARD Annual Report,2009-11 to 13-14.
Analysis:
1. Afteramalgamation, the number of RRBs in the
country as on 31st March 2014 stood at 57, with a
network of 19,082 branches covering 642 notified
districts in 26 States and the UT of Puducherry.
2. The aggregate deposits of RRBs registered a growth
of 13 per cent, borrowings 34 per cent, loans and
advances (outstanding) 17 per cent and investments
2 per cent, respectively.
3. The decreasing in profit making banks is due to
merger of RRBs.
4. The negative growth rate in case of accumulated loss
is a health trend as far as RRBs is concerned.
5. In all the other parameters, the GR is positive, which
shows the fairly well performance of RRBs,
particularly after merger.
PROBLEMS OF RRBs:
Although RRBs had a rapid expansion of branch network
and increase in volume of business, these institutions
went through a very difficult evolutionary process due to
the following problems.
1.
Limited operational/ service area.
2.
High risk due to exposure only to the target group.
3.
Mounting losses due to non-viable level of
operations in branches located at resource poor
areas.
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4.
5.
6.

7.
8.
9.
10.

Switch over to narrow investment banking as a
turnover strategy.
Heavy reliance on sponsor banks for investment
avenues with low returns.
Chairman of RRBs under the direction of regional
managers appointed as board of directors by
sponsor banks.
Unionized staff with low commitment to profit
orientation and functional efficiency.
Inadequate skills in treasury management for
profit orientation.
Inadequate exposure and skills to innovate
products limiting the lending portfolios.
Inadequate effort to achieve desired levels of
excellence in staff competence of managing the
affairs and business independent entity.
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SUGGESTIONS:
1. RRBs may join in consortium finance with public
sector banks/ Development Financial Institutions
(DFIs).
2. Securitization and Reconstruction of Financial
Assets and Enforcement of Security Interest Act
(SARFAESI), 2002 may be extended to RRBs.
3. The Bank may consider that the NPAs should be
avoided in initial stages of credit consideration by
putting in place appropriate credit appraisal
mechanism.
4. The bank may take steps to constitute more legal
cells and tribunals, recovery branches, NPA
management departments, Lok Adalats etc., for
speedy recovery of NPAs in addition to the existing
methods.
5. RRBs may be allowed to deal in Non-Residential
External (NRE) accounts/ Foreign Currency NonResident (FCNR-B) deposits, certificates of deposits,
among others, in consortium with sponsor bank and
be given the freedom to place their money in term
deposits with any bank.
6. Measures should be initiated to deploy credit to
various potential and productive sectors, so that the
credit deployment raises in proportion to deposits.
CONCLUSION:
RRBs today face number of impediments in their holistic
growth. The foremost being the pro-poor (rural/ poor
man's bank) image of RRBs. Public still perceives these
banks as 'only for poor or rural people'. Some people
assume them to private banks and desist from having
banking relations with the RRBs. Not only this, the
confinement to local aspects has narrowed down the
vision and experience of the RRBs staff resulting in their
little development. Thus, there is decisive need to allow
the RRBs to grow out and face the realities of the world.
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3. IMPACT OF MERGERS &
ACQUISITIONS
Sanjana Jacob, Assistant Professor,
AIMS Institues, Peenya, Bangalore

ABSTRACT
Over the years, several studies have been done by
researchers and practitioners to understand the
significance of adopting Mergers & Acquisitions
(M&A) strategy by organizations. The motivation
has been to understand whether the perceived
benefits from this strategy have accrued or not.
Mergers and acquisitions improve market efficiency
by capturing synergies between firms. But takeovers
also impose externalities (both positive and
negative) on the remaining firms in the industry.
This paper presents the overall value enhancing or
destructive strategies for merging & acquisitions.
Keywords: Mergers and Acquisitions, Human
Resources, Performances
Introduction:
Today, many companies in order to have a dominant
market position, , need to be efficient, profitable,
flexible, and adaptable survive and grow. Without
these qualities, firms believe that it
is virtually
impossible to be competitive in today’s global economy.
In some industries such as insurance or banking, firms
may move into new markets. In others, such as
pharmaceuticals or software technology, firms may work
with smaller firms that have developed or are developing
new products that they can manufacture and/or distribute
more efficiently, while other firms focus on their own
internal growth, leadership and development. Regardless
of the industry, however, it appears that it has become
increasingly difficult in our global environment for firms
to compete with others without growing and expanding
through deals that result in mergers or acquisitions.
In a globalized and increasingly competitive economic
environment, enterprises must constantly adjust and
restructure to survive and grow. Radical forms of
enterprise restructuring such as mergers and acquisitions
(M&A) are a constant occurrence. Like any other form
of restructuring, M&As involve human costs, and
affect not just the employers and workers of the
enterprises in question, but also other shareholders. Lack
of attention paid to the human dimension of M&As may
prevent success and even lead to complete failure. M&A
services in India is taking a revolutionary form. Some of
the major factors resulting in this sudden growth of
merger and acquisition deal in India are favorable
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government policies, excess of capital flows, economic
stability, corporate investments and dynamic attitude of
Indian companies. The merger and acquisition in 2011
made by Indian companies worldwide are those of Tata
Steel acquiring Corus Group plc, UK based company
with a deal of US$ 12,000 million and Hindalco
acquiring Novelis from Canada for US$ 6,000 million.
The objective of this study is to examine the challenges
to the effective management of HR Training &
Development activities, particularly in manufacturing
firms. . It is hoped that the findings of this study will
give HR professionals a clear understanding of the
various challenges to the effective management of HR
Training & Development.
Review of literature:
The central factor in HRD is the human resources or the
human capital in an organization. They are viewed as the
driving force for the success of organisations because of
their skills, competencies, knowledge and experience
(Becker, 1975; Schmidt & Lines, 2002; Harrison &
Kessels, 2004). Moreover, it has been suggested that for
organisations to compete successfully in a global
economy, it is important to hire sufficiently educated and
skilled employees and provide them with lifelong
learning (Nadler & Wiggs, 1986) Chalofsky & Reinhart,
1988; Nadler & Nadler, 1989; O’Connell, 1999;
Streumer et al, 1999; Low, 1998; Harrison, 2000; SadlerSmith et al, 2000). However, these are some of the
problems faced by employers and organisations and seen
as a hindrance to the effective management, training and
development of human resources in a global economy
(Roberts & McDonald, 1995; Fernald et al, 1999; Shim,
2001; Lloyd, 2002. In the specific context of HRD
professionals, the literature has indicated that there is a
shortage of HRD professionals who are skilled and
experienced systems thinkers (Bing et al, 2003), and who
have the ability to manage the vast and specialised
function of HRD across
organisations (Eidgahy, 1995; Buyens et al, 2001;
Garavan, et al, 2002).
Need for the study:
In a merger, two organizations join forces to become a
new business, usually with a new name. Laws in India
use the term malgamation for merger. In an acquisition,
on the other hand, one business buys a second and
generally smaller company which may be absorbed into
the parent organization or run as a subsidiary. Mergers,
acquisitions, and alliances involve blending people of
different corporate cultures and even various national
cultures into one company, which tends to complicate
matters further. Instead of melting everyone together, a
leader must capitalize on the cultural differences between
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employees and try to diminish the psychological
distances between them. An example of a merger
between “un-equals” is Chase and J.P. Morgan who
merged to create JP Morgan-Chase. Similarly, there are
two major categories of acquisitions: those involving
acquisition and integration such as acquisitions typically
made by Cicso Systems; and those involving acquisition
and separation such as Unilever’s acquisition of
Bestfoods. Acknowledging and recognizing these types
of mergers and acquisitions is useful in identifying the
unique HR management (HRM) issues. For example, a
merger of equals often compels two companies to share
the staffing implications; whereas a merger of un-equals
results in the acquired company facing significantly more
lay-offs than the acquiring organization . An acquisition
that involves integration has greater staffing implications
than one that involves separation.
Reasons for Merger
There are numerous reasons for companies to merge or
acquire. Some of the most frequent include:
 Mergers for market dominance; economies of
scale.
 Mergers for channel control.
 Mergers for risk spreading, cost cutting,
synergies, defensive drivers.
 Growth for world class leadership and global
reach.
 Survival; critical mass; sales maximization.
 Acquisition of cash, deferred taxes, and excess
debt capacity.
 Move quickly and inexpensively.
 Flexibility; leverage.
 Bigger asset base to leverage borrowing.
 Adopt potentially disruptive technologies.
 Financial gain and personal power.
 Gaining a core competence to do more
combinations.
 Acquiring talent, knowledge, and technology
Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) are increasingly being
used by firms to strengthen and maintain their position in
the marketplace. While most early M&A research
focuses on the financial and strategic issues, more recent
literature focuses on the human resources (HR) aspect of
M&A. Today, it is widely accepted that the way HR
issues are handled is critical to the success of any M&A.
Similarly, most M&A failures can be traced to poor
support of HR-related issues and activities. People issues
are at the core of both M&A success and failure,
regardless of geographic location, industry, or size.
Mergers and acquisitions fail for a variety of reasons and
typically, several occur simultaneously. Classic reasons
for failure include:
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Expectations are unrealistic
 Hastily constructed strategy, poor planning,
unskilled execution
 Failure/inability to unify behind a single macro
message
 Talent is lost or mismanaged
 Power and politics are the driving forces, rather
than productive objectives
 Requires an impossible degree of synergy
 Culture clashes between the two entities go
unchecked
 Transition management fails
 The underestimation of transition costs
 Financial drain
 Defensive motivation
 Focus of executives is distracted from the core
business.
On the opposite end of the spectrum, some common
sources of success are
 Leadership
 Well thought out goals and objectives
 Due diligence on hard and soft issues
 Well managed M&A team
 Successful learning from previous experience
 Planning for combination and solidification steps
completed early
 Key talent retained
 Extensive and timely communications to all
stakeholders
The Human Side of M&A Activity
Plenty of attention is paid to the legal, financial, and
operational elements of mergers and acquisitions. But
executives who have been through the merger process
now recognize that in today’s economy, the management
of the human side of change is the real key to
maximizing the value of a deal. Merger & Acquisition
has a great impact on the employees working in a
company &on working conditions. The main reason for
failure of merger in most of the cases is non-integration
of human resources of both the transferor and transferee
company. Some of the significant concerns and issues
related to the human resource are:
 Due to merger, there is a clash between the
companies which pulls them together into different
direction apart from their aims & objectives.
 An M& A activity without recognizing the impact on
the human element results in lost revenue, customer
dissatisfaction, employers attrition issues and so on.
 Many personnel issues such as salaries, benefits,
pension of employees are also affected due to M&A.
 Ego clashes between the top management.
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 Employees often become withdrawn and frustrated
when their potential for future growth within the
organization dwindles.
 M&A affects the CEOs of the company.
 Transfer, retrenchment and the loss of position in the
hierarchical level.
 M&As shift the focus of employees from productive
work to issues related to interpersonal conflicts,
layoffs, career growth with the acquirer company,
compensation etc.
 Conflict in values and culture increases stress level
among employees.
Recommendations for Companies & HR
There are numerous recommendations and conclusions
that can be made about M&A activity, especially at the
company level and at the HR level.
 Business and integration strategies must be clear.
 The social costs must be articulated and
understood.
 Performance expectations must be reasonable and
take into account market conditions, capital
investment requirement, etc. Inflated performance
expectations can lead executives to adopt shortterm focus and delay making investments in the
business.
 Creating synergy between cultures such that
employee at every level get satisfied by calling
meeting, sharing ideas of the employees of both
the companies using MBO (management by
objectives ) Pre mergers meeting must be held to
tell why merger is necessary, try to have creative,
open, frequent one on one communication about
the upcoming changes.
 Manager must ensure that employees perceive
actions by management as being fair, unbiased
and evenly distributed across both companies.
Manager must ensure that employees feel that
management understands their demands and
“feels their pain” and supports them as people.
Managers should strongly encourage employees
to abandon the old and embrace the new.
 Recognize that employees practicing extra role
behaviors and enjoying high job satisfaction when
merging look for partners whose company culture,
practices, management styles are similar to their
own, avoid discontinuity when acquiring, promote
past managerial successes in similar endeavors to
build employee trust that management has done
this before and can be trusted to be successful.
 Employee communications, retention of key
employees and cultural integration are the most
important activities in the HR area for successful
M&A integration.
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 Acquired companies often view their culture as
faster moving than that of their new, larger parent.
It is possible that each side will perceive its
culture as “better” and does not want to give it up.
Unmanaged cultural differences will lead to
miscommunications and misunderstandings.

Conclusion and Implications:
In general, the challenges faced by employers and
organisations in the effective management of HR is
varied from concerns about the lack of intellectual HR
professionals to coping with the demand for knowledgeworkers and fostering learning and development in the
workplace. The core and focal challenge is the lack of
intellectual HRD professionals in manufacturing firms,
and this suggests that employers viewed HR training &
development as a function secondary to HRM and
perhaps considered it as being of lesser importance. This
implication could lead to the ineffective implementation
of HR activities and increase ambiguity and failure in
effectively managing HR Training & Development as a
whole.
As well as the major challenge presented by the lack of
HRD professionals, HRD practitioners are currently
being confronted with the challenge of coping with the
demand for knowledge-workers, with issues relating to
the hiring, training and retention of a skilled and
competent workforce. The ageing workforce and their
positions within the company also pose a major challenge
in terms of developing older workers to become
knowledgeable workers, particularly with regard to their
levels of education. However, the issue of how HRD
practitioners cope with an ageing workforce, to develop
knowledgeable and skilled workers to attain knowledgeworker status requires further research. The strategy of
moving forward and planning strategically in response to
these challenges to HR T&D remains the responsibility
and initiative of each individual organisation. The
findings of this study imply that the process of
developing knowledge workers towards achieving
knowledge economy status is likely to be very
challenging and to take a long time to achieve unless
employers can surmount these challenges by developing
and implementing contemporarily appropriate policies
and procedures for HR management and development.
However, the findings from this study mainly reflect the
major challenges faced by HRD practitioners in
managing effective HR Training & velopmentD in
manufacturing firms globally.
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ABSTRACT
Accounting has rightly been termed as the language
of business. The basic function of a language is to
serve as a means of communication. Indian
Accounting Standards are formulated with a view to
harmonize different accounting policies and
practices in India. Institute of Chartered
Accountants of India (ICAI) constituted Accounting
Standard Board (ASB) in India. Similarly London
based accounting body formed to convey the
accounting language to all people in the world.
International Accounting Standard Committee
(IASC), which was formed and came in to existence
on 29th June 1973, the work of the IASC has made
a marked impact on the development of accounting
standards globally. IASC recently named as
International Accounting Standard Board (IASB)
which announced in April, 2001 that accounting
standards would be designated as ‘International
Financial Reporting Standards’(IFRS). Till April 1,
2011 India followed Indian GAAP but in order to
introduce single set of universally accepted
accounting standards, the IFRS has been
recommended.
After
ICAI
has
proposed
convergence of existing GAAP in India with IFRS
and revised roadmap for adoption of IFRS
converged Indian Accounting Standards (Ind-AS)
with effect from 1st April 2016. There are some
relevant areas of issues in convergence of Indian
GAAP to IFRS came into existence. The present
study discussed about some relevant issues of
“Provisions, Contingent liabilities and Contingent
assets” from Indian GAAP convergence to IFRS. It
ensures comparability of financial statements of
different enterprises with a view to provide
meaningful information to various users of financial
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statements which will be helpful for economic
decision.
KEYTERMS: Contingent assets, Contingent liabilities,
GAAP,IAS, IFRS, Ind-AS, Provisions.
Introduction:
The key objective of financial accounting is to give
adequate and suitable information for efficient decisionmaking. Today business are crossing their national
boundaries and promoting accounting standards across
the world. Therefore, harmonization of financial
statement is required. When the procedure and practices
of accounting are differing one country to another, it will
create problem to all. Therefore, the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of India has emphasized that the
Indian financial statements require an integral language
for easy communication. Globalization, Multinational
companies, which are establishing business in various
countries, capital market become worldwide trend and
more companies that are Indian listed on overseas stock
exchange.
Statement of International Accounting Standards
was issued by the board of the International Accounting
Standard Committee between 1973 and 2001. The IASC,
recently renamed as International Accounting Standard
Board (IASB), London based, is an independent and
privately funded accounting standard body is committed
in developing a single set of high quality, understandable
accounting standards to achieve convergence of
accounting standard around the world. So far there were
41 IAS, which had been issued before IASB replaced
IASC in 2001.
IASB’s contribution: The year 2001 onwards IASB
issues IFRS which recommends for transition from
Indian GAAP to IFRS, applicable with effect from
01.04.2011 in which Companies with over Rs.1000 Crore
networth and Companies listed in Sensex-30/NIFTY50/overseas stock exchanges. Companies with a networth
more than Rs.500 Crore but less than Rs.1000 Crore,
transition applicable with effect from 01.04.2013.All
listed Companies with networth less than or equal to
Rs.500 Crore, transition effectively from 01.04.2014
onwards, however SMEs and unlisted companies with a
networth less than or equal to Rs.500 Crore exempted
transition to IFRS. In short year 2001 onwards IASB
issues IFRS which recommends for transition from
Indian GAAP to IFRS, applicable with effect from
01.04.2011 to 01.04.2014. But it was not practicable
during these periods. So ICAI has proposed convergence
of existing GAAP in India with IFRS and revised
roadmap for adoption of IFRS converged Indian
accounting standards (Ind-AS) with effect from 1st April
2016. As of now, more than 125 plus countries have
implemented IFRS, the aim of moving from Indian
GAAP to IFRS not merely changing from one set of
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accounting policies to another but Convergence of Indian
GAAP to IFRS with unique challenges to India.
The ICAI has initiated suitable accounting
framework and suggested the Government, Tax
authorities and financial regulatory bodies to follow in
order to maintain uniformity in accounting standards
across the world. Hence single set of universally
accepted accounting standards has promoted by many
countries, including India to pursue convergence of
national accounting standards with IFRS.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE:
Sarda.N.P (2007) reveals that convergence of
accounting standard is aimed at removing barriers in
capital and flow of financial information. It is possible to
identify several IFRS which have practically no
differences or very minor differences with corresponding
Indian Accounting Standards like Inventories, CFS etc.
Certain Indian Accounting Standards have some
deviation from IFRS like Presentation of Financial
Statements, Property, Plant and Equipment, Interim
Financial Reporting etc. Compliance with such IFRS is
not possible, until the relevant laws or regulations are
amended. It is helpful for harmonization of accounting
standards all over the world.
Dolphy d’souza (2007) reveals that IFRS will
dominate majority of global capitalization coming years,
therefore it would create an extraordinary good market
for Indian accountants on a global scale, which helpful
free capital flow(China has been receiving foreign capital
very successfully, it has fully adopted IFRS). There are
many challenges arising from IFRS path like shortage of
raw materials, training personnel’s, tax issues, multiple
regulators, but they come with exiting opportunities.
Ramesh kumar (2010) reveals the top five
technical accounting challenges faced by Indian banks
due to convergence of Indian GAAP to IFRS and how it
overcome this challenges which include loan or
investment challenges can be overcome through
strengthen credit risk management function, strengthen
data capture system. Use of fair value system can be
overcome through trained personnel for significant area
of expertise and judgment. Banks focus on to meet
challenges on Hedge accounting or Derivative; certain
strategic decisions need to be made. Now Indian Banks
are ready to IFRS convergence.
Aditya singhal (2010) in his study reveals that
how IFRS introduced in India effectively and efficiently.
It also reveals the applicability and area of coverage of
IFRS in Indian context. Phase 1 applicable in India with
effect from01/04/2011, Phase 2 applicable with effect
from 01/04/2013 and Phase 3 applicable with effect from
01/04/2014.
Christopher write and Steven hobbs (2010)
reveals that impact and implication of IFRS conversion
or convergence, they concluded that conversion or
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convergence of local GAAP to IFRS require more
disclosure than most countries local GAAP requirements.
It reduces current level of complexity, improve
transparency of financial reporting.
Kanchan Mukherjee (2010) reveals that how
to solve the key challenges that were faced during first
time adoption of IFRS.The experience of major European
Bank, Barclays plc ,British petroleum, Glaxo Smith
Kline and Mark and Spencers were cited to illustrate the
complexity and solutions adopted. In India we are
threshold of commencing the convergence with IFRS and
we hope to draw lessons from Europe.
Subramanyan.M (2011) in his study reveals
that some major areas impacted due to convergence with
IFRS will be business combinations, group accounts,
fixed assets and investment property, presentation of
financial statements. Good number of entities, which
have been already doing global business, readied
themselves by preparing their organizations to meet
various challenges while convergence from Indian
GAAP to IFRS.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:
The difference in accounting standards will create
problems to all if different procedures and practices are
followed by accounting men. The researchers' check
whether IFRS/IAS/Ind-AS ensures comparability of
financial statements of different enterprises with a view
to provides meaningful information to various users of
financial statements than Indian GAAP.
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY:
The main objective of the study is to understand the
difference in valuation or treatment of “Provisions,
Contingent liabilities and Contingent assets” by Indian
GAAP and IFRS and how it effects in valuation
METHODOLOGY: This paper tries to explain the
updated information of “Provisions, Contingent liabilities
and Contingent assets”of IAS, IFRS, Ind-AS in India.
For this purpose only qualitative data have been used and
analyzed. Thus information extracted from various
journals, published articles, books and discussion with
ICAI members, ICMA members.
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION: These segments
analyze different aspects pertaining to GAAP and
IFRS/IAS and how the treatment and valuation of
Provisions, Contingent liabilities and Contingent assets.
Difference between Indian GAAP and IFRS for
Provisions, Contingent liabilities and Contingent
assets:
Basis of
difference

IAS / IFRS/Ind-AS

Indian GAAP
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1)Standard
number

IAS ‘37’ states
the
concept
of
“Provisions,
Contingent liabilities
and
Contingent
assets”

2)Time value

Ind-AS
37
requires discounting
amount of provisions,
if effect on time
value of money is
material.
As per IAS 37
requires disclosure of
contingent assets in
the
financial
statements when the
inflow of economic
benefits is probable.
The
disclosure
however,
should
avoid
misleading
indications of the
likely
hood
of
income arising
As per IAS 37
gives
identifiable
future
operating
losses up to the date
of restructuring are
included
in
a
provision.

3)Disclosure

4) Operating
losses

5) Guidance

IAS 37 gives
guidance on (1)
rights to interest
arising
from
decommissioning,
restoration
and
environmental
rehabilitation funds
and (2) liabilities
arising
from
participating in a
specific
marketWaste Electrical and
Electronic
Equipment.

Under
Indian
GAAP, AS ‘29’
states the concept of
Provisions,
Contingent liabilities
and
Contingent
assets.
The
existing
accounting standard
‘29’
prohibits
discounting
the
amounts
of
provisions.
As per accounting
standard
‘29’notes
the
practice
of
disclosure
of
contingent assets in
the report of the
approving authority
but
prohibits
disclosure of the
same in the financial
statements.

As per existing
Accounting Standard
states that identifiable
future
operating
losses up to the date
of restructuring are
not included in a
provision.
However as per
AS 29 does not
contain this guidance.
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cross boarder listing, elimination of multiple reporting
standards. It is applicable in India step by step. IAS 37
“Provisions, Contingent liabilities and Contingent assets”
is facilitating discounting amount of provisions, more
disclosure than existing Indian GAAP. IFRS facilitates
cross or border capital market transaction, cross mergers
and acquisition, cross borrowing and lending. So it is
helpful for international business for smooth mobility of
foreign capital and capital formation at a lower cost
which leads to globalization.
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CONCLUSION: The vision of ICAI adoption or
Convergence of Indian GAAP to IFRS in April 1, 2011
onwards, in some cases some conceptual differences with
the treatment prescribed in IFRS and Indian accounting
standards. Convergence of Indian GAAP to IFRS
shouldn’t cause major harm to industry. There are many
challenges convergence of Indian GAAP to IFRS but it
create exiting opportunities. Certain big companies,
multinational companies like Infosys technologies,
WIPRO now using IFRS instead of Indian GAAP. It is
helpful for global capital market, global comparability,
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5. ENHANCING CUSTOMER LOYALTYA STUDY BASED ON COLLEGE
STUDENTS FOR THE CONSUMPTION
OF SOFT DRINKS
N. Aishwarya, B.Com., Student, Department of
Commerce, Sri Krishna Arts and Science College,
Coimbatore-08

ABSTRACT
The main objective of the study is to characterize
about the soft drinks used by college students. Soft
drink consumption has increased substantially over
the last 50 years and it has been established that
using large amounts of soft drinks regularly can be
detrimental to the health. Soft drinks are made by
mixing dry ingredients with water. Although soft
drinks are targeted to young adult consumers, there
has been little research regarding soft drinks
consumption patterns among college students in the
India. The purpose of this study was to determine
soft drinks consumption patterns among college
students, prevalence and frequency of energy drink
use for six situations, namely for insufficient sleep,
to increase energy (in general), while studying,
driving long periods of time, drinking with alcohol
while partying, and to treat a hangover, and
prevalence of adverse side effects and energy drink
use dose effects among college soft drink users. The
purpose of this investigation was to assess soft drink
to evaluate the effectiveness of
15-week classbased nutrition intervention in changing beverage
choices among college students.
Key words: Beverage Consumption, College Students,
Nutritional Value and Soft Drinks.
INTRODUCTION
A soft drink is a beverage that typically contains
carbonated water, a sweetener and a flavouring. The soft
drinks may be sugar, high-fructose corn syrup, fruit juice,
sugar substitutes (in the case of diet drinks) or some
combination of these. Soft drinks may also contain
caffeine, colourings, preservatives and other ingredients.
The small amounts of alcohol may be present in a soft
drink, but the alcohol content must be less than 0.5% of
the total volume if the drink is to be considered nonalcoholic. Soft drink, any of a class of non alcoholic
beverages, usually but not necessarily carbonated,
normally containing a natural or artificial sweetening
agent, edible acids, natural or artificial flavours, and
sometimes juice. Natural flavours are derived from fruits,
nuts, berries, roots, herbs, and other plant sources. Soft
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drinks were recommended as a substitute in the effort to
change the hard-drinking habits of early Americans.
Health concerns of modern consumers led to new
categories of soft drinks emphasizing low calorie count,
low sodium content, no caffeine, and all natural
ingredients. Sodium benzoate has been investigated by
researchers at University of Sheffield as a possible cause
of
DNA(deoxyribonucleic
acid)
damage
and
hyperactivity. Soft drinks also having negative health
effects, but are present in such small quantities that are
unlikely to pose any substantial health risk provided that
the beverages are consumed only in moderation. Soft
drinks have also been speculated to cause weight gain in
adults.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
 To identify the most preferable brand of soft drinks
used by college students.
 To identify the purpose of consuming soft drinks by
college students.
Research Methodology
The research design of the study is a descriptive research.
The study is concerned with specific predictions with
narration of facts and characteristics concerning
individual group or situation are all the examples of
descriptive research studies. Sample size of the research
study is 120.The sample was adopted to the customers of
Coimbatore city. The researcher selected 120 respondents
and the data were collected by questionnaire method. The
data was collected from both primary and secondary
sources.
Review of Literature:
Susan Harrington(2008)1 Soft drink consumption has
increased by 300% in the past 20 years, and 56–85% of
children in school and college consume at least one soft
drink daily. The habit of consuming soft drinks becoming
obese among children increases 1.6 times for each
additional can or glass. The findings of the study clears
thatsoft drinks consumption among youngsters are
beyond the usual daily intake of the beverage which
leads to adolescent obesity. The study conveys that
consumption of soft drinks beyond the level leads to
obesity, dehydration, calcium depletion , increase satiety
levels, decrease tendencies towards insulin resistance,
and simplify the process of weight management in this
population.
Denney Wilson (2009) 2 Soft drink and fast food are
energy dense foodstuffs that are heavily marketed to
adolescents, and are likely to be important in terms of
risk of obesity. The findings of the study shows that over
half of the students consuming soft drink everyday and
quarter of students reported choosing soft drinks instead
of water or milk. Availability in the home and drinking
soft drinks with meals was most strongly associated with
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consumption in all age groups. The conclusion of the
study is to reduce the consumption of soft drinks in both
home and other environment by removing soft drinks and
replacing them with more nutritive beverages.
Chris A.Myers3 The findings of the study explores some
of the consequences attributes have on brand equity such
as the bias on consumer preference. A longitudinal study
is also conducted for comparative purpose on the high
involvement soft drink category using the top nine
national soft drinks brands. In addition to brand equity
and the top attributes being measured, overall preferences
and the impact of other variables were also included. The
conclusion of the study is that attributes are being
examined from a tangible and intangible perspective and
both are found to be important contributors to brand
equity and brand choice.
Lenny
R.
Vartanian(2007),
Marlene
B.
Schwartz(2007)and Kelly D. Brownell(2007)4 The
findings of the study showed a clear associations of soft
drink intake with increased energy intake and body
weight.Soft drink intake also associated with lower
intakes of milk, calcium, and other nutrients and with an
increased risk of several medical problems. In many
countries like France and Britain soft drinks have been
banned. The conclusion of the study is soft drinks are
viewed by many as a major contributor to obesity and
related health problems and have consequently been
targeted as a means to help curtail the rising prevalence
of obesity, particularly among youngsters.
DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
PURPOSE OF CONSUMING SOFT DRINKS BY
THE RESPONDENTS
PURPOSE

NO.OF
RESPONENTS
24

PERCENTAG
E
20

Refreshment

56

47

Parties/
Celebrations
Others

26

22

14

11

Total

120

100

Taste

Source: Computed from primary data
INTERPRETATION: The above table shows the
purpose of consumption of soft drinks by the
respondents. Out of 120 respondents, 56 respondents (47
percent) consume soft drinks for the purpose of
refreshment, followed by 26 respondents(22 percent)
consume soft drinks during parties/celebrations. The rest
shows that 24 respondents (20 percent) consume soft
drinks for the purpose of taste and the remaining 14
respondents (11 percent) consume soft drinks for other
purpose. Majority of the respondents consume soft drinks
for the purpose of refreshment.

TYPES OF SOFT DRINKS PREFEERED BY THE
RESPONDENTS
PREFERENCE

NO.OF RESPONDENTS

PERCENTAGE

Coca-cola

16

13

Mazza

47

39

Pepsi

17

14

Miranda

15

13

7up

11

9

Fanta

8

7

Others

6

5

120

100

Total

Source: Computed from primary data
INTERPRETATION: The above table shows that 47
respondents (39 percent) felt to consume mazza,
followed by 17 respondents (14 percent) like to prefer
pepsi, 16 respondents (13 percent) prefer coca cola soft
drink due to coke taste, 15 respondents (13 percent) like
to consume Miranda. The rest 11 respondents (9 percent)
like to drink 7up, 8 respondents (7percent) like to
consume fanta, and 6 respondents (5%) prefer other type
of soft drinks under this study. Majority of the
respondents preferred Mazza compared to other types of
soft drinks.
RANK ANALYSIS: Purpose of consuming soft drinks
by college students
Factor

R1

R2

R3

R4

R5

Avg
Score

RANK

Thirsty

30

17

19

17

37

74.8

3

Taste

19

17

26

35

23

77.2

2

Alternative
for water
Attractive

41

20

25

20

14

61.2

5

18

46

13

23

20

68.2

4

Easy
Availability

12

20

37

25

26

78.6

1

Source: Computed from primary data
INTERPRETATION: The above table shows the
purpose of consuming soft drinks by the college students.
The majority of the respondents consume soft drinks for
the purpose of easy availability. It ranked as first place
with the average score of 78.6. The college students
consume soft drinks for the purpose of taste especially
orange, mango, lemon etc. It ranks as second place with
the average score of 77.2. The third place positioned as
soft drinks are consumed for the purpose of relieving
thirsty with an average score of 74.8. The college
students are mostly intersted to consume soft drinks due
to flavouring, colouring and promotional activities. It
ranked as fourth place with the average score of 68.2.
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Most of the consumers consume soft drinks consumed as
an alternative for water with an average score of 61.2.
Findings of The Study:
It is found that out of 47 (39%) respondents prefer Mazza
compared to other types of soft drinks. It is found that
majority of 56 (47 per cent) of respondents consume soft
drinks for the purpose of Refreshment.
Rank Analysis: It is observed that majority of the
respondents consume soft drinks for the purpose of Easy
availability. It ranked as first place with the average score
of 78.6.
Suggestions of The Study:
The survey shows the parties/celebrities are considered
as most important to consume soft drinks by the college
students. The advertisements are considered as more
important by the college students for soft drinks than
competitors of other brands of soft drinks. To carry out
the study on changing lifestyle, people become more
health consciousness. So,the mazza is mostly preferred
by the respondents because it is not harmful to the health
compared to coca cola and pepsi. It is founded that
college students consume some popular brand names like
Coke, Pepsi, Mirinda, Mazza etc. due to taste,
attractiveness and celebrities. These are the main reasons
for the consumption of soft drinks by the college
students. It is observed that the survey of the study on
sales promotion should be concentrated to create demand
on unbranded products.
CONCLUSION:
The reasons soft drinks are consumed by college students
is due to taste, convenience, cheap, soda habit, Caffeine
Addiction and Celebrities. Soft drinks contain high
concentration of simple carbohydrates like glucose,
fructose, sucrose and other simple sugars. The benefits of
consuming soft drinks is it usually absorbed more readily
than water, it can replace lost salts and energy quickly,
helps to quench the thirst and provides source of energy.
The more consumption of soft drinks is associated with
obesity, dental caries, low nutrient levels, increased
energy intake, increased body weight, displacement of
nutrients, and an increased risk of chronic disease.
Soft drinks off-trade value sales continued to record
further growth in 2013 India mainly due to growth in
juices, and bottled water. Soft drinks is predicted to
record further growth in off-trade volume sales over the
forecast period. The year 2013 recorded many new
launches in flavours across categories including juices,
and carbonates. Leading companies such as Coca-Cola
India Pvt Ltd and PepsiCo India Holdings Pvt Ltd
introduced various new flavours across the year. The
Coca Cola company includes Sprite, Fanta, Diet coke and
Limca. The pepsi cola includes Mirinda, Mountain Dew
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and 7Up. The competition between Coca-Cola and
PepsiCo grew fiercely, especially in juices in 2013. The
companies compete with each other very closely in
carbonates, bottled water and juices. The new flavours
attracted consumers to buy these new variants and helped
to sustain growth amidst slowdown. Brands especially
for carbonated drinks helped soft drinks to continue
growth during the review period. The majority of
volume and value growth would come from bottled water
and juice being embraced by consumers in urban and
rural areas as well. In addition, increased focus on
marketing and communication from leading soft drinks
manufacturers would also support growth over the
forecast period.
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6.GRIEVANCES AND REDRESSAL OF
INVESTORS IN INDIAN CAPITAL
MARKET WITH REGARD TO
COIMBATORE CITY
Mrs. R. Vennila & Ms. Nevedita. V, Assistant
Professor, Student, B.Com, Department of
Commerce, Sri Krishna Arts and Science College,
Coimbatore- 641008.

ABSTRACT
The study focus on trading in Capital market, type
of investments that made in capital market.
Preference of shares between equity and preference
shares. Analyzing their capital gain in trading of
securities. Analysis of other investments they have
made such as money market, derivatives.
Awareness about regulators and regulations
governing capital market. Investors opinion about
technology in securities, identify the risk of
investing in stock. Grievances in the primary and
secondary market and on brokers such as delay in
payment, arbitrary commission, delay in delivery of
share certificate etc. The primary objective of the
study is to study the grievance and redressal of
Investors in Indian Capital Market with regard to
Coimbatore. Stratified Random Sampling is
followed with the sample size of 110. The Primary
Data Collection Method obtained from the people
feedback on the questionnaire which was
distributed by the group members at various places.
The secondary data was obtained from various
journals, internet, magazines etc. The main scope of
the study is limited to Coimbatore City. Chances of
some wrong sample cannot be eliminated. Time is
major constrain. Only limited sample size (110) was
possible for such a vast research within a limited
period of time.
INTRODUCTION:
Capital market is the backbone of any country’s
economy. It is an engine for economic growth, providing
an efficient means of resource mobilisation and
allocation. The Indian capital market is one of the oldest
capital markets in the world. It dates back to the 18th
century when the securities of the East India Company
were traded in Mumbai and Kolkata. However, the
orderly growth of the capital market began with the
setting up of The Stock Exchange of Bombay in July
1875 and Ahmedabad Stock Exchange in 1984.
Eventually 19 other Stock Exchanges sprang up in
various parts of the country.
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OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
-To study the grievance and redressal of Investors in
Indian Capital Market with regard to Coimbatore
-To analyse the information search and investment option
of retail investors.
-To find the relationship between demographic variables
of investors and their investment objectives, decision and
satisfaction.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Ahmed Naseem1 (2000) in his study opined that bonus
shares are considered a mover of market sentiments
which in turn sets an upbeat trend in equity price
movement. Belgaumi2 (1995) in his study attempted to
test whether the random walk hypothesis or weak from of
efficient market hypothesis holds good in the Indian
Stock Market. 70 companies were taken as sample in the
A group of the Bombay Stock Exchange during 1991-92.
He concluded that share price behavior in the Indian
stock market followed the random walk model. Hence
the exchanges are weakly efficient in pricing their shares.
Bhave3 (1998) in his study pointed out that setting up of
securities depositories will bring about a change in the
capital market with significant impact for the banking
industry.
ANALYSIS:
TABLE
SHOWING
THE
ASSOCIATION BETWEEN GENDER AND RISK
OF INVESTING IN STOCK
H0: There is no significant association between gender
and risk of investing in stock
H1: There is significant association between gender and
risk of investing in stock
Risk of
Gender
Total
Investing in
Male
Female
Stock
Volatility Risk
34
21
55
Absolute Risk
45
10
55
Total
79
31
110
CHI SQUARE TEST RESULT
CALCULATED
VALUE

TABLE VALUE

D.F

5.435

7.879

1

Interpretation: In the above analysis, the calculated
value 5.435 is less than the table value 7.879 at the level
of 5% significance. Hence the null hypothesis is
accepted. Thus it can be inferred that there is a significant
association between gender and risk of investing in stock
TABLE SHOWING THE ASSOCIATION
BETWEEN GENDER AND LEVEL OF
SATISFACTION
H0: There is no significant association between Gender
and Level of Satisfaction
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H1: There is significant association between Gender and
Level of Satisfaction
Level of
Satisfaction
Highly Satisfied
Satisfied
Neutral
Dis-satisfied
Highly Dissatisfied
Total

Gender
Male
Female
31
18
22
7
24
3
0
3
2
0
79
31

Total
49
29
27
3
2
110

Kind of
Investment

CHI SQUARE TEST RESULT
CALCULATED
VALUE

TABLE VALUE

D.F

14.323

14.860

4

TABLE SHOWING THE ASSOCIATION
BETWEEN ANNUAL INCOME AND FINANCIAL
PORTFOLIO
H0: There is no significant association between annual
income and financial portfolio.
H1: There is significant association between annual
income and financial portfolio.

Yes
No
Total

Annual Income
Less
2-3
3-5
Above
than 2 Lakhs Lakhs
5
Lakhs
Lakhs
12
18
29
9
14
12
12
4
26
30
41
13
CHI SQUARE TEST RESULT

CALCULATED
VALUE

TABLE VALUE

D.F

4.428

12.838

3

Less
than 2
Lakhs
14
6
6
26

Stock
Bond
Both
Total

Annual Income
2-3
3-5
Lakhs
Lakhs
16
2
12
30

22
1
18
41

To
tal

Above
5
Lakhs
9
1
3
13

61
10
39
11
0

CHI SQUARE TEST RESULT

Interpretation: In the above analysis, the calculated
value 14.323 is less than the table value 14.860 at the
level of 5% significance. Hence the null hypothesis is
accepted. Thus it can be inferred that there is a significant
association between Gender and Level of Satisfaction.

Financial
Portfolio

TABLE SHOWING THE ASSOCIATION
BETWEEN ANNUAL INCOME AND KIND OF
INVESTMENT
H0: There is no significant association between Annual
Income and Kind of investment
H1: There is significant association between Annual
Income and Kind of investment

Total

68
42
110

Interpretation: In the above analysis, the calculated
value 4.428 is less than the table value 12.838 at the level
of 5% significance. Hence the null hypothesis is
accepted. Thus it can be inferred that there is no
significant association between annual income and
financial portfolio.

CALCULATED
VALUE

TABLE VALUE

D.F

11.002

18.548

6

Interpretation: In the above analysis, the calculated
value 11.002 is less than the table value 18.548 at the
level of 5% significance. Hence the null hypothesis is
rejected. Thus it can be inferred that there is a significant
association between Annual Income and Kind of
investment.
FRIEDMAN RANKING TEST
TABLE SHOWING THE GRIEVANCES OF
PRIMARY MARKET
Factors of Primary
Mean
Rank
Market
Rank
Issue made by Vanishing
3.04
5
Companies
Misleading
3.22
4
advertisements
Non-listing of securities
2.42
6
Non-receipt of share
3.40
3
certificate
Non-receipt of allotment
4.05
2
advice
Non-receipt of refund
4.87
1
orders
Interpretation: From the Friedman ranking test, factors
influencing grievances in the primary market are ranked
from 1 to 6. The test statistics is based on the following
ranks in order such as Non-receipt of refund orders, nonreceipt of allotment advice, non-receipt of share
certificate, misleading advertisements, issue made by
vanishing companies and non-listing of securities. The
result inferred that the respondents have ranked number 1
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for ‘Non-receipt of refund orders’ and Number 6 for
‘Non-listing of securities’.
TABLE SHOWING THE
SECONDARY MARKET
Secondary Market Factors
Delay in Payment or Nonpayment
Arbitrary Commission
Delay in delivery or nondelivery of share certificate
Delay in non-receipt of
contract note

GRIEVANCES

OF

Mean
Rank
1.86

Rank
Order
4

2.23
2.76

3
2

3.15

1

Interpretation: From the Friedman ranking test, factors
influencing grievances in the secondary market are
ranked from 1 to 4. The test statistics is based on the
following ranks in order such as Delay in non-receipt of
contract note, Delay in delivery or non-delivery of share
certificate, Arbitrary Commission and Delay in Payment
or Non-Payment.
The result inferred that the respondents have ranked
number 1 for ‘Delay in non-receipt of contract note’ and
Number 4 for ‘Delay in Payment or Non-Payment’.
TABLE SHOWING THE GRIEVANCES OF
BROKER
Factors of Broker
Mean
Rank
Rank
Delay in Payment or
2.23
4
Non-payment
Arbitrary Commission
2.24
3
Delay in delivery or non2.51
2
delivery of share
certificate
Delay in non-receipt of
3.03
1
contract note
Interpretation: From the Friedman ranking test, factors
influencing grievances broker are ranked from 1 to 4.
The test statistics is based on the following ranks in order
such as Delay in non-receipt of contract note, Delay in
delivery or non-delivery of share certificate, Arbitrary
Commission and Delay in Payment or Non-Payment. The
result inferred that the respondents have ranked number 1
for ‘Delay in non-receipt of contract note’ and Number 4
for ‘Delay in Payment or Non-Payment’.

income and financial portfolio.
 There is a significant association between annual
Income and kind of investment.
Rank Analysis
 For grievances of primary market, the respondents
have ranked 1 for ‘Non-receipt of refund orders’ and
Rank 6 for ‘Non-listing of securities’.
 For grievances of secondary market, the respondents
have ranked 1 for ‘Delay in non-receipt of contract
note’ and Rank 4 for ‘Delay in Payment or NonPayment’.
 For grievances in Broker, the respondents have
ranked 1 for ‘Delay in non-receipt of contract note’
and Rank 4 for ‘Delay in Payment or Non-Payment’.
CONCLUSION:
In Coimbatore majority of the Capital Market investors
faced difficulties in fund investment and sought for
grievance. Both small and large investor’s complaint to
their distributor/agent. Majority of the graduate investors
sought these redressal measures. Regarding the attempt
of investors in redressal, majority of the small investors
attempt was negative, but the same time majority of the
large investors are having positive experience. The
important factors regarding the opinion of investors
towards grievance and redressal set up in capital market
funds are rights and protection. This study clearly
indicates that, the investors have a number of problems in
capital market investment and majority of them are using
the grievance and redressal measures properly, but the
redressal measures are not effective.
REFERENCES:
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FINDINGS:
Chi Square
 There is a significant association between gender
and risk of investing in stock.
 There is a significant association between gender
and level of Satisfaction.
 There is no significant association between annual
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7.FINANACIAL INCLUSION IN RURAL
AREAS
Gnanasugirtham.S, Menaka.A & Sivadharani.K,
Asst. Prof., & I B. Com (PA), Sri Krishna Arts And
Science College Kuniyamuthur Post Coimbatore641008

ABSTRACT
Poverty and exclusion continue to dominate socioeconomic and political discourse in India as they
have done over the last six decades in the postindependence period. Financial Inclusion has
emerged as a policy imperative for inclusive growth
in several countries across the globe. In our
considered view, providing access to basic banking
services is the first phase of the financial inclusion
process. It also provides a platform for inculcating
the habit of saving money, especially amongst the
lower income category. Considering that financial
Literacy is an important adjunct for promoting
financial inclusion, consumer protection and
ultimately financial stability, RBI has adopted an
integrated approach wherein efforts towards
Financial Inclusion and Financial Literacy would
go hand in hand. Financial Inclusion has now been
viewed as a remedy to plug gaps and leaks in
distribution of government benefits and subsidies
through direct benefit transfers to beneficiaries’
bank accounts rather than through subsidizing
products and making cash payments. I would like
to conclude by saying that financial inclusion and
inclusive growth are no longer just policy choices,
but are policy imperatives, which would determine
the long-term financial stability and sustainability
of the economic and social order, going forward.
KEYWORDS: Financial Inclusion, Sustainable
Development, Reforms, Growth Rate, Challenges.
INTRODUCTION:
Financial inclusion is the delivery of banking service at
an affordable cost to the vast sections of disadvantaged
groups and low income people. The main focus of
financial inclusion in India is to promote sustainable
development and generating employment in rural areas
and rural population. Out of 19.9 corer household in
India only 6.82 corer households have access to the4
banking services.as far as rural areas are concerned, out
of 13.83 corer rural household in India, only 4.16 corer
rural household have access to basic banking ser4vice.in
respect of urban areas, only 14.52% of urban households
have access to banking service. Over 41% of adult
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population in India does not have bank account. There
are many factors affecting access to financial service by
weaker section of society in India .several steps have
been taken by reserve bank of India and the government
to bring the financially excluded to the fold of the formal
banking services. The 100%financial inclusion drive is
progressing all over the country.
At present, nearly 70% of people in India live in villages.
High level of rural indebtedness is identified as the root
Cause of rural poverty. Village money lender was the
focal point on which rural credit system mostly
dependent. The majority of people living in rural area
remain excluded from the purview of the financial
institutions, even after 58 years of independence. Credit
is the critical input for the development old rural
economy. The Government of India and the Reserve
Bank of India have been making concerted efforts to
promote financial inclusion as one of the important
national objectives of the country. Some of the major
efforts made in the last five decades include nationalization of banks, building up of robust branch
network of scheduled commercial banks, co-operatives
and regional rural banks, introduction of mandated
priority sector lending targets, lead bank scheme,
formation of self-help groups, permitting BCs/BFs to be
appointed by banks to provide door step delivery of
banking services Many of the farmers and rural
households do have access to institutional credit, thereby
depriving them an opportunity to take up economic
activities accordingly ,the RBI in consultation with GOI
have brought in the concept of financial inclusion.
Financial inclusion is the delivery of financial services to
all the people in a fair, transparent and equitable manner
at affordable cost. Financial inclusion has the potential to
improve the standards of life of the poor and
disadvantaged. Financial services permit individuals and
households to manage the risk and uncertainties to save
on better terms, to invest in a business venture or
property or to copy with unforeseen expenses. The
contribution of poor and disadvantaged people to the
economic development of the country is largely
dependent upon their ability access credit and creates
wealth. To improve the economic conditions of the poor
people, banking and financial services are to be made
available easily without any discrimination, for the public
good. the formal and informal credit institutions in our
country could reach only 49% of the population, whereas
51% of the population .The theme of the financial
inclusion has become the central focal point for the
Government of India as well as its different policy
making bodies for a long period of time. The major focus
of the Union Budgets, for the last four financial years
2010-11, 2011-12, 2012-13 as well as 2013-14 were to
achieve the larger aim of the financial inclusion. A major
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thrust had been given to the financial inclusion in the
budget placed for the year 2011-2012 as 27% higher
target was set for direct agricultural loans. The essence of
financial inclusion is to ensure delivery of financial
services which include - bank accounts for savings and
transactional purposes, low cost credit for productive,
personal and other purposes, financial advisory services,
insurance facilities (life and non-life) etc.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Cole
et al.(2009)concluded that financial literacy
program has no effect on the likelihood of opening a
bank savings account, but do find modest effects for
uneducated and illiterate households .in contrast, small
subsidy payments have effects on likelihood of opening
of savings account. Increasing proliferation of mobile
services and ATMs in rural areas of India has created a
new opportunity to attain financial inclusion and thus an
effective tool to provide financial services to the
unbanked areas with reduced overheads with providing
access to banking services in remote rural destination of
India (gupta and gupta 2008)Pal and sura
(2006)concluded that the overall position of RRBs in
India is not quite encouraging .the poor credit deposit
ratio is still making dent on the desired functioning of
RRBs.Since the RRB is supposed to be a bank for poor
people, government should spread the branches of RRBs
at grass root level to provide such banking service to the
really needed rural people and to take the corrective
measures to raise the credit deposit ratio of the bank that
would make RRBs relevant in rural India .According to
Ravichandran Alkhathlan (2009), very few people have
access to banking services. There are numbers of factors
affecting access to financial services by weaker section
of society in India. The lack of awareness, low incomes
and assets, social exclusion, illiteracy are the barriers
from demand side. The distance from bank .The Regional
Rural banks or the Grameen Banks(GB) are playing a
crucial role to combat against the financial exclusion
.The most conventional banks grant credit based on
collateral assets, GB give loans without any kind of
collateral. GB has been successful in overcoming the
problems of informational asymmetry often found in
rural financial markets. The extremely poor can get small
loans at GB if they form groups of five people. Each
member of the group receives an individual loan;
however, they are mutually responsible for all five
credits.
OBJECTIVE: This study examines the impact of
financial inclusion on rural areas
NEED OF STUDY: main purpose of the study is to find
the impact of financial inclusion on rural areas.Also to
find out whether the financial services are reaching the
low income groups or not and how it is utilised
properly.this studies also provides how government and
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other financial institutions contribute for the economic
growth by means of financial inclusion.
For the progress in the economic growth, the financial
excluded segment in nay society must come into the fold
of formal financial sector.For achieving this RBI has
taken several steps to take banking services to the door
step of rural people and low income groups.
-BC model i.e provides basic banking services functions
as agents of banks.
-iniatives regarding authorization schemes for banks to
open branches in the unbanked centre’s
-simplification of know your customers (KYC) norms,
-interventions of programmers regarding financial
literacy to increase awareness.
The above mentioned impacts has been positive, the
banking business expanded with huge potential and also
the government social benefit transfers has been targeted
through the banking sector
AVAILMENT OF BANKING SERVICES IN INDIA:
As per census 2011, only 58.7% of households are
availing banking services in the country. However, as
compared with previous census 2001, availing of banking
services increased significantly largely on account of
increase in banking services in rural areas

RECENT MEASURES
To achieve an efficient utilization of financial inclusion
several measures have been initiated
The Banking Reform Bill 2012: The new Banking bill
2012, was passed in the Indian Parliament in December,
2012 by the incumbent UPAII Government to accelerate
the pace of financial inclusion. According to this bill,
nonbanking business players are also eligible to get the
banking license from the RBI. The bill has created the
provision for RBI to supersede the board of directors of
the bank to check the books of account of the bank, its
subsidiaries as well as it
Role of NABARD in financial Inclusion: NABARD
continued to manage two dedicated funds i.e., Financial
Inclusion Fund (FIF) for meeting the cost of
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developmental and promotional interventions and
Financial Inclusion Technology Fund (FITF) for meeting
the cost of technology adoption for financial inclusion.
These Funds were instituted in NABARD by GOI in
2007- 08 as per the recommendations of Dr. Ranagarajan
Committee. Sampoorn vittiyea samaveshan: The main
objective of the plan will be to open 20 crore new bank
accounts within a span of one year--two bank accounts
for each uncovered household.
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The two together can bring about the desired change of
greater inclusion quickly.

REFERENCE:
Dhar, S. K. (2011). " Union Budget of India for 2011-12:
Its Scope and Direction". Prism India , VIII (II), 11-14.

CHALLENGES
Financial inclusion has traditionally been understood to
mean opening new bank branches in rural and unbanked
areas. Nowadays, however, financial inclusion is seen to
be something more than opening bank branches in
unbanked areas to take formal financial services across
the length and breadth of the country. . The beneficiary
needs to have at least one bank account. As it is
impossible to open many physical branches, opening of
electronic accounts have been started. Technology acts as
a key feature in this scheme for financial inclusion. The
RBI has taken several steps like advising the banks to
open basic saving bank deposits account for the easy
accessibility of the rural people while over the years the
government has taken several steps to spread the banking
habit, formidable tasks lie ahead. Of the 24.67 corer
households in the country, 10.19 crore do not have access
to banking services. In rural areas, 44 per cent
households and in urban areas 33 per cent still do not
have a bank account.

Bengal, G. O. (2013 , September 20). State Level
Bankers' Committee , West Bengal . Financial Inclusion
Details. Kolkata , West Bengal , India : United Bank of
India . Retrieved from State Level Banker's Committtee
Rangarajan C (2008), “Report of the Committee on
Financial Inclusion”
Raghuram G. Rajan (2009), “A Hundred Small Steps Report of the Committee on Financial Sector Reforms”.
Reserve Bank of India - “Annual Reports and ‘Report on
Trend and Progress of Banking in India”, various issues.

CONCLUSION
The financial system in India has grown rapidly in the
last three decades and more. The functional and
geographical coverage of the system is truly impressive.
Nevertheless; data do show that there is exclusion and
that poorer sections of the society have not been able to
access adequately financial services from the organized
financial system. There is an imperative mode to modify
delivery system to achieve greater inclusion. The credit
delivery system of the banks and other related institutions
to meet the credit requirements of marginal and sub
marginal farmers in the rural areas in the fuller measure.
However creating appropriate credit delivery system is
only a necessary conditio0n.this need to be
supplementary by6 efforts to improve the productivity of
small and marginal farmers and other entrepreneurs so
that credit made available can be productively employee.
while banks and other financial institutions can also take
some efforts on their own to improve the absorptive
capacity of the clients, it is equally important for the
government at a various levels to initiate actions to
enhance capacity of the poorer sections of the society.
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8.THE FALL OF AN EMPIRE
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE OF
SUBRATA ROY
Prof. Dr.Sunita Vivek, Dept. Comm & Mgmt.,
S.R.N.Adarsh College, Bangalore -18

ABSTRACT
This case is about Sahara group which did a fraud
with their investors. Company failed to comply with
a Supreme Court order in 2012 to repay investors in
the bond scheme, which the court has said was
illegal. With this regard Delhi police arrest Sahara
group owner Subrata Roy in march 2014 and to
appear in court over failure of two Sahara
companies to pay Rs 19,000 cr. by way of dues to be
paid to investors. ‘Corporate governance’ is the
term accepted by management of the inalienable
rights of shareholders as the factual owners of the
corporation and of their own responsibility as
trustees on behalf of the shareholders. It is the
system of principles, policies, procedures, which
clearly
defined
the
responsibilities
and
accountabilities of different stakeholders of
corporate-houses. The concept "corporate code of
conduct" refers to companies' policy statements that
define ethical standards for their conducts.
According to the Association of Certified Fraud
Examiners (ACFE), fraud is “a deception or
misrepresentation that an individual or entity makes
by knowing that it can result in some illegal benefits
to the individual or to the entity or some other
party. The bone of contention between Sahara and
SEBI was that former has two additional firms
under separate names and they are Sahara Housing
Investment Corporation and Sahara India Real
Estate Corporation. These two companies issued
optionally fully-convertible debentures (OFCD) for
collecting money from investors.
Keywords:The corporate code of conduct , SEBI,
Optionally Fully-Convertible Debentures,Para - banking
institutions, .Association of Certified Fraud Examiners,
Corporate lobbing & Fraud.
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INTRODUCTION:
The ‘Corporate governance’ is the system of principles,
policies, procedures, which clearly defined the
responsibilities and accountabilities of different
stakeholders of corporate-houses. Corporations pool
capital from a large investor base both in the domestic
and in the international capital markets. It is in this
context, investment is ultimately an act of faith based on
the ability of a corporation’s management. When an
investor invests money in a corporation, he expects the
board and the management to act as trustees and ensure a
minimum rate of return that is higher than the cost of
capital. Corporate governance is the acceptance by
management of the absolute rights of shareholders as the
true owners of the corporation and of their own
responsibility as trustees on behalf of the shareholders.
The concept “corporate code of conduct” refers to
companies’ policy statements that define ethical
standards for their conducts. There is a great variance in
the ways these statements are drafted. Corporate codes of
conduct are completely voluntary. They can take a
number of formats and address any issue - workplace
issues and workers’ rights being just one possible
category. Also, their implementation depends totally on
the company concerned. In essence, both corporate
governance and corporate ethics are essential for the
successful running of a business system and
nonappearance of both will result creeping of corporate
fraud.
The corporatization and fraud; An overview According
to the Association of Certified Fraud Examiners (ACFE),
fraud is “a deception or misrepresentation that an
individual or entity makes by knowing that it can result
in some unauthorized benefits to the individual or to the
entity or some other party”. In other words, mistakes are
not fraud or not made by purposely. Indeed, in fraud,
groups of unscrupulous individuals manipulate, or
influence the activities of a target business with the
intention of making money, or obtaining goods through
unlawful or unfair means. Organizations of all types and
sizes are subject to fraud. Fraud encompasses a widerange of illicit practices and illegal acts involving
intentional deception, or misrepresentation. A brief
history of Sahara scam and its legal highlights The
chairman of Sahara India Pariwar, Mr.Subrata Roy has
landed in a controversy in connection with Rs.24, 000crore deposits, which his companies made from several
millions investors without following directives of SEBI.
Subsequently, SEBI filed a petition at Supreme Court of
India regarding non-compliance of formalities in
collecting capitol from investors through optionally fullyconvertible debentures. February 2014, the Supreme
Court of India issued an arrest warrant against
Mr.Subrata Roy, as he failed to appear in court in
connection with the aforementioned case and it was filed
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by Securities and Exchange Board of India (SEBI). He
was finally arrested by Uttar Pradesh police following the
arrest warrant of the Supreme Court.
The bone of contention between Sahara and SEBI was
that former has two additional firms under separate
names and they are Sahara Housing Investment
Corporation and Sahara India Real Estate Corporation.
These two companies issued optionally fully-convertible
debentures (OFCD) for collecting money from investors.
As per SEBI rule, If OFCDs are issued, then the whole
process must be completed within 10 working days but
these firms of Sahara continued to collect money from
investors more than two years and therefore, it found a
total disobedience of SEBI rule regarding issuing of
optionally fully-convertible debentures. The supreme
court of India ruled out arguments of Sahara and ordered
for refunding the amount collected from investors
through optionally fully-convertible debentures with
interests.The vindications of Sahara in connection with
aforesaid case at Supreme Court, as follows.
1. These two companies not listed in any stock exchange
of India and subsequently, their conducts are outside the
jurisdiction of SEBI, which is regulator for listed firms
only.
2. Therefore, our matter falls under Union Corporate
Affairs Ministry and not under SEBI.
The impact of Sahara scam and its magnitude It is
important to analyze the social implication of Sahara
scam based on the regulatory situation and of course,
through investors’ point of view. The two firms of Sahara
collected a giant sum of money from local investors
through OFCD mode and they did not even maintain the
records of the investors. Mr.Subrata Roy could raise
capital only because of his reputation among the people
and he is projecting himself with top politicians & top
brass corporate leaders. Sahara conglomerate spreads
across several portfolios of business including property,
media entertainment, retail, and manufacturing,
information technology, hospitality and sports. The lack
of transparency in commercial dealing is one of the
factors, which contributed for the successes of Sahara in
a short period of time.
Mr.Subrata Roy therefore deliberatively occupied in
different business portfolios, which have weak corporate
governance guidelines and regulatory environments, as
well. The fact is that majority of investors of Sahara are
villagers, who do not have a clear idea about the fraud
associated with this model of business practice. It is
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imperative to mention that more than 23 million people
have invested their cash in these two firms of Sahara and
the amount of cash collected nearly Rs.24, 000 cr. out of
OFCD mode. There are reasons for ram puffed such
kinds of scams in India due to following reasons –
1. According to Credit Rating Information Services of
India Limited (CRISL), nearly 50 % of the Indian bottom
line districts have just three banks per 100,000 of
population and it thus paves the way for increasing Parabanking institutions in the country. The Para-banking
institutions have more been exploiting people in several
grounds, since there is no clear provision or guideline.
2. Lack of the powers and jurisdictions among different
enforcement agencies in regulating the conduct of
business. For example, SEBI often has difficulty in
dealing with scams of unlisted (in stock exchange)
companies. SEBI has as a rule the powers to regulate the
business of only listed companies in India and that was
the vindication of Sahara at Supreme Court against SEBI.
3. Lag in court procedure regarding disposing cases,
which normally take years and it promotes scams. Indian
judicial system is overburdened by cases of corporate
nature and it promotes more crimes in finical sector in
particular and business in general.
4. Lack of clarity and transparency in the provisions,
which regulate the conducts of business and for example,
there is no clear cut provisions for regulating Parabanking institutions in India and therefore, it brings in to
being financial irregularities in dealings.
5. Absence of necessary provisions for dealing with new
issues in business and for example, Vodafone Vs union
of India.
6. Corporate lobbying is another reason for rapidly
increasing corporate scams in India and 2G spectrum
scam is an example. In America, corporate lobbying is
legal and companies spend millions of dollars every year
to get a fair treatment at congress, as concomitant of
capitalist economy .The suggestions for improving the
effectiveness of the corporate governance in India, as
follows –
1. Expand the jurisdiction of SEBI to control unlisted
companies and their activities, since they constitute a
large chuck of business in India. Normally SEBI has the
power to control the behavior of listed companies in
India. It thus, needs to have more powers to control the
nature of the business and look after the interest of shareholders, as well.
2. It is the responsibility of the government and its
various nodal agencies to furnish every area of business
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with necessary provisions to ensure that it is working,
according to the interest of the nation and different shareholders, at large.
3. Make necessary clarity and transparency in provisions
dealing with regulating business towards the general
objectives of the nation.
4. Establish necessary banking institutions in the rural
parts of India and make wakefulness among the people
about various banking products. In essence, a loin share
of people in rural parts of India does not have bank
accounts for want of sufficient number of ''Banking''
institutions.
5. Pre-emptive policies should put in place to keep away
corporate-houses from political interventions, which
enlarge the magnitude of corporate scams. It is clear that
behind every corporate scam, there is an unscrupulous
political nexus with corporate institutions. For example,
both 2G spectrum scam and Saradha group financial
scandal believed to have political patronage to an extent.
6. All the unofficial collective investment schemes must
be brought under the jurisdiction of a centralized
enforcement authority with necessary stipulations and
moreover, discourage the unscrupulous investment
schemes.
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CONCLUSION:
Sahara scam is indeed an eye-opener in several respects
about the dubious dealings in the interior corridors of
corporate-houses and it brings in to being the need for
protecting the interest "of" several million of investors,
who invested their hard earned money in such fraud
corporate institutions. SEBI proved to be effective
machinery in tackling the scam (Sahara scam) to an
extent but still it has a limitation of regulating unlisted
companies in India. It is a fact that majority of investors
of two institutions of Sahara were local people. The
reasons for such scandals are several including lack of
transparency, weak provisions, political nexus and
ignorance of investors. Besides these, delay in disposing
cases at courts is another reason for thriving scams in
India. In the light of Sahara scam, it is the responsibility
of the government and ''its'' various agencies to protect
the interests of share-holders and nation 'as well' through
putting in place necessary provisions in accordance with
the changing requirement of market.
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9.AN ANALYSIS OF CLASSIFICATION
OF HOUSEBOATS IN KERALA
Sooraj P.K, Assistant professor, Mahajana Tourism
Development Institute, Metagalli (P.O), Mysore-16

ABSTRACT
Tourism is a borderless industry with its wide
variety of products. This makes tourists confused to
select the good. Many time tourists ended up with
the wrong products. If it continues the credibility of
tourism may be questioned and it may create a
threat to the industry. So there should be effective
rules to regulate the activities in the tourism
industry. This article is an effort to analyse the rules
and regulations fixed by the Govt. of Kerala on its
one of the main tourism product. Kerala is known
for its backwaters. Converting traditional
‘kettuvalloms’ to a tourist attraction was an
innovative idea in 1990s.But within 20 years it
grown into a multimillion business and a complex
industry. With its wide variety of facilities and
services it offered the options for choice of
selection, but the same made many undecided or
frustrated after buying. So the Kerala Government
decided to implement a classification system for the
houseboats in the state to ensure the quality.
INTRODUCTIONNNEXURE V: HOUSEBO
The Kerala State Tourism Department, in a bid to ensure
the quality of services offered by the operators of
houseboats in the State and to protect the backwater
environment, has introduced a classification system for
the vessels, covering the quality of the houseboats - such
as the materials used for their construction, facilities
offered by them, the quality of furniture, services, and the
safety and security measures offered by the operators.
The houseboats which fulfill the entire essential eight
conditions and more than five numbers of the 10 optional
conditions are awarded the `Gold Star' certification.
Others satisfying the essential conditions are given a
`Silver Star' classification. Those houseboats that adopt
environment friendly practices in their operation will be
given `Green Palm Certification', a symbol of ecofriendliness. Specifications for obtaining this certification
included mainly no discharge
of solid wastes and sewage directly to the water;
alternative arrangements for disposal of solid wastes and
sewages by providing scientifically designed septic tank
or bio-chemical toilets. Such a measure would ensure
that safety of the tourists besides providing them with the
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best facilities and services while cruising through the
backwaters and verdant canals of Kerala.
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY:
The objective of the study is to analyze the Classification
system introduced by the Govt. of Kerala to regulate the
house boat industry in the state
ESSENTIAL CONDITIONS FOR ‘SILVER STAR’
- The general construction of the houseboat should be
good with the hull and valalvara in good condition and
flooring of marine plywood.
- Size of the rooms in the houseboat should not be lesser
than the basic specifications mentioned below:
__ Bedrooms: 80 Sq.ft (minimum 7 feet in width)
__ Living / Dining 80 Sq ft.
__ Kitchen: 20 Sq ft
__ Attached Toilet: 20 Sq ft (minimum 3 ft in width)
__ Common Toilet 10 Sq ft
__ Passages: 3 ft wide
- All bedrooms would be provided with attached toilet.
Toilets for guest should be of Western style and should
be cleanly maintained. A common toilet for the staff
should also be provided.
- The Kitchen must have provisions for protection from
hazards by using fire-proof materials and having at least
two fire-extinguishers.
- Storage hold in the kitchen must be hygienic. Food
materials on boards should be packed properly and stored
in a clean environment.
- Fuel storage should not near the kitchen.
- The houseboats should have at least 2 life buoys and 2
fire buckets.
- Furniture provided should be of good quality.
- Linen, crockery, glassware, toiletries, etc., should be of
the best quality. Houseboat must maintain Reservation
Register, Occupancy Register and Log Book and
regularly update tourist records.
- Staff members interacting with guests must be in
uniform.
- The boat should have obtained a valid license from the
authority concerned for plying the backwaters.
- Name, cut number and approval number should be
painted on both sides of the houseboat.
OPTIONAL CONDITIONS FOR ‘GOLD STAR’:
- The general construction of the houseboat should show
distinctive qualities of luxury
- The houseboat should be furnished with superior
quality carpets, curtains, furniture etc.
- Alternate arrangements for discharging solid wastes and
sewage, like scientifically designed septic tanks and
chemical toilets.
- Houseboats should be battery operated
- Provision of 24 hour electricity on board the houseboat
for lights and fans
- Provision for 24 hour hot and cold running water.
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- Availability of water purification system, on board.
- Provision of a refrigerator or icebox on board
- Arrangements for providing the guests menu of their
choice
- Staff interacting with guests should be experienced and
fluent in English.
Houseboats that are approved by the Department of
Tourism should fly a flag inscribed with the mnemonic
of the accorded status. The flag will be approved by the
Department of Tourism.
‘GREEN PALM’ CERTIFICATION:
In addition to the above, Houseboats that adopt and
adhere to ecofriendly measures would be accorded a
Green Palm status. The conditions under which this is
accorded are:
__ Alternate arrangements for disposal of sewerage, solid
waste management by providing scientifically designed
septic tanks or bio-chemical toilets.
__ Alternate sources of energy such as solar power for
heating and lighting
__ Arrangement of a system for separating recyclable
from non-recyclable garbage and organizing the disposal
of these in a manner not to harm the local environment.
__ Use of Paper bags, cloth bags and other alternative
material instead of polythene bags.
__ Use of recycled paper, stationery and other publicity
materials.
__ Use of locally available ethnic materials for
construction of the houseboat and furniture.
__ At least 75% of the staff in a houseboat should be
from the districts where the boats ply.
__ those houseboats with outboard engines must acquire
a pollution control certificate every three months from
the competent authority. The competent authority would
accord licenses to the operators and the license so granted
is liable to be withdrawn / cancelled in case there is a
breach of any of the conditions. The Department of
Tourism has the right to do so if the need arises.
With the above said norms the following houseboats are
classified.
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M/s. Somageetham
M/s. Somahamsam
M/s. Somaretna
M/s. Kumarakom Lake Resort (NON A/C NO - II)
M/s. Kumarakom Lake Resort(A/C NO - IV)
GOLD STAR with Green Palm Certification
M/s. Taj House Boat Cruises (TAJ - B)
M/s. Taj House Boat Cruises (TAJ - C)
CONCLUSION:
Classification of house boats is proved as a helping tool
to the tourists to select the right product. It helped the
houseboats operators also as the classification itself
communicate the facilities and services they provide.
Moreover it kept unauthorized players away from the
business and maximize the business of the operators who
are classified. For the government and Department of
tourism it was a sigh of relief among the piled up
complaints from the tourists against the degraded quality
of houseboats.

Silver star
M/s. Cruisor Alappuzha SILVER STAR
M/.s Marvel Cruise (KARUNAGAPPALLY) Alappuzha
SILVER STAR
Goldstar
M/s. Pulickattil House Boat (PALACE ON WAVES
GOLD STAR)
M/s. Rainbow Cruises – Green
M/s. Rainbow Cruises – Orange
M/s. Rainbow Cruises - Yellow
M/s. Lakes and Lagoons Tour Company
M/s. Lakes and Lagoons Tour Company
M/s. Lakes and Lagoons Tour Company
M/s. Soma Joythi
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10. AN EFFECT OF INTERNATIONAL
FINANCIAL REPORTING STANDARDS
(IFRS) IN SMALL AND MEDIUM
ENTERPRISES (SMES) AND
COMPARISON WITH INDIAN GAAPS
Ms.Madhuri S, Faculty Member, DOS in
Commerce, Davangere University, Shivagangothri,
Davangere-577002.

ABSTRACT
The IFRS for Small and Medium Scale enterprises
is a modification and simplification of full
international financing reporting standards aimed
at meeting the needs of Small and Medium scale
enterprises financing reporting and easier the
financial reporting through a cost-benefit approach.
The term small and medium enterprise has different
meaning in different countries. The definition in the
context of International Financial Reporting
Standard for small and medium enterprises is
entities that do not have public accountability and
publish general purpose of financial statements for
external users. The aim of the study is to investigate
features of adoption of IFRS and to address issue
and challenges while adopting IFRS for small and
medium scale enterprises in India and the context of
IFRS in Indian Scenario. Identify benefits for small
and medium scale enterprises through adoption of
IFRS and to make comparison between India GAAP
framework with IFRS for small and medium
enterprises.
KEY WORDS: IFRS, Small and Medium Enterprises
(SME), General Accepting Accounting Principles
(GAAPs)
INTRODUCTION:
The ICAI has announced its decision to adopt IFRS in
India with effect from 1st April 2011.The standards will
have a significant impact on capital markets. The
convergence with IFRS standards is set to change the
landscape for financial reporting in India. IFRS
represents the most commonly accepted global
accounting framework as it has been adopted by more
than 100 countries. With the growth of Indian Economy
and increasing integration with the global economies,
Indian corporate are raising capital globally.
Convergence with IFRS has gained momentum in recent
years all over the world. 120+countries including
European Union, Australia, China, New Zealand and
Russia currently require or permit the use of IFRS.
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Small and Medium Enterprises are estimated to represent
more than 95% of all companies in the world. In India
Small and Medium Enterprises contribution to GDP is
presently 20% which is likely to go up to 24% by 2013.
Further Small and Medium Enterprises in India
contribute to 45% of Industrial output, 40% of exports.
On 9th July 2009. The International Accounting
Standards Board (IASB) has issued. The IFRS for SMEs,
which are the outcome of five long year’s development
processes and rigorous discussion processes. As well as,
Accounting is language of business. To make the
language convey the same meaning to all people,
accountants all over the world have development certain
rules, procedures and conventions which represent a
consensus view by the profession of good accounting
practices and procedures and are generally referred of
good accounting practices and procedures and are
generally referred to as General Accepted Accounting
Principles (GAAPs). Accounting statements are prepared
in conformity with their principles in order to place more
reliance on them. In this scenario of globalization. India
cannot insulate itself from the developments taking place
worldwide.
In India, so far as the ICAI is concerned, its aim has
always been to comply with the IFRS to the same extent
possible with the objective to formulate sound finance
reporting standards. The ICAI, begin a member of the
International Federation of Accountants(IFA) considers
the IFRS and tries to integrate them, to the extent
possible, in the light of the laws, customs, practices and
business environment prevailing in India. The preface of
the statements of Accounting Standards, issued by the
ICAI, categorically recognizes the same.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
1) To understand the better knowledge on IFRS in
Indian Context.
2) To discuss the benefit of adoption and challenges for
adoption of IFRS.
3) To compare framework of IFRS for small and
medium enterprises with Indian GAAP.
4) To know the features of International Financial
Reporting Standards for Small and Medium
Enterprises.
IFRS-Indian Context
The ICAI as the accounting standard-setting body
in the country has always made efforts to formulate high
quality Accounting Standards and has been successful in
doing so. Indian Accounting Standards withstood the test
of time. As the world continues to globalize, discussion
on convergence of national accounting standards with
IFRS has increased significantly.
As issued by ICAI depart from corresponding IFRS
in order to ensure consistency with legal, regulatory and
economic environment of India. As the world continues
to globalize, discussion on convergence of Indian
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GAAP with IFRS has increased significantly. A few
developments are set forth here under.

Formation of IFRS Task Force by the council of
ICAI.

Recommendation of IFRS Task Force submitted
to the council.

Involvement of various regulators (IRDA, Tax
authorities and SEBI).

Full adoption of IFRS from accounting period
commencing on or after 1st April 2011.
BENEFITS OF ADOPTING IFRS
The forces of globalization prompt more and more
countries to open their doors to foreign investment and as
businesses expand across borders the need arises to
recognize the benefits of having commonly accepted and
understood financial reporting standards. Some of the
benefits are
 Lower cost of capital.
 Improved access to international capital markets.
 Benchmarking with global peers
 Enhanced brand value.
 Transparency in reporting
 Reflecting true value of acquisitions.
 Enhanced brand value
 Easier Global Comparability
 Easy Cross Boarder Listing
 Better elimination of Multiple Reporting
CHALLENGES IN THE PROCESS OF ADOPTION
OF IFRS
Taxation: The acceptance of IFRS will affect the items
of Financial Statements and consequently, the tax
liabilities would also undergo a change. Currently, Indian
Taxes
Laws do not recognize the Accounting Standards.
Enough changes are to be made in Tax laws to ensure
that tax authorities recognize IFRS- Compliant financial
statements otherwise it will duplicate the administrative
work for the firms.
Training: Professional Accountants are looked upon to
ensure successful implementation of IFRS. Along with
these Accountants, Government officials, Chief
Executive Officers, Chief Information Officers are also
responsible for a smooth process.

1) Awareness of IFRS practices
Adoption of IFRS means a complete set of different
reporting standards have to bring in. The awareness of
these reporting standards is still not there among the
stakeholders like firms, banks, stock exchanges etc.
2) Amendments to the Existing laws
3) Financial Reporting System
4) Regulatory endorsement and acceptance
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5)
6)
7)
8)

Shortage of skilled resources
Huge Cost of enhancement of IT systems
Acceptance by tax authorities
Managing market expectations and
relationships.

investor

FEATURES OF IFRS FOR SMALL AND MEDIUM
ENTERPRISES The IFRS for Small and Medium
Enterprises issued by IASB on 9th July 2009, in order to
meet the needs of Small and Medium Enterprise.
The main features are:
 IFRS for Small and Medium Enterprises is
consistent for Small and Medium Enterprises
financial reporting practices.
 IFRS simplified and self-structured standard which
enhances the credibility of financial statement.
 The main aim of IFRS for Small and Medium
Enterprises is to meeting the needs of Small and
Medium Enterprises financial reporting through cost
and benefit approach.
 IFRS for Small and Medium Enterprises is based on
the fundamental principle of full IFRS, but in many
cases, it has been simplified to make accounting
requirement less complex and to reduce the cost and
effort required to produce the financial statements
Small and Medium Enterprises.
 It enables investors, lender and others to compare
small and medium enterprises financial performance
and financial condition.
BENEFITS FOR
SMALL
AND MEDIUM
ENTERPRISES (SMES) THROUGH ADOPTION
OF IFRS
The IFRS for Small and Medium Enterprises developed
to provide an accounting framework for delivered quality
financial statement and to meet the needs of financial
statement users IFRS for Small and Medium Enterprises
are as follows:
1) IFRS for Small and Medium Enterprises facilitates
good financial reporting.
2) IFRS facilitates better decision making and results
more efficient functioning of capital for the economy
as a whole.
3) IFRS for SMEs ensures creditability and
comparability of financial statements.
4) Adoption of IFRS for SMEs is expected to result in a
better quality of financial reporting due to consistent
application of accounting principles.
5) It simplifies accounting requirements less complex
and reduce to cost and effort require while producing
financial statement.
CHALLENGES WHILE ADOPTING IFRS FOR
SMES
Though IFRS for SMEs is simplified form of full IFRS it
need to address some serious issue which is carefully
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studied in the context of SMEs resource and its cost. The
following issues and challenges are:
 Full implementation of IFRS will leads to lot of
changes in reporting practices of SMEs thus it faces
many challenges while reporting its financial
statement of affair.
 Proper implementation IFRS for SMEs require
extensive education and training but in many case
it’s hard to get entities like small and medium
enterprises due to lack of adequate financial facility.
 Lack of awareness about full IFRS also a major
challenge for SMEs in India.
 It is difficult adhere with practices of full IFRS
because of non availability of professional personals
and also its costlier to hire such professionals for
SMEs.
 Convergence process of accounting practices of
SMEs to IFRS to involves various operational and
information technology process.
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IFRS. Role of IFRS in SMEs is long awaited step by both
developed and emerging economies of the world. In
Indian, one major criticism against the full
implementation of IFRS was that it would impose an
unnecessary burden and hardship on SMEs. In general to
state financial statements comply with IFRS for SMEs is
not difficult. Most of the requirements are already being
complied with while preparing financial statements for
“income tax purposes” are other general purpose.
Finally, A SMEs to states it complies with IFRS for
SMEs thus increases the credibility and comparability
manifold. This would open many doors for SMEs while
accessing finance, joint venture and collaborations.

COMPARISON OF IFRS FOR SMES WITH GAAP
A number of significant difference and minor difference
between IFRS for SMEs and Indian GAAP exist with
regard to recognition. Some important difference
discussed as below.
1) Frame work of IFRS for SMEs is very simplified,
structure and make accounting requirement less
complex and reduce the cost effort required while
producing financial statements when compare to
Indian GAAP.
2) IFRS for SMEs has few and less disclosure
requirements compare to Indian GAAP.
3) IFRS for SMEs is silent about the concepts of capital
maintenance and its impact on financial statements
of SMEs whereas under Indian GAAP certain
concepts of capital maintenance, revaluation or
restatement of assets and liabilities giving rise to
increase/decrease in equity.
4) Section 3 of IFRS for SMEs Financial Statement
Presentations presumes that fair presentation of
financial statements whereas Indian GAAP frame
work speaks about true and fair presentation.
5) Finally the IFRS for SMEs are simplifier than those
in Indian GAAP and simplification might make the
standard more attractive to financial statement
preparer.
CONCLUSION:
Ensuring a high quality corporate financial reporting
environment depends on effective Control and
Enforcement Mechanism. Merely IFRS is not enough.
The Institute of Chartered Accountants of India (ICAI)
has announced that IFRS will be mandatory in India for
financial statements for the periods beginning on or after
1ST April 2011. This will be done by revising existing
accounting standards to make them compatible with
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11.RISK MANAGEMENT IN POWER
SECTOR
Dr. KIRAN.R., Senior Professor & Head.
Department of P.G. Studies, PADMAVATHI .S.
Professor & Head. Department of Destiny,
Virupaxi V. Betageri. Assistant Professor
Department of P.G. Studies, Teachers Academy
Centre for P.G. Studies, Bangalore-560 043

ABSTRACT
In India risk management in the energy sector is its
infancy stage, but is expected to gain significance
due to deregulation and privatization. In an arena
where so much is it stake, there’s little margin for
error. Exposure market volumetric credit, delivery
risk power trading business. The application of
advanced hedging and risk management techniques
have led to increased trading volumes, complexity
and risk. For emergence of competitive market risk
management techniques are to be available. So that
these competitive market, to hedge against volatility
in purchasing power from the spot market to hedge
against volatility in purchasing power from the spot
market by signing a futures contract or that pays the
buyer is the price of power in the market is higher
than an agreed level.
Risk has uncertainty
associated with it. The electricity act 2003 allows
for trading of electricity i.e. purchase of electricity
for further sale.
INTRODUCTION:
India is the second largest country in terms of population
(over 1.027 billion), and the seventh largest in terms of
geographical area (3.78 million sq.km) second largest in
terms of purchasing power parity (PPP) development.
The successes in funding infrastructures are a sine quinoa
of economic development. The successes in funding
infrastructure projects like power are mainly department
on three Rs-Reform strategies, Regulatory frameworks,
and Risk mitigation techniques. Electricity is the
fulcrum of economic development. Power (electricity) is
critical infrastructure for the economic development of a
country.
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK:
It covers three acts that govern Power sector. The Indian
electricity power sector. The Indian electricity act, 199
corporation (NTPC) and sells power to various state
utilities (SEBS).The central government also established
companies such as BHEL and power grid corporation of
India (PGCIL) for manufacturing of electrical equipment
(turbines, transformers, boilers) and for reaction and
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maintenance of of Interstate transmission lines
respectively .Power trading Corporation (PTC) was
formed.
REFORMS:
Reforms in the power sector commenced by opening up
electricity generation, supply and distribution to the
private sector. The reforms in Electricity sector have
proceeded in three phases and are still ongoing:
They are: Generation and IPPs (1991) The 1991
reforms launched the first phase that focused on
increasing investment in power generation. Structural
Reform and independent Regulation (mid 1990s).
Distribution Reforms (APRDRP) 2001 for generation
of power from coal,thermal engineering stations. NTPC
accounts for 25% India’s total installed capacity deals
with functioning and regulation of the private licensees
where as the Indian supply act 1948 deals with supply act
1948 deals with establishment and functioning of state
government owned integrated monopoly utilities (within
the state ) called state electricity boards (SEBS).The
central government in 1970 established National power.
Electricity act 2003: The overall objective of the Act is
to develop the electricity industry, promotion of
competition, protecting interests of consumers and
supply of electricity to all areas. Accelerated Power
Development & Reforms Programme (ARDRP),
introduced in February 2001 is being used in a structured
way in the areas of Distribution reforms and transition
phase in financing of state Electricity Boards undertaking
reforms.
PRESENT SCENARIO OF POWER:
1. Installed generation: Installed generation capacity
has increased from 1,352 megawatts (MW) in 1947
to over 1,25,000 MW.
2. Power Generation: Power Generation from capacity
plants increased from 1.5 billion kilo watt hour
(kWh) in 1950-51 to 55 billion kWh making India
the 4th highest captive power user in the world.
3. Per capita consumption of electricity is only 350
kWh per annum much lower than the world average
of over 2,000 kWh.
4. The country has electrified all its towns and 86% of
its villages. Out of India’s 6, 00,000 villages, 80,
000 (14%) are still without electricity.
RISK: In finance definition of Risk refers to the
likelihood to receive a return on an investment that is
different from the return we expected to make. Thus risk
includes not only the bad outcomes, that are lower than
expected, but also good outcomes, that is returns that are
higher than expected. Risk has uncertainly associated
with it. No Risk, No gain holds true for any business.
There is a trade-off between risk and profitability. No
risk will mean low profitability. High risk can bring high
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profitability. Riskless investment may virtually be
profitless too.
BUSINESS RISK-CHARACTERISTICS
The investment risk that a normal business possess of the
following types of risk.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Sovereign risk: as India is vibrant parliamentary
democracy; it can never come under autocracy. So
sovereign risk in India is zero for both FDI & FPI.
Political risk: Even though there was political
instability before 199 general elections, now the
formation of stable connection government at the
cinder that survived nearly an entire terms stiles
political risk negligible
Risk of foreign nations: India is a nuclear weapon
state; this is not in good books of many countries.
India is self reliant and self sufficient in all sectors.
The threat of sanctions will be look like a mosquito
bite on an elephant, so it is purely speculative.
Market Risk: Commercial risk is inevitable for
every product/ service that is produced or sold.
Before making any investment market research helps
to avoid commercial risk with the help of
professional people Market risk arises out of
dynamics of market forces like interest rate
fluctuation maturity(asset liability) mismatches,
exchange rate fluctuations.
Operation risk: It refers to the risk associated with
the in house functioning of organization arising from
the internal management systems failure.
Credit Risk: The risk of counter party failure in
performing the repayment obligation on due date. It
arises due to internal inadequacy of credit granting
mechanism.

RISK MANAGEMENT: Risk are correlated to
exposure to one risk may lead to another, so that real
mantra lies in successfully managing the risks in a
proactive and integrated manner, then automatically
profits follow. Risk management practices like
a.
b.

Hedging transactions exposure
Bank & Financial institutions use duration analysis,
Gap analysis whereas Non banking finance
companies use simulation analysis.
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c.

Derivatives like foreign exchange forward contracts,
Swaps, options, Futures, commodity bonds, are used
in managing risks.

CHARACTERISTICS OF ELECTRICITY
INFRASTRUCTURE PROJECTS RISKS
1. Infrastructure service usually involve long pay back
periods that is gestation period is too long. High risk are
associated with these projects. Higher is the risk, higher
the returns.
2. Large initial capital is required ; capital cost is too high
the financing of infrastructure projects is largely case
flow based and not asset based; the tangible assets may
not provide adequate cover for loans.
3. Neither the assets of the projects are easily
transferable, nor storable and non tradable in nature.
The facture of non-excludability externality ,natural
monopoly, inelastic demand, and involvement of huge
capital investment with long gestation period makes the
infrastructure financing different from industrial
financing.
SWOT ANALYSIS:
A review of the strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and
threats.Swot analysis of the power sector scenario in
India, can be observed as an back ground the specific
areas of risk were identified by the industry as well as
financial community so as to make decisions related to
power plants.
Strengths:
A Market Potential:
India is 4th largest economy in world, 3 rd largest GDP,
2 nd largest emerging nation with one billion people.
B Consumer class:
A rapidly growing consumer class has emerged since
1991. Currently consumer durables situation reflects that
there are about 75 million TV sets, projected to reach 225
million, 5 million PCs projected to reach 30 millions2
million internet subscription projected to reach 50
million, 26 million telephone lines projected to reach 125
million and 3 million cellular phones to reach 12 million.
C Economy:
Economy has opened its doors, LPG as the rule of the
day opens economy for foreign business especially in
consumer goods. India received nearly US $ 28 million
of FDI since 1991. GDP has increased.
Weaknesses
i. Capacity: Investment in transmission capacity has
not kept pace with electricity domain.
ii. Quality of power: power is not accessible, affordable
to all the section of the people in the society.
iii. Supply deficit: Continuous supply deficit is the hall
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mark of the electricity at present.
iv. Inefficient: as per IFA, India is one of the most
inefficient countries among developing nations as far
as energy usage is concerned.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES:
The total market size of the power sector is estimated to
be around $30 million: 1. Captive Generation: the captive
power market has been growing to the of 2000 mw each
year and it is expected that the capacity addition will be
between 1500-2000 MW over next two next two to three
years. 2. Transmission & Distribution Networks:
Development institutions are insisting on up gradation
are insisting on up gradation of T & D network, focusing
mainly on up gradation of metering devices and billing
systems.
The metering contracts from the state
electricity boards have been in the range of $20-40
million. 3. Renovation & Modernization: the market for
operations and maintenance (O & M) is very big,
especially total O & M market worth between 42-2.5
billion a year of electrical industry. Electrical industries
is worth at least dollar 4-5 million and growing very fast.
In fuel supplies there are vast opportunities ‘in India
since the government has direct import of fuel of
different brands for power generation. In the control and
instrumentation industry the total processed industry
grew from $ 200 million in 1988 to around $ 400 million
in 2010, thus providing considerable opportunities for
control and instrumentation. Control and instrumentation
(C&I). System companies are serving the power sectors.
Threats : Competition became a hallmark of the power
sector and privatization of power sector not only
encourages investment from private parties , FIIs ,FDI
but also competition from them. This economizes the
qualitative supply of power at cheaper rates. Counter
check viability, tariff costs , fuel costs and cost of the
project should account for capital cost, interest,
depreciation, project soft costs and interest during
construction. Promoters costs are to be carried out and
are to be included in recurring costs, the PPA (Power
purchasing agreement) are not viable if they are not
worked out properly.
RISK IN POWER SECTOR:
The growth of the economy calls for a matching of the
growth of infrastructure facilities. The growth rate for
demand for power in developing countries is generally
higher than the GDP. In India the elasticity ratio was 3.06
in the first plan and peaked at 5.11 during third plan and
came down to 1.65 in the eighties. From the nineties the
ratio of 1.5 was projected. Therefore in order to support a
rate growth of GDP of around 7 per cent p.a., the rate of
growth of power supply needs to be over 10 per cent
annually. In order to increase power generation quickly
and reduce power shortages, power projects have to
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achieve financial closure and start construction. The PPA
(power purchasing Agreement) is the contract that lays
out the expectations of both the seller/investor and the
buyer/off taker/utility. These include price to be paid,
amount to be purchased, government guarantee, plant
operations and support the development of investments
in power generation by IPPs (Independent Power
Purchasers). The risks in the power business usually
address the private products in IPPs. Basing on the
nature of control of risk I power sector, they can be
classified as three types namely;
1. Operation risk: The various risks that come under
the Operation risk are site selections, construction
risk, fuel supply risk etc, risk of project not being
completed on time and within the budget leads to
construction risk only. The site selected should be
environmental friendly as well as technically skilled
manpower such that construction risk is minimized.
2. Political risk/policy risk-Sometimes political
uncertainty leads to chaos in the country as well
there can be change in the political that are pursued
by the new government Risks of non compliance
with supplied agreements or purchase agreements by
the government of government entities leads to
political risk. Political stability will minimize risk to
investors such as expropriation, renegotiation of
contracts, and political violence. Fiscal stability will
increase confidence by government agencies.
Investment grade sovereign and debt ratings issued
by Standard & Poor’s and other credit rating
agencies take in to account the level of political and
fiscal stability and influence the availability and
terms of financing.
3.

4.

5.

Market risk-The Market risk included demand risk,
supply risk, interest risk, revenue gurantee, gurantee
of tariff rate, Sales rate risk e.t.c. the uncertainty
exists in the long term about electric rates and
competitive supply results in economic risk. Thus off
take risk and competition risk are the result of the
market risk. Risk management techniques allow
buyers, in a competitive market, to hedge against
volatility in purchasing power from the spot market
by signing a futures contract of a “contract for
differences” that pays the buyer if the price of power
in themarket is higher that an agreed upon level.
Foreign exchange risk- Exposure to currency risk is
critical features of electricity project investment
project revenues are often generated in local
currencies, while for foreign capital where debt or
equity, involves payment in foreign currency.
Fluctuations in the exchange rate of the domestic
currency as well as capital controls currency
convertibility and transferability, poses risk for
foreign investors and financiers.
Regulatory Risk: Risk of non compliance with
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supplier arrangements of purchase agreements by
government, government support, bureaucracy and
non statutory approvals for project risks and for
enforcement of regulatory rules both at the economy
cycle. Reforms formed the ground frame work for
private impingement by moving towards a reliable
source such as economy, tax reforms, functioning
judicial systems, documenting the regulatory work.
CONCLUSIONS
In a world where financial scams such as Enron became
the order of the day, risk management is the buzzword.
Ironically it is not just investors and customers who have
to manage the risks but companies too. In India the risk
management in the energy is in its infancy stage, but it is
expected to gain significance due to deregulation and
privatization. In an arena where so much is at stake, there
is little margin for error. Exposure in terms of market
volumetric, credit delivery risk-permeates every aspect of
the power trading business. The application of advanced
Hedging and risk management techniques have led to
increased trading volumes, complexity and risk. For
emergence of a competitive market the risk management
techniques are to be available, so that these techniques
allow buyers in a competitive market, to hedge against
volatility in purchasing power from the spot market by
signing a future contract or that pays the buyer if the
price of the power in market is higher than the agreed
level. Risk has uncertainty associated with it. The
electricity act 2003 allows for trading of electricity ie
purchase of electricity for further sale.
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12.COMPENSATION LINKED TO
COMPETENCE
(A COMPARATIVE STUDY BETWEEN
PUBLIC SECTOR AND PRIVATE SECTOR
BANK EMPLOYEES)
M.Thamizhselvi, Research scholar, Bharathiar
University.

ABSTRACT
The main objective of this study is to examine the
extent to which compensation is matched with the
competence of the employees in banks. It is
generally presumed that the employees of private
sector banks enjoy better compensation packages,
sound management policies, more structured job
design, and career development prospect compared
to the public sector bank. Similarly, employees of
public sector banks enjoy a good job security and
retirement benefit like, regular pension, convenient
work timings etc. The scenario has emerged an
important issue, “to compare the compensation
management among the employees of public sector
and private sector banks in Bangalore”. The study
will also try to find out, which industry (private
sector or public sector banks) actually pay their
employees based on competence. For the purpose of
this research around 100 samples were collected
randomly from both public sector and private sector
banks at equal numbers. A Structured questionnaire
is used for data collection and the perception is
judged through 5-point, Likert Summated scale
technique.
INTRODUCTION:
Employees, in exchange of their work, generally expect
some appreciation. Money is considered the most
important motivation for employees, though nonfinancial incentives work efficiently. Compensation is
what employees receive in exchange for their
contribution to the organization. These are the factors,
which contributed more importance for emergence of
compensation management in the organization.
Compensation management helps the organization
obtain, maintain and retain a productive workforce. The
goals of compensation management are to design the
lowest-cost pay structure that will attract, motivate and
retain competent employees. Competencies are the
knowledge, skills, abilities, personal individualities and
other “worker-based” aspects that help to discriminate
excellent performance from usual performance under
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specified circumstances. Competencies are identified to
clearly define the vital function of the job. Although
competencies and compensation are not new concept,
paying for competencies is rapidly gathering attention.
One of the massive service industries in India is banking
sector. Today banks have become a part and parcel of our
life. Bank employees are working extensively to serve
the needs of their customers in more customized manner.
Long working hours, heavy workload, work pressure to
complete with in dead line, job stress are some of the
important problems faced by the bank employees in
India. They need more innovative incentive and
compensation schemes to meet with their competence,
which will motivate them to feel happy and satisfied with
their work.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY:
Without adequate compensation, current employees are
likely to leave and it will also be difficult to recruit new
people. The outcome of pay dissatisfaction may detract
the employee’s performance and loyalty towards the
organization. Although less emphasis will be given to
money as an incentive to improve performance, financial
gain will continue to be an important motivational factor.
Now days, employees have become more educated,
skilled, affluent and unionized. It is no longer possible to
design the pay scale for the jobs solely according to the
job descriptions or position. It should be based on their
competency level too. This study unravels the prevailing
compensation package in different banks. As this
research is a comparative analysis between private sector
and public sector bank employees, it will explore the
most satisfied employees. Hence, this will enable the
banks to formulate compensation packages, which will
match with the competence level of employees that can
improve the quality of work life of employees.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY AND SAMPLE
PROFILE:
This study will be partly descriptive and partly diagnostic
in nature. The research relies upon the primary data
collected through a structured questionnaire from 100
bank employees in Bangalore. Secondary data such as
books, periodicals and web source for the purpose of
understanding the key concepts relating to the current
field of study were used. As this is a comparative study,
the primary data was collected from both public sector
and private sector employees on an equal sample level.
The public sector banks like State bank of Mysore,
United bank of India , Andhra Bank, Vijaya Bank, Bank
of Baroda, Corporation Bank, Syndicate banks and
private sector banks like HDFC bank, AXIS bank,
Karnataka bank, ING Vysya bank and south Indian bank
were taken for samples study. A Structured questionnaire
is used for data collection and the perception is judged
through 5-point, Likert Summated scale technique. The
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study will also explore the various innovative techniques
used by the top industries to link the compensation with
their performance.

OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY:
Compensation decisions are strategic decisions and play
a key role in achieving performance and sustainable
competitive advantages for kind of firms. The primary
objective of the study is to explore the compensation
packages adopted in the banks of Bangalore. The study
also tries to find out, whether the compensation paid is
according to competence of the employees or on
seniority base only. The research also aims to discover,
perception of bank employees towards the compensation
packages adopted in their banks. As this is a comparative
study, it will also investigate which sector employees are
more satisfied with the compensation management
policies adopted in their banks.
FACTORS CONSIDERED FOR THE STUDY AND
FINDINGS:
The vital focus of the study is on existing compensation
practices in banks and perception of employees towards
it. Hence, around five dimensions were designed to
analyze the compensation management practices existing
among banks. This study will enable us to know the
satisfaction level of the employees with regarding to the
bank’s compensation policy. As this study is a
comparative study, based on the dimensions framed, a
structured questionnaire is prepared and employees from
both public sector and public sector banks were taken as
samples. The study had taken totally 100 samples, 50
each from two sectors. The factors considered for the
study are salary commensurate with responsibilities,
Merit based promotion and increment strategy, fair and
adequate compensation, Linking rewards with the
performance, underpaid at work place.
Salary commensurate with responsibilities: Salaried
employees are generally appointed based on their
experience, education and qualifications. Accordingly,
they have responsibilities to complete the work for which
they were employed, irrespective of the hours they work.
Employees, who are paid compensation based on salary,
receive such salary for the skill and expertise they show
along with their performance. They are not compensated
based on the number of hours they work but to complete
the work with necessary responsibilities for which they
are assigned to. In order to analyze whether banks
compensate their employees based on the responsibilities
fixed, this criteria is chosen for the study. Employees of
both public and private sector banks were questioned
with the same dimension. The results are shown bellow
Public sector bank’s frequency
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Level of satisfaction

Frequency

percentage

Strongly agree

14

28%

Slightly agree

04

8%

Neutral

10

20%

Slightly disagree

06

12%

Strongly disagree

16

32%

Total

50

100%

Private sector bank’s frequency
Level of satisfaction
Strongly agree

Frequency
16

percentage
32%

Slightly agree

14

28%

Neutral

10

20%

Slightly disagree

08

16%

Strongly disagree

02

04%

Total

50

100%

The data depicts that around 36% of the public sector
employees accepts that salary paid to them
commensurate with their responsibilities, where as 60%
of the private sector employees agrees that they are paid
with salary equivalent to responsibilities. Remaining was
in neutral and disagreed state of mind. The study had
identified that private sector employees are paid with
good salary based on responsibility when compared
tosalary paid by public sector banks.
Merit based promotion and increment strategy:
The merit based increment as well as promotion has to be
earned through meritorious achievements and is by no
means of years of service or any other automatic right as
individual. The award of merit increments is primarily
based on an individual’s performance and competency.
Organizations generally consider an employee for the
vacant position based on personal merit. Management
mostly prefers merit as the basis of promotion and
incentive plan, as they are interested in enriching its
human resource. But this idea cannot be implemented by
all the organizations, particularly banks. Banks generally
follow the method of seniority for promotion and
increment. This aspect is slowly disappearing and many
banks started verifying the competency of the employee
in case of promotion and increment. The following table
will illustrate how far banks are giving importance to
competency for promotion and increment.
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the competency of employees. This study will unravel
the real truth happening in banking industries.

Level of satisfaction

Frequency

percentage

Strongly agree

16

32%

Slightly agree

10

20%

Neutral

04

08%

Slightly disagree

14

28%

Strongly disagree

06

12%

Total

50

100%

Public sector bank’s frequency
Level of satisfaction

Frequency

percentage

Strongly agree

04

08%

Slightly agree

16

32%

Neutral

06

12%

Slightly disagree

10

20%

Strongly disagree

14

28%

Total

50

100%

Private sector bank’s frequency
Level of satisfaction
Strongly agree

Frequency
10

percentage
20%

Slightly agree

20

40%

Neutral

10

20%

Slightly disagree

08

16%

Strongly disagree

02

04%

Total

50

100%

Around 52% of the public sector employees agree that
their promotion and increment is based on merit. 60 % of
the private sector employees agree that their promotion
and increment based on merit basis. In this study also the
percentage of private sector employees are greater than
public sector banks. In many public sector banks the
promotion is still based on seniority.
Adequate and fair compensation: Compensation paid
for the employees should be adequate and fair for the
work done by the employees. It is what employees
receive in exchange for their contribution to the
organization. Generally, employees offer their services
for three types of rewards. Pay refers to the basic salaries
employees normally receive. Compensation forms such
as bonuses, commissions and profit sharing plans are
designed to encourage employees to produce results
beyond normal expectation. Benefits such as insurance,
medical, recreational, retirement etc., represent a more
indirect type of compensation. So, the term compensation
is a comprehensive one including pay, incentives, and
benefits offered by employers for hiring the services of
employees. The compensation paid should be adequate
and fair and if it is according to the competency level the
contribution given by the employees will also be good. It
is a myth that only private organizations pay according to

Private sector bank’s frequency
Level of satisfaction
Strongly agree

Frequency
14

percentage
28%

Slightly agree

14

28%

Neutral

16

32%

Slightly disagree

04

08%

Strongly disagree

02

04%

Total

50

100%

The level of disagreement with this factor, adequate and
fair compensation is much less among private sector
bank employees. Whereas, the employees of public
sector banks are in 1:1 ratio. This data clearly depicts that
the employees of private sector bank employees are very
much satisfied with the compensation paid for them
when compared to public sector employees.
Linking rewards with performance:
The efficacy of the performance related pay is a catalyst
for change and producing performance improvement in
the organization. Organizations have to ensure that their
approach to reward should reflect employee’s
performance, to retain talent and encourage appropriate
business behaviors. The significant growth of private
sector in competency related compensation is yet another
important fact which public sector organizations should
consider for retaining their effective employees. This
comparative study will depict the true status of reward
for performance in both the sector.
Public sector bank’s frequency
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Level of satisfaction

Frequency

percentage

Strongly agree
Slightly agree
Neutral

16
08
10

32%
16%
20%

Slightly disagree
Strongly disagree
Total

06
10
50

12%
20%
100%

Private sector bank’s frequency
Level of satisfaction
Strongly agree

Frequency
10

percentage
20%

Slightly agree

16

32%

Neutral

14

28%

Slightly disagree

10

20%

Strongly disagree

00

0%

Total
50
100%
There is no much difference in level of satisfaction
derived by public and private sector employees on this
particular factor. Both public and private sector
employees are having similar agreement towards this
statement. This reveals that both the banks are linking
rewards and performance very effectively while paying
their employees.
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Knowledge – areas of specialty or expertise; for example,
nursing, finance, employment law or history. Behaviorcharacteristics an employee must display in the job; for
instance initiate, collegiality, resourcefulness, or
professionalism. Knowledge, skills and behavior needed
to succeed in a job can fit into two basic categories of
competencies; general/organizational or specific/
individual. A good job description includes both kinds of
aspects. When an employee with good competency is not
paid with good compensation, it will affect the
performance of the organization as a whole. This study is
based on these factors like salary commensurate with
responsibilities, Merit based promotion and increment
strategy, fair and adequate compensation, Linking
rewards with the performance, underpaid at work place.
As per this study both public and private sector banks are
paying good according to the competency level of the
employees. The overall comparison depicts that the
private sector banks employees are paid according to
their competency level when compared to public sector
bank employees. Most of the private banks are following
updated methods in paying their employees whereas
public sector banks are still in old methods. To meet the
competition and to develop the organization, an
organization should concentrate on employees’
competency and compensation along with technological
up gradation.

Underpaid at work place: An article says that shrinking
pay packets are the main sources of stress in the banking
sector as financial professionals face long working hours
and unattainable deadlines without the prospect of a big
bonus at the end of it all. The main reason that people
would work hard in the banks is because they were paid a
tremendous amount of money for doing so. But if
compensation is low and if employees feel that they are
underpaid at the work it will lead to bank failure only.
The banks need to change their method of motivating
people. The bank should take necessary steps to address
the employees at workplace and relieve them from stress.
The following table will illustrate what is the perception
of bank employees towards, payment they receive form
the bank.
CONCLUSION:
There are three types of competencies that can be
included in a job description. They are skills, knowledge
and behavior necessary to perform the job. Skills abilities needed to execute job duties, such as software
and computer proficiency, interpersonal skills,
accounting skills, or specific laboratory techniques.
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13.FACTORS INFLUENCING THE
CUSTOMER BEHAVIOR TO VIEW
CINEMA IN MALLS. A CASE STUDY IN
BANGALORE.
Mr. Venkatesh R, Faculty, Dept. of Tourism, Karnataka
Folklore University, Gotagodi, Shiggaon(TQ),
Haveri(D), Karnataka
Dr.B.Y.Krishna Murthy, Faculty Dept..of Folk Media
and Communication, Karnataka Folklore University,
Gotagodi, Shiggaon(TQ), Haveri(D), Karnataka

ABSTRACT
The factors influencing the customer to malls of
Bangalore such as socio - economic profiles,
income and frequency of visit and period of
relationship between the respondents and cine
malls, purpose of visit, occasion to visit to malls are
some of the aspects studied in the present study.
This study will be used in the context of positioning,
developing concepts and creating promotional
strategies according to audience taste. The
objective of this research is to study the
transformation in the life of the Indian audience
after the advent of cine malls in the country and
how the shift in his/her viewing behavior has
affected on movie show styles. It will help to analyze
the audience’s attitude towards malls, attitudes
towards various services consumed; activities,
interests and opinions of different consumers, value
systems and personality traits as an increasing
number of urban consumers are beginning to see
themselves in a more modern context. This will
enhance the attractiveness and may build a positive
image of the mall among the consumers which will
lead to consumers patronizing the mall. The other
attractiveness dimension of significance is
entertainment industry.
INTRODUCTION:
Film exhibition in India have been shaped over the
century of Indian cinema. Contrary to the ‘virtualisation’
of contemporary media studies, the cinema ritual
continues to require public assembly within highly
specific physical environments. Cinemall is the new kind
of cinema block, located at shopping Mall.
These Cinemalls is a state-of-the-art where more than 1
screen of multiplex featuring with the sharpest and
brightest picture on the very best 2K and 4K BARCO
digital projector, powered by the #1 digital film server
and sharing the DOLBY 7.1 surround Sound to relax and
enjoy the movies. The digital film and sound technology
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and seats made comfortable than home. As such, it is
powerfully implicated in the material production of
public space and public assembly. It comes as no
surprise, therefore, that the shaping of film policy
provides a reflection of how long running concerns
around the cinema crowd have determined the
configuration of India’s cinemas. More broadly, India’s
cinema infrastructure has also been subject to a range of
other policy initiatives intended to remake and renew
India’s urban spaces. In demonstrating the unfolding
story of the cinema hall in India.
The lifestyle of the Indian consumer pervades
various aspects of his/her life and varies according to the
sociologically relevant variables. Family incomes are
seeing a jump in recent times resulting in the consumer
spending more and a change in the lifestyle of the Indian
consumer is of great interest to society at large,
manufacturing and consumer companies, advertisers,
super - mall owners, economists and so on. Today malls
play a predominant role in the life style of people living
in metro cities which has massively changed the patterns
of entertainment activities and malls are found almost
everywhere.
The cinema mall concept is a big hit with the
sole purpose to provide everything under the one roof or
in one big complex. It also heralded in a new
urbanization concept where everything was taken to the
consumer in his comfort zone. Customers state that
malls, are well organized and that there are no quality
issues, the range of choices and value-for-money deals
make them happy, the ambience is good, there are better
deals across categories with more choices and they get
everything under one roof and they get good deals on
bulk buying and at the same there is more variety.
Organized retail chain and mall stores are mushrooming
in all major cities and towns of India. Apart from private
players in the organized retail chain business. Major
industrial houses like Tata, Birla, Reliance, Bharti, etc.
have entered the retail business and have announced very
ambitious future expansion plans. Multinational retailers
are also coming to India to set up retail chains in
collaboration with big Indian companies.
OBJECTIVES :
 To study the viewing preferences of customer
from cinema malls
 To identify the level of satisfaction among the
customers
 To know about marketing activities of shopping
malls
DATA COLLECTION:
The researcher has used both primary and secondary data
for the purpose of the study. The primary data used for
this study were collected from customer of malls in
Bangalore city. A questionnaire was prepared and
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administered for the purpose of collecting data. The
secondary data necessary for the study have been
collected from text books, journals, magazine and
internet.
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Education
PUC

Frequency Percent
40
13.3

ITI/ diploma
Degree

SAMPLE DESIGN:
A sample of 300 respondents was taken for this study.
The researcher has applied convenient sampling for
selecting the sample respondents. The researcher has
taken proper care to include respondents from all senses
of the society.
DATA ANALYSIS:
The researcher analyzed the data after collecting the data
from the respondents, coding and editing it, farming code
book and code sheet using Statistical Package for Social
Science (SPSS 16).
Table-1 GENDER OF THE RESPONDENTS
Gender Frequency Percent
166
55.3
Male
Female

134

44.7

Total
300 100.0
The above table shows that 55.3% of the respondents are
male & 44.7% of the respondents are female. It may be
concluded that male customer are greater in number
satisfaction in shopping malls. Majority of the
respondents are male customers.
Table-2 Age of the respondents
Age
Frequency Percent
86
28.7
15-25 years
26-35 years

80

26.7

36-45 years

90

30.0

Above 45 years

44

14.7

Total
300 100.0
The above table shows that 30% of the respondents from
the age group of 36- 45 years who visit shopping malls
very often.28.7% of the respondents belong to the age
group of 15- 25 years were teenagers and 26.7% of the
respondents were visiting shopping malls.
Table - 3Occupations of the respondents
Occupation
Student
House wife
Services
Business
Total

Frequency

Percent

80

26.7

36

12.0

114

38.0

PG

14.7

162

54.0

54

18.0

Total
300
100.0
The above table shows we can understand that 54% of
the respondents are UG degree, 18% of the respondents
were PG degree, 14.7% of the respondents were
ITI/diploma, and 13.3% of the respondents were PUC
Table - 5 Marital status of the respondents
Marital status
Frequency

Percent

Single

108

36.0

Married

192

64.0

Total
300
100.0
The above table shows that majority 64% of the
respondents are married & nearly 36% of the respondents
are single. Most of the customer visits in shopping malls
are married.
Table – 6 Monthly Income of the respondents
Frequency Percent
Monthly income
Below Rs 10,000

30

10.0

Rs 10,001 - Rs 20,000

86

28.7

Rs 20,001 - Rs 30,000

94

31.3

Rs 30,000 and above

90

30.0

Total
300
100.0
The above mentioned data helps us identify the income
category (per month) to which the respondents belong.
While the majority of the respondents belong to the
higher income group of Rs 20,000 – Rs 30,000 (31%)
and Rs 30,001 and above (30%) per month the
respondents belonging to lower income group is as low
as 15%. This clearly shows that the propensity to visit a
shopping mall is higher in case of the higher income
group.
Table - 7Size of Family
Frequency Percent
Size of Family
1-2 members

18

6.0

228

76.0

48

16.0

6

2.0

70

23.3

3-4 members

300

100.0

5-6 members

The above table shows that the services employees are
38% of the respondents were visiting shopping malls.
Out of 150 samples 26.7% of the respondents are being
students. The 23.3% of the respondents are business man
and 12% of the respondents are house wife
Table - 4 Education of the respondents

44

more than 6 members

Total
300 100.0
The above table shows that more than 76% of the
respondent’s the size of family was 3 to 4 members, and
less than 16% of the respondent’s the size of family
members was 5 to 6 members, and 6% of the
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respondent’s the size of family members was 1 to 2
members, and more than 6 members were 2% of the
respondents.
Table – 8 Nature of Family
Nature of Family Frequency Percent
Joint family
Nuclear family

amount less than RS 1000. Remaining 2% of the
respondents were spend the amount were above RS 5000.
Table - 12Hours spending in the Cinema malls
Hours spending in the malls Frequency Percent

48

16.0

Four hour

152

84.0

Less than five hour

Total
300 100.0
The above table that shows the 84% of the respondents
were nuclear family and 16% of the respondents were
joint family. Majority of the customer visit the shopping
malls were nuclear family.
Table – 9 Residential status of the respondents
Frequency Percent
Residential status
154

51.3

Surrounding part of the Bangalore
city

58

19.3

Bangalore outside

88

29.3

Bangalore city

Total
300 100.0
The above table shows that the 51.3% of the respondents
were with in Bangalore city, and less than 29.3% of the
respondents were Surrounding part of Bangalore city.
And 19% of the respondents were Outer part of the
Bangalore city.

14

4.7

8

2.7

Six hour

120

40.0

7 hours

100

33.3

58

19.3

More than 8 hours

Total
300 100.0
The table shows that the time spending in the shopping
malls 40% of respondents spend six hrs in shopping,
33.3% of the respondents spend seven hrs in shopping,
19.3% of the respondents spend more than eight, 3% and
4.7% spend less than five hrs.
Table - 14 Occasion to visit Cinema malls
Occasion to visit shopping mall Frequency Percent
Festivals

52

17.3

Weekends

60

20.0

Offer time

102

34.0

86

28.7

No specific reason

Total
300 100.0
It is during the festival season 17.3% that the majority of
Table – 10
the respondents visit shopping malls to buy clothes,
Frequency of visit
sweets and so on. Apart from that, during offer time to
avail of discounts 34% and weekends 20% consumers
Frequency Percent
Frequency of visit
visit shopping malls for purchasing routine items and for
58
19.3
Once in a week in a month
socializing. Very small percentages 28.7% of the
100
33.3
More than two times in a month
respondents come to the malls to shop with no specific
142
47.3
reason.
At least for once in a month
Table - 15 Entertainment
Total
300 100.0
Frequency
The table shows that the 47.3% of the respondents visit shopping mall at least Entertainment
for once in a month,
33% ofPercent
the respondents were
they visit more than two times in a given month and 19.3% of the respondentsSatisfactory
were visit once in a week
in
given month.
130 a 43.3
Table – 11
132
44.0
Good
Average amount spent by the cinema mall
38
12.7
Excellent
Average amount spent by the
Total
300 100.0
Frequency Percent
shopping mall
The table shows that the entertainment offered at
44
14.7
Less than Rs 1000
shopping mall 44% of the respondent’s rate as good,
110
36.7
Between Rs 1000 – 2000
43.3% of the respondent’s rate as satisfactory, 12.7% of
the respondent’s rate as excellent
140
46.7
Between Rs 3000 – 5000
Above 5000

6

2.0

Total
300 100.0
The table shows that the spending amount in the
shopping malls 46.7% of the respondents were spend the
money between RS 3000- 5000 . 36.7% of the
respondents were spending amount between RS1000 to
2000. 14.7% of the respondents were spending the

Table - 16 Mode of payment
Mode of payment Frequency Percent
196

65.4

Debit card

88

29.3

Credit card

16

5.3

300

100.0

Cash

Total
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The above table shows that the 65.4% of the respondents
make cash payment in shopping.5.3% of them uses credit
card as their mode of payment and 29.3% of the
respondents makes payment in shopping mall through
their debit card. The quick exchange of money for goods
is done in shopping mall as most of the respondents
prefer mode of payments is cash payment. Hence as
some of the customer makes their payments through
credit & debit card
Table - 17 Services offered in Cine malls
Frequency Percent
Service offered
Excellent

42

14.0

Good

62

20.7

192

64.0

4

1.3

300

100.0

Satisfactory
Not satisfactory
Total

5.

Assael, H. Consumer Behaviour and Marketing
Action, 4th Edition, USA: PWS-Kent, (1992)
6. Cadbury, N.D, When Where and How to Test the
Market, Harvard Business Review, May-June, 1975
7. Dioria C. IMAX Future Tied to Mainstream Product,
(2005)
8. Dholakia, Marketing Management Cases and
Concepts, Macmillan, New Delhi, 1978
9. Loudon, D.L., & Bitta, A.J.D. (1993). Consumer
Behavior: Concepts and Applications, McGraw-Hill,
New York, NY.
10. Roulac, S.E. (1994). Retail real estate in the 21st
century: information technology+ time
consciousness + unintelligent stores = intelligent
shopping? Not!”. Journal of Real Estate Research, 9
(1), 125-150.

The above table shows that the respondents have shown a
positive response with regard to the quality of service
offered at shopping malls. As high as 64% of the
respondents feel that the services of shopping malls are
“satisfactory” while 20.7% of the respondents rate the
services as “ good”,14% respondents rate as “ excellent”
and only 1% tag the services as “ not satisfactory”.
Conclusion:
Nowadays, people believe that the malls are best place to
view movie or hang out. It is not only a place to shop but
also a place for social and recreational activities. There
has been an enormous expansion of new retail formats
such as malls, and lifestyle stores. The spending power in
the economy is growing fast; this development has gain
significance not only in the metropolitan cities but also in
the Tier II and III towns. These upcoming formats are
giving consumer a lot to spend. New marketing formats
are growing at a rapid pace in India. Also, due to the
limited success of these outlets, it is necessary for
retailers to be aware of shopper’s motivation and to
understand ways of attracting the consumers. It would
explore the purpose and motive behind the Indian
consumers visit cinemalls, the values they derive from
the entertain trip and their viewing behavior in terms of
time and money spent at the cinema malls etc.
Reference:
1. Aaker David A., Developing Business Strategies,
John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1984
2. Alexander, R.S ‘The Death and Burial of Sick
Products’, Journal of Marketing, April 1964
3. Agrawal Seema and Thadamalla Joel Sarosh, ‘Films
– An Advertising Medium to Captivate
4. Consumers’ published in Indian Film Industry, Some
Perspectives, (ed. V. Partha Sarthy)
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14.IMPACT OF MICROFINANCE AND
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ABSTRACT:
Microfinance programe is globally well accepted as
powerful tool of attacking poverty. Indian
microfinance sector dominated by SHGs addresses
the untouched by any formal financial agencies and
is benefitting them through eradication of poverty.
Microfinance approach is accepted by World Bank
and other financial institutions as an important
powerful tool for poverty eradication and
enhancemnt of living standards of women in the
rural areas. The research studies clearly reveals
huge demand which is increasing of day by day and
supply of credit to the rural poor is not sufficient
and there exist a wide gap in the provision of
financial service to the poor. This scenario has to
be addressed properly in order to raise income of
the poor and to provide employment which in turn
positively trigger savings mobilization.
Keyboards: Empowerment, Employment, Eradication of
poverty, Impact measurement.
INTRODUCTION
Microfinance programes are designed by planners in
order to generate income and employment and alleviate
poverty especially in the developing nations.
Microfinance approach is well accepted by World Bank
and other financial institutions as the strongest powerful
tool of poverty alleviation and enhancement of women
living standards. SHG linked credit programme in
Karnataka is gaining momentum by promoting women
by bringing them into main streams. Since many of the
government sponsored programmes could not fetch much
expected result and failed to touch target population of
the country, microfinance programmes are becoming
highly popular in India especially in the southern part of
the country. On account of microfinance programmes
millions of rural people have now access to regular
savings through 74.02 lakh SHGs linked to different
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facilities, speaks about the tremendous progress at
contribution of microfinance.
Need for the study
(1)
Since all government sponsored programmes
have failed in targeting the concerned, microfinance
programme is a self help programme will be highly
successful.
(2)
An SHG is a democratic form of organisation
and peer member can exercise peer power and monitor
loan utilisation.
(3)
It is an association of known people, known
caste, known area, known relation and loan recoveries
can not be a problem.
(4)
Women members can manage better the
activities of SHG more effectively.
(5)
Women represent most of the world poor and
their empowerment depends upon their own association.
(6)
Indias economic growth has failed to make a
significant improvement in poverty figures with 400 +
million more are still in the grip of absolute poverty
(Padmalochana Mahanta et al.,)1.
(7)
NABARD, the apex government financial
instituion provides micro finance to the poor and claims
that 90% of the beneficiaries are women and impact
measuremnt 2009 find that existence of significance of
growth in assets (30%) and income levels (23%) of the
beneficiaries (Chandrashekar, 2013)2.
(8)
The precious research studies reveals that the
programme reduce poverty through increase in income
and enable the poor to build assets and thereby reduce
vulnerability (Srinivas 2010)3.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Srinivas (2010)4 has stated that there is ample evidence
that SHG programme reduces poverty through increase
in income and enables the poor to build assets and
thereby reduce their vulnerability.
Amma and Panicker (2008)5 have stated that the impact
of SHGs have shown positive growth in addressing the
socio economic characterstics of the members like
income, saving, expenditure, employment and
microenterprise development.
Singh (2009)6 in his research stated that microfinance
through SHG has brought positive change in the field of
literacy and migration.
OBJECTIVES:
(1)
To measure the results of impactnes in terms of
knowledge and awareness.
(2)
To study the level of income increase and
savings of SHG members.
(3)
To study the level of women empowerment.
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HYPOTHESES
(1)
There exists no knowledge and awareness over
related stated variables.
(2)
There exists no increase either in income or
savings of SHG members.
(3)
The women SHG member in the study area do
not possess empowerment.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The quality of any impact measurement depends upon
two factors. They are (1) sample size (2) reliability of
indicators. Hence, maximum care was exercised while
deciding methodology in order to gain maximum
advantage and to ensure twin objectives of impact
evaluation, and guidelines of Bakar (2000) 28 model was
followed. In order to collect the data particularly in rural
Bengaluru convenient sampling technique was used and
a sample of 250 was thought fit for the purpose looking
into geographical coverage. Since the present study is
based on primary data suitable techniques were applied
in addition to in depth interview of respondents with
valid and clearly written questionnaire. Besides this
informal discussions were held with Anganawadi
workers, Branch Managers, and NGO facilitators. The
data collection programme was commenced on October,
5th 2014 and ended on 30th October, 2014 and extensive
use of percentages, chi-square and ANOVA techniques
were used in order to give a scientific touch to the data.
SURVEY FINDINGS
Table-1 reveals valuable information about demographic
variables under study. The socio-economic status of the
respondents shows that they were within the age group
between 30 and 60 and above and maximum between 3040 years. About 79% were married and majority of the
them are nucleus and 9% remained single on account of
suffering miserable poverty shock. There are 90
respondents or 36% belonging to SC/ST, 49% belonging
backward communities and 37 only belonging upper
caste. These caste analysis stands similar to the
Karnataka Gazette publications about Bengaluru Rural
district. There are 158 respondents who are landless and
they work in agriculture seasonally and during
unseasonal they move to near by city to work as laborers
or work as assistant in informal service sector. There are
only 18 government service employees who are recruited
as assistants either in hospital, educational institution and
getting insufficient income. The educational status data
reveals that a great majority studied upto 10th Std. and
hardly in about 20 respondents studied upto degree and
remaining all are unemployed. The income reveals that
90 respondents or 36% monthly income is between Rs.
2000-2500 which is highly insufficient to lead an
ordinary life. The chi-square calculated value as far as
occupation is concerned is greater than the TV @ 5%
level of significance. Therefore we may conclude there
exists variations in occupation of SHG members.
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Table-2 highlights the information on the improvement
of increased knowledge and awareness of SHG members
which is highly essential to order to measure other
impacts. The conclusions are grouped into three
categories, basic level, understanding level and clarity
level. The assessment results are grouped along different
subjects varying from A to F and clustered into the
different age groups. Generally the results indicate a
gradual increase in level of clarity varying from 6% to
62%. The impact is well represented in the income
generating activity and respondents have clarity over
income generating activity. The decrease in the number
of respondents can be seen by analyzing the data spread
over differnt age in years of differnt indicators. We find
in all cases the crease in the basic level as the age of SHG
increases and move upto clearity level. Maximum
awareness and knowledge can also be seen in the subject
of health and sanitation. As far banking and savings are
concerned still many of the respondents are still in Basic
level over 3 years and needs immediate corection in order
to go with national objective of opening of bank account
by one and all. The null hypotheses is rejected and
alternative hypotheses is accepted. Therefore we may
conclude here women SHG mebers possess knowledge
and awareness over cerntain indicators.
Table-3 reveals information about increase in income and
savings of the SHG members. Here two impacts the
concerned and they are increased income on the one hand
and there increased savings are on the other hand.
However, these two impacts are interrelated since there
cannot be any savings in the absence of income. The
increase income can be viewed as an expression of an
improvement in living conditions. Further Table-3
concludes about increase in non-basic income i.e.,
income minus food expenditure over the years. The
income raise from Rs. 7800 to Rs. 13250 occurred
betwen first and third year of existence of an SHG.
Further, the table also shows about increase in savings
annual Rs. 2200 to Rs. 3250. In all these groups savings
in kind is greater than financial savings. Therefore the
null hypotheses is rejected and alternative that there is
increase in income and savings is accepted.
Table-4 reveals data regarding decision making power of
the SHG members. To measure decision making power
of women six typical decisions usually made by them
were selected. These decisions are the purpose of loans,
buying and adopting infrastructures, buying households,
cash management, property purchase and sale and
jewelry purchase and savings. In the subject purpose of
loan there is a shift from husband domination to wife
dominating process over the years. An increase from
22% to 33% in three years group was observed. The joint
decisions over 6 decision drivers also reveals gradual
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decrease in general. In case of children education the
husband domination in along with joint decision making
decreases while decision making by wife increases. In
the case of house hold buying we find there is an increase
in wife decision making power enhances from 25% to
30% similarly we find an absolute rise in the decision
maker power wife in all 6 variable or indicators of
empowerment. Therfore the null hyptheses that women
SHG members do not possess empowerment is rejcted
and the alternative is accepted. Therefore we may
conclude that women SHG members enjoy more
empowerment in the study area.
Table-5 speaks about perceived women empowerment.
Perceived women empowerment is measured in terms of
Likert 5 point scale varying from strongly agre to
strongly disagre (5). 160 respondents or 64% strongly
agreed that the stated indicators strongly influence
women empowerment. Further, 60 or 24% have agreed
that the stated empowerment drivers influences the
empowerment of women only 8 respondents have
strongly disagreed about indicators or variables
influencing women empowerment. The ANOVA table
reveals that the null hypotheses is rejected and alternative
that women SHG members possess perception about
women empowerment is accepted.
IMPLICATIONS OF THE STUDY
The analysis of impact on knowledge and awareness
suggests that there has been a positive change among
members of the older groups. There exists substaintial
enhancemnt in the subject health and sanitation which
tells about possession of awareness about he variable.
The income genraiton activities are strong enough to
support the SHG members. Bengaluru rural is semi
industrial and agricultural area where many of the
respondents prefer to work as agri labourers than
searching job in nearby town and cities. The study finds
that members save more in kind than in finacial terms.
The reasons may be poor banking knowledge, meagree
earnings in hard cash, more return on investment in kind
and privacy to some extent.
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takes many years. The previous research suggests that
since micro finance provides access, enhances income
and savings, increases empowerment is going to be
highly beneficial to the members. If all microfinance
activities handled properly microfinance can create
miracles in the area of poverty eradication.
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CONCLUSION
The previous researchers held that SHG-BLP enabled
about 97 million poor households to have access to
sustainable financial resources from banking sytem at the
end of March 2011 in India. It reveals that SHG-BLP in
India is found to be an effective instrument by which
very poor people can access hassle free formal credit
without any collateral security and also proved that SHG
members can also improve their savings formation habit.
Microfinance cannot be a panacea for all the ills of SHG
members. It is not end but beginning of a new era. The
curse of poverty cannot be healed by overnight and it
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The above ANOVA table reveals that the calculated
value being 41.7955 greater than TV = 2.76 at d.f. V1 = 4
and V2 = 25 at 5% level of significance rejects the null
hypotheses and accepts the alternative. Therefore we may
conclue that women SHG members in Bengaluru rural
district possess perception about women empowerment.
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application of statistical and mathematical methods to
decision-making, and the simulation of higher-order
thinking through computer programs.Based on the
storage and processing technologies employed, it is
possible to distinguish four distinct phases of IT
development: pre-mechanical (3000 BC – 1450 AD),
mechanical (1450–1840), electromechanical (1840–
1940) and electronic (1940–present)This article focuses
on the most recent period (electronic), which began in
about 1940.

ABSTRACT :
Information technology (IT)is the application
of computer and telecommications equipment
to store, retireve, transmit and manipulate data,
often in the context of a business or other
entrepries. The term is commonly used as a
synonym for computer and computer networks,
but it also encompasses other information
distribution technologies such as television and
telephone. Several industries are associated
with information technology, including
computer hardware, software, eletronices,
semiconductors, internet, telecom equipment ,ecommerce and computer services. This article
highlights about the information technology in
India.
Introduction:
Information technology (IT) is the application of
computer and telecommunication equpiments to store,
retrieve, transmit and manipulate data often in the
context of a business or other enterprise. The term is
commonly used as a synonym for computers and
computer networks, but it also encompasses other
information distribution technologies such as television
and telephones. Several industries are associated with
information technology, including computer hardware,
software, electronics, semiconductors
internet,
telecomm equipment, e-commerce and computer
services.
Humans have been storing, retrieving, manipulating and
communicating information since the Sumerians in
Mesopotamia developed writing in about 3000 BC, but
the term information technology in its modern sense first
appeared in a 1958 article published in the Harvard
Business Review; authors Harold J. Leavit and Thomas
L. Whisler commented that "the new technology does not
yet have a single established name. We shall call it
information technology (IT)." Their definition consists of
three categories: techniques for processing, the

Stands for "Information Technology," and is pronounced
"I.T." It refers to anything related to computing
technology, such as networking, hardware, software, the
Internet, or the people that work with these technologies.
Many companies now have IT departments for managing
the computers, networks, and other technical areas of
their businesses. IT jobs include computer programming,
network administration, computer engineering, Web
development, technical support, and many other related
occupations. Since we live in the "information age,"
information technology has become a part of our
everyday lives. That means the term "IT," already highly
overused, is here to stay.
Information Technology in India: is an industry
consisting of two major components: IT services and
business process outsourcing (BPO). The sector has
increased its contribution to India's GDP from 1.2% in
1998 to 7.5% in 2012. According to NASSCOM, the
sector aggregated revenues of US$100 billion in 2012,
where export revenue stood at US$69.1 billion and
domestic at US$31.7 billion, growing by over 9%.
Information technology is playing an important role in
India today and has transformed India's image from a
slow moving bureaucratic economy to a land of
innovative entrepreneurs. The IT sector in India is
generating 2.5 million direct employment. India is now
one of the biggest IT capitals of the modern world and all
the major players in the world IT sector are present in the
country. The major cities that account for about nearly
90% of the sector's exports are Bengaluru, Jammu &
Kashmir, Hyderabad, Kolkata, Chennai , Trivandrum,
Noida, Mumbai and Pune. Bengaluru is considered to be
the Silicon Valley of India because it is the leading IT
exporter. Exports dominate the industry and constitute
about 77% of the total industry revenue. However, the
domestic market is also significant with a robust revenue
growth. The industry’s share of total Indian exports
(merchandise plus services) increased from less than 4%
in FY1998 to about 25% in FY2012. According to
Gartner, the "Top Five Indian IT Services Providers" are
Tata Consultancy Services, Infosys, Cognizat , Wipro ,
and HCL Technologies. Regulated VSAT links became
visible in 1994. Desai (2006) describes the steps taken to
relax regulations on linking in 1991: In 1991 the
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Department of Electronics broke this impasse, creating a
corporation called Software Technology Parks of India
(STPI) that, being owned by the government, could
provide VSAT communications without breaching its
monopoly. STPI set up software technology parks in
different cities, each of which provided satellite links to
be used by firms; the local link was a wireless radio link.
In 1993 the government began to allow individual
companies their own dedicated links, which allowed
work done in India to be transmitted abroad directly.
Indian firms soon convinced their American customers
that a satellite link was as reliable as a team of
programmers working in the clients’ office.
Videsh Sanchar Nigam Limited (VSNL) introduced
Gateway Electronic Mail Service in 1991, the 64 kbit/s
leased line service in 1992, and commercial Internet
access on a visible scale in 1992. Election results were
displayed via National Informatics Centre's NICNET.
The Indian economy underwent economic reforms in
1991, leading to a new era of globalization and
international economic integration. Economic growth of
over 6% annually was seen during 1993-2002. The
economic reforms were driven in part by significant the
internet usage in the country. The new administration
under Atal Bihari Vajpayee 1999 govt pm—which
placed the development of Information Technology
among its top five priorities— formed the Indian
National Task Force on Information Technology and
Software Development.
Wolcott & Goodman (2003) report on the role of the
Indian National Task Force on Information Technology
and Software Development: Within 90 days of its
establishment, the Task Force produced an extensive
background report on the state of technology in India and
an IT Action Plan with 108 recommendations. The Task
Force could act quickly because it built upon the
experience and frustrations of state governments, central
government agencies, universities, and the software
industry. Much of what it proposed was also consistent
with the thinking and recommendations of international
bodies like the World Trade Organization (WTO),
International Telecommunications Union (ITU), and
World Bank. In addition, the Task Force incorporated the
experiences of Singapore and other nations, which
implemented similar programs. It was less a task of
invention than of sparking action on a consensus that had
already evolved within the networking community and
government.
"The New Telecommunications Policy, 1999" (NTP
1999)
helped
further
liberalize
India's
telecommunications sector. The Information Technology
Act 2000 created legal procedures for electronic
transactions and e-commerce. Throughout the 1990s,
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another wave of Indian professionals entered the United
States. The number of Indian Americans reached 1.7
million by 2000. This immigration consisted largely of
highly educated technologically proficient workers.
Within the United States, Indians fared well in science,
engineering, and management. Graduates from the Indian
Institutes of Technology (IIT) became known for their
technical skills. The success of Information Technology
in India not only had economic repercussions but also
had far-reaching political consequences. India's
reputation both as a source and a destination for skilled
workforce helped it improve its relations with a number
of world economies. The relationship between economy
and technology—valued in the western world—
facilitated the growth of an entrepreneurial class of
immigrant Indians, which further helped aid in promoting
technology-driven growth.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Information
Technology:
Information technology (IT) benefits the business world
by allowing organizations to work more efficiently and to
maximize productivity. Faster communication, electronic
storage and the protection of records are advantages that
IT can have on your enterprise. Information technology
has to do with computer applications, on which nearly
every work environment is dependent. Since
computerized systems are so widely used, it is
advantageous to incorporate information technology into
your organization.
Advantages:
-Increases production and saves time: Business use
technology to automate tasks. A good example is a
bakery which uses automated temperature censors to
detect any drop or increase in room temperature in a
bakery. These censors will send information directly to
the operator and report any temperature change. This
saves the bakery time and it also results into quality
products.
-Improves communication through communication
technology: With the help of communication technology
tools like phones, video conferencing , electronic mail,
databases just to mention but a few. Movement of
information with in an organization or business has
become easy and first. Employees can easily move
information across departments without having any
interruptions. Tools like electronic mail , e-fax, mobile
phones and text messaging enhance the movement of
information among employees , customers and business
partners or suppliers.
-Improves data storage and file management:
Businesses use cloud hosting services to store and
backup business data. Also it saves on paper work and
makes transfer and access of data remote. With services
like ‘’Dropbox.com’’, business owners can access their
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data any time any where. Information and data are very
important tools for a business, so it is very essential to
store them safely and also access them at any time of
need.
-Improves financial management: Accounting software
like Quick Books , Bookkeeper , Sage 50 , and Account
Edge can be used in performing various accounting tasks
in a business. Business owners can easily balance their
books with less experience in accounting because these
software’s are well equipped with every tool needed in
accounting and they also have a help section which can
be referred to in case a user is stuck.
-Cuts costs of operation and increases on RIO –
Communication technology and social technology have
made business promotion and product launch affordable.
Many small business have found ways to use social
technology to increase on their brand awareness and get
more clients at a minimal cost. In business, factors like
cost of operation play a big role in the development and
growth of that business. So when businesses use
information technology to cut down on costs of
operation, then their ROI will increase which will result
into business growth.
-Improves business to consumer relationship –
Businesses have embraced the social technology to
interact with their consumers and fans. This creates a
strong business to consumer relationship and it results
into business growth and expansion. Information
technology can be used to improve customer service in
so many ways. For example, businesses can use internet
to inform their customers about great deals and
discounts, this makes customers feel special and it can
drive their desire to buy. A good customer service can be
used as a great tool by any small business to gain
competitive advantage.
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development, researchers began finding other uses for the
network, and use of the technology spread worldwide.
Access to the Internet today by individuals, businesses,
and institutions alike has created a global market for
Internet service and has spurned an increase in
productivity in the technological communication field.

Disadvantages:
-Implementation Expenses: Small businesses fail to
afford this expensive technology so they end up losing
their clients to a business which has improved its
technology and provides a better service or product.
-Job Elimination: Technology has replaced most
positions which humans used to occupy. Accounting is
now being done by software, so accountants run out of
opportunities.
-Security Breaches: Since businesses store their data on
remote cloud servers which can be accessed with a user
name and password, they risk losing that data to wrong
minded knowledge works, hackers or viruses, which can
harm he business.
Conclusion: The evolution of information technology
reached a turning point with the development of the
Internet. Once a government project, the Internet was
created for military purposes. Through the course of its
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ABSTRACT
Corporate Reporting is the process of
communicating information about the performance
and activities of a company. This information can
be grouped into financial and non-financial in
nature. The changes in the global business scenario
and the changing government policies force
companies to disclose information ranging from
financial, social,enviornamental,marketing and also
in corporate governance issues. The range and
frequency of such disclosures are increasing which
highlights the awareness and need of public. In its
reach for sustainable economic and eco driven
environment in the country, each organisation has
to implement policies, measures more often which
leads to its attainment. Green audit is the process of
assessing the environmental impact of an
organization, process, project, product, etc. The
paper tries to explore the conceptual framework of
green auditing in India. It also tries to find the
hindrances in understanding the term green
auditing and explores the benefits from green audit
available to the organisation and the public. The
increasing awareness and the cost effectiveness of
green auditing may prove its successive
implementation.
Key Words: Green auditing, legal measures,
accounting practices.
Introduction: Climate change is a natural change visible
to all living beings and it is human beings who are blind
to these changes. Each year we are succumbed to
climatic changes which are new and beyond our control
inspite of the several precautionary measures taken to
tackle them. There is time to change and measures to
change must immediately be enacted to avoid further
destruction of the nature. The UN Climate Summit of
2014 was a culmination of leaders from various streams
viz. government, business, finance and civil society. The
UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon asked these leaders
to bring bold announcements and actions to the Summit
that will reduce emissions, strengthen climate resilience,
and mobilize political will for a meaningful legal
agreement in 2015. Climate Summit 2014 provided a
unique opportunity for leaders to champion an ambitious
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vision, anchored in action that will enable a meaningful
global agreement in 2015.
GREEN AUDITING: Green auditing is the corporate
responsibility to bring out the truth about the statements
made by the government and companies with regard to
the effects of environment pollution. It reviews the
measures taken to minimise and overcome pollution.
The green audit is study of the effects of a company’s
activities and performance on the environment. It is
widely known as Environment Audit. Green audit
comprises of compliance of Environment Laws, auditing
of environment cost and Environment Impact
Assessment and Carbon Credit.
REVIEW OF GREEN AUDIT IN INDIA:
Environmental law is a complex and interlocking body of
statutes, common law, treaties, conventions, regulations
and policies which, very broadly, operate to regulate the
interaction of humanity and the rest of the biophysical or
natural environment, toward the purpose of reducing or
minimizing the impacts of human activity, both on the
natural environment for its own sake, and on humanity
itself. This can be further divided into two major subjects
(1) Pollution control and remediation and
(2) Resource conservation and management
Supreme Audit Institution (SAI) India of the C&AG of
India has conducted more than 100 specialised
environmental audits over the last 25 years. The
Environment audit can be divided into Air issues, Water
issues,
Waste,
Biodiversity
and
Environment
Management System.
AIR ISSUES: The audit on air issues was done in twenty
three states of India with regard to air pollution, vehicular
emissions and industry emissions. It revealed that the
poor implementation and monitoring of the Air Pollution
Act led to increase in pollution levels.
WATER ISSUES: This audit mainly focussed on the
availability of water supply and quality. The Ganga
Action Plan was a study of water pollution control
measures taken in river Ganga. It revealed that Ganga
remained polluted even after huge expenditure spend on
it. A similar audit on the river Yamuna was undertaken
in Delhi.Further audits for providing safe drinking water
in Madhya Pradesh in 2004 was done. The conservation
and management of Dal Lake in Jammu and Kashmir in
2006 was undertaken and in 2006 Urban water supply in
Sikkim was studied.
WASTE ISSUES: In 2008 Management of Waste in
India, a performance audit was done across 24 states
which revealed several loopholes of waste management
in India. The audit revealed weakness in policies
regarding waste reduction, recycling waste and its reuse.
Sufficient rules for disposal of all kinds of waste were
lacking. Most of the rules relating to solid waste, biomedical waste and plastic waste were not complied. The
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reasons of inefficient functioning and management of
waste was due to lack of proper monitoring and
accountability. Some of the audits done in this regard are
the removal of garbage and sanitation work in Delhi,
Solid waste management by the Municipalities and
corporations in TamilNadu, Biomedical waste
management in Jammu and Kashmir ,Bio-medical waste
management in Orissa.
BIODIVERSITY ISSUES: Audit on wildlife
conservation programmes and conservation and
protection of forests are included in this audit. In 2006
Conservation and Protection of Tiger in Tiger Reserves
of India was conducted in 28 reserves across India.
Some of the audits conducted in this regard are the
preservation of Wild Life in Meghalaya 1996,
Management of Forest in Delhi, Functioning of Zoos and
Wildlife sanctuaries in Rajasthan, Unauthorised
extraction / removal of forest produces in Arunachal
Pradesh and Illicit felling and removal of timber in
Meghalaya. Such audit revealed that the relocation of
people to safer areas and removal and prevention of
encroachment was essential to protect the tiger
population.
The intelligence and communicating
network at the reserve levels were weak.
ENVIORNMENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM: These
audits aim at proper control and minimisation of all kinds
of pollution. The Audit conducted by the Mumbai Port
Trust of India showed that the Port lacked in a systematic
plan for environment management audit which resulted
in poor control of pollution of harbour waters. Some of
the audits done in this regard are the Environment
Safeguards in thermal power stations in Andhra Pradesh,
Environment management system in thermal power
stations in Gujarat, Compliance with the Environment
Regulations by the State Public sector undertakings in
Tamil Nadu.
PROBLEMS IN GREEN AUDIT: The industries are
now to fill a form and submit it to the concerned
Pollution Control Boards (PCBs). It made it easy for
industries to make statements to the effect that they have
taken the requisite steps in compliance with existing
pollution control regulations.
There are many
apprehensions about revealing information relating to
environment audit. . They fear it would lead to legal
wrangles and litigation and that the data would be used
by Pollution Control Boards for prosecution. Publishing
details of raw materials used and processes might reveal
their trade secrets. Another factor is the lack of
specialised environmental auditors. There is a need for
increasing number of such auditors who can reveal the
information unaffecting the industries performance and
growth. It is difficult for small industries to hire the
services of existing auditing agencies as the environment
auditing costs between Rs75000 and Rs200000. Another
factor is it requires long periods of time to cover and
implement the audit. The Pollution Control Boards lack
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follow up action plans and does not give proper feedback
to the industries on time.
BENEFITS OF GREEN AUDIT: The industries
achieve energy efficiency in its operations. This results
in proper use of resources and its conservation. New
ways of ensuring less dependence on natural resources
leads to sustainability in the existing environment. The
initiatives of recycling approach are a long term measure
in this regard. The need for consciousness and awareness
on a continual basis is the need of the hour. This can be
done by imbibing an environmental responsibility
culture. If an industry sets up its own system of green
audit in compliance with the existing environment laws,
then conducting such audits would not only be cost
effective but also would consume less time for its
compliance and implementation and completion. Proper
remedial action could also be taken on time to overcome
the problems exposed in the audit. Green audit improves
the efficiency in production process by ensuring proper
and effective use of material and energy, thereby
reducing waste, proper utilisation of resources. This
ultimately contributes to the economic and industrial
growth of the nation.
CONCLUSION:
Green audit is inevitable in today’s world. Issues of
environment and natural resources and disasters are a
daily routine. Each organisation should make individual
efforts to work for a better and prosperous future by
ensuring economic, ecological and social growth of the
country through the process of green auditing.
Sustainability of the available and not explosion for the
new by utilising further natural resources is the need of
the hour. Awareness and voluntary abidance is a resolved
measure in this regard Environment audit ensures a
consistent procedure of making and maintaining
environment clean. This can be achieved only through
proper implementation and timely control.
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17.A STUDY ON FINANCIAL
PERFORMANCE OF CO-OPERATIVE
BANKS IN TUMKUR DISTRICT
Indira R, Research Scholar , Commerce and
Management , Tumkur university, Tumkur 572102
ABSTRACT
This paper attempts to contribute the co-operative
banking efficiency literature by investigating the
financial performance of co- operative banks
operating in Tumkur District. The study applies
CAMAL analysis and other methods the by
improving management of deposits , No. of
employees, Loan
advances, and investment
operations the less efficient banks can successfully
achieve efficiency in resource utilization. The
result also provide valuable insides to policy
makers and mangers for improving the efficiency
in management of the co-operative banking sector.
Key words : Co- operative banks, Performance,
Efficiency , Co-operative movements credit
institutions, Tumkur district.
INTRODUCTION: origin of the co-operative credit
movement in India dates back to 1904, when the cooperative credit societies Act was passed. The main
reason for the introduction of the cooperative movement
in India was the failure of Taccavi loans. The loaning
system adopted by Government had a number of defects,
such as a high rate of interest, rigidity of collection,
onerous terms regarding periods of repayment, delays in
distribution, conditions relating to securities required etc,
and all these contributed to the failure of government
loaning system. India’s rural credit system in unique in
its reach and diversity. Indian economy continues to be
pre-dominantly rural in character. The cooperative
movement in the country originated as a measure against
rural poverty, aggravated by chronic indebtedness of the
farmers and practices of usury its worst by the money
lender.
Cooperatives perform commercial and other functions
related to rural development in general agricultural
development in particular. They are organized and
operated on the basis of cooperative principles which
provide objectives methods of operation the distinguish
them from other organizations the evolution of
cooperatives therefore requires approaches from what
different from those applied to other types of enterprises.
Mobilization of more deposits , improving in granting
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loans , speedy recovery of over dues maintenance of
adequate and limited resources keeping of adequate
margin between borrowing and ending rates to build a
strong reserve fund making of proper scrutiny and
provision for bad and doubtful reserves are some the
reforms that were already announced and implemented
by the co-operative bank
Financial inclusion as the process of ensuring access to
financial services and timely and adequate credit where
needed by vulnerable groups such as weaker sections and
low income groups at an affordable cost. Co- operative
banks play an important role to fulfill this gap . Cooperative banks perform commercial and other functions
related to rural development in general and agricultural
development in particular mobilization of more deposits
improvement granting loans , speedy recovery of over
dues, maintained of adequate and limited resources
keeping of adequate margin between borrowing and
lending rates so as to build a strong reserve find and
making of proper scrutiny and provision for bad and
doubtful reserves are some of the reforms that were
already announced and implemented by the co operative
banks the light of above this present study is carried out
to “Evaluate the financial performance of co operative
banks in Tumkur District
REVIEW OF LITERATURE:
Various studies conducted and numerous suggestion
were sought to be bring effectiveness in the working and
operations of financial institution. Kurulkar (1983) in his
published work on agricultural finance in backward
region. Reported glaring defects in the set-up of cooperative credit system. He pointed that out of the ten
sample owners who obtained long — term credit from
the co- operative banks. 30% could not secure short- term
credit. Lack of short- term or production credit to the
farmers who availed long- term credit resulted in lower
output per acre, thereby resulting in over dues. Chopra
(1987) in her book. Studied operational efficiency of
some selected public sectors banks. She found the lack of
professionalism in banking industry and stressed for the
introduction of scientific management practices to
enhance profits and profitability of public sector banks.
She recommended comprehensive management of costs
as well as earning of the banks. Devadas (1987) in his
book titled Co- operative Banking and economic
Development studied the role of Assam Co- operative
Apex Bank Ltd. In economy of the state. He found that
apart from working as a commercial bank it had to
discharge three other functions i.e. to finance primary
credit societies. To act as banking centre for primary
societies . and to undertake supervision of primary
societies . He found that bank had not been able to
achieve much in these three fields due to lack of adequate
support from government of the state. Gayathri, K
(1993) studied the credit delivery in rural Karnataka. She
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has concluded that refinance from NABARD for
Agriculture scheme is mainly based on the recovery
performance of the banks. Patel (1995) in his paper on
viability of rural banking inferred that low volume of
business per branch and per employee and high level of
credit deposit ratio wer two major factors causing losses
in rural banking system. He observed that relative share
of non — farm sector loans in rural banks was going
up.Das (1997) in his paper . studied the productivity in
nationalized banks. He observed that labour productivity
in nationalized banks. Over the time. Had not remained
low but also substantially declined. He advocated the
restructuring of banks to improve productivity in Indian
banks
RESEARCH GAP:
The review of literature clearly reveals that no research
was previously conducted on the financial performance
analysis of cooperative banks in Tumkur district of the
Karnataka, Hence the research aims to fill the gap by
analyzing the financial performance of Co-operative
Banks in Tumkur District of Karnataka, with some
specified ratios and applying statistical tools to analyse
the progress and profitability of selected co-operative
banks in Tumkur district of the state Karnataka.
NEED FOR THE STUDY:
Financial inclusion as the process of ensuring access to
financial services and timely and adequate credit where
needed by valuable groups such as weaker sections and
low income groups at an affordable cost. Co-operative
bank a play a free dominate role to fulfill this gap. The
present study is intended to appraise the financial
performance of selected Co-operative Banks in Tumkur
District with particular reference to finance.
SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY:
Co-operative banks play very important role in providing
banking services to common man in their area of cooperation. A small depositor or a small borrower feels
comfortable in dealing with the local staff of co-operative
bank than to the staff of nationalized banks and private
sector banks. If co-operative banks go in liquidation due
to abnormal increase of NPA not only customers and
staff members of that particular cooperative bank will
suffer but all other co-operative banks will also get a
sector which is very important for the balance of
economic development of our country.
Banking is the life blood of Indian economy. Banking
has three types of sectors, which provide finance to
different sectors i.e. private sector, public sector and
cooperative sector. The Study of the co-operative
structure in Tumkur has proved that maximum
cooperative sector damaged its reputation because of
high position of NPA which effect ultimately the
economic development of the state and nation. The NPA
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impact on the performance of the bank in which it
reduces its interest income, the net worth of the bank,
demoralized the staff, hardens Capital Risk Adequacy
Ratio which also restricts recycling of find and hinders
the desirable yield.
SCOPE OF THE STUDY:
The researcher mainly focused attention to study the
financial performance of co-operative banks in Tumkur
district. This study hence to analyse the financial
performance of selected co-operative banks for sample
study.
RESEACH METHODOLOGY
Hypothesis of the study
Hypotheses have been framed to facilitate better
understanding by deeply analyzing the objectives and to
keep the focus of the study intact.
1. The bank’s performance in terms of mobilization of
deposits, disbursement of loans, investments, and the net
profit are linearly increasing.
2. The banking customers have inter-ala choose
commercial banks over Cooperative Banks as their first
choice.
3. The schemes and policies of the Co-operative Bank are
fine tuned to meet the changing requirements of the
modem day customers and get their continued patronage.
4. The bank’s Non-performing Assets show a linearly
decreasing trend indicating better prospects for the
future.
5. The financial reformist policies of government and
other agencies have positively influenced the
performance of the Co-operative Banks.
RESEARCH DESIGN :
-This study is basically descriptive and analytical nature
of research work. To analyze the study purposes, a
detailed study of the thrust areas such as operational,
managerial and financial performance are done through
the application of CAMELS method.
-Finally suitable null hypotheses are frame and checke4’
using various suitable statistical tests.
Data Sources .
-The present study has exhaustively used both primary
and seconry data for analysis and interpretation. The
required secondary data are from the published and
unpublished records of the Co-operative Bank which
includes among others annual reports and record.
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-The officials of the bank also provided necessary
clarification and help while evaluating the data pertaining
to the bank sides these, trade magazines, journals, books,
articles and internet sources are also consulted for
strengthening the discussions. Though the secondary data
forms the core of the present research, a deserving
importance is given to the primary data this regard a pre
tested.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
1. To examine the trends in the financial status, growth
and performance of co operative banks in Tumkur
District.
2. To analyze the profile and operational trends of the
selected co operative banks in Tumkur District.
3. To appraise the financial performance of the co
operative banks with the help of CAMEL analysis.
4. To examine the Position of the credit risk and NPAs
management in the cooperative banks in Tumkur District.
PERIOD OF THE STUDY:
The focus of this present research study is on the
analyzing the financial performance of selected cooperative banks in Tumkur District for this purpose
relevant data for the period of 8 years are collected from
the annual reports of the co-operative banks.
SAMPLING DESIGN: The sample of present study is restricted only to those cooperative Bank which are in Tumkur district. Tumkur
district is one of the 28 district in Karnataka located
southern part of the state. The district is surrounded by
Ananthpur district of Andhra Pradesh in the north Kolar
and Bangalore districts in the east. Mandya District in the
south and Chitradurga and Hassan in the west. The
number of registered co-operative banks are existing in
Tumkur district are as follows
PLAN OF ANALYSIS:
The data collected tabulated and classified in accordance
with the objectives of the study. These data are then
subject to statistical tests which include among others
ratio analysis including CAMELS approach, percentage
analysis, trend analysis, one way ANOVA, chi-square
test, and independent pest. Many of the calculations are
carried out with the help of Statistical Package for Social
Sciences (SPSS) and MS excel package. Tables, charts,
and graphs etc., are used wherever necessary to visualize
the observations and inferences. Finally conclusions are
drawn based on the analysis and findings.
CONCLUSION :
Though Co-operative Banks have made significant
progress in catering to the needs of the large section of
the population especially the poor in rural and semiurban areas, most of these institutions lack
professionalism, sound management system and
autonomy in decision making. This has caused low
volume of business, stagnation in borrower membership
and the high incidence of over dues and thus collectively
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causing financial ill health among these Co-operative
Credit institution. Various factors such as increasing
competition, tightening prudential standards, supervision
and regulatory standards, multiple controls etc have only
complicated the situation for these banks. Given the
enormity of the situation and critical role of Cooperative
Banks in nation building there was a felt need to analyze
and present the reasons for the success or failure of Cooperative banks and to assist them in retaining their
position in a fiercely competitive market place.
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18.E-HRM – AN OVERVIEW
Fouzia Sultana, Lecturer, Al Ameen Institute of
Information Sciences, Bangalore.

ABSTRACT
ELECTRONIC
HUMAN
RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT(e-HRM) is the relatively new
term for this IT supported HRM, especially through
the use of web technology. e-HRM is the use of webbased technologies to provide HRM services within
employing organizations. It embraces e-recruitment
and e-learning, the first fields of human resource
management to make extensive use of web-based
technology. From this base e-HRM has expanded to
embrace the delivery of virtually all HR policies.
Within a system of e-HRM, it is possible for line
managers to use desktop computers to arrange and
conduct appraisals, plan training and development,
evaluate labour costs, and examine indicators for
turnover and absenteeism. Employees can also use
a system of e-HRM to plan their personal
development, apply for promotion and new jobs,
and access a range of information on HR policy.
Systems of e-HRM are increasingly supported by
dedicated software produced by private suppliers.
This paper aims at demystifying e-HRM by
answering the following questions: what actually is
e-HRM?, what are the goals of e-HRM?, what types
can be distinguished? and what are the outcomes of
e-HRM? We conclude that the goals of e-HRM are
mainly to improve HR’s administrative efficiency/to
achieve cost reduction.Finally, e-HRM hardly
helped to improve employee competences, but
resulted in cost reduction and a reduction of the
administrative burden.
Keywords: e-HRM,
Analysis, e-HR Audit

e-Job Design And Job

Introduction: Human resource management (HRM) is a
strategic, integrated and coherent approach to the
employment, development and well-being of the people
working in organizations.
Definition: -(e –HRM): e-HRM is the planning,
implementation and application of information
technology for both networking and supporting at least
two individual or collective actors in their shared
performing of HR activities Electronic aspect is
embodied in all the areas of HRM where there is
transmission of information from one employee to
another employee and from one client to another. In our
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view it concerns the following: e-HRM is a way of
implementing HR strategies, policies, and practices in
organizations through a conscious and directed support
of and/or with the full use of web-technology-based
channels. The word ‘implementing’ in this context has a
broad meaning, such as making something work, putting
something into practice, or having something realized. EHRM, therefore, is a concept - a way of ‘doing’ HRM. In
other words, e-Recruitment is the process of personnel
recruitment using electronic resources, in particular the
internet.
Objective:To study what is e-HRM (its objective, scope,
limitations, functions, benefits, goals, outcomes, and
consequences) and how e-HRM is shaping organization
in a technology driven environment.
Review of the literature:
Goals: e-HRM is seen as offering the potential to
improve services to HR department clients (both
employees and management), improve efficiency and
cost effectiveness within the HR department, and allow
HR to become a strategic partner in achieving
organisational goals.
Scope of e-hrm: e-HRM provides a more dynamic
workflow in the business process, productivity and
employee satisfaction, high speed of retrieval and
processing of data, fast response to answer queries. A
higher internal profile for HR leading to better work
culture, more transparency in the system and significant
reduction of administrative burden. Earlier physical
constraints restricted organizations to invite all the
aspiring recruits. e-HRM facilitates processing of
thousands of applicants and inviting the selected few.
Invitation for a job can be sent to people across the globe.
Type of E-recruitment:E-recruitment according to this
model is based on three types by name relational,
transformational and operational. Operational recruitment
is meant for processing applications of candidates for a
short term relationship. Relational recruitment is for
long-term relationships and characterized by features like
feedback and personalization of messages of candidate.
The third type by name transformational e-recruitment is
based on strategic e-recruitment. It takes into
consideration global talent management strategy,
recognizing the difficult positions, skills and knowledge
needed for these positions and then attracting and
retaining individuals who fit into the required profile.
Outcomes of E-recruitment: The three major outcomes
of online recruitment are high commitment, high
congruence and cost effectiveness. The online
recruitment model should reduce the cost incurred by
organizations in recruiting candidates. It must create
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motivation, and job satisfaction for employees. Finally
the recruitment process must be congruent in such a way
that it results in a organization with efficient workforce.
The balance tilts more in favor of R-recruitment when we
start comparing the disadvantages of conventional
process with E-Recruitment.
Implications of e-HRM : Implications of e-HRM 5
HRM Practices Implication of e-HRM Analysis and
designs of work Employees in geographically dispersed
locations can work together in virtual teams using video,
email and the internet. Recruiting Post job openings
online, candidates can apply for jobs online. Selection
Online simulations, including tests, videos and email, can
measure candidates’ abilities to deal with real-life
business challenges. Training Online learning can bring
training to employees anywhere, anytime. Compensation
and benefits Employees can review salary and bonus
details and seek information about and enrol in benefits
plans.
Important aspects of e-HRM: Important aspects of eHRM e-Job Design and Job Analysis e-Human Resource
Planning e-Recruitment e-Selection e-Performance
Management
e-Training
&
Development
eCompensation Management e-Grievance Redressal, eHR Records e-HR Information e-HR Audit.
e-Job Design And Job Analysis: e-Job Design And Job
Analysis Information of listing skills and competency
mapping are placed on the net System matches the listing
skills and competency mapping and produces the output
by identifying the employee suitable for a particular task
e-Human Resource Planning: e-Human Resource
Planning Computer programs are developed and used
extensively for the purpose of planning human resource
requirements based on the data and the information
available Programs indicate the number of employees
required at each level for each category of the job.
e-Recruitment: e-Recruitment Organisations advertise
job vacancies through the World Wide Web(WWW)or
send the info directly to the most competent people
through e-mail Job seekers send their applications
through e-mail using internet Job seekers place their
CV’s in the World Wide Web(WWW)thru various
jobsites
e-Selection: e-Selection e-Selection has become popular
with the conduct of various online tests, contacting
candidates through e-mail, conducting the preliminary
interviews and final interview through audio/video
conferencing.
e-Performance
Management:
e-Performance
Management Software on employee performance
appraisal provides a number of statements and sub
statements on each of the performance category
Appraiser selects and clicks the appropriate rating for
each statement System generates a detailed report by the
time the appraiser has moved all the performance
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categories and sub factors. In the report modification,
comments can be added or deleted by the appraiser and a
final report can be prepared by the manager
e-Training and Development: e-Training and
Development Companies provide online training and
online executive development. Employees can learn
various skills by staying at the place of their work
Participants can complete course work from wherever
they have access to a computer and an internet eLearning is enabled by the delivery of content via all
electronic media, including the internet, intranet, satellite
broadcast audio/video tape, interactive TV and CD-ROM
e-Compensation
Management:
e-Compensation
Management Almost all the organizations started using
computers for salary fixation, salary payment, salary
calculations, fixation and calculation of various
allowances, employee benefits, welfare measures and
fringe benefits
e-Grievance
Redressal:
e-Grievance
Redressal
Employees send their grievance through e-mail to the
superior concerned who in turn solves the problems /
redress grievances and communicates the same to the
employee This reduces the time in the process and avoids
face to face interaction
e-HR Records:HR records are created, maintained and
updated with the help of computers easily and at a first
rate e-Information HR information is generated,
maintained , processed and transmitted to the appropriate
places or clients with the help of software with high
speed and accuracy
e-HR Audit: e-HR Audit The standard human resource
practices or the desired HR practices are fed into the
computer The data and info regarding the actual practices
are also fed into the computer The software automatically
completes the HR audit and produces the audit report.
The HR manager can then modify the report by deleting
or adding any comments
Research Method: Taking into account the above
mentioned literature, figure 1 illustrates the research
proposed model. According to the proposed model,
human resource management and HR practices should be
supported by information technology in organizations. In
other words, organizations should apply information
technology to assist HR managers in their day to day
activities, like in job analysis, recruitment, performance
management, compensation, training, development and
Labor-management relations. Further, when these HR
practices are supported by Information technology it
means that the concept of E-HRM comes to existence in
that organization which affects organizational outcomes
Results and Discussion:
The present paper attempts to clarify the important
influences of electronic human resource management on
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organizations. As mentioned above, personnel are the
most important resources of all organizations. Thus, in
today’s uncertain and competitive environment, new
methods of managing these important resources should
be recognized and need to be understood. Only in this
way organizations reach to the competitive advantages.
Competitive advantage occurs when strategic actions
result in resource or capability differences that produce
higher organization-level profitability and cash flows. To
achieve competitive advantage an organization should be
different from its competitors in ways that allow it to
earn higher returns. As discussed above, E-HRM is a
new method of managing human resources which will
decrease
organizational
costs
and
increases
organizational efficiency, effectiveness and productivity
which firstly leads to organizational survival and then
leads to organizational success. It seems that introducing
E-HRM in organizations is accompanied by a reduction
in HR staff levels, especially in terms of administrative
staff. And well implementation provides an opportunity
for HR departments to get a clearer profile and a better
image. Moreover, the introduction of E-HRM to
personnel brings changes in the way they experience
HRM in their organizations and in the HR tools and
instruments they get offered. They acquire the chance to
get updated in terms of organizational dynamics and take
part in online communications. To sum up, the proposed
model developed in this paper clearly shows how HRM
changes to E-HRM which helps organizations achieve
competitive advantages. Although providing a
foundation, future research is needed to build, augment,
and refine this model. But, more researches are needed to
integrate information technology and HRM better into
the E-HRM literature both theoretically and empirically.
The model proposed here is an initial attempt to lay the
groundwork for this needed integration from a theoretical
perspective.

Advantages of E-HRM:The E-HRM business models
are designed for human resources professionals and
executive managers who need support to manage the
work force, monitor changes and gather the information
needed in decision-making. At the same time it enables
all employees to participate in the process and keep track
of relevant information.
-Collection and store of information regarding the work
force, which will act as the basis for strategic decisionmaking
-Integral support for the management of human resources
and all other basic and support processes within the
company.
-Prompt insight into reporting and analysis
-Sharing of employees is possible with co-operating
companies so that layoffs can be avoided & employee
sharing becomes winwin situation.
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-A more dynamic workflow in the business process,
productivity and employee satisfaction
-A decisive step towards a paperless office
-Makes the work to get over fast
Disadvantages of E-HRM:
-Employees and line managers’ mindsets need to be
changed: they have to realize and accept the usefulness of
web-based HR tools.
-Data might be hacked resulting in loss of confidential
data.
-They generally feel that they lack the time space needed
to work quietly and thoughtfully with web-based HR
tools and so, if there is no need, they will not do it.
-Guaranteeing the security and confidentiality of input
data is an important issue foe employees in order that
they
should feel ‘safe’ when using web-based HR tools.
Conclusion: The bottom line:- e-HRM is seen as
offering the potential to improve services to HR
department clients (both employees and management),
improve efficiency and cost effectiveness within the HR
department, and allow HR to become a strategic partner
in achieving organizational goals. One of the major
hurdles which the HR departments need to cross is the
changing technological environment. It is essential that
the employees should be fully aware and comfortable
with the fact of introduction of a new technology. The
important issue in the new technology development
would be the development of a shared culture where the
employees learn to embrace the change amicably.
Thus, the HR professionals need to work with the
technical staff and help the employees cope up with the
change. Another issue is that employees are scared of
new developments and they may oppose to the new
technology, as they think their performance evaluation
and assessment depend on the successful implementation
of such technology. Therefore, the superiors need to
groom their subordinates to get comfortable with the
imminent technological advances. The managers must
take care as to train the employees in the art of
conducting business over the net. Leveraging the new
technology into the existing processes enhances output in
contrast to myth that it eliminates processes.
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19.AWARENESS OF GREEN
COMPUTING IN EDUCATIONAL
INSTITUTIONS :
A REVIEW
Ishrath Unnisa A , Lecturer, Al Ameen
Institute of Information Sciences, Bangalore.
ABSTRACT
With rising energy cost and growing
environmental concerns, green computing
is receiving more and more attention. The
concept of green computing can be used very
efficiently in colleges and in universities.
This paper aims at creating the awareness of
green computing among the students and staff of
our College. Green Computing is a trend
towards designing, building and operating
computer systems to be energy efficient as well
as reduced resource consumption and proper
disposal of electronic waste. The objective of
the study is to save electricity by turning the
computer and monitor off when they are not in
use, replacing CRT monitors with LCD or
LEDs, having a ventilated lab instead of using
fans and air conditioners, reusing the old
systems in other places that is they can be
donated to our other institutions which are
located in the outskirts of the city. Since most
the systems have to run till the working hours
of the college, the energy consumption of a
system must be managed based on specific
architecture which is of great importance.
Keywords:Green Computing, Cost of Energy,
Environment, Electricity Consumptions, Go Green
Measures, Hazardous materials

Introduction :Green computing is the study and practice
of designing, manufacturing, using and disposing of
computers, servers, and associated subsystems such as
monitors, printers, storage devices, networking and
communications systems efficiently and effectively with
minimal or no impact on the environment as defined by
San Murugesan. It also lays out four paths along which
the environmental effects of computing should be
addressed. Green use, green disposal, green design, and
green manufacturing is the path for green computing.
Green computing can also develop solutions that offer
benefits by aligning all. IT processes and practices with
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the core principles of sustainability, which are to reduce,
reuse, and recycle; and finding innovative ways to use IT
in business processes to deliver sustainability benefits
across the enterprise. Green Computing deals with
different green computing factor applied to reduce
environment hazards and deals with latest invention
regarding green computing to reduce the thermal power
from the processor. As 21st century belongs to computers
and electronic items, energy issues will get a serious ring
in the coming days, as the public debate on carbon
emissions, global warming and climate change gets
hotter. Taking into consideration the popular use of
information technology industry, it has to lead a
revolution of sorts by turning green. The computer
manufacturing process accounts for 70 % of the natural
resources used in the life cycle of it. Therefore, the
biggest contribution to green computing usually is to
prolong the equipment's lifetime. Another method is to
look for product longevity, including upgradability and
modularity. For example, manufacturing a new system
makes a far bigger ecological footprint than
manufacturing a new RAM module to upgrade an
existing one, a common upgrade can save the user from
having to purchase a new computer. An open industry
standard “ Advanced Configuration and Power Interface”
(ACPI), allows an operating system to directly control
the power- saving aspects of its underlying hardware.
This allows a system to automatically turn off
components such as monitors and hard drives after set
periods of inactivity. In addition, a system may also
hibernate, where most components (including the CPU
and the system RAM) are turned off. ACPI is a successor
to an earlier Intel-Microsoft standard called Advanced
Power Management, which
allows a computer's BIOS to control power management
functions. Undervolting is a process which involves the
user to manually adjust the voltages supplied to the CPU,
which reduces both the amount of heat produced and
electricity consumed. SpeedStep is a technology on Intel
processors where some CPUs can automatically
undervolt the processor depending on the workload.
Global warming is the continuing rise in the average
temperature of the Earth’s climate system due to a range
of factors. Scientific understanding of the various causes
of global warming has been increasing since the last
decade.
Telecommunicating technologies that are implemented in
green computing initiatives have advantages like
increased worker satisfaction, reduction of green house
gas emissions related to travel and increased profit
margins. Cloud computing is a recently evolved
computing terminology based on utility and consumption
of computing resources. In these software applications,
processing power, data and potentially even artificial
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intelligence are accessed over the Internet. It involves
deploying groups of remote servers and software
networks that allow centralized data storage and online
access to computer services. This is also a method that
can be used in green computing.
Research methodology:The purpose of this paper is to
identify the benefits to organizations seeking to utilize
green
computing. Although there are many aspects associated
with green computing, this paper will focus on the
hardware and infrastructures needed foran organization
to achieve cost and power savings. Computing also
harms the environment. Green computing is a new
technology whose goal is to design better computer
system, their processing and must consume less amount
of energy. Use of computer system and IT services
makes life easier and work faster, its increase results in
greater power consumption, which increase emission of
green house gas like carbon dioxide. This study is taken
in order to solve the problems faced due to excess use of
air conditioners in the labs, systems emitting carbon
diode, same inhale and exhale of carbon dioxide given
out during the breathing process of students. So all these
problems can be solved by having a good ventilated lab
where there is good supply of fresh air.
In this paper I have tried to focus on the green computing
concepts. First of all how to save energy in the lab during
the lab hours and also during lunch interval when the
systems are not in use, changing CRT monitor to LCD,
reduced usage of CDs and DVDs. Second to adopt green
PCs, how to reuse the old systems, how to manage ewaste of the dead systems. Third to reduce the use of
paper used for printing by going for double sided printing
and printing only when it is required. What are the
financial benefits of adopting green technology in the
lab.
Results and Discussion: Measures for greener
computing are
• Lower power hardware
• Virtualization
• Cloud computing
• Energy efficient coding
• Improved repair, re-use, recycling and disposal
• Less pollutant manufacture
Unnecessary printing and printers have a major
environmental impact both in consumption of resources
and the energy required to manufacture paper product.
We can help save paper, toner, energy and also money.
Printing can be done in
draft mode to save ink, only final copies should be
printed or go for double sided printing, the narrow
margins can also be tried if it doesn’t conflict with the
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report style. Instead of using fax go for emails. Keep the
printer, copiers, scanners and peripherals off when it is
not in use. Don’t turn the equipment on in the morning
until it is actually needed. Put laptops in "sleep" mode
when not in use. It is estimated that this reduces the
energy use by 60 to 70 percent and ultimately could save
enough electricity each year and reduce carbon dioxide
emissions by the equivalent of 5 million cars. The used
computer equipments must be re-cycled. Also, Staples,
the office supply retailer, has now started a recycling
program. They will accept any brands of used desktop
and notebook computers, monitors, printers, fax
machines and all-in-one devices.

Reduce the usage of number of CDs or DVDs as they
may seem convenient way to store data but they also
have large impact on our environment. They and their
jewel cases are made up of primarily of a poly carbonate
plastic which
doesn’t break down quickly and also contain aluminium
which may be toxic at certain level. When storing large
amount of data use single DVD instead of multiple CDs
as a DVD can hold six times more amount of data than a
CD. Fortemporary storage even USB flash drive can be
used. This device can share files from computer to
computer. It is quicker than burning CD and are also
reusable. Thought for recycling of IT products. If we can
extend the working life of our IT products, we reduce the
environmental consequences of mining, manufacture,
packaging, shipping and disposal. Many organizations,
including some manufacturers themselves, are willing to
take equipment back and recycle the components into
new products.
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If everyone tries to follow some of these suggestions and
make the changes then our world will be a better place to
live in. We must spread this message to our friends,
colleagues and familymembers. Due to the hike in fuel
prices and greater awareness of harm caused by
greenhouse gas emissions, many wish to reduce travel to
cut costs and decrease negative impact on the
environment. The initiatives in this study consist of
Remote conferencing and telecommunication.
Conclusion: In this paper, I conclude that green
computing is the emerging technology which will help to
reduce IT waste. The main objective of this is to reduce
the energy consumption of computer related products.
This paper aims to create awareness among students and
staff of our college with regards to Green Computing. By
incorporating the green computing techniques discussed
in this paper, our college campus can have an immediate
impact by reducing power consumption by computers
and associated peripherals. So far we had not thought of
all these measures of using old systems and also donating
them, reducing use of papers, CDs and DVDs, managing
e-waste charity funds, having ventilated labs which help
to reduce power consumption, shutting down systems
when they are idle. The plan towards green IT should
include new electronic products and services with
optimum efficiency and all possible options towards
energy saving. The study will also tells the approaches of
green computing. The concept of green computing is
popularized in the past few years. Apart from ecological
issues, this also deals in economic needs.
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4) Orfano F. (2009) How Computer manufacturers
are using eco-friendly materials to reduce
toxins.
5) Stenzel P.L. (2005) Sleeping Computers Help
Keep Trent Green.
6) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jevons_paradox
7) http://www.google.co.in/about/datacenters/effici
ency/
8) http://www.brighthub.com/environment/greenco
mputing
9) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Green_computing
10) Murugesan, San. "Harnessing green IT:
Principles and practices." IT professional 10.1
11) Green Computing Research Challenges: A
Review by Aditya Harbla
12) http://www.intel.com/products/processor/core2d
uo/specifications.htm
13) searchdatacenter.techtarget.com/definition/green
-computing
14) www.techopedia.com/definition/14753/greencomputing
15) www.computerweekly.com

This paper aimed to provide a survey on the different
measures in green computing. In the future we can save
more energy through several approaches. It can be
observed that green computing is the need of the hour to
protect the environment. As more and more time passes
the need of computers as a dependable machine increases
and so does its use. So computer penetration is increasing
globally at an amazing rate. This makes it all the more
necessary to maintain green computing procedures
throughout the life cycle of a computer from
manufacturing through day-to-day operation till the end
of its operating stage. It can be safely concluded that in
order to have a healthy and clean environment all must
work collaboratively and implement all the techniques
and methods that are discussed in this paper so we can
have a healthier and greener environment for our future
generations.
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20.DEVELOPMENTS IN TRAVEL &
TOURISM
Issac Sam Jubin.A, Sam Robinson.D &
Giridharan.R, Sri Krishna Arts and Science
College, B.com (CA), Kuniamuthur Post,
Tamil Nadu.
ABSTRACT
Travel and tourism is the largest service industry in
India. It provides heritage, cultural, medical,
business and sports tourism. The main objective of
this sector is to develop and promote tourism,
maintain competitiveness of India as tourist
destination and improve and expand existing
tourism products to ensure employment generation
and economic growth. In this section, we provide
information about various tourist destinations,
modes of travel, accommodation and approved
travel agents.
Introduction:
Tourism is an important, even vital, source of income for
many countries. Its importance was recognized in the
Manila Declaration on World Tourism of 1980 as "an
activity essential to the life of nations because of its
direct effects on the social, cultural, educational, and
economic sectors of national societies and on their
international relations. Tourism brings in large amounts
of income into a local economy in the form of payment
for goods and services needed by tourists, accounting for
30% of the world's trade of services, and 6% of overall
exports of goods and services. It also creates
opportunities for employment in the service sector of the
economy associated with tourism. The service industries
which benefit from tourism include transportation
services, such as airlines, cruise ships, and taxicabs;
hospitality services, such as accommodations, including
hotels and resorts; and entertainment venues, such as
amusement parks, casinos, shopping malls, music
venues, and theatres. This is in addition to goods bought
by tourists, including souvenirs, clothing and other
supplies.
Objectives of the Study:
-To know the importance to the global economy and the
significance of civil aviation in Tour and Travel industry
and Tourism Marketing.
-To Know how tourism impacts on the economy, society,
culture and environment
-To Know about Attractions and Services for the
Traveler and Tourist.
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Cross Border Tourist Arrival:
International tourist arrivals reached 1.035 billion in
2012, up from over 983 million in 2011, and 940 million
in 2010.In 2011 and 2012, international travel demand
continued to recover from the losses resulting from the
late-2000s recession, where tourism suffered a strong
slowdown from the second half of 2008 through the end
of 2009. After a 5% increase in the first half of 2008,
growth in international tourist arrivals moved into
negative territory in the second half of 2008, and ended
up only 2% for the year, compared to a 7% increase in
2007.The negative trend intensified during 2009,
exacerbated in some countries due to the outbreak of the
resulting in a worldwide decline of 4.2% in 2009 to 880
million international tourists arrivals, and a 5.7% decline
in international tourism receipts. The World Tourism
Organization (UNWTO) forecasts that international
tourism will continue growing at the average annual rate
of 4%.With the advent of e-commerce, tourism products
have become one of the most traded items on the
internal. Tourism products and services have been made
available through intermediaries, although tourism
providers (hotels, airlines, etc.), including small-scale
operators, can sell their services directlyThis has put
pressure on intermediaries from both on-line and
traditional shops. It has been suggested there is a strong
correlation between tourism expenditure per capita and
the degree to which countries play in the global context.
Not only as a result of the important economic
contribution of the tourism industry, but also as an
indicator of the degree of confidence with which global
citizens leverage the resources of the globe for the benefit
of their local economies. This is why any projections of
growth in tourism may serve as an indication of the
relative influence that each country will exercise in the
future.
Recent Developments:
There has been an up-trend in tourism over the last few
decades, especially in Europe, where international travel
for short breaks is common. Tourists have a wide range
of budgets and tastes, and a wide variety of resorts and
hotels have developed to cater for them. For example,
some people prefer simple beach vacations, while others
want more specialized holidays, quieter resorts, familyoriented holidays or niche market-targeted destination
hotels. The developments in technology and transport
infrastructure, such as jumbo jets, low-cost airlines
and more accessible airports have made many types of
tourism more affordable. The WHO estimated in 2009
that there are around half a million people on board
aircraft at any given time. There have also been changes
in lifestyle, for example some retirement-age people
sustain year round tourism. This is facilitated by Internet
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sales of tourist services. Some sites have now started to
offer dynamic packaging, in which an inclusive price is
quoted for a tailor-made package requested by the
customer upon impulse. There have been a few setbacks
in tourism, such as the September 11 attacks and terrorist
threats to tourist destinations, such as in Bali and several
European cities. Also, on 26 December 2004, a tsunami,
caused by the 2004 Indian Ocean earthquake, hit the
Asian countries on the Indian Ocean, including the
Maldives. Thousands of lives were lost including many
tourists. This, together with the vast clean-up operations,
stopped or severely hampered tourism in the area for a
time. Individual low-price or even zero-price overnight
stays have become more popular in the 2000s, especially
with a strong growth in the hostel market and services
like Couch Surfing and airing being established.
Types of Tourism:
Sustainable Tourism: "Sustainable tourism is envisaged
as leading to management of all resources in such a way
that economic, social and aesthetic needs can be fulfilled
while maintaining cultural integrity, essential ecological
processes, biological diversity and life support systems."
(World Tourism Organization).Sustainable development
implies "meeting the needs of the present without
compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs." (World Commission on Environment
and Development, 1987)
Ecotourism:Ecotourism, also known as ecological
tourism, is responsible travel to fragile, pristine, and
usually protected areas that strives to be low-impact and
(often) small-scale. It helps educate the traveler; provides
funds for conservation; directly benefits the economic
development and political empowerment of local
communities; and fosters respect for different cultures
and for human rights.
Pro-poor tourism: Pro-poor tourism, which seeks to
help the poorest people in developing countries, has been
receiving increasing attention by those involved in
development; the issue has been addressed through
small-scale projects in local communities and through
attempts by Ministries of Tourism to attract large
numbers of tourists.
Recession tourism: Recession tourism is a travel trend,
which evolved by way of the world economic crisis.
Identified by American entrepreneur Matt Landau
(2007), recession tourism is defined by low-cost, highvalue experiences taking place of once-popular generic
retreats.
Medical Tourism:When there is a significant price
difference between countries for a given medical
procedure, particularly in Southeast Asia, India, Eastern
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Europe and where there are different regulatory regimes,
in relation to particular medical procedures (e.g.
dentistry), traveling to take advantage of the price or
regulatory differences is often referred to as "medical
tourism".
Educational Tourism: Educational tourism is developed
because of the growing popularity of teaching and
learning of knowledge and the enhancing of technical
competency outside of classroom environment. In
educational tourism, the main focus of the tour or leisure
activity includes visiting another country to learn about
the culture, study tours, or to work and apply skills
learned inside the classroom in a different environment,
such as in the International Practicum Training Program.
Creative Tourism: Creative tourism has existed as a
form of cultural tourism, since the early beginnings of
tourism itself. Its European roots date back to the time of
the Grand Tour, which saw the sons of aristocratic
families traveling for the purpose of mostly interactive,
educational experiences. More recently, creative tourism
has been given its own name by Crispin Raymond and
Greg Richards, who as members of the Association for
Tourism and Leisure Education (ATLAS), have directed
a number of projects for the European Commission,
including cultural and crafts tourism, known as
sustainable tourism.
Experimental Tourism: Experiential travel (or
"immersion travel") is one of the major market trends in
the modern tourism industry. It is an approach to
travelling which focuses on experiencing a country, city
or particular place by connecting to its history, people
and culture
Dark Tourism: One emerging area of special interest
has been identified by Lennon and Foley (2000)as "dark"
tourism. This type of tourism involves visits to "dark"
sites, such as battlegrounds, scenes of horrific crimes or
acts of genocide, for example: concentration camps. Dark
tourism remains a small niche market, driven by varied
motivations, such as mourning, remembrance, education,
macabre curiosity or even entertainment. Its early origins
are rooted in fairgrounds and medieval fairs.
TRAVEL AND TOURISM INDUSTRY GDP
(SUPPLY): Includes Direct Value Added Associated
with T & T Consumption,Consumer expenditures
(durables, nondurables & services),Travel and Tourism
Business Sales (private & public),Travel and Tourism
government expenditure,Travel and Tourism Foreign
Trade (visitor exports)
TRAVEL & TOURISM ECONOMY GDP: Direct and
Indirect Value Added including,T & T Consumption,T &
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T Capital Investment (Public and Private), Government
Expenditures,T & T foreign Trade.
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Tourism Industry Ranked Second in Foreign Exchange
Earners in the World so if we keep up this place we are
sure that India’s wealth can be increased by Tour and
Travel Industry.

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT & ECONOMIC
IMPACT BY TRAVELLING : Opportunity for growth
to developing areas,Invisible exports from consumer
collection,Increasing foreign exchange earnings - leakage
expenditures,Increasing income - visitor spending,
business
expenditures,Increasing
employment
direct/indirect.
TOURISM REGULATION: Multilateral agreements international air travel rights and goals, GATT,
UNESCO,Bilateral agreements - open skies, hotel
classification, EEC, NAFTA,Destination regulation tours, food service, transportation, accommodations
standards,Tour operator regulations.
TOURISM MARKETING: Measurable number of
visitors,Accessible
through
media
or
promotion,Sufficient numbers to justify effort,Unique
characteristics,Sustainability,Competitive
advantage,Similar characteristics or motivations.Initiate
new
travel
behavior
with
information
and
incentives,Change existing travel attitudes through
persuasion,Reinforcing desirable travel behavior with
reminders.Select target market and market segments,Set
objectives based on consumer research and a results
orientation,Establish
a
task-objective
based
budget,Determine a message to support product/service
position,Create message format and appeal.Select
promotional mix elements that adhere to budget for entire
market.Determine appropriate media to reach each target
segment.Measure
and
evaluate
promotional
effectiveness.
ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION: Hens by this paper
we have analyzed that in order to see the increase the
tourism and travel industry they need to Improve the
workers Shortage and need to improve the
communication system in the Interior Place, and the
Main issue is to Reduce the Population that is one of the
major drawback of most of the foreigners. In order to
satisfy the tourist the tourist spot are need to be clean and
hygienic. Travel and Tourism Industry Impact on other
Sectors very immense.
Sectors Like Horticulture,
handicraft and Agricultural has benefitted immensely
from the travel and tourism Industry.
CONCLUSION: Tourism is the travel of recreational ,
leisure and Business Process. Temporary short term
moment of people to destination from their own place.
As we all know that the INDIA id a developing country
so it need huge sum for the Development process so we
conclude our paper by saying that INDIA’s Travel and
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21.CULTURAL HERITAGE TOURISM
AND ITS IMPACT ON REGIONAL
DEVELOPMENT – A CASE STUDY ON
SUN TEMPLE AT KONARK
Mr. Shwetasaibal Samantasahoo, Lecturer (Travel
& Tourism), Department of Hospitality & Hotel
Administration (HHA), Ravenshaw University,
Cuttack, Odisha.
ABSTRACT
Cultural heritage tourism is the fastest growing
segment of the tourism industry because there is a
trend toward an increased specialization among
tourists. This trend is evident in the rise in the
volume of tourists who seek adventure, culture,
history, archeology and interaction with local
people. World’s leading category of international
trade, tourism, is increasingly offering range of
cultural heritage products, from visiting monuments
to discovering unique ways of life as supply for
increasing cultural and heritage tourism demand.
UNESCO defines culture tourism as “to create a
discerning type of tourism that takes account of
other people’s cultures” (UNESCO, 2005). Indeed
culture and heritage tourism has been gaining
importance recently not only for its’ economic gains
but due to more sustainable approaches. As rural
and regional economies go through difficult times of
change, it may seem to some local communities that
heritage can help in terms of economical gains. The
purpose of this paper is to determine whether there
is a relation between cultural heritage tourism and
regional development. The study is limited to Sun
Temple, Konark, a UNESCO World Heritage Site,
located in Puri district of Odisha.
Keywords: Cultural heritage, Regional
development, effects of heritage tourism, Konark,
Sun temple
Introduction:
Tourism is a world-wide giant industry which has a high
increase rate such that UNWTO's Vision forecasts that
international arrivals are expected to reach over 1.56
billion by the year 2020, which were 842 million in 2006
(World Tourism Organization). Cultural heritage tourism
is also, increasingly being used as a tool to stimulate
regional development in rural and urban areas (New
Zealand Tourism Research, 2007). Cultural tourism is
growing faster than most other tourism segments and at a
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higher rate than tourism worldwide." (Parker, 2007).
Actually spotlighting the arts, culture, history and
heritage to attract tourists is nothing new because
travelers were becoming more and more interested in
opportunities to learn about places through their art and
history, cultural tourism consistently grows. Since
tourism is now a days used to stimulate regional
development, cultural heritage tourism is used for, both
preservation of regions as well as economic development
of the regions. Cultural tourism can be defined as “the
subset of tourism concerned with a country or region's
culture and its customs”. Cultural tourism generally
focuses on communities who have unique customs,
unique form of art and different social practices, which
basically distinguishes it from other types/forms of
culture. Cultural tourism includes tourism in urban areas,
particularly historic or large cities and their cultural
facilities such as museums and theaters. It can also
include tourism in rural areas showcasing the traditions
of indigenous cultural communities (i.e. festivals,
rituals), and their values and lifestyles. Preserving
cultural heritage appears to be a key factor in economic
policies supporting tourism development. It is a widely
accepted fact that preservation of cultural heritage is
important and it is also used as a tool for tourism product
differentiation.
Typology of Heritage Tourism:

Heritage Tourism in Konark:
Heritage is our legacy from the past-what we live with
today, and what we pass on to the future generations. Our
cultural and natural heritages are strongest sources of life,
inspiration and our identity. Heritage Tourism offers
opportunity to portray the past in the present. An
Architecture Marvel of Eastern India and A symbol of
India's heritage, Konark Sun Temple, commonly known
as Konark is situated in the eastern state of Odisha
(earlier known as Orissa), is one of the eminent tourist
attractions of India. Konark houses a massive temple
dedicated to the Sun God. The word 'Konark' is a
combination of two words 'Kona' and 'Arka'. 'Kona'
means 'Corner' and 'Arka' means 'Sun', so when combines
it becomes 'Sun of the Corner'. Konark Sun Temple is
situated on the north eastern corner of Puri and is
dedicated to Sun God. Konark is also known as Arka
khetra. There are three images of the Sun God at three
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different sides of the temple, positioned in proper
direction to catch the rays of the sun at morning, noon
and evening.
Sun Temple of Konark, built in the middle of 13th
century, is a massive conception of artistic magnificence
and engineering dexterity. King Narasimhadeva I, the
great ruler of the Ganga dynasty had built this temple,
with the help of 1200 artisans within a period of 12 years
(1243-1255 A.D.). Since the ruler used to worship the
Sun, the temple was considered as a chariot for the Sun
God. Konark Temple was designed in the form of a
gorgeously decorated chariot mounted on 24 wheels,
each about 10 feet in diameter, and drawn by 7 mighty
horses. It is really difficult to understand, how this huge
temple, every inch-space of which was so wonderfully
carved, could have been completed within such a short
time. Whatever that might be, the konark temple even in
its present ruined state, still a wonder to the whole world.
Great poet Rabindranath Tagore wrote of Konark: "here
the language of stone surpasses the language of
man."Around the base of the temple there are images of
animals, foliage, warriors on horses and other interesting
structures. On the walls and roof of the temple beautiful
erotic figures are carved. Sun temple of Konark is a
masterpiece of Orissa's medieval architecture.
The main attractions of the temple are:
-The main temple structure and the geometrical patterns
all around the temple
-The carved wheels and the spokes of the wheel which
serve as sun dials
-Architectural figures including the war horses, the
elephants and the guarding lions at the entrance
-The Nata Mandir (Dancing Hall)
-Three images of Sun God at three direction of the
temple to catch the rays of the Sun at dawn, noon
and sunset
-The various images of deities, dancers, musicians,
elephants and mythical creatures
-The second level of the temple structure which
showcases the famous erotic sculptures
-The Sun temple museum run by Archaeological Survey
of India
-The Nava Graha (Nine Planets) Temple
Review of Literature:
There is no singular, specific definition of either cultural
or heritage tourism .Some call it cultural tourism, some
heritage tourism, some cultural & heritage tourism or
shortly cultural heritage tourism (Cultural & Heritage
Tourism Alliance, 2002). Prentice (1993) defined the
term “heritage” as not only landscapes, natural history,
buildings, artifacts, cultural traditions and the like that
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are literally or metaphorically passed on from one
generation to the other, but those among these which can
be promoted as tourism products. He also suggested that
heritage sites should be differentiated in terms of types of
heritage: built, natural, and cultural heritage.
Furthermore, Hall and Zeppel (1990) supply definitions
for cultural tourism and heritage tourism. The former is
tied with visual attractions, performing arts, and festivals,
whereas the latter involves visits to historical sites,
buildings, and monuments. Heritage tourism is referred
to as experiential tourism because visitors often wish to
immerse themselves in the historical environment and
experience. In her study of the connection between
heritage and tourism, Peterson (1994) reveals three major
reasons for visiting historic sites: to experience a
different time or place, to learn to enjoy a cerebral
experience, and to share with others or teach children the
history of the site. Heritage tourism is also described as a
segment of travelers who are highly motivated by
performing and visual arts, cultural exhibitions, and other
related attractions. Cultural and Heritage Tourism is a
tool of economic development that achieves economic
growth through attracting visitors from outside a host
community, who are motivated wholly or in part by
interest in the historical, artistic, scientific or
lifestyle/heritage offerings of a community, region, group
or institution (Silberberg1995). According to Dr.
Hemanth Kumar (2004) Orissa has around 4000
monuments and archaeological sites. They include
prehistoric remains, Buddhist monasteries and structures
like chaityas and stupas, Jain caves and temples,
important inscriptions, Hindu temples and sculptures,
ancient and medieval forts, palaces as well as colonial
architecture. The archaeological remains of the forts and
palaces found in Orissa are valuable heritage sites. These
forts and palaces had influenced the life-style of the
Oriyas in the past. They are the mute witnesses of past
heroism of the Oriyas. As mentioned by Benudhar Patra
(2006) Konark is very famous for the stupendous Sun
Temple which has attracted thousands of visitors from
different parts of the world. The temple is also known as
Black Pagoda in contradistinction to the White Pagoda the Jagannath Temple of Puri (white washed Temple), a
name given to it by the early European mariners for
whom it formed a prominent landmark in their coastal
voyage. It is included in UNESCO's World Heritage List
in 1984, and 'considered to be of outstanding value to
humanity', and belongs to all mankind.
Objectives of Study:


To know the heritage tourism significance of Sun
Temple, Konark
 To determine the relationship between cultural
heritage tourism and regional development in
Konark.
Methodology :
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The study involves collection of both primary and
secondary data. Primary data collected mainly in the
form of interview from the Government representatives
and the local people. Secondary data has been collected
from various published sources such as books and
journals relating heritage tourism and konark. Relevant
websites also has been referred.
Results & Discussion - Regional Development at
Konark:
Concept of Regional Development: The concept of
regional development includes on one hand, the
dynamics of development of specific areas, primarily
understood as a regional economic development of those
areas, but also regional traffic, population or
environmental development. In recent decades tourism
has occupied an increasing schizophrenic position in
regional development: often sidelined by manufacturing
or knowledge-oriented activities, occasionally seen as the
great hope for peripheral regions, and more recently as a
potential driver of a new experience economy in
metropolitan areas, or even as a kind of traditional
service clusters.
The Department of Tourism prepared tourism
development plan in the year 1974. The world famous
sun temple is visited by a large no. of domestic and
international tourists round the year for the cultural
heritage purpose. So the tourism development plan was
prepared for the provision of adequate infrastructure at
Konarak from the point of view of boosting tourism in
the region. At the time of undertaking the project, the
place lacked adequate infrastructure facilities which
required urgent attention. Gradually with development of
tourism, the place was developed with proper road
facilities. With the development of Konark as a heritage
tourism destination, the other peripheral areas of Konark
were identified to supplement the tourism promotion at
konark. The Government has now constructed proper
roads connecting to those peripheral areas which are also
shared by the local community. Konark is now served by
proper transportation facilities from different places
which is a great help for the people of the region to
commute. Even though Konark is not having proper
accommodation facilities for the tourists, with the
development tourism, few lodges, hotels and restaurants
have come up in the place which has provided
employment opportunities to few local people. It has well
organised parking space for the buses and cars. The place
is also now developed with social infrastructure such as
hospitals, shopping facilities, telecommunication
networks etc. There are many educational institutions
including one hotel management and tourism institute
educating to the locals. Many local entrepreneurs are
operating with tourism business at Konark.
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Konark Urban Haat, named as "Konark Haat", the second
Art and Craft Complex of Orissa is set up in line with the
popular Ekamra Haat which is already operating at the
capital city, Bhubaneswar. This project, established
under the Urban Haat Scheme of the Ministry of Textiles,
Government of India in collaboration with the State
Government is spread over a land of 4.15 acres on the
Konark Chandrabhaga Road near Panthaniwas at
Konark. Orissa Industrial Infrastructure Development
Corporation (IDCO) on behalf of the State Government
has implemented this landmark project. Enhancing the
enthusiasm and zeal of the artisans and craftsmen, this
Haat provides an easy outlet to the artisans for directly
accessing the consumers, eliminating the middlemen. At
Konark Haat, a visitor can find crafts and textile products
not only of Odisha but also of other states of India. The
Haat is designed keeping in mind the ethnic and cultural
heritage of the state using architecture to create the
ambience matching the natural rural Haat of Orissan
villages. A musical fountain inside the Haat entertains
the visitors as well as the local people. A large no. of
people are also migrating to Konark as a result of
positive impacts of tourism.
Future challenges and recommendations:
Positive effects of tourism are rising from day to day. It
is noticeable that tourism has strong influences on the
regional development so as a small region like Konark
should properly explore it as a chance for development.
Namely, tourism development affects the regional
development and is interconnected with variety of other
activities, like new jobs creation, traffic development and
higher prices of land, from agricultural to building land,
and alike. However, numerous constraints and
opportunities for regional prosperity through Tourism
developments arise in the case of Konark. The key
challenge in Konark is the lack of critical suppliers. The
local suppliers tend to be too small to support the tourism
development. Consequently, it is difficult to develop a
range of tourism products. Furthermore Konark is
gradually becoming a mass tourism destination and the
existing supply is not enough to meet the required
demand. The destination is slowly going to be affected
by the negative impact of the Mass tourism. The Govt.
has not taken any initiative to attract private companies
to make investment in tourism at Konark. . The lack of
cooperation between the governmental bodies and the
local community is always being felt heavily and this
causes great problems for the promotion of Konark as a
heritage tourism destination.
Conclusion:
Heritage is a comprehensive concept that consists of
many diverse values like cultural, natural, historical,
architectural, archaeological, and geological values.
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Heritage is a mirror of different ways of lives and habits,
in other words, different cultures and eras of the mankind
and the society they live in. A well-preserved heritage
enables communities to learn about their cultural history
truly and chronologically. After the World War II, the
world has seen a gradual increase in technology and
urbanization resulting in a series of threats to heritage;
social, environmental and economical. Because of
migration and industrialization population density
between rural areas and cities differ greatly.
Globalization changed people’s lives in an undeniable
way, a way that is mostly stereotyped. These kinds of
facts pose a great threat to intangible cultural assets.
Heritage is not a renewable resource; therefore it should
be conserved in the most efficient way .From Sun temple
point of View, the preservation work has been taken up
properly by the Government. Even though Konark and its
peripheral areas has been developed as a result of the
promotion of heritage tourism of the world famous sun
temple, a better master plan is still required that will
solve the present problems along with future issues and
challenges as discussed above. The Government also
need to create awareness among the local people of
Konark and must involve them in tourism planning and
development process. The benefits of tourism must be
fully exploited for the region through proper planning
and development of Sun temple as a heritage tourism
site.
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22.PRODUCT PROMOTIONAL VIDEO
EDITING TECHNIQUES UTILIZING
COLOR
Juneesh K Kuriachan, Ph.D Research Scholar
(OPJS University, Rajasthan) & Assistant
Professor,Amity University, Amity School of
Communication, Uttar Pradesh, Noida, Sector 125
ABSTRACT
In order to respond to the flow of the many changes
that changes every day in the digital era of
constantly evolving, it will evolve; new research for
the content production is required. In this research
and it is an object of the invention is to provide a
technique of public relations video editing utilizing
the science of color for video content creation
creative. This may be in terms of corporations, to
obtain the effect marketing specifically effective.
The research method, and is intended to explain
how to implement based on the expected effect
obtained by fusion technique stop motion which is
the color extracted with monochrome image, the
Experimental video image produced by the image it.
Describing the theoretical background for the color
marketing Prior to this, public relations, and
theoretical understanding of marketing. Use the
Adobe
Premiere
and
Adobe
Photoshop,
implementation method was to allow the process
simple and effective from the standpoint of the user.
Then, so as to propose a new video technique with
the help of color marketing and the result of the
analysis is utilized to know who the effective
activation and development of social video
marketing in the future, and tries to present a
technique for the new approach be.
Keywords: Video Marketing, Color Psychology, Color
Export, Stop Motion
Introduction:
Today, in the development of science and technology,
regardless of time and place, we are living in the era of
touch quickly and easily a lot of information. Digital
video industry as the development in particular, it will
not be able to survive in the big data, general content of
the prior art, has changed to a time when only the content
that is differentiated to survive. Study of content creation
user-centered in the video content production is required
to match the flow of such. In this study, by using a
combination of marketing both approaches, we propose
an image representation method strategic and effective; it
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is intended in terms of corporations, to obtain the effect
marketing specifically effective. Further, through a
synergistic effect with the new social marketing video
image expression method, it is desired to present the
desired effect to the direction of the activation of social
video marketing in the future.
Promotional Video Editing Techniques Utilizing
Color:
Semantics of the original image as shown in the figure is
actually present in the image that appears in the target’s
mind, such as state and was used in the sense of [3]. In
the 21st century, but the effect of the video content has
emerged as a visual and auditory elements are included
in the various attempts have been made as a composite
art. This allows the language, the communication is not
literally visual, auditory, and a combination of factors
leads to a variety of communications over the fuse [5].
That is, the image creation or the producer of the
subjectivity and objectivity of the screen with properly
using visual and sound elements to deliver messages
through the public participation can lead to [1]. Thus, the
image is public relations, marketing become in many
cases means were used, which is the nature of the
promotional video anywhere, regardless of the footage
available to the public the message that I want to be as
efficient as possible because it can convey. Public
Relations (PR: Public Relation) is in the public interest
been formed friendly relations with the deliberate plan to
form a two-way communication refers to the action [1].
One Color Stop Motion Video Techniques:
Color extraction is technique of converting images into
black-and-white one except for one chosen color. With
this technique, sentiment carried by a particular color can
be highlighted by removing the other colors. There are
various ways for practicing color extraction but, in this
study, Photoshop is used to make image black and white
except for particular subject. Be careful to take picture
that colors between the subject and background are well
distinguished. If not, additional complex process of color
extraction is not avoidable. Using color extraction as
color marketing strategy, companies can stimulate
customers' sentiment and inculcate brand image into
them through image making [4]. Because the recognition
of colors is connected to not only eyes but also brain,
emotion, and experiences [2]. Stop motion is one of the
filming technique which shows pictures of a relocated
stationary object in each frame so that it seems as if the
object is continuously moving. Through this technique, a
producer can convert still images to video, adjusting
frames in desired section to desired speed.
This study chose Adobe Premiere to make video of stop
motion technique. Special awareness is needed in stop
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motion technique for natural editing. It is better to fix
camera on the tripod and to take as many photos as
possible for fluent connection between scenes. Using
continuous shooting function on cameras is efficient in
this case. Since the stop itself movement has a
stimulatory effect visual, by stopping the movement of
the moment, the effects obtained by utilizing the
techniques of stop-motion, can be emphasized that
moment.
Extract One Color Imaging in Video Techniques
Video representation technique research:
In this research, using a can of Coca Cola has video
editing. Image that comes to mind is the masses and
Coca-Cola is red[6]. Coca-Cola, has a brand value
tremendous, and conducts marketing various strategies in
all countries around the world, but that the enforcement
in general color marketing that emphasizes the red. CocaCola uses a red logo of Coca-Cola bottle, package, web
site, vending machines, car, advertising material, etc., as
are all unified. Accordingly, it is possible to induce an
increase in brand equity awaken a brand association and
brand image.
Video techniques implementation:
First, by using the Quick selection tool, select the target,
select the background using "Select Inverse" the (Ctrl +
Shift + I). Background is selected, Image - converted to
black and white through Black & White (Alt + Ctrl +
Shift + B).At this time, since to apply to multiple images,
so you can be when you use the shortcut, to work more
quickly, the person who should know a simple shortcut is
good. One could natural effect is created in accordance
with the premier, how many frames to what is
reproduced in one second, while controlling the rate and
continue to drag the image without boredom. And that is
a point to be aware of when using the technique of stop
motion in the video, it is necessary to express the
movement of people and goods braided still images,
shooting and editing is very difficult. If not successful,
even one of the Recording and editing, stop-motion, there
is only would lose naturalness. For this purpose, it is
necessary to make while moving slowly as possible, to
shoot in detail as much as possible, when editing, it is
necessary to adjust the frame switching as soon as
possible screen to allow.
Result of Video Representation Technique:
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Figure 1 is a capture of video - created by Color
Extraction Technique and Stop Motion Technique. Using
this combined technique, the object leads to black-andwhite background from any other background if the
object is same. Therefore, the target establishes
marketing effect as being emphasized and consistent in
appearance. Table is a summary of the representation
technique.
Extract One Color Imaging in Video Techniques
Color export Adobe Photoshop
Image – Adjustments – Black & White
(Alt+Ctrl+Shift+B)
Frame Adobe Premiere
Edit – Preferences – General -Still Image Default
Duration frames
Import folder Adobe Premiere
File – Import - Import Folder
Conclusion:
This video technique, is obtained by presenting a
direction that may be a case that achieves a combination
of techniques the stop-motion color extraction method, it
was emphasized the brand image, to maximize marketing
effect. It is not intended that implements only techniques
just edited, and that the fusion the extraction method of a
color that is used primarily for still image color and
marketing effects, were fused with the image, to the stop
-motion techniques to this here it has the effect of the so
acutely aware repeat users color target is extracted byan
addition. In conclusion, according to this study, it is
possible to increase the immersion of the user about the
video content via the one- color stop –motion video
technology from social services, while planting repeating
the brand image of the company, to enhance the brand
value of the company. That is, in this study, are those
proposed classification of new video content about the
production, not by the content consumer centers, the
future, and take advantage of the effects expected by
adding the marketing various methods thereto it is
possible to expand the range of possibilities.
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ON ECOLOGICAL PRODUCTS WITH
REFERENCE TO COIMBATORE CITY
Mrs. R. Vennila, Assistant Professor, & Ms.
Rajalakshmi. M, Student, B.Com, Department
of Commerce, Sri Krishna Arts and Science
College, Coimbatore- 641008.
ABSTRACT
The study is about consumer perception on green
advertising products with reference to Coimbatore.
To explore the potential market for customers, it is
important to know how consumers relate issues of
food quality and food system. The aim of this
project is to educate in depth the behavioural
process of customers with respect to organic
products. It identifies the beliefs and positives as
well as negative attitudes on organic food of
consumers who buy and do not buy organic
products, the impact of those attitudes on product
choice for consumers who buy and do not buy
organic products, and to model consumer’s product
choice behaviour with respect to organic products.
The study also focuses on the nature of causes and
their marketing as influencer on awareness,
preference and satisfaction towards organic
products. The present study is based on the primary
data and secondary data, the primary data are
collected from 100 sample respondents by using
well-structured and pre-tested questionnaire. The
population elements are selected for inclusion in the
sample based on the ease of access is known as the
convenience sampling. The area of study is limited
to Coimbatore city. Coimbatore District is one of
the more affluent and industrially advanced districts
of the state of Tamil Nadu in India. Coimbatore is
known as the “Manchester of South India”. It is one
of the most industrialized towns of Tamil Nadu.
INTRODUCTION:
Customer desires and delivers their ecological concerns,
as well as will get a focused point what's more a solid
customer base. Green promoting need right away
advanced concerning illustration a standout amongst the
significant zone of enthusiasm for marketers concerning
illustration. It might provide aggressive favorable
circumstances. This considers expect to calculate impact
the purchaser influence will purchase those ecological
products. Green showcasing may be additionally termed
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as Ecological showcasing alternately biological
promoting. As stated by American advertising
Association, showcasing for items that need aid
presumed. On a chance to be naturally safe will be
known as concerning illustration Green promoting.
Today, the world appearances all the more ecological
issues over ever before, subsequently it may be basic for
organizations will make what's more business themselves
as nature's domain inviting green promoting may be
developing. Similarly as a prominent promotional system
owing with expanded customer mindfulness what's more
worries. The idea about green or biological advertising
calls upon organizations should take after moral and
green hones same time managing customers, suppliers,
dealers, and representatives.
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY:
-To study the preference of customers on Ecological
Advertising Products in Coimbatore City.
-To analyze the factors influencing buying behaviour of
customers towards Ecological Advertising Products.
-To analyze the level of satisfaction towards Ecological
Advertising brands.
-To identify the problems faced by Ecological products
and to give feasible suggestions to increase the sales in
the market.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE:
1

RallabandiSrinivasu (2014) , India’s ecological
products sector creates employment for more than three
million people in downstream activities. It is currently
growing at double-digit rate and is expected to maintain a
high growth rate. Indian buyers were a bit conservative
partly due to lesser disposable income and partly due to
fewer competitive and more variety of products. Food
inflation could restrict consumers’ demand and pricing
flexibility for ecological products while lowering
consumers’ purchasing power that diverts purchases
away
from
certain
ecological
products.
2
AmitKumar(2014) , India is a country who has more
than 600,000 villages and about 70% of the population,
rural India is becoming a massive consumer goods
market. And ecological products is becoming a vital
product under marketing because it’s of consumption is

1

RallabandiSrinivasu, “Ecological Products Retail Market,
Growth Prospect, Market Overview And Food Inflation In Indian
Market”, International Journal of Innovative Research in Science,
Engineering and Technology, Volume 3, Issue 1, January 2014
ISSN:2319-8753

2

Amit Kumar, “Rural Marketing of Ecological Products in
India”, The International Journal of Humanities & Social Studies,
Volume 2, Issue 6, June 2014
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rising more day by day. Companies marketing ecological
products product Only in Urban areas must concentrate
on rural areas also. They need to understand the crucial
issues related to rural consumption behavior and their
consumption pattern.
RESEARCH AND METHODOLOGY:
The study is purely based on primary data with a well
arranged questionnaire which was prepared and issued in
and around Coimbatore City. The total number of
respondents is 110. The data sources were collected from
various journals, magazines, newspapers and through
websites. The study is based on convenient sampling. It
is a statistical method of drawing representative data by
selecting people because of the ease of their volunteering
or selecting units. This study deals with the data collected
through questionnaire and the same were presented in a
master table. The statistical techniques used are such as
weighted average & Friedman ranking test.
WEIGHTED
AVERAGE
ANALYSIS:TABLE
WEIGHTED AVERAGE SCORE - Reasons for
buying Ecological Advertising Products
Reasons
Low Cost
Necessity

H
S
54
47

S
4
5
5
1

Easy
Availabili
3
ty
28 9
More
5
Brands
23 1
Attractive
ingredient
4
s
33 5
Convenie
3
nt Packs
40 9
Source: Primary Data

N
1
0
1
1

D
S

HD
S

WA
S

1

0

4.82

1

0

4.74

Orde
r
1
2
5

4
2
2
9

1

0

4.24

Travel Service

Rank Order
Mean Rank

Utility

2.97

Quality

2.39

Cost

2.34

Promotional
Brand

3.36
3.95

3
4
5
2
1

Source: primary data
INTERPRETATION: From the Friedman ranking test,
factors influencing buying decision towards ecological
advertising products are ranked from 1 to 5. The test
statistics is based on the following ranks in order such as
Brand, Promotional, Utility, Quality and Cost. The result
inferred that the respondents have ranked number 1 for
‘Brand’ and Number 5 for ‘Cost’.
SUGGESTIONS:
-The majority of the consumers are male. But
even male can also choose ecological products.
Female have more of patience and the
knowledge of analysing.
-In recent days, more number of youngsters are
interested in ecological products. Ecological
products tests more than conventional produced
foods.
-The products which has more brand and quality
are preferred by the consumers.

6
7

0

4.20

CONCLUSION:
4

2
2
2
4

9

1

4.30

7

0

4.42

3

INTERPRETATION: It is observed from the above
table that the weighted average score on reasons for
buying ecological advertising products‘Low Cost’ is the
highest, followed by the Necessity, Convenient Packs,
attractive ingredients, easy availability and more brands.
It is finally interpreted that the mean average score on
reasons for buying ecological advertising products is
high in ‘Low Cost’ and least in ‘More brands’.

It is concluded that our consumer behavior model serves
as a good indicator of the amount by which certain
factors have an impact on behavior, some of which
ultimately affecting purchasing decisions. The findings
able to show that health, quality, value, ethics, price, trust
and food safety all play a role in influencing consumer
behavior, even though some of them have an indirect
incidence on shaping the buying intensions subsequently.
Value, quality and food safety have a great impact on
consumer behavior towards organic food in the green
advertising market and would ultimately lead consumers
to purchase.

FRIEDMAN RANKING TEST: Factors Influencing
Buying Decision Towards Ecological Advertising
Products
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24.WOMEN IN INDIAN AIRLINE
INDUSTRY: CHALLENGES AND
PROSPECTS
(With special reference to women Pilots)
Dr. Sailaja Vasakarla, Assistant Professor, SKIM,
Sri Krishnadevaraya University, Ananthapuram,
Andhrapradesh.

ABSTRACT
The new economic policy of India paved way for the
extensive development of Indian Airline industry.
For many years the Airline industry has been
perceived as the highly male-dominated industry.
This phenomenon is found highly significant in
Indian Airline industry. The role played by the
female employees has not been worth mentioning.
Most of the female employees in the industry are
visible in cabins. All most all core jobs have been
performed by males. However today the scenario is
slowly changing and industry is undergoing
dynamic changes. The industry is inviting services
of female employees into their core operations like
aircraft engineering, flying etc. They are playing a
great role from cabin to cockpit. Even women are
showing high interest to pursue their careers as
aircraft engineers and pilots. Though environment
seems to be quite positive for women still there are
many challenges in front of them to several setbacks
to their effective growth in the industry. There are
many vital issues being encountered by women in
this industry. Hence in this paper an attempt is
made to highlight the major issues being faced by
women especially in flying jobs in the Indian Airline
industry. An attempt is also made to understand the
prospects for women pilots in the Indian Airline
Industry. Finally the paper is concluded with the
identification of suitable measures need to be
initiated by the industry to encourage women to
pursue career in core jobs and strive for their
career growth.
Key words: Flying Jobs, Career progression, Gender
stereotypes, Gender Sensitivity, Women Grievance
redressal
Introduction: The new economic policy of India paved
way for the extensive development of Indian Airline
industry. For many years the Airline industry has been
perceived as the highly male-dominated industry. This
phenomenon is found highly significant in Indian Airline
industry. The role played by the female employees has
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not been worth mentioning. Most of the female
employees in the industry are visible in cabins. All most
all core jobs have been performed by males. However
today the entire scenario is slowly changing and industry
is undergoing dynamic changes. The industry is inviting
services of female employees into their core operations
like aircraft engineering, flying etc. They are playing a
great role from cabin to cockpit. Even women are
showing high interest to pursue their careers as aircraft
engineers and pilots. Though environment seems to be
quite positive for women but still they are facing various
challenges. Even after the passage of 40 years of women
taking controls in the industry still passengers react with
surprise when they see a woman flying a commercial
plane. There are several setbacks for the effective growth
of women pilots in the Indian industry. There are many
vital issues being encountered by women in this industry.
Review of literature: According to J.Asiro, in the
developing countries, most of the female pilots are found
in general aviation and with civilian background. The
societal and economic factors play a great role in the
growth of international women pilots. Furgurson, states
that the challenge of holding women’s flying records for
speed, attitude, and Endurance also motivated other
young women to attempt flight. According to Corn a
married flying women created an impression that she is
able to balance family and wok successfully. The support
from their husbands reduced the feeling of discrimination
but still it is prevailing in the industry. More studies on
the primary issues affecting female pilots in developing
countries are essential for analyzing the growth of
women pilots.
Need for the study: Women are playing a crucial in all
most all every industry in India. Indian Airline industry is
also realizing how female employees can become a
significant competitive advantage to the industry. But not
many studies have been undertaken in this area
specifically in the Indian Industry. Hence an attempt is
made to contribute to existing literature through this
paper. Research purpose: This paper attempts to
highlight the major issues being faced by women in the
Indian Airline industry. An attempt is also made to
understand the prospects for women pilots in the Indian
Airline Industry. Finally the paper is concluded with the
identification of suitable measures need to be initiated by
the industry to encourage women to pursue career in core
jobs and strive for their career growth.Research
approach: The study is non-empirical in approach and
relied on secondary data. The views and concepts
presented in this paper may further help in conducting an
empirical research.
Rising role of women in Airline Industry: The present
scenario of Airline industry is quite different from
industry how it was just 10 years ago. The highly
massive and technical industry highly dominated by the
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male employees has transformed into customer driven
business where social skills are gaining supremacy over
engineering skills. The massive attitudinal and structural
changes in the Indian industry due to heavy competition
and globalization made the industry to bring many
reforms in their policies to open doors for women.
Women are playing a much greater role in the newer,
usually low cost, airlines. Many airlines are hiring female
employees not only for the cabin crew but also for
cockpit. The following table depicts the number women
as pilots and co-pilots in Indian commercial airlines.
Table: 1 Women Pilots in Indian Airline Industry
Airline
Women
Women Co- Total women
captain
pilots
pilots
Jet
61
133
194
Group
AI
61
110
171
Group
IndiGo
39
88
127
Spice
16
43
59
Jet
GoAir
8
19
27
Source: DGCA
Major challenges for women in the Indian Airline
Industry: Though women successfully flew many
intimidating planes and broke gender barriers still certain
barriers are coming in their career paths. They are
discriminated with respect to their salary packages and in
their career progression. The following are such
challenges which are being faced by many female
aviators especially in the Indian Airline Industry.
Financial barriers: The cost of flight training is
dramatically increased in the past two decades. In India
the cost of training is approximately ranging between 1020 lakhs. Moreover the flight training institutions are
located only at a very few places in India. But in
developed countries like America, students who want to
pursue their careers in airline industry, a loaning facility
is made available widely by many financial institutions.
But in developing countries like India flight training cost
is a major issue. Loans for this training are being offered
by the various financial institutions in India. However
these are not widely spread across the country. Even if
the loans are offered they are not attractive. But the flight
training is a pre-paid training. The students (both male
and female) having strong financial backgrounds alone
are able to pursue their career in this field. Thus students
belonging to low income families are suppressing their
strong desire of flying.
Cultural barriers: This is the major impeding factor for
women who want to pursue their careers as pilots.
Especially Indian culture plays a vital role in the
development of women pilots. Gender stereotyping is
one such cultural barrier. It emerges from family roles
and prevailing culture. The sex-typical tasks are leading
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to gender stereotypes. Though many Indian women are
slowly venturing into such challenging careers like
defense, Indian police services their career growth is
being hindered by these gender stereotypes. Likewise
flying jobs are also stereotyped as roles meant for male.
Despite of the above fact if any women professional
aspire a bright career in the airline industry as a pilot, the
society will start deflating her femininity.
Physical and Psychological barriers: Flying jobs
requires physical and mental stamina. The differences in
the physical dimensions like body height arm length etc
between men and women may demand some additional
arrangements to be made in aircraft cockpits which
ultimately incur additional costs. These physical traits not
only affect the aircraft design but also performance of the
pilots. Psychological traits which are very much required
for pilots appears to be more among the male than their
counterparts. Traits such as risk taking ability of men in
quite adverse flight situations will be more among the
male pilots than the female pilots.
Family and Motherhood responsibilities: In India
women consider motherhood stage as the most precious
stage in her life. The pregnant working women in any
other industry may continue her job till the last few days
of her delivery. But the same may not be possible for
women pilot. Neither it is good for her to fly in her early
stages of pregnancy nor in the later stages. Even the rules
of airlines will not allow to her to fly. Both women in
cockpit and in cabin are grounded for certain period even
after her delivery. This ultimately affects her career
progression. The long working hours, erratic schedules
will not allow her to pay proper attention to her family,
parental care and childcare.
Work-culture barriers: Since for a very long time
Indian airline industry has been dominated by men
naturally the masculine work culture is found. The
language, rituals, norms etc are typically favoring men.
For instance, cocktail parties organized by the
management for reducing workplace stress often will
lead female pilots in an inconvenient state. In fact such
practices will enhance their stress levels because of
familial or societal pressures. In addition to this in
majority cases they don’t get enough support from their
male counterparts. Male pilots behave egoistically with
the female pilots and their judgment skills are never been
respected by their male counterparts. Besides this it’s
quite eccentric to state that in some situations the other
female colleagues in cabin crew seems to be less
supportive to female pilots.
Initiatives of management to encourage Female
aviators: Many industries in India have realized the
significance of female employees in their organizations.
Even Indian airline industry is coming forward with very
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positive initiatives to encourage women to be more
visible not simply in cabin but in cockpit also. The
initiatives of management of airline industry are as
follows:
Gender sensitivity in the Workplace culture:
Previously the employee related policies and practices in
the Indian airline industry were based on the assumption
that employees have a dependable support system at
home, managed effectively by their wives to take care of
their familial responsibilities and also the personal needs.
Thus enabling them to dedicate all their energy for the
organization. Many experts of Aviation industry agree
that industry is formulating insensitive gender policies.
For example many woman pilots get an unfair deal when
they decide to have children. They have to take a long
break in their career thus restraining her from career
progression. Due to the emergence of female pilots into
the industry assumptions and practices of the industry
need to be revisited in order to keep pace with the
changing times. The management should be sensitive to
their needs and should try to reduce the financial burden
on them during their pregnancy by offering them
required financial benefits.
Training and Developmental initiatives: Apart from
the technical training, management may take certain
training measures focusing on creating a greater
supportive environment for female pilots. It is observed
that most of the female pilots were not properly treated
by their male counterparts. The male pilots always are
doubtful towards the competency of female co pilots, this
may lead to quite alarming in adverse flight situations
wherein pilots need to be more cooperatively and
collaboratively tackle the situation. Therefore
management should include gender sensitivity training
programs in the Crew Resource Management. This
promotes teamwork and helps in enhancing relationships
among the air crew members.
Crash courses for the female re-joinees: The senior
leaders in management may provide critical exposure,
constant mentoring to those women employees who took
a break on maternity grounds. This may energize them to
strive for their career ambitions and stimulate them to
continue their careers. Management may invite such
female pilots and urge them to rejoin. Further there is
need for conducting crash courses to such re-joinees in
order enable them to catch-up the links which they have
lost during their leave period.
Women Grievance redressal systems: Sexual
harassment is one of the reasons why very less women
pilots are visible in India. The women in the cabin crew
also experiencing sexual exploitation by their male
counterparts and the seniors. Sometimes they have to
face bitter experiences even from the customers. Hence
an effective systems need to be established for addressing
these grievances. This ensures high retention of female
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employees in the industry. Moreover strict enforcement
of sexual harassment policies is also very much required.
Prospects for women pilots in the Indian Airline
Industry: Dynamic changes in the industry created
multiple opportunities for women pilots. There were
times wherein women who is passionate towards flying
at most can try for an airhostess job. But now the demand
among woman pilots to change primeval airline policies
is getting stronger. Now passionate women for flying
may dare to dream as captain of a flight, with elegant
dress and attractive salary. The following are the various
opportunities for women that may prompt women who
desire to have a career in the Airline Industry.
Family support: Indian family system can be perceived
as a major strength for those women who want pursue a
career in airline industry. Women can entrust the
responsibility child rearing and caring to their parents or
in–laws. This can be considered as a major opportunity
by women who want to become and progress as
successful pilots.
Cultural Changes: Gone are those days where lot of
discrimination among the children based on their gender
was prevailing. Over a period girl child education was
undermined by the parents and their family members.
Thanks to government and the NGO’s for initiating
several measures for changing the mind sets of the
people. Now a days girl child is not only encouraged to
undertake professional education but also to do
challenging jobs in the industries like defense, police,
space research, Aviation. This is yet another opportunity
for those girls who are passionate towards flying jobs.
Even society is feeling privileged to have such brave and
dynamic personalities around them.
Management support: The Airline industry is
undergoing great a shift in their current profile. More
women-receptive employers are emerging in the
industry. It became more customer oriented thus sport a
higher complement of women. Therefore the
management of airline industry is initiating several
measures to develop women adaptive cultures. Many
initiatives like training and developmental programs,
counseling and mentoring, gender specific policies etc.,
are undertaken to encourage women to pursue their
career in flying and for their career progression.
Conclusion: In India women are playing a vital role in
the development and the success of various industries
over the past century. They are showing their mark in the
airline industry too.. Today what is needed for their
further progression is the continued support from the
management of airline industry. She can be much more
progressive if enough support is also extended to her by
the family and the society. Hence a deeper look at the
changes that are incorporated in the industry, society etc.,
occupies a paramount place.
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25.RURAL WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
THROUGH RURAL TOURISM: A CASE
STUDY ON ANEGUNDI, KARNATAKA.
Manisha Seal, Research Scholar, Tourism
Management, Mother Teresa Women University,
Kodaikanal

ABSTRACT
This paper is an attempt to explore the role of
tourism in bringing rural women empowerment in a
small rural area of Karnataka. Studies around the
world show that tourism enterprises have increased
the power of women within both the family and the
community. Experience in Spain, Greece, France,
Britain and Ireland has demonstrated that the
involvement of women in rural tourism ventures has
helped to transform their economy and development
of rural areas. In future rural tourism is predicted
to have a great growth potential in India by tourism
scholars. There has been a radical shift in the kind
of tourism in India from „mass tourism to
„experience based tourism‟ whereby the tourists
want to see the authentic lifestyle of rural people
The research paper is focused on rural women
empowerment in a small rural setting of India
located at Koppal District of Karnataka addressed
as “Anegundi “through rural tourism. The research
has been undertaken for purpose of achieving rural
empowerment in a small village of Anegundi by
empowering women through rural tourism.
Key words : Rural tourism, Women empowerment ,
Gender equality , Rural development
Introduction: Since the 1848 Seneca Falls Women’s
Rights Conference and the subsequent Declaration of
Sentiments, issues of women empowerment have
infiltrated into almost all spheres of the global and local
debates, within and outside the academia. Tourism is one
of such phenomenon that engages both the global and the
local and has been no exception to this turn. There is no
more profound avenue to demonstrate that women
empowerment has entered the realms of the most popular
and rapidly growing global industry than the United
Nations World Tourism Organisation (UNWTO)’s
resolution to include women empowerment among its
‘triple commitment’ objectives to the Millennium
Development Goals (UNWTO, 2008). The strength of
tourism can also help to improve livelihoods of rural
people by alleviating poverty, ensure or improve
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environmental sustainability, and promote gender
equality and empower women. There is no region in the
developing world where women seem to be equal to men
in terms of legal, social and economical rights. This
gender gap influences the access to and control of
resources, political voice, in economic opportunities, and
power relations. Ultimately, the costs of these
inequalities cut broadly across the society and ultimately
harm everyone.
STUDY OBJECTIVES:
The aim of the present study is to gain insight into the
concept of women empowerment in the rural setting from
the event rural tourism in context of Village Anegundi at
Koppal district, Karnataka where women have become
self reliant and empowered by making their traditional
handicrafts and offering tourism services to the tourist
community as the source of income from tourism. These
handicrafts and tourism services have become prime
attractions for not only domestic tourist but also foreign
tourist. The research focuses on specific objectives as
follows:
• To identify the significance of rural tourism in bringing
rural women empowerment
• To study the role of tourism entrepreneurship and fibre
handicraft in women empowerment.
• To understand the perceptions of local women on rural
tourism entrepreneurship and empowerment.
• To recommend the measures for women empowerment
through rural tourism at Anegundi
THE STUDY AREA:
The rural setting of Anegundi is the study area, known
for its historical and mythological significance, perched
on the bank of river Tungabhadra. Anegundi is the
legendary kingdom of Kishkinda of the monkey prince
Sugriva. It is also the cradle of the Krishnadevaraya
dynasty of the glorious Vijaynagar Empire and falls in
the core zone of the World Heritage Site of Hampi. This
rural setting has significant cultural and natural tourism
resources in form of unique sculptures and architecture
style of vernacular rural houses, distinctive Anegundi
Utsav, rural handicrafts, folklore and rural natural beauty
makes it more precious and attractive rural tourist
destination and it also possess enormous economic
empowerment
opportunities
though
tourism
entrepreneurship for rural women at the village.
However in order to understand the condition of women
in Indian society in general. The following factors are
taken into consideration
a) Low female literacy level
b) Women’s
contribution
to
production/
reproduction is not adequately recognised
c) Non recognition of women’s work
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d)
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Lack or poor levels of skills/ training for
women workers
e) Poor health conditions and poverty
f) Absence of social security measures for women
workers and uneual wages
g) The gender dimension of child labour
h) Poor access to resources / land/ property ( issue
on property right, access and use of common
property resources )
RURAL
TOURISM
AND
WOMEN
EMPOWERMENT IN ANEGUNDI, KARNATAKA :

women artisans of Anegundi. Bhoomi Society is the
flagship project of TKT , which brought the women
together, taught them the craft of making natural fibre
products , gave them exposure to working with a range of
premier designers and design students from across the
country and abroad and as of this year; Bhoomi Society
is an independent unit with the artisans managing their
own administrative and production functions, producing
natural fibre crafts that are sold across India and abroad,
with TKT today only providing support in terms of
building market links and knowledge dissemination.

With the advent of urbanization and industrialization, and
thus exhausting work, noise, various pollutions, more and
more tourists yearn for the areas of preserved nature,
clean air, healthy food. The ideal refuge for these tourists
are precisely the rural, village areas and farms - an oasis
of peace, which Anegundi is the symbols of wealth,
fertility, and prestige of Karnataka. Anegundi have a
favourable condition for tourism development in the
countryside. There are particularly favourable conditions
of preserved nature, with a mild climate, clean air, still
unpolluted riverside landscape, attractive framing lands,
and sculptural garden. Spending time in Anegundi gives
tourists the opportunity for walking, bicycling,
recreation, fishing, swimming, grazing of animals,
picking of vegetation, and other recreational as well as
leisure activities in nature. Those tourists who
demonstrate an interest in carrying out handicraft work
and agricultural work can also be involved in it. The
village also has the glories histological background and
mythological significance which makes it an idea tourist
destination for pilgrims and heritage lovers .

Shorba is the brand name of the crafts produced by
Bhoomi Society which comprise of locally available
natural fibers such as banana, water hyacinth and river
grass to make beautifully designed products. A labour
intensive process, the fiber is first stripped from the stem
of the tree and then rolled into a rope that can be woven
or crocheted into a variety of products. Bags, Purses,
Table Mats and other types of mats, Earrings and other
jewellery, and other items are made by the artisans of
Bhoomi Society. At present Bhoomi Society has grown
to a strength of around 200 women, who are all skilled in
a particular creative field and who regularly work
(directly and indirectly) with designers to produce
attractive range of handicrafts to the local market and
tourist community specifically.

The development of tourism in rural Anegundi, as an
organized activity began just over a fifteen Years ago
initiated by Ms. Shama Pawar – Chairperson of The
Kishkindha Trust. The Trust as nongovernmental body
played a remarkable role in bringing sustainable
development of rural women empowerment in the
village. The Anegundi as a rural tourist destination has a
wide range of handicrafts and rural art products which
promotes the rural cottage industry of Anegundi and also
empowers local rural women with employment
opportunity and economic stability. This handicraft
cottage industry is run by Women's Self Help Groups
(SHGs) known as Bhoomi society of working women of
Anegundi.
The Bhoomi society of working women constitute a
group of 15 Self Help Groups (SHGs) established at
Anegundi village to bring women empowerment through
economic independence for it members. Each SHG
works in different creative areas, such as weaving,
crocheting, banana fiber rope making, tailoring etc. This
society supported by The Kishkindha Trust since 1997 is
now an independent unit run and managed by the local

THE CHALLENGES AND POSSIBLE DIRECTION
TO
STRENGTHEN
RURAL
WOMEN
EMPOWERMENT IN ANEGUNDI, KARNATAKA:
The local residents, stakeholders and the NGO’s
collective viewpoints in the form of
following
challenges they faced in trying to come up with rural
tourism ventures in the area and needs to be critically
addressed:
-Lack of capital and investments in the rural areas by the
government and private sector.
-Lack of business opportunity awareness and financial
institutional support to bring out
rural women
entrepreneurship in the village.
-Low level of skill development among the rural women
to carry out constructive developmental task.
-Lack of linkages between micro, small and medium
enterprises for women entrepreneurship development
-Corruption and mismanagement of key development
government institutions
-Lack of cooperation and participation from local Gram
Panchayat in bringing out women empowerment and
developmental plans in the village
RECOMMENDATION:
First, it is necessary to impart education , awareness and
guidance about the significance of rural tourism and the
various opportunities thrown for developing women
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entrepreneurship to bring women empowerment in the
village. In addition to this application of aggressive
marketing strategy and market plan, propaganda and
promotion to enhance the sale of tourist services and
Handicrafts made by Women own enterprises . Second,
Facilitate economic resources, technical assistance and
consultation services to develop women entrepreneurship
in the village by the government , gram panchayat and
NGOs Third, Ensuring social security and safety to
women is one of the primary need to empower women in
the village . The cooperation, coordination and
recognition from the family and the society is one of the
major look out for bringing women Empowerment.
CONCLUSION: This paper has indicated that women
empowerment through tourism presents a complex
situation with chances and challenges intricately weaved
together. The viewpoint of the research paper is to
unpack the problems, threats in bringing women
empowerment and to provide a perspective of hope
amidst the seeming chaos. The example of Anegundi
village reveals that indeed tourism has gone a long way
to provide opportunities and that the challenges can be
addressed by incorporating them in the ordering process
to produce innovations in tourism. Such innovations will
include facilitating and creating avenues for women to
innovatively initiate and manage tourism projects that
also address key global challenges.
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26.TRANSPARENCY IN SECURITIES
MARKET: AN INDIAN OVERVIEW
Mr. Mukesh. H.V, Assistant Professor, Department
of Rural Management, Karnataka Folklore
University, Shiggon, Haveri, Karnataka- 581197,
India.

ABSTRACT
Transparency is the key for successful securities
markets and the fundamental ideas if free market
stands on effective regulation and transparency. It
is of paramount importance to all concerned to
Securities Market, to protect the interest of the
investors. National Stock Exchange of India is
India’s leading Stock Exchange set up as company
limited by shares and recognized in the year April
1993. NSE has set up infrastructure that serves as a
role model for the securities industry in terms of
trading systems, clearing and settlement practices
and procedures. The study has addressed then
reforms required to win the trust of parties from the
view point of effective regulation and transparency.
Overview
of
Indian
Securities
Market
:
National Stock Exchange of India is India’s leading
Stock Exchange set up as company limited by shares and
recognized in the year April 1993. NSE has set up
infrastructure that serves as a role model for the securities
industry in terms of trading systems, clearing and
settlement practices and procedures. The standards set by
NSE in terms of market practices, products and
technology have become industry benchmarks and are
being replicated by many other market participants. It
provides screen based automated trading system with a
high degree of transparency and equal access to investors
irrespective of geographical location. The high level of
information dissemination through online system has
helped in integrating retail investors across the nation.
The Exchange has a network in more than 350 cities
across India and reports an average daily turnover of
about Rs. 9158 crores and 18.85 lakh trades in the Cash
Market per day. The Wholesale Debt Market segment of
NSE, which provides a trading platform for Government
Securities, also has been reporting record turnover and at
times surpasses the volume in the cash market. The
Derivatives Market has been on a developing trend with
introduction of Index Futures, Stock Futures, Stock and
Index Options on individual securities. The Exchange has
also introduced retail trading in government securities.
The implementation of reforms in the securities industry
from last two decades, Indian stock markets have stood
out in the world ranking as well as in the developed and
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emerging markets. India has a turnover ratio of 113.7%,
which is quite comparable to the other developed market
like the US and UK which has turnover ratios of 126.5%
and 140.5% respectively. As per the Standard and Poor’s
Fact book, India ranked 12th in terms of market
capitalization, 13th in terms of total value traded in stock
exchanges and 11th in terms of turnover ratio as on
December 2004. India ranked second in terms of listed
securities on the Exchange next only to the USA. These
data, though quite impressive, do not reflect the full
Indian market, as S&P (even other international
publications) does not cover the whole market. For
example, India has approximately 9000 listed companies,
while S&P considers only 4,730 companies. If whole
market were taken into consideration, India’s position
vis-à-vis other countries would be much better. India in
trams of transparency and effective regulation of stock
markets has slipped 62nd place, where last in 2013 it
stood at 27th place as per the World economic forum
report. This is the grave concern for effective working of
securities exchanges. Transparency is the key for
successful securities markets and the fundamental ideas
if free market stands on effective regulation and
transparency.
Transparency
and
Regulatory
System:
Since investors are the backbone of the securities market,
awareness among the investors about their rights and
responsibilities, do’s and don’ts etc is the foremost
concern. It is of paramount importance to all concerned
to Securities Market, to protect the interest of the
investors and hence NSE has taken various initiatives to
safeguard the interest of the Investors. NSE has put in
place systems to ensure availability of adequate, up to
date and correct information to investors to enable them
to take informed decisions. It ensures that critical and
price sensitive information reaching the Exchange is
made available to all classes of investors at the same
point of time. Such price – sensitive information as bonus
announcements, mergers, and new line of businesses etc.,
received from the companies is disseminated to all the
market participants through the network of NSE
terminals all over India. Action is initiated by the
Exchange where such price – sensitive information is not
provided to the Exchange at the prescribed time.
It ascertains the veracity of rumors and disseminated
facts in the interest of investors. It conducts various
seminars and programs for the investors all over the
country with a view to educating them on their rights and
obligations and precautions they should take while
dealing in the Securities market. It makes an audit trail
available on request for all transactions executed on NSE
to enable investors to counter check trade details for the
trades executed on his behalf by the member. It has also
prescribed and makes effort to ensure the implementation
of various safeguards like time schedules for issuing
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contract notes, for receiving funds and securities from
those of members, etc. The Exchange has also launched a
facility to verify trades on the NSE website. Using this
facility, an investor who had received a contract note
from the trading member of the exchange can check
whether the trade has been executed or not. Despite all
precautionary measures by the NSE and investors, certain
grievances and issues do arise in the day – to – day
functioning. To address these issues/complaints reported
to the NSE, an Investor Grievances Cell (IGC) has been
set up to handle the complaints lodged by investors
against trading members/companies. The IGC is manned
by a team of professionals possessing relevant experience
in the areas of securities market, company and legal
affairs, and specially trained to identify problems face by
the investor and to find and affect a solution quickly. It
takes up complaints in respect of trades executed on the
NSE through its NEAT terminal and routed through the
NSE trading member or SEBI registered sub – broker of
NSE trading member and trades pertaining to companies
traded on the NSE. Investor Grievances can be handled
by two ways: Investor Services Cell’s Normal Redressal
Mechanism & Arbitration
The main objectives of an Investor Grievance Handling
Mechanism are as follows:


To increase the level of investor satisfaction
with delivery of services and to enhance broker
– investor / Company – Investor relationships. It
also
enhances
investor
–
Exchange
relationships.
 To recognize, promote and protect rights of
investors, including the right to comment and
complain.
 To provide an efficient, fair and accessible
mechanism for resolving investor complaints
 To create an investor – friendly ambience in the
Indian stock market to ensure a profitable and
fraud free avenue for people to save and invest.
In the Normal Redressal Mechanism, the Exchange just
acts as a mediator between the complainant and the
Trading Member(TM)/Company on which complaint is
received. The complainant has to submit all the relevant
documents to the Exchange and on the basis of those
documents, the Exchange asks the concerned
TM/Company to give clarifications within a given time.
If the complainant is not satisfied with the clarifications
given by the TM/Company, he can apply for Arbitration
(in case of Company complaints, only some cases
mentioned in the Bye Laws of NSE). Arbitration is the
alternative dispute resolution mechanism for resolving
the investor grievances where an Arbitrator is appointed
to give judgment, which is called an Arbitration Award.
An application for arbitration has to be filed within 6
months from the date of dispute and Award has to be
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passed within 3 months from the date of receipt of
Arbitration application. This process of resolving a
dispute is comparatively faster than other means of
redressed.
REGULATORY FRAMEWORK
The four main legislations governing the securities
market are (a) the SEBI Act, 1992 (b) the Companies
Act, 1956 (c) the Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act,
1956, and (d) the Depositories Act, 1996. A brief about
these legislations are as given below
SEBI Act, 1992: The SEBI Act, 1992 was enacted to
empower SEBI with statutory powers for (a) protecting
the interests of investors in securities, (b) promoting the
development of the securities market, and (c) regulating
the securities market. Its regulatory jurisdiction extends
over corporate in the issuing capital and all
intermediaries and persons associated with securities
market. It can conduct enquiries, audits and inspection of
all concerned participants and adjudicate offences under
this Act. It has powers to register and regulate all the
market intermediaries. Further it can also penalize them
in case of violations of the provisions of the Act, Rules
and Regulations made there under. SEBI has full
autonomy and authority to regulate and develop an
orderly securities market.
Securities Contracts (Regulation) Act, 1956:
It
provides for direct and indirect control of virtually all
aspects of the securities trading including the running of
stock exchanges which aims to prevent undesirable
transactions in securities. It gives the Central
Government regulatory jurisdiction over (a) stock
exchanges through a process of recognition and
continued supervision, (b) contracts in securities, and (c)
listing of securities on stock exchanges. As a condition of
recognition, a stock exchange complies with the
requirements prescribed by the Central Government. The
stock exchanges frame their own listing regulations in
consonance with the minimum listing criteria set out in
the Rules.
Depositories Act, 1996: The Depositories Act, 1996
provides for the establishment of depositories for
securities to ensure transferability of securities with
speed, accuracy and security. For this, these provisions
have been made: (a) making securities of public limited
companies freely transferable subject to certain
exceptions; (b) dematerializing the securities in the
depository mode; and (c) providing for maintenance of
ownership records in a book entry form. In order to
streamline the settlement process, the Act envisages
transfer of ownership of securities electronically by book
entry without moving the securities from persons to
persons. The Act has made the securities of all public
limited companies freely transferable, restricting the
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company’s right to use discretion in effecting the transfer
of securities, and the transfer deed and other procedural
requirements under the Companies Act have been
dispensed with.
Objectives
 To understand the Investor grievance handling
mechanism at NSE.
 To examine and analyze the nature and type of
complaints received by the National Stock
Exchange.
 To analyze the redressal time for investor
grievances.
Research Design:
The study is based on the complaints received by the
Exchange and hence involves the secondary data directly
from the exchange. To collect the secondary data
regarding the investor grievances, I designed a close
ended, informal questionnaire (enclosed in Annexure
Section) which contains questions regarding. Complaint
type and Details, Date of action by the Exchange, Claim
Amount and Details, Type of Redressal i.e.
Close/Resolve/Referred to Arbitration, Date of
Close/Resolve/referred to arbitration. Data is collected
separately for the complaints against companies and
complaints against trading members. In case of company
complaints, complaint is not referred to arbitration except
in some cases mentioned in the Bye Laws of the
Exchange. But in case of Trading Member complaints,
complaint can be referred to arbitration (even a
complainant can directly apply for arbitration).
Random Sampling Method to choose the elements of the
sample. Sample size is, 50 for complaints against
companies: The companies are randomly selected mainly
from the Nifty, Nifty Junior, Bank Nifty constituents.
The complaints which are lodged after May 2012 and
redressed before June 2013 by the NSEIL, Mumbai are
considered for the study. 50 for complaints against
Trading Members: The Trading Members are randomly
selected mainly on the basis of the frequency of
complaints received against them (the TM’s who usually
receive considerable number of complaints). The
complaints which are lodged after May 2012 and
redressed before June 2013 by the NSEIL, Mumbai are
considered for the study.
DATA ANALYSIS AND INTREPETATION
Regarding the types of complaints, most of the
complaints against Companies are related to Shares (
66%) such as non receipt of shares after splitting, non
receipt of dividend, rights issue, bonus shares, shares sent
for demat and non receipt of duplicate certificates on
submission etc. Most of the complaints against TMs are
related to Securities (22%) such as non receipt of
securities purchased, delay in receipt of securities, short
receipt of securities etc and Trading (22%) such as
delay in execution of orders, difference in security traded
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and ordered and execution of trades without any orders
from the complainant etc.
ANALYSIS OF THE TYPES OF COMPLAINTS
RECEIVED AGAINST COMPANIES
Status of
Complai
nt
No.
of
Complaint
Complain Percenta Closed Solve
Types
ts
ge
d
Debentures/bo
1
nds
1
2
Issue/Offers
14
28
10
4
Miscellaneous 2
4
1
1
Shares
33
66
27
5
40
10
(80%) (20%
Total
50
100
)
ANALYSIS OF THE TYPES OF COMPLAINTS
RECEIVED AGAINST TRADING MEMBERS
Status of
Complain
t
No.
of
Types
of Complaint Percentag Closed
Complaints s
e
Account
1
Closure
2
4
2
Auction
6
12
Brokerage
& Levies
2
4
Document
2
s
5
10
3
F&O
5
10
3
Funds
5
10
5
Securities
11
22
2
Trading
11
22
Others
3
6
Total
50
100
18

Arbitratio
n
-

Solve
d
1

2

2

1

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

3

3

2

7

11

3
21

Regarding the status of complaints, most of the
complaints against Companies are Closed (80%)
because of complainant did not revert the matter. But in
case of complaints against TMs most of the complaints
are Solved (42%) than the Closed and referred to
Arbitration. Average Redressal Time (A.R.T.) for
complaints against Companies is 71 days and TMs is 73
days. Standard Deviation of redressal time for TMs is
more (i.e. 0.46) than the Companies (i.e. 0.40). It clearly
shows that the deviation of redressal time for individual
complaints from the Average Redressal Time is more in
case of TMs than the Companies. It leads to higher
volatility in redressal time taken for complaints against
TMs than that of the Companies. As Coefficient of
Variation (C.V.) of redressal time for complaints against
Companies (i.e. 0.63%) is less than the TMs, consistency
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in redressal time taken for complaints against
Companies is more than that of Tms. In case of
complaints against Companies, only 44% of the total
complaints exceeds the Average Redressal Time of 71
days and incase of complaints against TMs, only 34% of
the total complaints exceeds the Average Redressal Time
of 73 days. But volatility in the redressal time for TMs
complaints is more than that of Companies.
FINDINGS AND SUGGESTIONS:
Delay by the Complainant: complaints take more time to
redress because of delay by the complainant in
submitting the relevant documents and reply. Out of the
complaints which took more days to redress than the
Average
Redressal Time, about 60% of them are
delayed because of lack of relevant documents. Delay by
the TM/Company: it happens because of the delayed
response by the TM/Company. Out of the complaints
which are having delayed redressal, about 20% of them
are delayed due to the above reason. Postal Delays: this
is because of wide geographical area of investors,
climatic conditions, incorrect address, non receipt of
letter etc. this is negligible as it cannot be avoided.
CONCLUSION:
The Investor grievances and time taken to redress those
grievances thus leading to a more efficient and speedy
redressal mechanism. It highlights areas in the grievance
redressal mechanism which need to be considered with
respect to further improvement. In order to promote a
healthy stock market and to improve investor confidence
to invest, they must be given an assurance that their
funds and securities are in safe hands. This is the main
objective of any grievance redressal system. Therefore it
is of immense importance to any stock exchange or stock
market regulator to keep investor confidence at a high
priority level. This study aims at looking into and
analyzes those steps taken by the National Stock
Exchange to fulfill this objective. SEBI is playing an
important role in the area of investor awareness and
protection. It is largely due to the constant efforts of
SEBI that the redressal rate has kept on increasing over
the years. As NSEIL is the largest Stock Exchange in
India, its initiatives for investor protection is playing a
crucial role which includes Establishment of Investor
Services Cell, Investor Protection Fund up to 10 lakhs,
Arbitration, Unique Grievance Redressal Mechanism etc.
After understanding the process of investor grievance
redressal thoroughly, I focused my study on the redressal
time taken for investor grievances. The result of my
study reveals that Average Redressal Time for redressing
the complaints against Companies is 71 days and
complaints against Trading Members is 73 days. But
there is higher volatility in the redressal time taken for
complaints against TMs than that of Companies as they
have higher Standard Deviation and Coefficient of
Variation. There is no consistency in the redressal time
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taken for both Companies as well as Trading Members.
But consistency in redressal of companies’ complaints is
little bit favorable than that of TMs. Main reason for
delayed redressal is, delay in submission of relevant
documents by the complainant. Consistency in redressal
time is the one area which needs to be focused more.
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27.COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF
DIGITAL IMAGE PROCESSING IN THE
FIELD OF CANCER
Thouseef Ulla Khan, Lecturer, Al-Ameen Institute
of Information Sciences, Bangalore

ABSTRACT
In recent years the image processing mechanisms
are used widely in several medical areas for
improving earlier detection and treatment stages, in
which the time factor is very important to discover
the disease in the patient as possible as fast,
especially in various cancer tumors such as the lung
cancer, bone cancer, skin cancer, breast cancer,
liver cancer, thyroid cancer has been attracting the
attention of medical and sciatic communities in the
latest years because of its high prevalence allied
with the difficult treatment. Early detection of
cancer is very important for successful treatment.
Diagnosis is mostly based on CT, MRI, CAD
images. Our current work focuses on finding
nodules, early symptoms of the diseases, appearing
in patients’ affected part. We use a digital image
processing approach to isolate a body affected part
of images, and then apply a small scanning window
to check whether any pixel is part of a disease
nodule. Most of the nodules can be detected if
process parameters are carefully selected. We are
aiming at computerizing these selections. We passed
the available cancer images and its database in
basic three stages to achieve more quality and
accuracy in our experimental results: preprocessing stage, feature Extraction stage and
cancer cell identification.
Keywords:Computer
aided
diagnosis
(CAD),
mammograms, thresholding, Magnetic Resonance
Images (MRI), Computed Tomography (CT), RGB.
Introduction:
Digital Image processing is a different processing from
the “signal processing” which is a study regarding the
data, after being caught and the assessment and
evaluation process, being transformed so that it could be
read in a different device or being transferred from an
electronic environment to a different one. Images consist
from the different contents of an image source aimed at a
particular target. Such images are the images ultrasound,
electron microscopy and computer themed. The
preliminary preparation stage applied to the images for
the image processing decreases the noises on them. For
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this, processes including low, medium and high levels are
applied to images. In the low-leveled processes, reality of
the input and output images is procured with filtering.
And in the medium-leveled processes, recognition and
classification of the objects in the images are realized
with the partition and recognition processes. Highleveled processes include the analysis of the images in
the recognition of the objects in the images. Also with
the objects in images being analyzed within the computer
environment, image content of the objects in images
becomes detailed. With this detailing phase, image
processing becomes finalized. When taken a general look
to the image processing technology, it can be seen that
digital images are obtained by using 3 types of image
types. These are: vector, raster and render. Vector images
are the images based on mathematical formulas. Raster
images are images based on pixels and are expressed
with numbers, yet are absent of the mathematical
formulas that work in the background. Render images are
the ones often used in the architecture, industrial design,
fine arts and the ones to express the final phase of
designing. The technical definition of the digital image
processing is the act of bringing out the data obtained in
the wake of the identification and detecting of the image
that the digital environment carries out. Obtaining the
image, reproduction, modification, filtering, coloring,
making changes to the color settings, lighting, texture
designation, manufacture of texture and shading are the
fundamental techniques of the image processing.
Review of Literature:
Medical Imaging: In the clinical context, medical
imaging is generally equated to radiology or "clinical
imaging" and the medical practitioner responsible for
interpreting (and sometimes acquiring) the images is a
radiologist. Diagnostic radiography designates the
technical aspects of medical imaging and in particular the
acquisition of medical images. The radiographer or
radiologic technologist is usually responsible for
acquiring medical images of diagnostic quality, although
some radiological interventions are performed by
radiologists. While radiology is an evaluation of
anatomy, nuclear medicine provides functional
assessment. As a field of scientific investigation,
medical imaging constitutes a sub-discipline of
biomedical engineering, medical physics or medicine
depending on the context: Research and development in
the area of instrumentation, image acquisition (e.g.
radiography), modeling and quantification are usually the
preserve of biomedical engineering, medical physics and
computer science; Research into the application and
interpretation of medical images is usually the preserve
of radiology and the medical sub-discipline relevant to
medical condition or area of medical science
(neuroscience, cardiology, psychiatry, psychology, etc.)
under investigation. Many of the techniques developed
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for medical imaging also have scientific and industrial
applications.
Need of the Study:
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systems. As shown in Figure 2, breast cancer and lung
cancer are the diseases most commonly studied within
the scope of this SR. Such evidence is significant,
considering the importance of early diagnoses of many
different types of neoplasia is well known.

Annually, nearly 500,000 people die of cancer in India.
The WHO said this number is expected to rise to 700,000
by 2015. According to WHO, lung, oral, lip, throat and
neck cancers are the most common among men while
women suffer more from cervix, breast and ovarian
cancers.

Figure 3: Number of cancer types

Figure 1: World Wide Cancer affected areas
Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) schemes are
computer systems aiming at providing second opinions to
physicians to aid in diagnoses (Doi, 2007). These
systems compute outputs based on information from
diverse sources, primarily from medical images captured
using various methods. According to van Ginneken et al.
(2010), CAD has become the most active field of
research in medical imaging. Further, Doi (2006) showed
that CAD systems provide consistent interpretations of
medical images to improve the precision of a diagnosis.
The graph presents the number of systems for each
medical imaging method in the studies. In this graph,
each reported system is evaluated for modality,
independent of the studied abnormality. As seen, images
from CTs and mammographies were the most exploited
for the development of CAD systems.

Figure 2: Number of CAD systems applied in medical
field

In addition to the diseases mentioned, other abnormalities
were also reported, encompassing the processing of
medical images of different structures and organs of the
human body, including brain, skin, retina, bones, heart,
arteries, liver, ear, prostate, and gastrointestinal tract,
among others. CAD systems are the subject of study and
research with applicability in a wide range of various
medical areas. Although many approaches are still far
from clinical application, the variety of ideas, techniques
and application areas show that one can expect
significant development in computational applications
for the diagnosis of many well-known abnormalities.

Figure 4 : Nucleus of breast cancer cells successfully
detected even with very low contrast and high noise.
Research Methods:
Proposed System
Image Acquisition The first stage starts with taking a
collection of CT scan images from the Database
(ACSC).Images are stored in MATLAB and displayed as
a gray scale image. The lung CT images having low
noise when compared to scan image and MRI image. So
we can take the CT images for detecting the lungs. The
main advantage of the computer tomography image
having better clarity, low noise and distortion For the
experimental purpose 10 male images are examined his
CT scans were stored in database of images in
JPEG/PNG image standards.

There is a significant variety of abnormalities that are
currently subjects of study for the development of CAD
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Image pre-processing:

pixels with the same label share certain visual
characteristics. The result of image segmentation is a set
of segments that collectively cover the entire image, or a
set of contours extracted from the image. Each of the
pixels in a region is similar with respect to some
characteristic or computed property, such as color,
intensity, texture. A pixel has the value one if it belongs
to the object otherwise it is zero. After segmentation, it is
known that which pixel belongs to which object.
Post-Processing: Post processing segmentation is done
using following methods.

Figure 5: Steps of Digital Image Processing
All the images have been undergoing several
preprocessing process such as noise removal and
enhancement.

Thresholding approach-Thresholding is useful in
discriminating foreground from the background. By
selecting an adequate threshold value T, the gray level
image can be converted to binary image. The binary
image should contain all of the essential information
about the position and shape of the objects of interest
(foreground). The advantage of obtaining first a binary
image is that it reduces the complexity of the data and
simplifies the process of recognition and classification.
The most common way to convert a gray-level image to a
binary image is to select a single threshold value (T).
Then all the gray level values below this T will be
classified as black (0), and those above T will be white
(1).
Otsu’s method using (gray thresh) function
Computes global image threshold. Otsu’s method is
based on threshold selection by statistical criteria. Otsu
suggested minimizing the weighted sum of within-class
variances of the object and background pixels to establish
an optimum threshold.

Noise Removal: Image denoising algorithms may be the
mostly used in image processing. The input image is a
normal RGB image. The RGB image is converted into
grey scale image because the RGB format is not
supported in Matlab. Then the grey scale image contains
noises such as white noise, salt and pepper noise etc
White noise is one of the most common problems in
image processing. This can be removed by using filter
from the extracted lung image.
Image Enhancement: Image enhancement defined as a
way to improve the quality of image, so that the resultant
image is better than the original one, the process of
improving the quality of a digitally stored image by
manipulating the image with MATLAB™ software. It is
quite easy, for example, to make an image lighter or
darker, or to increase or decrease contrast. Unfortunately,
there is no general theory for determining what “good”
image enhancement is when it comes to human
perception. The aim of image enhancement is to improve
the visual appearance of an image, or to provide a “better
transform representation for future automated image
processing. Many images like medical images, satellite
images, aerial images and even real life photographs
suffer from poor contrast and noise. It is necessary to
enhance the contrast and remove the noise to increase
image quality. The enhancement technique differs from
one field to another according to its objective. In the
image enhancement stage we use Gabor filter
enhancement technique.
Processing: This stage involves mainly segmentation
which is explained as below:
Image Segmentation: In computer vision, segmentation
refers to the process of partitioning a digital image into
multiple segments (sets of pixels, also known as super
pixels).Image segmentation is typically used to locate
objects and boundaries (lines, curves, etc.) in images.
More precisely, image segmentation is the process of
assigning a label to every pixel in an image such that

Marker-Controlled
Watershed
Segmentation-In
Marker-based watershed segmentation markers are used.
A marker is a connected component belonging to an
image. The markers include the internal markers,
associated with objects of interest, and the external
markers, associated with the background. Separating
touching objects in an image is one of the more difficult
image processing operations. The water shed transform is
often applied to this problem. The marker based
watershed segmentation can segment unique boundaries
from an image. The strength of watershed segmentation
is that it produces a unique solution for a particular
image. The over-segmentation problem is also removed
by marker watershed segmentation.
Features Extraction: The Image features Extraction
stage is very important in our working in image
processing techniques which using algorithms and
techniques to detect and isolate various desired portions
or shapes (features) of an image. After the segmentation
is performed on lung region, the features can be obtained
from it and the diagnosis rule can be designed to exactly
detect the cancer nodules in the lungs. This diagnosis
rules can eliminate the false detection of cancer nodules
resulted in segmentation and provides better diagnosis. In
the literature we found among the features used in the
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diagnostic indicators.The task is to detect cancer cells in
a culture, which can present high variability in size and
shape.

Figure 8: Threshold Segmentation of lungs
Figure 6: Watershed Segmentation of cancer cells
Experiment And Result
Thresholding Approach-Figure (a) shows input image
of lung. Threshold segmentation is applied on the image
which is shown in the figure (b).This is the area with the
intensity values higher than the defined threshold. High
intensity areas mostly comprises of cancer cell. So
through threshold segmentation we can specify the
location of cancer cell.

Figure 7: Threshold Segmentation
Lung Cancer: Lung cancer is a disease of abnormal cells
multiplying and growing into a tumor. Cancer cells can
be carried away from the lungs in blood, or lymph fluid
that surrounds lung tissue. Metastasis occurs when a
cancer cell leaves the site where it began and moves
into a lymph node or to another part of the body
through the bloodstream. LCDS system uses
convolution filters with Gaussian pulse to smooth the cell
images. The contrast and color of the images are
enhanced. Then the nucleuses in the images are
segmented by thresholding. All of those are simple
digital image processing techniques. We used
Thresholding and marker controlled watershed
segmentation techniques. Thresholding is one of the
most powerful tools for image segmentation. The
segmented image obtained from Thresholding has the
advantages of smaller storage space, fast processing
speed and ease in manipulation, compared with gray
level image which usually contains 256 levels. Therefore,
thresholding techniques have drawn a lot of attention
during the past 20 years. Marker-driven watershed
segmentation extracts seeds indicating the presence of
objects or background at specific image locations.

Skin Cancer: Among many types of cancer, Skin
cancers are the most common form of cancers in human.
It is severe among the faired-skinned population in
Europe, North America, and Australia. There are two
major types of skin cancer, name malignant melanoma
and non-melanoma (basal cell, squamous cell, and
markel cell carcinomas, etc.). Melanoma is more
dangerous and can be fatal if not treated. If melanoma is
detected in its early stages, it is highly curable,yet
advanced melanoma is lethal. It is well-known that early
finding and treatment of skin cancer can reduce the
mortality and morbidity of patients. Digital Dermoscopy
is widely considered as one of the most cost effective
means to identify and classify skin-cancer. An automatic
dermoscopy image analysis system has usually three
stages:
(1) Proper Segmentation, (2) feature
extraction and selection, and (3) lesion recognition. The
proper segmentation is the most important, since it
affects the precision of the subsequent steps.
SEGMENTATION: The segmentation is the most
important stage for analyzing image properly since it
affects the accuracy of the subsequent steps. However,
proper segmentation is difficult because of the great
verities of the lesion shapes, sizes, and colors along with
different skin types and textures. In addition, some
lesions have irregular boundaries and in some cases there
is smooth transition between the lesion and the skin. To
address this problem, several algorithms have been
proposed. They can be broadly classified as thresholding,
edge-based or region-based methods. In this thesis, three
methods of segmentation have been discussed. The
methods are:
 Otsu’s method.
 Gradient Vector Flow (GVF)
 Color Based Image Segmentation Using Kmean Clustering.
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Figure 9 (a) Grayscale version of RGB image; (b)
Segmented image after applying Otsu’s method

Figure 10 (a) Original RGB image; (b) Grayscale version
of the RGB image; (c) Segmented image after using GVF
method.
Breast Cancer: The proposed identification technique
consists of two stages which are preprocessing and post
processing stages.
Preprocessing:Mammogram images are difficult to
interpret. Therefore these images are processed in a way
so that they can be further used for segmentation.
Preprocessing includes removal of unwanted or irrelevant
areas and to make prominent the area of interest by
increasing the contrast. This is done by setting a certain
threshold value.
Post processing:In this stage the preprocessed
mammogram image is divided into pixels of small blocks
of 2x2 after which all pixels values of the block are
scanned and the value having maximum occurrence
within the block is assigned to all pixels of that block i.e.,
this value is propagated to remaining pixels of that block.
It means that now the whole block pixels consist of the
same value.
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comparison is made between a normal and a diseased
breast and then calculating ratio for finding area of the
region or the set of pixels were the abnormality lies9.
Tumor Identification through Image Segmentation
and 3d Structure Analysis: There are many sources like
mammography and electromagnetic imaging by which
we can capture the image for cancer diagnosis37. A high
resolution mammography is the technique that uses high
contrast X-ray system for breast examination. This
imaging technique gives a bit inaccurate results in
detection and determining the actual stage of tumor
resulting in a need to add accuracy if this type of imaging
technique is used38. The other technique used for early
stage tumor detection is electromagnetic imaging which
uses microwave technology and the concept of back
scattering from the water content present in the tissues.
This technique is further divided into three categories and
they are microwave hybrid approach, microwave
tomography and ultra wide band radar technique. So far
the paper only highlighted the imaging techniques being
used for early stage breast and lungs tumors detection.
The previous CAD system that identifies the early stage
breast and lungs tumor with the help of image processing
and artificial intelligence give 85%-93.1% accurate
results. The enhanced CAD system identifies the early
stage tumor with 100% accuracy for both breast and
lungs cancer. This proposed system provides the exact
size of tumor with the help of image processing and 3D
structure analysis.
Kidney Cancer: The task is to detect stained cell nuclei
in fluorescence images with low contrast, fading
boundaries, cells out of focus and cell overlap.

Figure 11: Mammogram image of breast cancer
Breast cancer is the most common type of cancer in
women worldwide. Image registration plays an important
role in breast cancer detection. This paper gives an
overview of the current state-of-the-art in the breast
image registration techniques. For the intra-modality
registration techniques, X-ray, MRI, and ultrasound are
the primary focuses of interest. Inter-modality techniques
will cover the combination of different modalities.
Validation of breast registration methods is also
discussed. The algorithms were tested on the
mammogram images and the results are analyzed by
constructing the histograms in MATLAB in which a

Figure 12 : Kidney cells on fluorescence microscopy
Result And Discussion: Image segmentation is the first
step in early detection of cancer. Today it’s unarguably
accepted that computers are beneficial and indispensable
equipments when used fruitfully and in tally with the
purpose. Computers both render the quality to be realized
way it’s imagined possible and all its phases until its
constructing in the real world be inspected. In this
regard, knowing how to use the image processing
techniques in the quality based implementations well, but
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making use of these techniques in the digital environment
without capitalizing it in a scientific, artistic, conceptual
environment affects the outcome of the quality. Within
the same context, just envisioning a conceptual
background well enough without knowing the image
processing techniques will not be enough in determining
the quality. The Otsu’s method is the oldest and simplest
one. It shows the best segmentation results among the
three methods. The second one, the gradient vector flow
succeeds in active contour to boundary concavities, even
with the presents of noise. The main drawback is its
execution speed. It takes a long time to converge to
objects. On the other hand, using color based
segmentation; it is possible to reduce the computational
cost avoiding feature calculation for every pixel in the
image. Although the color is not frequently used for
image segmentation, it gives a high discriminative power
of regions present in the image. This kind of image
segmentation may be used for mapping the change in
land use land cover taken over temporal period in general
but not in particular.
Table-5: Performance Comparison of all imaging
techniques based on the image processing results
Image
Acquisition Affordable Performance/ Reliable
Technique
Accuracy
Yes but
regular
mammograph
Mammograph
y has side
y
Yes
97%-98%
effects
Thermal
Yes and no
Infrared
Very less
85%-90%
side effects
Imaging
Microscopic
Slide
Yes
99%
Yes
Images
Yes but has
Ultrasound
Less
97.92%
side affects
MRI and CT
Scan
Less
97%-99%
Yes

All the features have been calculated based on Otsu’s
segmentation method.
CONCLUSION: Incident rates of cancer have been
rising since last two decades. So, early, fast and effective
detection of cancer is paramount importance. If detected
at an early stage, skin has one of the highest cure rates,
and the most cases, the treatment is quite simple.
Moreover, at an early stage, cancer is very economical to
treat, while at a late stage, cancerous lesions usually
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result in near fatal consequences and extremely high
costs associated with the necessary treatments. The paper
has presented the image processing approach to the
recognition and classification of the cancer cells. The
most important points of this approach are: segmentation
of the image, the extraction of individual cells from the
image, automatic generation of different features of the
cell, assessment of the feature quality of the cells using
analysis of distribution, correlation and principal
component analysis, application of support vector
machine for final recognition and classification of cells.
The process of detection this diseases plays a very
important and essential role to avoid serious stages and to
reduce its percentage distribution in the world.
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-Lets customers use demand side management to reduce
their electricity use during periods of peak demand, and
so avoids the need to build more generating capacity.

ABSTRACT
The rising cost of energy, the mass electrification of
everyday life, and climate change are the major
drivers that are demanding for concepts,
technologies, and systems that can handle supply
and demand in a smarter way. Thus the electrical
power industry in India has undergone a rapid
change .This paper gives an overview of what
Smart Grid Technology and Advanced Metering
Infrastructure is , how is it beneficial to the
suppliers and consumers of India, the hurdles in
deployment of smart grid technology in India .
Keywords: Smart Grid, Advance Metering
Infrastructure, Smart Meters, MDMS, HANs,
Introduction: A smart grid produces and reacts to
information in order to create a better electrical system.
Smart grid technologies include switches, sensors,
software, meters, and a host of other components that
now enable two-way communication across the power
system. These technologies can be located anywhere on
the grid, from power plants to transformers, and power
lines to consumers’ homes. Using information provided
by the technologies, the smart grid can help conserve
energy, facilitate the integration of renewable energy
sources, and make the grid more resilient, responsive,
and reliable. Communication between electricity
customers, utilities, and the grid
-Allows operators to better manage distribution,
electricity use, and repairs based on real-time data
-Allows the grid to use more diversified, distributed, and
variable energy sources such as rooftop solar installations
and wind farms
-Enables grid operators to detect outages in real-time, so
that restoration of service can occur more rapidly and the
scope of outages can be reduced
-Empowers consumers with pricing information so they
can choose to use electricity at off-peak times at
discounted rates, and lower their bills

Fig 1.1(a): Smart Grid Technology Overview
The major performance features of a smart grid:
-Self-healing from power disturbance events
-Enabling active participation by consumers in demand
response
-Operating resiliently against physical and cyber attack
- Providing power quality for 21st century needs
- Accommodating all generation and storage options
- Enabling new products, services, and markets
- Optimizing assets and operating efficiently
A smart grid often replaces analog mechanical meters
with digital meters that record usage in real time. Often
this technology is referred to as Advanced Metering
Infrastructure (AMI) since meters alone are not useful in
and of themselves and need to be installed in conjunction
with some type of communications infrastructure to get
the data back to the utility (wires. fiber, WiFi, cellular, or
power-line carrier). Advanced Metering Infrastructure
(AMI) may provide a communication path extending
from power generation plants on one end all the way to
end-use electrical consumption in homes and businesses.
These end use consumption devices may include outlets,
(smart socket) and other smart grid-enabled appliances
such as water heaters and devices such as thermostats.
Depending on the utility program, customers may be
contacted or devices may be shut down or have their
setting modified automatically during times of peak
demand
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Advanced Metering Infrastructure:
AMI (Advanced Metering Infrastructure) is the collective
term to describe the whole infrastructure from Smart
Meter to two way-communication network to control
center equipment and all the applications that enable the
gathering and transfer of energy usage information in
near real-time. AMI makes two-way communications
with customers possible and is the backbone of smart
grid. The objectives of AMI can be remote meter reading
for error free data, network problem identification, load
profiling, energy audit and partial load curtailment in
place of load shedding. AMI is not a single technology,
but rather an integration of many technologies that
provides an intelligent connection between consumers
and system operators. AMI gives consumers the
information they need to make intelligent decisions, the
ability to execute those decisions and a variety of choices
leading to substantial benefits they do not currently
enjoy. In addition, system operators are able to greatly
improve consumer service by refining utility operating
and asset management processes based on AMI data.
Through the integration of multiple technologies (such as
smart metering, home area networks, integrated
communications, data management applications, and
standardized software interfaces) with existing utility
operations and asset management processes, AMI
provides an essential link between the grid, consumers
and their loads, and generation and storage resources.
Such a link is a fundamental requirement of a Modern
Grid. At the consumer level, smart meters communicate
consumption data to both the user and the service
provider. Smart meters communicate with in home
displays to make consumers more aware of their energy
usage. Going further, electric pricing information
supplied by the service provider enables load control
devices like smart thermostats to modulate electric
demand, based on pre-established consumer price
preferences. More advanced customers deploy distributed
energy resources (DER) based on these economic
signals. And consumer portals process the AMI data in
ways that enable more intelligent energy consumption
decisions, even providing interactive services like
prepayment.
Building Blocks of AMI: AMI is comprised of various
hardware and software components, all of which play a
role in measuring energy consumption and transmitting
information about energy, water and gas usage to utility
companies and customers. The infrastructure includes
smart meters, communication networks in different levels
of the infrastructure hierarchy, Meter Data Management
Systems (MDMS), and means to integrate the collected
data into software application platforms and interfaces.
As shown in the fig
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Fig 2.1(a) Building Blocks of AMI
Smart Meters Conventional electromechanical meters
served as the utility cash register for most of its history.
At the residential level, these meters simply recorded the
total energy consumed over a period of time – typically a
month. Smart meters are solid state programmable
devices that perform many more functions, including
most or all of the following:
-Quantitative measurement: the meter should be able to
accurately measure the quantity of the medium using
different physical principles, topologies and methods.
-Control and calibration: although varies based on the
type, in general, the meter should be able to compensate
the small variations in the system.
-Communication: sending stored data and receiving
operational commands as well as the ability to receive
upgrades of firmware.
-Power management: in the event of a primary source of
energy going down, the system should be able to
maintain its functionality.
Display: customers should be able to see the meter
information since this information is the base for billing.
A display is also needed as demand management at
customer end will not be possible without the customer’s
knowledge of the real time consumption.
Synchronization: timing synchronization is critical for
reliable transmission of data to central hub or other
collector systems for data analysis and billing. Timing
synchronization is even more critical in case of wireless
communication.
The key features of smart meters can be summarized as
follows:
• Time-based pricing
• Consumption data for consumer and utility
• Net metering
• Loss of power (and restoration) notification
• Remote turn on / turn off operations
• Load limiting for “bad pay” or demand
response purposes
• Energy prepayment
• Power quality monitoring
• Tamper and energy theft detection
• Communications with other intelligent devices in the
home
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Fig 2.2(a): Analog Smart Meter

Fig 2.2(b): Digital Smart Meter
Smart meters are green meters because it enables the
demand response that can lead to emissions and carbon
reductions improving environmental conditions by
reducing emissions through efficient power consumption.
It facilitates greater energy efficiency since information
feedback alone has been shown to cause consumers to
reduce usage.
Communication Network. Smart meters should be able
to send the collected information to the analyzing
computer and to receive operational commands from
operation center. Therefore, standard communication is
an important part of AMI. Considering the number of
users and smart meters at each center, a highly reliable
communication network is required for transferring the
high volume of data. Design and selection of an
appropriate communication network is a meticulous
process which requires careful consideration of the
following key factors.
-Huge amount of data transfer.
-Restriction in accessing data.
-Confidentiality of sensitive data.
-Representing
complete
information
of
customer’s consumption.
-Showing status of grid.
-Authenticity of data and precision in
communication with target device.
-Cost effectiveness.
-Ability to host modern features beyond AMI
requirements.
-Supporting future expansion.
Meter Data Management System (MDMS) At the
utility provider end, a system for storing and analyzing
the data for billing purposes is needed. It should also
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handle DR, consumption profile and real time reactions
to changes and emergencies in the grid. Modules of such
multi modular structure are listed below
 Meter Data Management System.
 Consumer Information System (CIS), billing system,
and the utility website.

Outage Management System (OMS).

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP), power quality
management and load forecasting systems.

Mobile Workforce Management (MWM).

Geographic Information System (GIS).

Transformer Load Management (TLM).
MDMS could be considered the central module of the
management system with the analytical tools required for
communication with other modules incorporated within
it. It also has the responsibility to perform validation,
editing and estimation on the AMI data to ensure
accurate and complete flow of information from
customer to the management modules under possible
interruptions at lower layers. In existing AMIs with data
collection intervals of 15 min, the collected data is huge
and in order of terabytes
AMI (smart meters): collecting consumption data at
given frequency.
 Distribution network automation system:
collecting data for real-time control of the
system that could be up to 30 samples per
second per sensor.
 Third-party systems connected to the grid, e.g.
storages, Distributed Energy Resources or
electric vehicles.
 Asset management: communication between
central command and smart components in the
network including updating firmware.
Since the collected data contains critical personal as well
as business information, the storage facilities should be
disaster proof and all required back up and contingency
plans for different scenarios should be carefully designed
for them.
Home Area Networks (HAN): A HAN interfaces with a
consumer portal to link smart meters to controllable
electrical devices. Its energy management functions may
include:
• In-home displays so the consumer always knows what
energy is being used and what it is costing
• Responsiveness to price signals based on consumerentered preferences
• Set points that limit utility or local control actions to a
consumer specified band
• Control of loads without continuing consumer
involvement
• Consumer over-ride capability
The HAN/consumer portal provides a smart interface to
the market by acting as the consumer’s “agent.” It can
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also support new value added services such as security
monitoring.
A HAN may be implemented in a number of ways, with
the consumer portal located in any of several possible
devices including the meter itself, the neighborhood
collector, a stand-alone utility-supplied gateway or even
within
As shown below utility networks have four levels: core
backbone, backhaul distribution, access points and HAN.
The smart meters typically act as the access points.
HANs will connect to the access points in their
immediate above layers. The information will then be
taken from access points to aggregation points through
backhaul distribution. Although aggregation points are
usually local substations, they could be communication
towers too. The requirement for this network is the same
as HANs; however, network topology is important in this
regard. If data from each appliance is to be transferred to
aggregation point, then a higher bandwidth is needed.
Backup power is not required for smart meters as they
are not considered critical; however, backup power is
needed at aggregation points.

Fig 2.4(a): Utility Network
WHAT BARRIERS IMPACT SUCCESSFUL
DEPLOYMENT OF AMI?
The transition to AMI and ultimately to a modern grid is
not without obstacles.
• Business Case Limitations: Limiting the assessment of
AMI benefits to just those associated with utility
operations biases the business case giants deployment. A
more complete societal business case often produces a
different conclusion. If one includes such items as the
avoided societal costs and consequences of rolling and
regional blackouts, AMI benefits can be many times the
utility operating benefits.
• Depreciation Rules: The accounting treatment of the
value of in-service meters is another important element in
any AMI decision. In most cases it will be necessary to
replace obsolete meters before they have been fully
depreciated, creating a write-down (i.e. an expense that
reduces utility earnings) that can affect regulated income.
• Standards: While AMI technology is moving at a rapid
pace, standards are needed to ensure interoperability
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among the many AMI offerings. Open standards are the
best way to drive down the costs of AMI
deployments and to give utilities the assurance that a
large AMI investment will not become stranded if the
selected vendor fails.
• Rate Designs: Innovative rate designs that reflect actual
market conditions are needed to complement the
capabilities of AMI technology and realize the potential
of demand response. Current ratemaking structures make
it difficult to roll out new technologies.
• Education: Consumer education is needed regarding the
merits of AMI, DR and the societal benefits from grid
modernization. Consumers also need to understand and
demand a modern electric grid that will improve their
overall quality of life.
• Technical Resources: Utility and vendor technical
staffs have been cut back over the past decade.
Rebuilding these staffs and attracting the needed
technical talent is a barrier to the full realization of
AMI’s potential.
• Regulatory Barriers: Overlapping federal, regional,
state and municipal agencies create an impediment. The
industry is neither fully regulated nor completely
deregulated.
• Financial Constraints : The grid is capital intensive and
faces problems imposed by utilities’ constrained balance
sheets.
• Technology Hurdles: It is a challenge to “fix a moving
train.” Utilities cannot turn off the power for a year or
two while they install upgrades.
Cost to the consumer:Costs associated with the
deployment of AMI arise from three sources:
 Smart devices at user points.
 Communication network.
 Data collection, analysis, storage and system
management.
Implementation of each of the above mentioned layers
requires specific hardware and software. Once the
software is designed for the system, further expansion is
possible with minimum cost. Since designers consider
contingencies, the main expansion costs would be related
to the end point devices, probable extra hardware for
communication, data collection and storage facilities.
These costs could also be reduced by careful
consideration of contingencies during initial design and
implementation.
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Fig 2.5(a): AMI Deployment Cost
Security challenges in AMI
As the number of smart meters increase exponentially,
security issues associated with SG and AMI grow
substantially from within the system as well as outside.
Detailed information of customers’ consumption is
critical as it can reveal their life style. Transmission of
data over long distance as well as storing the data in
various places for re-transmission or analysis can also
create vulnerabilities in terms of data theft or
manipulation. The price signal and commands received at
consumer end are also potential areas for cyber and
physical attack for the purpose of espionage, damaging
infrastructure or power theft. Furthermore, consumer’s
peace of mind is critical in the success of smart meters
and expansion of AMI. If consumers believe that their
personal data is used against their will, or experience
poor service or power quality due to external
manipulation of the system by unauthorized parties or
hackers, then they most likely resist the implementation
of AMI. Potential health hazards and higher bills after
installation of such smart meters will also affect the
consumers’ decision. The government is taking these
issues seriously and is working on procedures to
guarantee customers’ privacy of information.
WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF AMI?
AMI provides benefits to consumers, utilities and society
as a whole.
CONSUMER BENEFITS: For the consumer, this
means more choices about price and service, less
intrusion and more information with which to manage
consumption, cost and other decisions. It also means
higher reliability, better power quality, and more prompt,
more accurate billing . In addition, AMI will help keep
down utility costs, and therefore electricity prices.
UTILITY BENEFITS: Utility benefits fall into two
major categories, billing and operations. AMI helps the
utility avoid estimated readings, provide accurate and
timely bills, operate more efficiently and reliably, and
offer significantly better consumer service. AMI
eliminates the vehicle, training, health insurance, and
other overhead expenses of manual meter reading, while
the shorter read-to-pay time advances the utility’s cash
flow, creating a one-time benefit. And consumer
concerns about meter readers on their premises are
eliminated. Operationally, with AMI the utility knows
immediately when and where an outage occurs so it can
dispatch repair crews in a more timely and efficient way.
Meter-level outage and restoration information
accelerates the outage restoration process, which includes
notifying consumers about when power is likely to return
.Using AMI, the utility can receive significant benefits
from being able to manage customer accounts more
promptly and efficiently, starting with the ability to
remotely connect and disconnect service without having
to send personnel to the customer site. Similarly, many
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maintenance and customer service issues can be resolved
more quickly and cost-effectively through the use of
remote diagnostics. AMI also provides vast amounts of
energy usage and grid status information that can be used
by consumers to make more informed consumption
decisions and by utilities to make better decisions about
system improvements and service offerings.
This huge increase in valuable information helps the
utility:
• Assess equipment health
• Maximize asset utilization and life
• Optimize maintenance, capital and O&M spending
• Pinpoint grid problems
• Improve grid planning
• Locate/ identify power quality issues
• Detect/reduce energy theft
SOCIETAL BENEFITS: Society, in general, benefits
from AMI in many ways. One way is through improved
efficiency in energy, Delivery & use, producing a
favorable environmental impact. It can accelerate the use
of distributed generation, which can in turn encourage
the use of green energy sources.
A major benefit of AMI is its facilitation of demand
response and innovative energy tariffs. During periods of
high energy demand, a small reduction in demand
produces a relatively large reduction in the market price
of electricity. And reduced demand can avoid rolling
blackouts. Business and consumer losses may be many
times higher. Hence, a modest demand response
capability could produce a societal benefit worth billions
of dollars. There is also a societal fairness issue that AMI
addresses. Full deployment of AMI results in the
elimination of old and obsolete electromechanical meters
that tend to slow down as they age. Modern AMI meters
maintain their accuracy over time, resulting in a more
equitable situation for all consumers. In addition, modern
meters are self monitoring, making it easier to identify
inaccurate measurements, incorrect installations and,
especially, electric energy theft.
Conclusion: The next several years will be telling in the
development of the Smart Grid. The pace of challenges
to the existing grid continues unabated, with increased
renewable linking onto the grid as utilities meet the
requirements and existing infrastructure continuing to
age. The overall pace of smart grid technology
deployment continues to be restrained by lack of
generally accepted standards and by concerns over
security of information. With many AMI programs
completed or nearing completion, utilities will turn their
focus to how to best leverage the end-use data from
millions of smart meters and use it to change the way that
they manage their distribution systems and consumers
manage their energy use.
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29.WOMEN ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Shyama P. Dasmohapatra, Senior Lecturer,
Premiere Institute of Hotel Management &
Catering Technology, Baliapanda, Near Sterling
Resort Puri, Odisha-752001.
ABSTRACT
A recent literature study shows that, Indian women
entrepreneurs are a force to be reckoned with. As
per the Women’s Global entrepreneurship in
collaboration with Dell, a study conducted in the
US, UK and India, It has been found that the ideal
country for a woman starting a business could be
INDIA. Also, according to the Kauffman
Foundation, Single, divorced and widowed women
start more business as entrepreneurs than their
male counterparts. So the Primary objective of this
study is basically about the Traits of Women
Entrepreneurs,
Evolution
of
women
entrepreneurship in India, Challenges faced by the
Women Entrepreneurs and Entrepreneurial Women
and her multi dimensional roles.During the study I
found more of restrictions/barriers faced by the
women entrepreneurs mostly dominated by male
society, capital to start a new venture and their
family obligations. Women entrepreneurship can be
boosted in many ways as mentioned in the study, the
study concludes with few suggestions to improve the
ratio of men-women entrepreneurs in India.
INTRODUCTION:
The World is changing at a jet speed pace and women
have proved that they are not behind men in any field.
The Women Army is ready to take on the male
dominated society which had always associated women
with 3 Ks- Kitchen, Kids, and Knitting then came 3 PsPowder, Pappad, and Pickles. Now in the current age its
4 Es – Electricity, Electronics, Energy and Engineering.
Transformation of women has become increasingly
visible and successful in all aspects and has shifted their
place from Kitchens to Cubicles. In today’s era women
have the platform of technology and education which
was not easily available then, Professional and technical
education have lifted the moral and confidence in
women. In everything we have a management degree
now say Hotel management, Hospital management,
business management etc. Housewives get access to short
term courses like interior designing, Fashion designing,
publishing etc which helps in fine tuning the skill level in
women who normally used to sit idle at home even
though they had the ability to move ahead. There are
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examples where women with a single sewing machine
have started business and have turned into medium size
garment manufacturers and exporters. These are few
things which have attracted the eyeballs of NGOs,
Governments and International agencies resulting in
funding for Women entrepreneurs.
Women entrepreneurs are exploring the prospects of
starting new ventures undertaking risks. Introduction of
new innovations, administration coordination, firm
control of business and providing effective leadership I
all the spheres of business have proved their strong
presence in the male dominated business world. A
Woman entrepreneur has to balance between her
personal and professional arena. She is a boss to her
employees, Mother to her Children, Wife to her husband,
Daughter in law to her In-Laws, daughter to her Parents
and sister to her siblings. She plays the multi dimensional
role at a single time, which requires lot of courage and
patience.
In the male dominated society there is a need for change
in the mindset towards women, to give the equal
opportunity and rights as their constitutional right.
Though of age the gender equality has narrowed but it is
at a snail’s pace. According to our first prime minister
Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru “When Women move
forward, the family moves, the village moves and the
Nation moves.” Women entrepreneurs have been
making significant impact in all segments of economy of
the world. Their willingness for the growth is apparent in
their growing confidence, strengths, their desire to seek
different forms of work in order to strike a balance
between their work and Home. When a woman is
empowered, it doesn’t mean that another individual
becomes powerless. On the contrary, if a woman is
empowered her competence towards decision making
will surely influence her family behavior thus changing
the mindset of the nation gradually.

NEED FOR THE STUDY:
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-Identification and analysis of the short comings
encountered by women entrepreneurs while setting up
new business establishments.
-To examine the encouraging and discouraging aspects of
starting a new Venture.
-Providing solution or debating solutions for the
problems encountered by the Women Entrepreneurs.
-Providing equal opportunities to both male and female
entrepreneurs.
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: For Research
methodology, both primary and secondary sources were
taken into account. Personal questionnaire to different
women entrepreneurs and for women who want to be
entrepreneurs was of great assistance for the paper and
the secondary data various literature books were referred
to, current Newspapers and magazines were also looked
into. Finally a boon to all of us The Internet was a great
helping tool for completing the Paper.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: During this research,
I found out being an entrepreneur is bold step more than
that being a Women entrepreneur is even more a bolder
step. There are many limitations for a woman
entrepreneur in the male dominated society.
-The greatest challenge for a woman entrepreneur is the
male dominated society. Male ego comes in the way for
many women in the workplace and in office.
-According to a report by the United Nation industrial
development Organization, “Despite the evidence that
woman’s loan repayment rates are higher than men’s,
Women still face difficulties for loans from financial
institutions”. This shows financial institutions skepticism
about the repayment abilities of the Women
entrepreneurs.
-Lack of tangible security required by financial
institutions for the loans. Women in our country have
very little access to their ancestral property or funds
which would have helped them in their ventures.
-Family obligations are one of the major hurdles for a
successful woman entrepreneur .It is a notion that a
woman’s primary job is to look after the household work
and then comes anything. Financial institutions
discourage women entrepreneurs because of family
obligations they might quit their ventures and go back to
the household work.
-Middle class Indian women give more preference to
family ties. The business success depends on the family
support given to them during the business management
for a women entrepreneur. The support and interest of the
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family members is
entrepreneurs.

a major factor

for

women

-The male-female cut throat competition is another factor
which is major hurdle as the male to female ratio in India
is high.
-The Literacy rate in India of women is low compared to
that of men. Knowledge of latest technological changes,
knowhow and education level of the person are
significant factor that affects business which in turn
affects the self confidence of women.
-Low-level risk taking attitude is another factor affecting
women decisions to get into new ventures.
-Marketing their products is an issue which women face
because of lack of geographical knowledge and the
ability to move around freely geographically is limited
than that of men counterparts. Although there are
advertising agencies and middlemen, they take undue
advantage of the inability of women entrepreneurs
running around.
-High cost of production undermines the efficiency and
adversely affects the development of women
entrepreneurs. The installation of new machinery during
the expansion pushes back the women entrepreneurs.
Government subsidies and assistance lifts their morale
but in long run it helps a little for them.
On the basis of the aforesaid issues faced by the
women entrepreneurs, there are different ways out
for every problem. As per my findings below are few
points or remedies for a women entrepreneur –
-Promoting entrepreneurship among women is especially
important to tackle the problem of unemployment in the
society.
-Education is only the instrument facilitating women
entrepreneurship in India. Higher education acts as a
morale boost in promoting women entrepreneurship.
Education is the liberating force to barriers of caste color
and inequalities imposed by birth and other
circumstances.
-Motivation and confidence building in women is
necessary in women entrepreneurs.
-Implementations of Government programs effectively so
that budding women entrepreneurs are benefitted.
-Establishment of good training institutes which
facilitates the improvement of level of work, skills, work
knowledge and enhancing their capabilities. Government
should tie with institutes to facilitate free or subsidized
education for women for the uplift of the society.
-Potential women entrepreneurs should be exposed to
different types of emerging opportunities.
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-Creating provision for micro credit system and
enterprise credit system to women entrepreneurs at
local level.
-Guidance cell should be set up by government only for
women entrepreneurs.
-Offering seed capital, uplift schemes, women
entrepreneur fund etc which would boost them
economically.
-Extend confessional rates facilities for women
entrepreneurs.
CONCLUSION:
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socio-economic development, Hence we should all join
and push for a better nation by pushing for Women
Entrepreneurship.

Women constitute almost half of the total population in
India but they are not enjoying their freedoms, equalities,
privileges, on par with their male counterparts. Since
implementation of planning in India, several policies and
approaches were made to reduce inequalities between
women and men. As a result a shift from ‘welfare’ to
‘development’
to
‘empowerment’
to
‘human
development’ 267 approaches has taken place to change
the position and status of women. Both government and
NGO’s sectors were intervening to empower the women.
The National Empowerment Policy, 2001 also
emphasized that women’s economic empowerment may
be visualized only with the development of women
entrepreneurship. The Government of India has defined
women entrepreneurs based on women participation in
equity and employment of a business enterprise.
Accordingly, a woman entrepreneur is defined as an
enterprise owned and controlled by a woman having a
minimum financial interest of 51% of the capital and
giving at least 51% of the employment generated in the
enterprise to a woman. With the impetus given to women
entrepreneurs they have shown significant impact on all
segments of the economy in India. Generally the areas
chosen by women are retail trade, restaurants, and hotels,
education, cultural, insurance and manufacturing.
Majority of the women entrepreneurs have under taken
enterprises like Beauty Parlors, Fancy Stores, Hardware /
Electrical, Readymade / cloths, Food processing / Paper
products, and others in the study. A shift of economic
activities from such above areas to Industries, Trade,
Commerce, Hotels and other large scale enterprises
owned by women entrepreneurs may be sustained.
Support from Government Organizations and Non
Government organizations should be provided for such
activities. Then only women will be in high yielding
enterprises and their real empowerment can be achieved.
Women entrepreneurial development is one of the
important area where 268 majority of countries have
focused upon as a part of overall Human Resource
Development. It is well ascertained by policy makers
across the countries that strategic development of an
economy required equal participation and equal
opportunities to all sections and gender. Entrepreneurial
development is one significant instrument for sustainable
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30.CRYPTOGRAPHIC CURRENCIES IN
BANKING SECTOR
Bhagyalakshmi Subramanian, III Bcom CA, Sri
Krishna Arts and Science College, Coimbatore,
Tamil Nadu.

ABSTRACT
The emergence of electronic money in some form or
another, such as for instance micro payment system
is not a new concept for banking sector. It has been
discussed for several decades in a generic way. The
new world of mobile devices has made an impact
that help virtual currency prevail on a global scale.
Currently, the bitcoin crypto-currency model
appears to be a forerunner. Bitcoin has both
supporters and detractors. Nonetheless, in concert
with other trends, some form of virtual currency,
even if a successor to bitcoin, appears to have a
path forward. Virtual currencies will likely gain in
stature as other novel, unspecified, and disruptive
innovations take hold in a world of increasingly
autonomous systems. Another common feature is
that transactions are publicly recorded in a ledger.
An example is bitcoin, where all transactions are
recorded in the block chain. This paper is mainly
focused to raise awareness for regulators, banks
and financial institutions, who may be considering
the possibility of admitting virtual and
cryptocurrencies. The cryptographic technology,
algorithms of the technology, benefits, drawbacks
and the future of cryptocurrencies in banking sector
are discussed in this paper.
Keywords: Currency, Virtual, Bitcoin, Electronic money,
Banks, Future
Introduction: The credit card system has supported
innovation, both internally and externally, for over a half
century. With the arrival of electronic commerce in the
mid-1990s, companies such as Microsoft and Netscape
tried to design proper cryptographic protocols. However
these could not compete with simple credit card
transactions which were already available through
deployed infrastructure. Cryptocurrencies are a digital
representation of money value that is neither issued by a
central bank or a public authority, but accepted as a
means of payment and can be transferred, stored or
traded electronically. There have since been numerous
variations you’re likely to hear more about: Litecoin,
Peercoin, Primecoin, MazaCoin, Coloredcoins, and so
on.
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Unlike centralized banking, like the Federal Reserve
System, where governments control the value of a
currency like USD through the process of printing fiat
money, government has no control over cryptocurrencies
as they are fully decentralized. Most cryptocurrencies are
designed to decrease in production over time like
Bitcoin, which creates a market cap on them. Fiat
currencies can be created more by financial institutions
during inflation. Bitcoin will never have more than 21
million coins in circulation. The technical system on
which all cryptocurrencies are based on was created by
Satoshi Nakamoto. While hundreds of different
cryptocurrency specifications exist, most are derived
from one of two protocols; Proof-of-work or Proof-ofstake. All cryptocurrencies are maintained by a
community of cryptocurrency miners who are members
of the general public that have set up their computers or
ASIC machines to participate in the validation and
processing of transactions.
Basic Mechanism of Cryptography: Cryptography is
the process of converting the important data and
information into a cipher text form and then convert
again to the decipherable form when it reaches its
authorized user. The process of encryption and
decryption is the main mechanism which is working and
guiding the flow of data. Cryptography has two modes
known as public key and secret key. Key is usually
defined as the secret information which needs to be
transferred over the network. The use of secret key is
sometimes known as symmetric key and that of an
asymmetric key is known as public key. The working of
the secret key is really uncomplicated. The original
information is transferred to the encrypted content using
the secret key, then with the help of another secret key it
is transformed the private or secret key is used to
transform the original data into ciphered form, then at the
other end the public key is used to convert the data into
decrypted data again. The public key provides slow data
transformation and it is suitable to be used for converting
small amount of data.
Digital Cash: Cash is a problem for many people. Some
people feel that it’s annoying to carry, it spreads germs,
and people can steal it from you. Checks and credit cards
have reduced the amount of physical cash flowing
through the society, but the complete elimination of cash
is virtually impossible. It’ll never happen as the
government policies would never stand for it. Checks and
credit cards have an audit trail, you can’t hide to whom
you gave money.
On the other hand, checks and credit cards allow people
to invade your privacy to a degree never before
imagined. The financial officials or people who are
working in higher authorities can have access to your
account. They can see where you buy your gas, where
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you buy your food, who you call on the telephone - all
without leaving their computer terminals.
Types of Cryptographic Algorithms: There are several
ways of classifying cryptographic algorithms. For
purposes of this paper, they will be categorized based on
the number of keys that are employed for encryption and
decryption, and further defined by their application and
use. The three types of algorithms that will be discussed
are:
 Secret Key Cryptography (SKC): Uses a single
key for both encryption and decryption
 Public Key Cryptography (PKC): Uses one key
for encryption and another for decryption
 Hash Functions: Uses a mathematical
transformation to irreversibly "encrypt"
information

Security of Algorithms: Different algorithms offer
different degrees of security; it depends on how hard they
are to break. If the cost required to break an algorithm is
greater than the value of the encrypted data, then you’re
probably safe. If the time required to break an algorithm
is longer than the time the encrypted data must remain
secret, then you’re probably safe. If the amount of data
encrypted with a single key is less than the amount of
data necessary to break the algorithm then you are
probably safe. An algorithm is unconditionally secure if,
no matter how much cipher text cryptanalyst has, there is
not enough information to recover the plain text. In point
of fact, only one-time pad is unbreakable given infinite
resources. All the other cryptosystems are breakable in a
cipher text-only attack, simply by trying every possible
key one by one and checking whether the resulting
plaintext is meaningful. This is called a brute-force
attack.
Examples of Cryptographic Protocols:
-IBM Secret Key Management Protocol – In the late
1970s IBM developed a complete key management
system for communication and file security on a
computer network, using only symmetric cryptography.
This protocol provides three things: secure
communications between the server and several
terminals, secure file storage at the server, and secure
communication among the servers.
-MITRENET – One of the earliest implementations of
public key cryptography was the experimental system
MEMO (MITRE Encrypted Mail Office). MEMO was a
secure electronic mail system for users in the
MITRENET network, using public key cryptography for
key exchange and DES for file encryption.
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-ISDN – Bell- Northern Research developed a prototype
secure Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN)
telephone terminal.
-Kryptoknight – It is an authentication and key
distribution system designed by IBM. It is supports four
security services like, User authentication, two party
authentication, key distribution and authentication of data
origin and content.
-Smart Cards – A smart card is a plastic card, the size
and shape of a credit card, with an embedded computer
chip.
-Public-key Cryptography Standards - The
public key cryptography standards are RSA
Data Security. It is an attempt to provide an
industry standard interface for public key
cryptography. Traditionally this sort of thing
would be handled by ANSI.
-Universal Electronic Payment System – The
UEPS is a smart card banking application
initially developed for rural South Africa, but
later adopted by all of that country’s major
banking groups.
Crypto Currency: A crypto currency is a medium of
exchange using cryptography to secure the transactions
and to control the creation of new units. Crypto
currencies are a subset of alternative currencies or
specifically of digital currencies. Currently, the bitcoin
crypto-currency model appears to be a forerunner.
Bitcoin, a highly disruptive technology, has both
supporters and detractors. Nonetheless, in concert with
other trends, some form of virtual currency, even if a
successor to bitcoin, appears to have a path forward.
Virtual currencies will likely gain in stature as other
novel, unspecified, and disruptive innovations take hold
in a world of increasingly autonomous systems. Another
common feature is that transactions are publicly recorded
in a ledger. An example is bitcoin, where all transactions
are recorded in the block chain.
Crypto currency is produced by the entire crypto
currency system collectively, at a rate which is prior
defined and publicly known. In centralized banking and
economic systems such as the Federal Reserve System,
governments control the supply of currency by printing
units of fiat money or demanding additions to digital
banking ledgers. However, governments cannot produce
units of crypto currency and as such, governments cannot
provide backing for firms, banks or corporate entities
which hold asset value measured in a decentralized
crypto currency. The underlying technical system upon
which all crypto currencies are now based was created by
the group or individual known as Satoshi Nakamoto.
Bitcoin – The Current Standard: Bitcoin is a
decentralized currency that uses peer-to-peer technology,
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which enables all functions such as currency issuance,
transaction processing and verification to be carried out
collectively by the network. While this decentralization
renders Bitcoin free from government manipulation or
interference, the flipside is that there is no central
authority to ensure that things run smoothly or to back
the value of a Bitcoin. Bitcoins are created digitally
through a “mining” process that requires powerful
computers to solve complex algorithms and crunch
numbers. They are currently created at the rate of 25
Bitcoins every 10 minutes and will be capped at 21
million, a level that is expected to be reached in 2140.
These characteristics make Bitcoin fundamentally
different from a fiat currency, which is backed by the full
faith and credit of its government. Fiat currency issuance
is a highly centralized activity supervised by a nation’s
central bank. While the bank regulates the amount of
currency issued in accordance with its monetary policy
objectives, there is theoretically no upper limit to the
amount of such currency issuance. In addition, local
currency deposits are generally insured against bank
failures by a government body. Bitcoin, on the other
hand, has no such support mechanisms. The value of a
Bitcoin is wholly dependent on what investors are willing
to pay for it at a point in time. As well, if a Bitcoin
exchange folds up, clients with Bitcoin balances have no
recourse to get them back.
Cryptocurrencies in Banking Sector: It is absolutely
clear that the crypto industry needs banking services.
Exchange companies cannot operate without a bank
account to receive fiat proceeds for exchange into crypto
currency or into which they can pay the fiat proceeds of
crypto currency conversion to fiat. Such a bank account
is the essential gateway for fiat/crypto money flows and
provides “oxygen” for the growth in the industry. Well it
is highly likely that large international banks will
struggle with this question initially. Smaller banks who
may not fully benefit from the international payments
systems will see an opportunity especially as some of the
regulatory issues highlighted by the EBA (anti- money
laundering, KYC, etc..,.) are addressed by responsible
regimes such as the Isle of Man Governments recent
initiative to create regulated environment for cryptocurrency. With regulation there is cost. Such costs have
affected banking for years. Also from the banking side
there is a cost administering a bank account for an
exchange company. These costs will include obtaining
additional due diligence information to set up a cryptocurrency client and for the ongoing vetting and due
diligence involved in operating crypto-currency company
bank account. This translates into on-boarding costs and
annual account fees as well as a fee per transaction
processed, however it is an inescapable cost for crypto
currency industry to gain those critical banking services
to breathe life and volume into the industry.
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Cryptocurrecnies have the power to transform the
banking industry in that it offers a decentralized way to
transfer items of monetary value without a third party
intermediary. Banks seem to not welcome the use of
Bitcoin as it basically cuts them out as a third party
intermediary. Bitcoin like cryptocurrecnies, offers a
medium for exchange that requires only a recipient and a
giver. The only other party involved in this transaction is
the one who records it in the ledger in order to keep track
of all transactions. Banks therefore, might lose some
business to those who deal with cryptocurrencies and this
may give them some reason to fear its popularity.
Future of Crypto Currencies: Cryptocurrency made the
leap from being an academic concept to (virtual) reality
with the creation of Bitcoin in 2009. While Bitcoin
attracted a growing following in subsequent years, it
captured significant investor and media attention in April
2013 when it peaked at a record $266 per bitcoin after
surging 10-fold in the preceding two months. Bitcoin
sported a market value of over $2 billion at its peak, but a
50% plunge shortly thereafter sparked a raging debate
about the future of cryptocurrencies in general and
Bitcoin in particular. Cryptocurrencies will create so
many new markets and immense amounts of trading
networks across the world. Imposing some regulations on
cyrptocurrencies is productive and necessary to ensure a
proper and safely functioning market. Cryptocurrencies
may not be able to profit from their lucrative and
powerful market formations throughout the world.
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31.PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT – A
KEY TO ORGANIZATION’S SUCCESS
Chalcedony Kaitha, Loyola Academy Degree & PG
College, Alwal, Secuderabad, Telangana. 500010

ABSTRACT
Employees are the greatest assets of an
organization. Organizational goals are set and
transformed into meaningful results through
employees. They formulate and implement strategy.
Organizations can create, communicate and deliver
value to customers only through the outstanding
efforts of employees. Therefore, for survival and
success, organizations need to focus their attention
on the performance and continuous development of
the employees.
Effective management of
performance and increasing the engagement level
of the employees will result in the higher
contribution towards the achievement of
organization’s goals and objectives. This study tries
to provide a link between performance
management, reward system, employee engagement,
employee contribution and the organizational
success.
Key Words: Performance management, rewards,
recognition, employee engagement, employee
contribution, organizational success.
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Need for the study:
Organizations spend a large amount of money on human
resources (recruiting and retaining). Performance of the
organizations depends on the knowledge, skill, attitudes
and motivation level of the employees. Therefore, they
have to make attempts for assessment of performance
and initiate actions for developing their potential
continuously. Employee contribution is an inevitable
factor to achieve organization’s success. Thus, we ought
to shift our focus on performance management and
motivate employees to show their excellent performance.
The organization’s success is linked with employee
contribution and the employee contribution is linked with
the level of engagement and the reward system which in
turn is an outcome of performance management.
Performance management system, therefore, is a critical
factor to be considered.
Research Method: The present study is descriptive in
nature. The data used for the study is collected from
various journals (National & International), books,
newspapers, and web sources. The study was planned
with the following objectives:
-To evaluate the performance management process
-To critically examine the relationship between employee
engagement, performance management, and
organizational success.
PEFORMANCE MANAGEMENT PROCESS:

INTRODUCTION:
Performance Management refers to a comprehensive
scientific approach to ensure a link between efforts of
individual employees with vision and goals of the
organization, to achieve excellence in organization on
one hand and satisfaction and growth of employees on
the other hand.1 With the increasing globalization, there
is an increase in the flow of information, ideas and
resources and employment opportunities. Therefore, in
the recent times, it has become increasing cleared that
sustained effectiveness of organizations depends in large
measure on their ability to manage performance and
develop the capacities of their employees. The
competitive advantages of organizations depend on their
abilities to attract, manage, develop and retain high
quality. It is not just possessing the high quality talent
that brings success to the organization but the
contribution of the employees towards the achievement
of the organizational objectives. Thus, it is of great need
to actively engage the employees and help them to link
between their contributions with vision of the
organization. Also, the organization’s need to focus their
attention on the performance of the employee and
continuous development of the employees.2

Performance management is not just about appraising but
performing.3It includes measuring the performance of the
employees and also engaging the employees.
Performance Management system is an opportunity to
enhance employee performance and create greater
success for the company and the individual. Performance
management is a continuous process that goes on
throughout the year and it has the three critical elements,
namely;Planning the performance and development,
Coaching (Mentoring) & Performance assessment.
Planning performance and development: Performance
management system starts with the vision. According to
Drucker4, Objectives are needed in every area where
performance and results directly and vitally affect the
survival and prosperity of the business. The primary
purpose of setting goals and reviewing the performance
against these goals is to create and sustain goal focus in
the manger’s and the managee’s scheme of things.
Planning is about knowing where we are going and how.
While in the whirlwind of turbulent change, we may not
be able to control the wind, but if we know where we are
going, we can still use the wind to optimize goal
achievement by adjusting our sails.5 Organizational goals
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must be articulated without any ambiguity and the goalsetting processes should promote employee commitment
and motivation to achieve them. Organizations need to
set the SMART goals.6
S – Specific
M – Measurable and Mutual
A – Attainable and Adjustable
R – Relevant and Realistic
T – Time-bounded and Trackable
SMART goals have certain attributes which make them
measurable. When the employees know what the goals
are and how they are measured, it increases the
enthusiasm and they look forward for the attainment of
the goals. According to Weihrich 7, when clear and shared
objectives are set organization-wide at various levels,
they bring about:
-An improved understanding of individual roles, what is
expected of each individual and the respective role
accountabilities.
-Higher-level work motivation through self-direction and
control within the territory of specified accountability.
-Increased super ordination, providing the role occupant
with a sense of relevance to the organizational mission
and some socially-accepted purpose.
-Effective planning, therefore, is a powerful tool that can
used to accomplish the objectives and goals.
Coaching or Mentoring: Performance management
process starts with planning but this is the phase where
the performance actually begins. This is also called as
monitoring the performance and mentoring the
development of the employees. This phase is often
referred to as the heart and soul of performance
management. The purpose of mentoring and monitoring
is to help the employee succeed. And, this phase requires
the skills of the manager to effectively monitor and
mentor the performance of the individual employees
which in turn has its impact on the organizational
performance. Though the performance planning is done,
it still remains ineffective and unexecuted without
monitoring and mentoring. If we try to track the
performance, instead of enhancing the performance, it
will give rise to various problems. Therefore, in order to
ensure execution of plans and performance, employees
should be provided with coaching and counseling.
Maxwell8 says, ‘People don’t care how much you know,
until they know how much you care’.Coaching aims at
helping an employee improve his/her knowledge, skills,
and abilities, attitudes to perform his /her role or tasks. It
directly deals with performance problems of the
employee. Coaching is not just correcting the
performance deficiencies but also nurturing excellence at
all levels in an organization. It helps the employee learn
new skills, abilities and attitudes to use his/her existing or
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new strategies in a better way for the accomplishment of
specified goals or results. Mentoring is more like the
role of a wise advisor. We have five factors of production
which is widely accepted. They are:



Money (or the financial resources)
Material (raw consumables which are converted
into finished goods)
 Machines (the equipment used for the
conversion)
 Men (people who engage in various activities in
connection with the productive process)
 Management (the function that has overall
accountability)
The productive process or the work system can be made
maximally effective, efficient and economic only through
optimization of human resources. Therefore, mentoring is
an important task to be performed by the management.
Organizations are established to fulfill a purpose and the
primary function of the organization is to ensure
organizational success in terms of fulfilling its mission or
purpose. Monitoring the performance of the employee
and mentoring the development is a mechanism to meet
the purpose of the organization. It can be done through
constant interaction with employees. The more we know
our employees, the more we can guide them towards the
goal. Performance assessment or measuring the
performance: Measuring the performance is also referred
to as annual stocktaking which has three components,
namely, stocktaking performance, stocktaking potential
and appraising for recognition and reward.
Stocking an employee’s performance refers to acquiring
the data related to:
Employee’s performance as planned at start of
the year
- Employee’s performance plan modified during
the year
- Circumstances for modifying plan
- Employee’s actual performance recorded during
the year
- Actual overall performance of the employee’s
workgroup during the year
Compilation of these data is a crucial part of annual
stocking taking. These data subsequently provide an
input for stocktaking potential and appraising for
rewards.
-

Stocktaking potential: Annual stocktaking in an
integrated process. Stocktaking performance and
stocktaking potential do not happen separately at
different times. They occur at the same time and are the
outcomes of the same process. This step is all about
identifying the employee potential and requirements of
the employee role and to determine if there is a match or
mismatch between the potential and performance. The
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managers are required to possess high leadership
qualities in order to identify the potential. Several tools
are available that can facilitate a manager in the process
on potential identification and enhancement. A few of
them are Managee Career Development Window9 also
known as Johari Window, Assessment Center, Forcedchoice Rating Scale, 360 degrees feedback.
Appraising for Reward and Recognition: Reward
management is not just determining the employee
remuneration but doing it in a manner that he/she feels
rewarded. The present day’s competitive scenario lays
emphasis on creative reward system. It provides
employees positive reinforcement for achieving required
outcomes. There is an increasing need to use individual
performance appraisals as it helps:


To motivate employees to perform better, to
contribute more to the organization’s results
 To reward and recognize great performers
 To validate decision to manage poor performers
 To give employees the opportunity to learn and
develop
 To make the organization and its processes
perform better
The objective of appraising is to make things better. The
appraisal process should be linked with planning the
performance which sets key performance indicators
against which the actual performance of the employee
can be measured. This phase of performance
management system enables the managers to examine the
actual performance and also to identify if there is any
deviation in the performance. If any deviation is spotted
out, the circumstances which led that deviation can be
studied and the information can be used for further
planning of the performance. Performance management
system, therefore, is a cyclical process which continues
as long as the organization exists.
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT: With the global
market becoming highly competitive, many organizations
have identified the increasing need for investment in
human capital, achieve maximum output from the
employees in order to achieve success. Employee
Engagement has emerged as one way for an organization
to measure its investment in human capital 10. Employee
engagement models are used in an attempt to develop
more effective and efficient employees, thereby creating
greater organizational benefits and better organizational
performance. It is, therefore, essential to understand the
relationship between employee engagement, performance
management and organizational success.
THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN EMPLOYEE
ENGAGEMENT, PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATIONAL
SUCCESS:
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Gallup has consistently found powerful links between
employees who are engaged in their jobs and the
achievement of crucial business outcomes. Companies
with highly engaged workforces outperform their peers.
A highly engaged workforce means the difference
between a company that thrives and one that struggles.
When employees are engaged, they are passionate,
creative, and entrepreneurial, and their enthusiasm fuels
growth. These employees are emotionally connected to
the mission and purpose of their work. When employees
are not engaged, they are indifferent toward their jobs -or worse, outright hate their work, supervisor, and
organization -- and they will destroy a work unit and a
business.11
Employee engagement, in simple words, is the positive
attitude of the employee towards the organization. Prithvi
Shergill12, chief HR officer at HCL Technologies,
concurs and quotes a survey that states high performers
are three times more likely to seek a new opportunity.
There is an emerging need to retain the high performers.
It is not just the increment but the creative reward and
recognition system which makes the employee being
cared by the organization and he/she will develop a sense
of belongingness and a feeling of being a part of the
organization. This element of belongingness adds
accountability to the employees and they will put their
heart, mind and soul in attaining the organization’s
success. Most of the companies, these days are trying to
engage their employees through various recognition
platforms such as:
Xtramiles (HCL Technologies) - offers peers, team
members and managers recognize employees for their
outstanding efforts. Xtramiles are recognition points that
the recogniser and the person being recognized receive
when either one makes the appreciation. Accumulation of
these points entitles them to earn rewards. "It is a
platform aimed at propagating a 'thank you' culture and
helps strengthen culture of employee appreciation,"
HATS OFF (NIIT) - This has peer recognition as an
integral part. Every NIITian can send a eWOW card
using the online NIITian portal called iNIITian. The
eWOW is shared with peers and first- and second-line
reporting managers. Galaxy of thanks (Citi India) – This
enables employees to recognize each other’s efforts and
contributions. They can send their peers, team members,
and seniors a personalized message that outlines their
appreciation for their contributions.
"Peer recognition programmes are critical to drive an
effective employee engagement strategy," 13
Engaged employee consistently demonstrates three
general behaviors which improve organizational
performance:
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Say-the employee advocates for the organization
to co-workers, and refers potential employees
and customers
 Stay-the employee has an intense desire to be a
member of the organization despite
opportunities to work elsewhere
 Strive-the employee exerts extra time, effort and
initiative to contribute to the success of the
business14
Thus, various recognition programmes increase the
engagement level of the employees which will affect the
performance of the employee.
CONCLUSION:
Performance Management is about enabling employees
to perform better in order to achieve their set goals. That
is, it is about creating a motivating work environment
through appropriate rewards, feedback and creating
enthusiasm in employees to do a better job. Employee
contribution is purely dependent on his/her attitude
towards the organization. Employee engagement, the
positive attitude of the employee motivates him/her to
contribute towards the effective accomplishment of the
individual goals which are in relevance with the
organization’s goals. Individual goal accomplishment
will result in the attainment of the organization’s
objectives which takes the performance to the next level
and thereby ensuring organizational success. Human
resources are most expensive resource. Human resources
are greatest asset. They should be retained. Retention can
be made possible through engagement and engagement
through recognition and recognition through performance
management. When high performers are retained and
rewarded in accordance with their performance, they
strive for the success of the organization and contribute
towards taking the organization to greater heights.
Hence, Performance management is a key driver for the
achievement of the organizational success.
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32.TOURISM AS A POWERFUL TOOL
FOR PEACE AND DIALOGUE
Ms. Neepa Premodh, Faculty, Department of
Tourism(MTA), KLE Society’s S. Nijalingappa
College, Bangalore-10

ABSTRACT
With the development of civilization people started
sharing their contentment, sorrows, inventions and
accomplishments. Human instinct for curiosity and
search led to the birth of tourism which removed
differences between cultures, ethnic groups, religious
groups, values and lifestyles, and languages. Mahatma
Gandhi described travel as ‘The Language of Peace.’
Gandhiji realized the importance of attaining freedom
through non –violence and travelled all over India to
develop a sense of personal touch among the populace
and succeeded in achieving freedom through peace. The
scene of promoting cultural understanding, mutual
respect and peace via travel and tourism, gives an
incredible opportunity to strengthen cross-border
relations. Tourism as a peace tool intends to reduce
root causes that create situations where violence has
been perceived as inevitable. Most of the countries are in
the process of promoting peace and establishing
brotherhood with neighboring countries with the view of
exchanging ideas and values. Tourism truly acts as a
vehicle for mutual understanding through cultural
exchange and promotes peace dialogue at national and
international levels. Effort by stakeholders is required to
reduce the negative impacts of tourism and use tourism
as a tool, media, passport, channel for peace to avoid
another terror attack in the country in future and
promote volun-tourism, wedding tourism, black tourism
and mourning tourism.
Keywords: Dialogue, Exchange, Culture, Relations,
Understanding and Peace.
Introduction:
The world has become literally smaller in this age of
greater interdependence and globalization. To widen
personal and geographical horizon across the globe
travelling has become an inevitable and gave an immense
opportunities. Due to development and augmentation in
transportation, communication; higher income, leisure
and awareness; reduced travel formalities and other
facilities, travel and tourism has become a niche and
prominent activity of the people. The basic motivation
and reason behind travel is to familiarise unknown lands,
culture, people, beliefs, lifestyle etc. Traveling brings
people closer and since tourism has an educational
aspect, helps for foster understanding between people.
Cultural issues are vital from the perspective of peace
through tourism as it is often the denial of cultural
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identity that leads to conflict. World Tourism Conference
held at Manila in 1960 state that tourism as an essence
for world peace since it brings both hosts and guests
together to study about peace by understanding and
appreciating cultural uniqueness. This helps to improve
better relations between locals and visitors. The culture at
origin point and culture at destination are different and
interacts each other. In this process cultural exchange,
promotion becomes a positive result. This leads to
contribution of acceptance, respect and mutual
understanding which are the essential building blocks for
a more peaceful world.
Objectives of the study
Some of the main objectives of the study are the
following:
- To bring out the significance of tourism for peace
building
- To highlight the importance of tourism for
strengthening dialogue between regions.
- To promote tourism as a vehicle for international
understanding
- To understand the role of tourism in fostering
harmony and cultural exchange between nations
- To identify and analyze issues related to border
countries and resolving them through tourism
Scope of the study: The scope of the study is wideranging and worthwhile. The paper highlights the
importance of tourism in promoting peace, dialogue and
international goodwill. It also emphasizes tourism’s
potential in resolving sensible issues like border issues
and cross-cultural interaction among people of different
nations.
Relevance of Peace in Tourism: Tourism is playing a
prominent role in developing and promoting peace in the
world. In 2012, 1 billion tourists are expected to travel
the world; that number has been consistently growing
over the years and is forecasted to still grow. For
example travel and tourism has been instrumental in
softening the relations between India and Pakistan
leading to peace. This way tourism is a means of world
peace and dialogue. Taken seriously tourism can play a
vital role in bringing peace. Tourism promotes peace
through cultural exchange. Most peace efforts take place
after the conflict. The peace promoting aspirants focus on
reconciliation. This reconciliation takes place usually
between victim, perpetrators and hostile communities. It
also involves reintegration of ex-combatants. Tourism
also reconstructs the social, political and economic
environment. Tourism can be seen as a link of
commercial and cultural exchange between two
countries. Now a days people want to know the world
and find out a place in people’s heart which becomes
possible only through tourism. Tourism helps in
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exploring the rich and varied cuisine, colorful dress,
monuments and palaces, hospitality, diversity etc of
various places.
Tourism Promoting Peace and Dialogue:
Tourism involves cross-cultural interaction among
people of different nations and hence helps in building
better understanding and peaceful relations. Tourism
strengthens dialogues between regions and neighboring
countries through promoting cultural understanding,
mutual respect and peace. Tourist understands and
appreciates the culture, monuments, music, cuisine etc
which greatly influence. He goes back after purchasing
antiques and other items which led to the beginning of
trade relationship between them. That naturally develop
mutual understanding and friendship among nations and
hence there exists dialogue between two nations. Thus
tourism promotes dialogue, peace and goodwill and has
been a major contributor to international goodwill and
enriches friendship between nations.
Ikeda, president of Sōka Gakkai International (SGI)
believed in peace philosophy and also alleged that
effectiveness of dialogue is inspired by the tradition of
nonviolent philosophers like Mahatma Gandhi and
Martin Luther King Jr. Ikeda's belief in dialogue is based
on a deep faith in humanity. In the mid-1970s, Ikeda
traveled to meet the leaders of the Eastern and Western
federation to promote and encourage dialogue. Daisaku
Ikeda started a number of institutions in different fields,
with the vision of building foundation for peace in the
twenty-first century. The Toda Institute for Global Peace
and Policy Research aims at promoting human security
and global governance by bringing scholars and activists
together to construct a system for peace and dialogue
across the globe. The Ikeda Center for Peace, Learning,
and Dialogue was founded in 1993 and focused on
dialogue
around
human
rights,
nonviolence,
environmental ethics, women's leadership and economic
justice.
Routes2roots, a nongovernmental organization is
planning to initiate 16 month long information exchange
programs such as Oral history exchange in collaboration
with Citizen Archives of Pakistan .It is an exchange
program between Karachi-Bombay and Lahore-Delhi
schools which involves 1200 secondary school children
writing letters to each other. This helps children across
borders to begin a dialogue and start realizing that there
is little or no difference between their lives and lives of
those across the border.
Vehicle for International Understanding
In recent years many organizations are have come
forward to develop tourism to promote international
understanding. One of the important means of promoting
cultural exchange and international understanding is
through sports. Sports being one of the most dominant
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areas of travel and tourism across the globe plays, a vital
role in fuelling the economic development of host
countries. Recently Sports Tourism is getting importance
and getting a large number of participants and visitors.
Sports tourism is considered as a valuable tool for peace
as it helps in fostering social integration. Sports give a
common platform for the people of different culture and
social classes to be together, talk and share views. In case
of basketball, without any formal introduction most
Asian, American, and European men can watch the
basketball game and discuss about it without delay. This
is due to the fact that athletics are able to connect and
bring together people of the same interest. Thus, country
that specialized sports events as tourism should use this
activity as a means to promote cultural exchange and
international harmony. Special interest tourism like
MICE and other business travel also facilitates in
strengthening international understanding since it
involves participation of people all over the gobe.
Removal of Social Evils:
Important global issues like illiteracy, poverty and
terrorism etc are becoming source for violence. Few
marginalized narrow minded groups are creating fear and
they are threat to the world. One of the important ways to
remove the narrowness from the minds of these people is
through tourism and established peace by eliminating
social evils. In order to counter social evils especially
terrorism, tourism acts as a strategic tool by way of
contributing to peace building in terms of residents’ and
tourists’ perception. In 26/11 Mumbai attack, 168 people
who lost their lives, 28 were international visitors. After
the major incident many diplomats visited and travelled
to the places attacked in supporting victim country and
opposing terrorism. Today Kashmir is greatly victimized
by the cross-border terrorism which has affected the
growth of tourism to great extent. Tourism in Kashmir
acts as a force for fostering peace and security between
India and Pakistan. It facilitated and strengthened crossborder movement, interactions, and economic
cooperation by smoothening LoC. The world yet to
understand that tourism can be driving force for crafting
peace building process by eliminating this social evil like
terrorism. Moving forward government of India also
interested in sending its delegates to other countries.
Promoting Cultural Exchange and Dialogue:
Culture refers to ‘ways of life’ and everyday practice as
well as its manifestation in the form of buildings, sites
and monuments. Millions of people with an exotic
culture travelling across the world and have been
exposed to so many different cultures. The interaction
between the traveler and the host result in respect and
mutual understanding, the essential pillars for peaceful
world. Tourism brings people of different places closer;
this cross-cultural intimation helps to understand each
other cultures, aspirations, offerings, requirements which
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pave way for dialogues and treaties among cultures,
countries and classes. Iran and India also signed a
Memorandum of Understanding on tourism and started a
cultural exchange program to improve people contacts
between the two nations. MoU on tourism and cultural
exchange program between India and Iran stresses the
need to increase people to people contact between the
two countries through the cultural program that give
people an opportunity to understand each other’s culture
well.
There are many Non profit and non-governmental
organization that cater at promoting peace through
cultural exchange such as Routes2roots which focuses at
building peace between South Asian countries through
art, music and cultural exchange. Some of the countries
associated with Routes2roots include India, Pakistan,
Bangladesh, Sri lanka, Bhutan, Nepal, Maldives, South
Asian and Afghanistan. Routes2roots brings cultures,
values and ideas of people among South Asian Countries
particularly India and Pakistan and assist in promoting
greater harmony, understanding and friendship among
nations. This organization helps the countries to
participate in various events organized by it, to showcase
their talents and culture. It assists in identifying and
promoting known and upcoming artists and performers
from South Asia. Artists can perform free at the events
conducted by this organization. Routes2roots in
collaboration with ICCR (Indian Council for Cultural
Relations) organized a musical tour with Shafqat Amanat
Ali Khan who is one of the eminent classical pop
vocalists. His tour to India was popular and created a
huge crowd. They also showcased Indian cinema in
China and Russia and bring in visitors to Indian movies.
Music speaks directly to the heart. This response, this
echo within the heart, is proof that human hearts can
transcend the barriers of time and space and nationality.
Exchanges in the field of culture can play an important
role in enabling people to overcome mistrust and
prejudice and build peace.” These are the words of
Daisaku Ikeda, president of SGI(Soka Gakkai One of the
innovative advances towards bringing peace is the MinOn Concert Association by Ikeda , which was established
in 1964, to promote peace through international
exchanges of the performing arts. Min-On stressed the
importance of culture and the arts in fostering mutual
understanding among peoples and societies. Hundreds of
musicians and performing artists from 100 countries have
visited Japan since its inception. Now Min-On is one of
the major and most lively cultural associations in the
world promoting international cultural exchange.
Resolve Border Issues:
Now day’s leaders of the countries are finding difficult to
sort out border issues. These issues cannot be left out and
has to be solved efficiently. The bitterness between India
and Pakistan can only be removed by free travel of
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peoples of the two countries. From time to time our
leaders have taken initiative like the Lahore journey and
Musharraf’s visit to India with his wife. India and
Pakistan have taken many steps in Kashmir by creating
bus service and expansion of trade across LoC. For
example, there are families in Leh town with family
connections on the other side, Cross-LoC tourism helps
in building relations between them. One of the important
confidence building initiative taken by India is CrossLoC tourism which allows members of broader civil
society of Kashmir to visit and interact with each other. .
Cross-LoC tourism helps in increasing the scope of
interactions between the two sides and include everyone
in Kashmir. It helps to create constituencies of peace
apart from the selected group of divided families and
businessmen who already benefit from the cross-LoC bus
services and truck traffic. India and Pakistan also
developed a “package tourism” program that served
selected destinations on both sides of the LoC.
Fostering Religious Harmony:
Swami Vivekananda has said “Of all the forces that
have worked and are still working to mould the
destinies of the human race none, certainly, is more
potent than that, the manifestation of which we call
religion”. Religions are distinct from one another at the
level of rituals and mythology but they share the
common ideals, principles and desires of the human mind
and society. Incarnations, Saints, Prophets and Sages
have travelled to distant parts of the world from time to
time in order to teach men how to lead a harmonious life.
Ultimately all religions intend to spread love, peace,
happiness and religious scholars emphasized on traveling
to find out the real essence of the religions. The best way
to bring harmony among the world’s religions is by the
growth of tourism. Tourism serves as a catalyst in
removing conflict by facilitating peace and brotherhood.
200 million tourists travel all over the globe every year
which gives them a great opportunity to meet different
religions of the world and hence it promotes interreligious understanding and harmony. The Baba Budan
hills in Chikmagalur Taluk is a very old and important
institution appreciated by Hindus and Mohammadans
equally and draws large numbers of Pilgrims from all
parts of India. Being a pilgrimage spot for Hindus as well
as Muslims, the site has been named after Hindu God
Guru Dattatreya and Muslim Saint Baba Budan.
Similarly Rajgir in Bihar is a famous tourist destination
as well as a sacred place for many religions like
Hinduism, Buddhism and Jainism. The city, bordered by
seven hills, is abode to many pagodas, monasteries and
temples. It is an important religious tourist centre
attracting pilgrims from all over world that facilitates the
absorption of each other’s culture and religion. Shirdi is
the place, where Sai Baba lived, and taught lessons of
love, helping others, forgiveness, donations, happiness,
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harmony, and dedication to God. People from all castes,
creeds and religions flock to Shirdi to take the blessings
of the great saint.Presently Shirdi is a religious tourist
spot where, devotees all over the world come and
worship the shrine of Sai Baba .The shrine of Sai Baba is
the hub of religious activity by bringing people from all
religions together and spreading the message of harmony.
Tourism establishes religious harmony by bringing
people of different religions into close contacts.
Bridging the Gap Between Rural and Urban Culture:
Many remote indigenous cultures are not accepting the
intervention of urban culture. They develop a sense of
inferiority, uneasiness and insecurity. Tourism stands in
front by identifying the potential of rural tourism
resources. The power of rural tourism depends on the
villages. There has been a considerably high level of
involvement among foreign tourists in whatever they do
in case of rural tourism as they would like to participate
in cultural affairs, traditional lifestyle, etc. The
cooperatives not only accustom the foreign tourists with
rich culture of the region, but they also understand their
curiosity to participate in and imbibe the local culture
closely. The cooperatives play a vital role in the growth
by strengthening international bonds of cultural heritage.
This makes the travelers feel that they belong to
cooperative culture which is constructed on peace.
Tourism cooperatives that are formed for guiding,
escorting, maintain local handicrafts, etc., can create job
opportunities and alleviate their poverty. In India the
primary agriculture cooperatives are the backbone of the
cooperative system in the rural areas.
Improving Intergovernmental Relations:
Today, political and economic issues transcend
international boundaries.This means that the international
agenda covers scientific, technological, cultural and
humanitarian concerns as well as more convential areas
of diplomatic activity.Several bilateral and multilateral
agreements have been signed among different nations to
facilitate peace through tourism which therefore
improves intergovernmental relations. China follows an
independent and diplomatic foreign policy directed
towards peace by encouraging tourism. This helps in
establishing friendly and cooperative relations between
China and its neighbouring countries. She solved
disputes concerning borders, territory and territorial
waters left over by history through dialogues and talks.
Iran and Egypt signed a deal to promote tourism
cooperation and based on the contract the two countries
agreed to send tourists through private sector. In this way
tourists can get to know the age old civilization of both
countries. Tourism in this way expanded mutual
cooperation between the two countries. Hence tie ups
with nations improves intergovernmental relations.
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Conclusion:
Peace gives way for the development and prosperity of
nations. The biggest and unending dispute is whether
tourism is promoting peace or not. Despite of the dark
side of the tourism countries are looking forward and
making efforts to reduce the negative impact of tourism
and increase the positive fruits of tourism. Especially
people oppose tourism for increasing terrorism and
cultural extinct. It is because tourism is not properly
directed and regulated towards improving peace and
dialogue in the world. Kashmir is said to be the “Paradise
on Earth”, but during the last two decades there had been
a major setback as the valley has been badly affected by
terrorism. This face of tourism can be avoided if
government is taking more initiatives. To conclude this
double side sharpened knife smeared peace and violence
and to be used cautiously to achieve Tourism as a Tool
for Peace.
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ABSTRACT
The coconut palm is the most useful palm in the
world. Every part of the tree is useful to human life
for some purpose or the other. Hence, the coconut
palm is endearingly called kalpavriksha meaning
the tree of heaven. The Copra obtained by drying
the kernel of coconut is the richest source of
vegetable oil containing 65 to 70 per cent oil. Cocos
nucifera is a large palm, growing up to 30 m (98 ft)
tall, with pinnate leaves 4 6 m long, and pinnae 60
90 cm long old leaves break away cleanly, leaving
the trunk smooth. Coconuts are generally classified
into two general types: tall and dwarf. On very
fertile land, a tall coconut palm tree can yield up to
75 fruits per year, but more often yields less than
30, mainly due to poor cultural practices. In recent
years, improvements in cultivation practices and
breeding have produced coconut trees that can yield
more. An attempt is made in this paper to analyse
the production and marketing of coconut in Tumkur
district.
INTRODUCTION:
Agriculture has been playing a predominant role in the
economic development of all developed and developing
countries. Ever since India’s independence agriculture in
India has taken strides owing to the varietal and
agronomic interventions of agricultural research and the
resourcefulness of the farming community. The Green
Revolution of the 1960’s ushered in rapid increases in
food crop production such as wheat, rice and other
cereals. Efforts were also taken to achieve similar
increases in nonfood crop production viz: coconut,
groundnut, sugarcane, cotton etc. In recent years a large
number of national programmes for coconut development
have been launched in many Asian and Pacific countries,
particularly in India because coconut occupies a unique
position in commercial agriculture as a fibre, food,
oilseed and beverage crop.1 The high oil content of the
endosperm of the coconut (copra) is widely used in both
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food and non-food industries like margarine and soaps.
The coconut palm and its products are a major source of
livelihood to a sizeable section of the rural folk in the
tropics and also contribute substantially to the total
export earnings of some of the Asian and Pacific
countries. It is unique among horticulture crops of India
because of the diverse uses of coconut products.
Therefore, coconut production, productivity and
marketing have become an attractive field for
multidisciplinary research.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE:
The review of the earlier studies and the experience of
the researchers help one in evaluating the strength and
weakness of the concepts used earlier. An attempt is
made here to review several such studies and specify
appropriate concepts as applicable to the present study.
Jose Mathew advocates the advantages of Drip
Fertigation as a successful technology for integrating
irrigation and fertilization. According to him irrigation
and fertilization are the two most critical management
factors that influence growth, yield and quality of
agricultural crops. The use efficiency of these inputs is
very low in India i.e 30 to 40 percent. This leads to low
crop productivity, degradation of soil health, and
increased environmental pollution apart from the wastage
of substantial quantity of these costly and scarce inputs.
Adoption of Drip Fertigation technology has opened up
new possibilities to optimize and integrate the use of
water and fertilizer enabling to harness high crop yield
and ensuring a healthy soil and environment.( Jose
Mathew, “Drip Irrigation – A Successful Technology
with Multiple Benefits”, Kisan World, Vol. 30, No. 1,
January,2003),
R. Veeraputhiran suggests the following strategies to
implement drip irrigation which will improve irrigation
efficiency to 80 to 90 percent (1) Allocation of
government subsidy for drip irrigation (2) simplified
procedure for the disbursement of subsidy (3) reduction
of gestation period to avail subsidy. Veeraputhiran
recommends fertigation for applying fertilizers under
drip irrigation and herbigation as a new method of weed
management. He concludes that drip irrigation system is
highly suitable for adoption in growing trees and fruit
trees, wide-spaced and commercial crops and that there is
great prospect for rapid expansion of area under drip
irrigation in the 21st century. (Veeraputhiran R. “Drip
Irrigation for Sustainable Water Management”, Kisan
World, Vol. 32, No. 1, January 2005,)
Outlining the water saving irrigation methods followed to
supplement the age old surface irrigation method such as
Sprinkler/Overhead Irrigation Method and Micro or Drip
Irrigation, R.K. Sivanappan concludes that in view of the
scarcity of water, it I essential to manage water
efficiently for all crops and he recommends the use of
drip irrigation for all crops in all soils, particularly for
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wide spaced high value commercial crops like coconut,
grapes, vegetables and fruit crops.. (Sivanappan R. K.
“An Overview of Irrigation Methods”, Kisan World,
Vol. 32, No. 7, July 2005,)
E.A.Parameswar Gupta holds the view that coconut
occupies a unique place in the socio-economic life of the
people of the Indian sub-continent. According to him
India would emerge as the second largest producer of
coconut in the world before the close of the twentieth
century. (Parameswara Gupta E.A. “Processing and
Consumption of Coconut in India”, Southern
Economist, Vol.35, No 19,February 1, 1997),
R. K. Sivanappan points out the wastage of scarce water
in surface irrigation of coconut fields. In surface
irrigation the entire field is flooded to a depth of 5 to 7
cm once in 5 to 10 days depending upon the type of soil.
The quantity of water applied works out to more than 200
litres/day or about 1000-1400 litres in 5-7 days. The
conveyance loss is about 20-25%. In contrast to this
method is the Drip/Micro Sprinkler Method which has
increased water use efficiency and water saving is up to
40 to 60% and labour saving up to 90%. Further Drip
Method increases the yield by 30%. This method
successfully meets the problem of irrigating sandy tracts.
Many progressive farmers of Tamilnadu and Karnataka
have adopted this advanced method of irrigation.
Sivanappan feels that the time is not far away when the
entire coconut farm in the country will be irrigated by
Drip System for its sustainability and to increase yield.
1818.( Sivanappan R.K. “Drip Irrigation for Coconut for
Increased Yield”, Kisan World, Vol. 31, No. 10,
October, 2004).
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:
Coconut is an important tropical oil seed crop, which
gives coconut water, kernel, oilcake for cattle etc. Since,
it is one of the leading commodities in agricultural
exports, the production programme of the crop is of
critical importance in improving the efficient use of
resources. The cost of production and net return obtained
per unit, would determine the profitability of the crop.
The profitability of an enterprise depends upon the
efficient use of the resources in production. Though
production is the initiation of the developmental process,
it could bring less gain to the producers unless there
exists an efficient marketing system. The producers
depend upon the market conditions to fulfill their hopes
and expectations. But forced sales, multiplicity of market
charges, malpractices in unregulated markets and
superfluous middlemen are the problems faced by the
cultivators. The market imperfection and the consequent
loss in marketing efficiency are more pronounced in
markets for perishable commodities which require quick
transportation and better storage facilities. Though
coconut has a pride, not only for its diverse uses but also
for its special preference to consumers, both rich and
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poor, it is subjected to the above stated production and
marketing problems. The Tumkur District of Karnataka
is one of the rich coconut producing regions and hence
the present study is an attempt to analyze the production
and marketing of coconut in the district.
SCOPE OF THE STUDY:
The present study covers only production and marketing
of coconuts and does not go into the industrial activities
involving coconuts. The study has been undertaken from
the point of view of the farmers, and market
functionaries.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
The following are the specific objectives of the present
study.
1. To analyse the trend, growth and magnitude of
variability of coconut production.
2. To analyse the cost and returns of coconut production
3. To study the resource use efficiency and to compute
returns to scale.
4. To evaluate the capital productivity of coconut
cultivation.
5. To study the temporal variations in the price of
coconut.
6. To evaluate marketing cost, marketing margin,
pricespread and marketing efficiency of different
channels.
7. To analyse the problems encountered in the cultivation
and marketing of coconut by the growers and to suggest
suitable solutions to solve them.
COLLECTION OF DATA: The primary data were
collected from growers, through personal interview
method. Based on physical, cultural and socio economic
environment of farming in the region, interview schedule
was designed, pre-tested and finalized. Detailed
information were collected from the coconut growers on
cropping pattern, labour utilization, age of the coconut
trees, variety and number of coconut trees. The data
required for the study of marketing were also gathered by
interviewing the different market functionaries using
another well-structured pre-tested schedule. Information
were collected from the intermediaries on marketing cost,
marketing margin, price-spread and problems in
marketing. Data regarding price of coconut, area,
production and other secondary data were collected from
various journals, books, coconut statistics, published by
Coconut Board, Cochin, Statistical Year Book and the
Reports of Director of Economics and Statistics, Ministry
of Agriculture, New Delhi and Director of Economics
and Statistics.
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Area ,production and productivity of coconut in
tumkur district 2009-10
Sl.
No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Year

Area (Ha)

2000 -2001
2001-2002
2002-2003
2004-2005
2005-2006
2006-2007
2007-2008
2008-2009
2009-2010
2010-2011
Total

100810.00
110993.00
111248.00
109443.00
110937.00
122690.00
125511.00
124110.00
132587.00
4021140.00
506946.90

Production
(Lakh nuts)
6632.83
5477.67
5490.26
5401.18
5474.91
6054.94
6194.16
6837.65
9945.66
285910.42
34341.97

Productivity
(Nuts/ha)
6580
4936
4936
4936
4936
4936
4936
5510
7502
7111
6774

Results and discussion
The coconut producers sells coconut to preharvest or
post-harvest contractor and then it reaches the streetvenders and then to consumers in case of tender coconut.
However, in case of coconut it would reaches to
wholesaler and then to retailer and consumer. In another
channel some of the processing industries would have
contract with the coconut producers and through them it
would reaches to wholesaler and then retailer and
consumer. The important channel is the producer to
village trader would sell at handy or in regulated markets
to commission agents and then to whole seller to retailer
and consumer. As an alternative marketing channel the
street vender would have the direct contact with the
producer and they sell at streets in small quantities. As
perusal observation many intermediaries are playing
important role in marketing of coconut in Tumkur
district. Intermediaries are playing a major role in
marketing of coconut in the study area. Instead of that the
coconut board /government should think to establish their
own collection and marketing centers in the study area.
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District – A Study. V) Socio-Economic conditions of
Coconut farmers in Tumkur District –A study
The researcher will feel amply rewarded, if the present
study paves the way for the above and many more similar
studies in future and those studies will definitely
contribute a lot to improve the well being of the coconut
growers in the country.
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CONCLUSION:
As coconut is also a significant foreign
exchange earner and a source of income and employment
to millions of people this study has been undertaken.
Another aim is, mainly, to help the Government to take
up policy decisions and formulate suitable schemes and
programmes to ameliorate socio-economic conditions of
the coconut cultivators. The present study has brought
into focus, various issues relating to production and
marketing of coconut. The policy implications suggested,
if properly implemented, may result in increased revenue
for the nation and the people concerned. Based on the
experience of the researcher, the following issues have
been identified for further research:i) Economics of Coconut Cultivation- A Cost Effect
Analysis ii) Production and Marketing of Coconut in
Tumkur districts- A Comparative Analysis iii)
Economics of Coconut By products - A Cost Effect
Analysis iv) Coconut Cultivation in Two taluks of a
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ABSTRACT
The tourism industry as a whole is presently estimated to
earn over US$ 3.5 trillion worldwide. India's share of the
total market is a pittance at 0.51%. The non-tourist
countries like Malaysia and Indonesia get much more
tourists than India. India's share of the total market is a
pittance at 0.51%. The non-tourist countries like
Malaysia and Indonesia get much more tourists than
India. Tourism marketing is different because the
customer purchases a series of services, but is left with
very little concrete value at the completion of his trip. As
a result, the marketing initiatives have to emphasize the
value of the memories, make the collection of services
easily accessible and add value through additional
programming and other factors. A key challenge is to
convince potential customers that the item they are
purchasing provides good value for the price, and that
the services will be as described and expected. The eight
P's of marketing tourism summarize the special approach
that is required. Many small businesses market tourism
products and employ these marketing strategies. Hence,
the present study focuses on Tourism Industry and its
marketing mix. Study based on secondary data.
Key words: Earning Foreign Exchange, Massively
Broad Scale, Value of the Memories and Convince
Potential Customers.
INTRODUCTION:
The designing of the marketing mix variables in case of
tourism is significant as it helps the marketer in
conceiving the right ideas, particularly to raise the
acceptability of the tourist product by stimulating and
penetrating the demand. Framing of a proper marketing
mix is significant because it helps the tourist organization
in accomplishing the objective and projecting a fair
image. Most business school graduates are familiar with
the term marketing mix. It refers to the different tools a
company uses to effectively promote its business in the
marketplace. These are often separated into what is
known as the four P's of marketing: product, price,
placement and promotion.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
The present study has been conducted with the following
objectives:
1. To know about various Marketing Mix
2. To get a glance about Tourism Industries in India
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3.
4.

To study marketing mix on Tourism Industries
To give a view of role of Marketing Mix in Tourism

MARKETING MIX:
The elements of the marketing mix are intricately and
sensitively related to each other. The marketing mix is
good or bad as a whole. All the elements have to
reinforce each other to enhance the experience of the
customer. When a change is proposed to be made in one
of the elements, it has to be checked if the changed
element still fits with and reinforces other elements, or
has it started contradicting other elements, making the
marketing mix less effective in serving customers. A
company’s marketing mix must satisfy customer needs
better than the competition. A company implements its
strategy through its marketing mix. To market the
products (in broadest sense) every company needs to
create a successful mix of right product at right price at
the right place through right promotion. Thus marketing
mix is made up of 4 Ps. The 4 Ps take care of 4 Cs
relating to customers.
4Ps
4Cs
Product
Solution to Customer
Price
Value to customer
Place
Access to Customer
Promotion Information to Customer
How much to offer, at what price to offer, where to offer
and how to offer? These 4 are the essential questions to
which the business must find an answer ? And from this
the 4 P's have been born. These 4 P's involve the strategic
positioning so that the returns are the maximum in any
given market. The mix is also used to refer to the
combination of the media for the promotion such as radio
and television, newspaper and magazines, billboards and
the Internet. Following are the importance of Marketing
Mix:
Offering: Part of marketing is conveying to customers
what you have to offer and why it is different and better
than alternatives. The product element is most obvious in
the offering, since your product is what people buy.
Where you offer it, whether in-store or online, also is
important, making the distribution element a factor. The
price point is part of the overall offering, because it
affects your product's value.
The Target:When you market, you also have to
strategize about who to target with your messages. Your
primary customer group becomes the target customers of
your marketing campaign. Your product and price offer
some direction in identifying the right audience.
Message Delivery: Tangibly, the promotion P addresses
the actual process of creating and distributing messages
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about your brand and products. Under the promotion
umbrella, you have to decide what messages and formats
to use to persuade your target customers to buy. Humor,
sexuality, fear and anxiety are all used to present
emotional appeals in marketing. Selecting the right media
within television, radio, newspapers, magazines, the
Internet, billboards and other support media is another
critical part of successful promotion.
Value Creation: In a general sense, the marketing mix
allows you to understand how to build and sell value
to your customers. Ultimately, customers buy what they
perceive is the best value for their money in a purchase
situation. Implementing marketing campaigns that show
off great products at fair prices gives you an opportunity
to succeed. Finding affordable marketing options also
helps you get better return on your investment from
marketing.
TOURISM INDUSTRY IN INDIA – A Summary
 Tourism is the largest service industry in India
 6.23% contribution to GDP
 8.78% contribution to total employment
 Generated about US$100 bn in 2008 and is expected
to generate US$275 bn by 2018
 India’s share in International tourist arrivals in
0.58% as of 2008
 India ranks 41 in World Tourist Arrivals as on 2008
but slipped to 62 in 2009 end
 In Asia and Pacific region, India ranks 11 in Tourist
Arrivals as on 2008
 Indian tourism is said to be the largest employer in
the World by 2019
 World Tourism Organization estimates India will
lead South Asia with 8.9 million arrivals by 2020
 India is poised to be 2nd fastest growing tourism
economy in the world over 2005-14
 By 2010, Indian airports will be handling 90100million passengers per annum
 Indian air travel to grow 20% each for the next 5
years since last years
MARKETING MIX ON TOURISM INDUSTRIES
PRODUCT MIX
In planning its market offering, the marketer needs to
think through five levels of product. Each level adds to
the customer value, and the five constitute a customer
value hierarchy. The levels of the product that the travel
and tourism industry offers to its customers are as
follows:
Core product: The core product offered by Travel and
Tourism industry is the destination. Basic product: The
basic products offered by Travel and Tourism industry
are ticket booking, transport, sightseeing, hotel
booking.Expected product: These are the products that
the customer expects the organization to offer.
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Augmented product: These are the products that are
offered by the companies to distinguish itself from
others. Potential products: These are the future products
that the companies will offer to its customers.
PRICE MIX: Pricing in tourism is a complex process.
Pricing includes the prices of other services like Air
travel, Bus, Railways, Hotels, etc. All are included in
tourism package. Pricing also depends on the Geographic
location of the destination. Pricing also depends on
Seasonality. Seasonality is the most important factor in
pricing. To match demand and supply tourist managers
try to get either discount. Pricing of the tourist product is
a complex matter because of its composite nature.
Geographical location of the destination affects the
pricing decision. At the same time, seasonality factor and
varying demand cannot be overruled. The objective of
pricing in any other firms is to fetch a target market
share, to prevent competition, and to take care of the
price elasticity of demand. A very important way, in
which the travel and tourism business responded to their
highly complex pricing circumstances, is to operate at
two levels. The first level is corresponds with the
marketing strategy, which concerns with the product
positioning, value for the money, long run return on
investments etc. The second level corresponds to the
marketing operations or tactics where the prices are
manipulated to match the current demand and
competition.
PLACE MIX: Different distribution strategies can be
selected for Tourism marketing. Tourism as a product is
distributed as a travel. Internet is also used widely. The
tourism marketer may not have adequate choice of the
tourist center, because in most of the case the tourist
destinations many be natural, historical attraction. But,
infrastructure facilities, transportation, communication
are important for the development of the tourist center.
The major decision that the tourism marketer takes
regarding distribution is relating to the channel of choice
and channel members. The two major functions
performed by the distribution system in tourism
marketing are:
 To extend the number of points of sales or
access, away from the location at which services
are performed or delivered
 To facilitate the purchase of service in advance
PROMOTION MIX: Creation of awareness has a farreaching impact. The tourist organizations bear the
responsibility of informing, persuading and sensing the
potential tourists in a right fashion. The marketers need
to use the various components of promotion optimally so
that they succeed in increasing the number of habitual
users. Promotion helps in maximizing the duration of
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stay, frequency of visit by offering new tourist products
in the same country to areas, which have remained
untapped or partially tapped. The various dimensions of
tourism promotion are as follows:
Advertising: Advertisement gives important information
to the actual and potential tourists. Its coverage is wide.
Advertising is aimed at the public to create awareness of
the travel offers available on a resort and its attractions to
influence their business decisions. Publicity: It focuses
attention on strengthening the public relations measures
by developing a rapport with media people and getting
their personalized support in publicizing the business.
Sales promotions: Sales promotion measures are the
short-term activities seeking to boost sales at peak
demand periods to ensure that the firms obtain its market
share and are used to help launch a new product or
support an ailing or modified one. The tool of sales
promotions is designed to appeal particularly to those
customers who are price-sensitive. Word-of-mouth
Promotion: Most communication about tourism takes
place by word-of-mouth information, which in a true
sense is word-of-recommendation. In the tourism
industry it is found that the word-of-mouth promoters
play the role of a hidden sales force, which helps the
process of selling. The high magnitude of effectiveness
of this tool of promotion is due to high credibility of the
channel, especially in the eyes of the potential tourists.
Personal Selling: The travel and hotel business depend
considerably on the personal selling. The development of
travel and tourism has been possible due to well-educated
and trained sales personnel. It is important to mention
that in the tourism industry, the personnel who attend
tourists form an essential ingredient of the product, such
as sales personnel are found responsible for dealing with
customers behind the counter, the resort representatives
cater to the need of tourists when they reach the
destination etc. all of them play a vital role in ensuring
that the tourism products satisfy the tourists.
Telemarketing: The quality of technology and the
communicative ability of the telemarketers determine the
magnitude of success of this component. In tourism, the
travel agents, offices of airways, receptionist, and
secretaries work efficiently if the telephonic services are
not up to the mark. Exhibitions: The participants include
state and national tourism promotion boards, travel
agents and tour operators, airlines, car rentals, cruise
liners, holiday financiers, technology providers, hotels
and resorts, education institutions in the field of
hospitality and tourism.
PEOPLE MIX: It plays a most important part in tourism.
In people local people are very important, that how they
treat tourist. The travel agents, guides, staff of travel
companies, sales staff, etc they are the people. The
personnel who attend to the needs of the tourists form an
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essential ingredient in tourism marketing. The sales
personnel are responsible for dealing with the customer
behind the counter. In the tourism industry the travel
agents and the travel guides are the two most important
people who speak a lot about the industry. Hence it is
imperative that they have to be at their best at all times.
Travel guides especially, are expected to have a lot of
patience, good sense of humor, tact to transform the
occasional tourists into habitual ones, thorough
knowledge of the places, linguistic skills etc.
PROCESS MIX: The operation process of the tourism
firm will depend on the size of the tourism firm. The
sequential steps involved in the delivery of the tourist
products are:
Provision of travel information: The information
regarding the travel is provided at a convenient location
where the potential tourist seeks clarification about his
proposed tour. Preparation of itinerates: It is a
composition of series of operations that are required to
plan a tour. Liaison with providers of services: Before
any form of travel is sold over the counter to a customer;
contracts have to be entered with the providers of various
services including transportation companies, hotel
accommodation, coaches for local sightseeing etc.
Planning and costing tours: Once the contracts and
arrangements are entered into, then the task of planning
and costing the tour, this will depend on the tour selected
as well as individual requirements. Ticketing: The
computerized reservation system has in recent years
revolutionized the reservation system for both rail and air
travel. Provision of foreign currency and insurance: In
case of foreign travel the final tasks provide foreign
currency as well as insurance.
PHYSICAL EVIDENCE MIX: The tourist attraction,
which is an expensive for the customer must be
tangibilised with the help of tangible items like,
comfortable seats while traveling, layout, and design of
the resort, natural service scope, etc. the sign posts that
indicate directions, route maps, information regarding
rules and regulations of the tourist spot and the sign
regarding the public utilities like toilets, telephone booth
also form a part of the physical evidence. Printed matters
such as brochures also play an important role in the
development of tourism.
ROLE OF MARKETING MIX IN TOURISM:
The role of the marketing mix in tourism is to bring the
customers or tourists to the destination, product or
service that the tourism company wishes to sell. The four
parts of the marketing mix in tourism include the
product, pricing, promotion and place or distribution. The
product role of the marketing mix in tourism is to make
the tourists aware of what the company is trying to
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market or promote. The product for tourism may be a bus
tour, a hotel stay or a cruise. The product or service is
one that is especially targeted to the tourist market, but
can range from a tangible product, such as a souvenir to
an intangible product, such as a bus tour of the city.
Pricing is another major aspect of the role of marketing
mix in tourism. Pricing has to be set so that any
competitor that are offering the same business or
substitute business is comparable. In other words, if the
tourist activity is kite sailing and there are two other kite
sailing companies in the area, the company that is
opening a new kite sailing company needs to see what
their competition is charging.
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Promotion is the role of the marketing mix in tourism. It
encompasses all of the ways that the company markets
and advertises the business. This may include typical
types of marketing, such as placing ads in tourist
magazines and offering discount coupons in travel
guides. It may also include going from hotel to hotel in
the area and leaving a postcard or flier for the service at
each hotel room door. In tourism, it is also beneficial to
create joint ventures with other tourism businesses.
Establishing a relationship with the concierge and
stocking them with marketing materials can really boost
the business. When it is a tourism service, it typically
entails drawing the tourists to where the service is.



Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh build temple ties
to boost tourism. The Times of India. (10
August 2010)
"India: How does Travel & Tourism compare to
other sectors?". World Travel and Tourism
Council. 17 September 2012. Retrieved 30
December 2012
"Adventures in India". The Indian Backpacker.
Retrieved10 January 2013
Roller, D., & Dombrovski, R. (2010).
Environmental Taxes And Hotel Industry.
Tourism & Hospitality Management 2010,
Conference Proceedings, 1194-1202.
Tourism in India by Vijay Kumar Gupta, Gyan
Publishing House, 1987
Contemporary
tourism
and
Hospitality
Management by Jitendra K Sharma

CONCLUSION: Tourism is the fastest growing industry
in the world as well as the one of the world’s most
competitive one. This competition is constantly growing
as more and more destinations seek to attract tourists and
more companies and organizations become involved in
the highly skilled business of destination planning,
transportation, accommodation and catering for the
tourists In India itself the estimated foreign exchange
receipts of India from tourism increased from US$ 11.39
billion in 2009 to US$ 14.19 billion in 2010. In 2010
India crossed the 5.58 million arrivals mark of foreign
tourists and the domestic tourist flow in the country in
2009 was estimated to be 650 million. All these figures
give you an idea of the growing market as well as the
role being played by tourism in the economies of the
nations. India has still more potential to attract foreign
tourists as well as encourage domestic tourism. But this
potential can be converted into a reality through vigorous
marketing of the tourism products and services.
Gradually the tourism market is maturing and
competition is already increasing.
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35.ROLE OF INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY IN AGRICULTURE AND
RURAL DEVELOPMENT
Dr.Suresha K.P, Dept. of Economics, National Degree
College (Autonomous) Basavanagudi Bangalore 04
Introduction:
Agriculture and rural sector have also been greatly
influenced by IT in the present era, but the share of IT in
agriculture is only 1.7percent. Agriculture is still the back
bone of Indian economy. More than 65 percent of the
population lives in rural areas. Agriculture and rural
sector plays a very important role for the development of
the country. So there is a great need to collaborate IT
with agriculture. Information Technology involves
electronic processing, storage and communication of
information, where anything that can be represented in
digital form is included in the term information.
Macmillan dictionary of IT defines information
technology as “the acquisition, processing, storage and
dissemination of vocal, pictorial, textual and numerical
information by a micro-electronics based combination of
computing and telecommunications”.
Need of IT in Agricultural and Rural Development:
Everybody knows that agriculture is the mainstay of
Indian economy. More than 55 percent of the country’s
populations still depend on agriculture. As of 2011, rural
areas host 742 million or over 55 percent of population.
About 55 percent of India’s total workforce is rural.
Indian agriculture has surpassed many obstacles and
successfully moved from the status of being a selfdeficient country to a self-sufficient one in food grains as
well as in several other sectors of agriculture. But there
are threats of this achievement being soon gaped down
by the monstrous growth of population. It has been
estimated that India would need nearly 300million tons
of food grains by 2030. In other words, by the year 2020,
we may need about 122million tons of rice, 102million
tons of wheat, 41million tones of coarse grains and 28
million tons of pulses, 143million tones of milk. The
natural resources are depleting day by day and it is going
to be a big challenge to feed the population. To ensure
food security and maintain sustainable agriculture so that
our country is hunger free in coming years, we need to
strengthen farmers by timely and expert suggestions on
recent technologies applicable in agricultural and rural
development.
The needs of agriculture are:
 To reduce knowledge gaps and increase
knowledge sharing for increasing productivity
and boosting growth in rural areas.
 Empowering farmers with relevant and timely
information about different crop variety.
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 To reduce farming risks.
Rural areas are predominantly under developed with poor
infrastructure, electricity and roads. Rural people are very
few as producers of information, and left with less access
than urban people to the information and networking
resources. Naturally they have fewer possibilities of
orienting technology to address their specific needs.
To achieve a sustainable level of food production it is
necessary that they have seamless access to:
 Information on weather, production and
cultivation techniques, seeds and fertilizers,
plant nutrients and water usage,
 Funds and liability coverage through agrifinance and agri-insurance,
 Assistance from universities on new techniques
eg. Biotechnology, used to increase production
yield,
 Market infrastructure like warehouses and cold
chain management.
In the current scenario, the role of information
technology assumes great importance and only with
proper integration of IT with agriculture and rural sector,
the problems can be solved and country can move
towards a sustainable production. Recognizing the vast
scope of information exchange, many corporate houses
have launched their IT-enabled services in the rural areas
and have been successful beyond doubt. While
introducing IT in agriculture and rural development, what
needs to be taken care of its adoption of cost effective ITbased systems. The task is difficult and the path jerky,
but once achieved in totality, this will go a long way
towards improving the living standards of India’s rural
masses.
IT based agriculture will certainly enhance both quality
and quantity of the farm produce in general.
Application of IT in Agriculture and Rural
Development
Communication Technology in Agriculture and Rural
Development:
Information is power. More the person is informed, more
he is empowered. Information is a flowing asset which is
continuously generated, disseminated and gets utilized. A
flow of information needs an unhindered information
communication system. But is a paradox for rural India
that it is one of the least communicated populations of
the world. Recent advances in space science and
information communication technology has ushered in a
great opportunity for this neglected mass of India.
Internet provides huge, advanced information on just a
click of the computer mouse. The rural masses are
largely disconnected with the outer world. Internet is the
only way to make them global and also an effective
medium to introduce the world to those rural masses and
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their socio-cultural aspects. Various internet based
inventions have been designed to uplift the rural areas.
Some of them are:e-agriculture: e-Agriculture means IT in agriculture, IT
means internet which not only provides technology for
farming methods but also provides the best source to get
farm inputs and the best destination to sell their produce
at the best price. Internet based interventions is also
suitable for extension agents and field workers in
providing updated information to the villagers. Several
technologies have been developed for taking into
consideration the agro-ecological situation of the region
and entered in we world from where users can utilized it
by surfing various rural portals. The government has
established several community information centers
(CICs) and is trying to convert PCOs into cyber Kiosks
form where the rural community can get internet
facilities. ITCs e-chaupal also provides internet facility
in the rural areas. The warna Wired Village Project of
Maharashtra, the information village project in
pondicherry, the NDDB have established IT-based
machine for milk cooperatives.
e-Education: The rural population is largely illiterate
and uneducated. Many educational experts are convinced
that the only way quality education can be delivered to
masses, cost-effectively, is through IT. Developing a
program to train villagers core group(VCG) including
women and enthusiastic youth, will ensure that IT
reaches the common person even in remotest parts of the
country.
e-Health service: Rural population is always struggling
on the health front. Information technology tools are
available to improve communication, consultation and
two way refer all linkages from primary health care to
tertiary health care level. Telemedicine is a marriage of
IT and medicine which in the near future is going to be
benefit the rural masses at large. Telemedicine can help
in remote diagnostic services and extension of super
specialty hospital treatment for people in the rural areas.
e-Marketing: For rural areas, proper disposal of farm
produce at better price is always a perpetual problem.
Internet not only provide the prevailing price of the farm
produce but the place of disposal also. Internet has
strengthened the marketing information and marketing
intelligence services. By sending e-mails to the buyer,
one can sell and negotiate the price of produce without
going to the buyer’s door and paying much to the
middlemen.
e-banking: To provide the banking facility and to
develop banking habit among the rural population, ebanking is essential. It facilitates e-finance and e-
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insurance to the farmers quickly and without much paper
work. ATM facilities are becoming very popular among
various e-banking services. Queries related to loan and
savings can easily be obtained through internet having ebanking facilities.
e-Finance: Rural population are a resource poor mass.
They need credit for running their business. Breaking the
monopoly of private creditors and timely disbursement of
credit without much paper work is possible through efinance.
e-Insurance: Rural population is having almost
negligible insurance cover. If the head or working
manpower unfortunately dies or is subjected to any
accident, such family meets the misery of poverty.
Government of India has not only started a subsidized
scheme to insure the rural population but also their crops,
so their livelihood must does not get much affected from
unforeseen calamities. e-insurance is designed to cover it
all at faster speed without much paper work.
e-Government: It refers to ICT enable route of
governance. Through e-governance, government can
connect to the rural masses with their administrator, so
they can ask their problem status of solution. Various
world bank and centrally sponsored e-governance
projects are in operation, e.g. Meghdoot in Madhya
Pradesh and Bhoomi in Karnataka. NICNET network
operation over 700VSATS are being used to provide
nationwide data communication link between district,
and state capitals for administrative planning and other
applications.
e-Panchayat: For the first time in the country, electronic
knowledge based Panchayat is introduced in Andhra
Pradesh by National Information Centre (NIC) of
Department of information Technology (DIT). As a pilot
basis in Ramachandrapuram Gram Panchayat in Medak
District of A.P., here all the functions of Panchayath are
computerized and web enabled. Internet based service for
birth and death registrations, house tax assessment and
collection, trade license, old age pension, work
monitoring, financial accounting, MIS for Panchayath are
all being executed in computerized e-panchayath system.
Additional services such as market information and
agricultural extension service are also being provided to
the citizens of the village from e-panchayath.
Remote Sensing in Agriculture: The measurement of
acquisition of information of an object or phenomenon,
by a recording device that is not in physical or intimate
contact with the object is remote sensing. Remote
sensing is the science and art of acquiring information
(special, spatial and temporal) about material objects,
area or phenomenon under investigation. Remote sensing
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in agriculture is an important promising tool in
agricultural information and management system.
Comprehensive, reliable and timely information on
agricultural resources are very much necessary for a
country like India whose mainstay of the economy is
agriculture. in fact, agricultural survey is a backbone of
planning and allocation of the limited resources to
different sectors of the economy. The country needs to
uses this technology more and more to address various
agricultural problems.
Following are a some techniques of how Remote Sensing
can currently meet the information needs in agriculture:
a. Agro-climatic mapping: Remote sensing data based
agro-climatic map helps in crop selection and guides
further on different farming operations on the basis
of local resources and agro-climatic situations
prevailing over the region. It lessens the farming risk
and improves income in rural areas.
b. Soil mapping: Conjunctive use of Remote sensing
data and collateral information like-lithology,
physiography has enabled mapping soils at different
scales, which is helpful in land use planning.
c. Land use/land cover mapping: Map of land use/
land cover prepared on the basis of space borne
multi spectral data have provided a sound data base
for agro-climate regional planning for increasing
food production, reclamation of degraded lands etc.
A nationwide wet land mapping by using IRS LISSII data carried for comprehensive planning of wet
land ecology and inland fisheries.
d. Watershed development: Remote sensing data
based mapping of watershed helps in proper
planning of arable and non-arable land and
arrangement of network of natural drains. It not only
helps in curbing different types of erosion but also
helps in resource generation in the area.
e. Agricultural drought assessment: Vegetation
index (VI) derived from space borne data is sensitive
to moisture stress in crops and serves a surrogate
measure to assess agricultural drought.
f. Pest assessment and control: Possible pest
investigation warming is the key to preventive
measure of first control which is not only cheap but
also eco-friendly. Locust control through remote
sensing might play vital role in future.
Problem in Using Information Technology
Information technology is getting to reach India at a large
scale. Poor educational status, functional literacy on use
of computers, poor infrastructural facilities like lake of
power, public utilities are hurdles towards gaining access
to farm information. The second aspect is most of the
information available on the websites and internet is on
English with a web content of 64 percent which 5 percent
of the Indian population knows. The third problem is lack
of credit towards buying IT devices wherein it cost a
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period of 40months annual income in rural areas to buy a
computer, a basic input of information revolution. The
last aspect is absence of community group efforts in rural
areas where people are not organized and divided on
religion, caste and other social basis is a hindrance
gaining access to information technology.

Measures to Boost Information Technology skill
among Rural / Farm Communities
The following measures are suggested to boost IT skill in
agriculture and rural development:
 Rural people need to be encouraged to form groups
wherein they can gain access to schemes being
offered by financial institutions. Apex bodies like
APEDA for starting up community computer centres
or kiosks.
 Development of the integrated set of websites,
content management tools and multimedia tools
available in regional languages for the farmers to
benefits.
 Need for establishment of rural development Data
Centre based around IT environment as an effective
sources of communication link for rural development.
The focus should be on the growing concept of Evillages worked out to introduce basic designs based
around IT platform, which forms the basis of
foundation of rural development process.
 Development of workshops and variety of training
programs to strengthen local capacity for use of IT as
a tool of employment.
 Long term credit loans and subsidies can be given to
SHGs, youth clubs in starting cyber cafes in rural
areas by central government and state governments to
bring about increased electronic connectivity in rural
areas.
 Repacking of internet – accessed information and
combining internet technology with traditional or
more effective dissemination medium like the radio,
T.V., street theater, C.D. ROMs and even folklore
songs.
Conclusion:
Like several revolutions in agriculture i.e. Green
Revolution, White Revolution, Blue Revolution, Yellow
Revolution, Pink Revolution, Silver Revolution, Round
Revolution and so on. The Information Revolution will
undoubtedly change the scenario. The core concern in
Indian agriculture and rural development is the necessity
to increase productivity, employment and income for
poor segments of the agricultural and rural population. IT
tools facilitate the farmers to be aware of the agricultural
situation in India as well as abroad and accordingly
undertake agricultural production.
Ultimately, it can be rightly stated that the potential
impact of IT on agriculture and rural development would
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be enormous. In future, IT will serve as a predominant
role for fulfilling the needs of a Second Green
Revolution.
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ABSTRACT
Every business requires to win stakeholders
confidence by presenting their reports in the most
sophisticated manner. The measurement tools like
cash flow statements analysis, fund flow statements
analysis, ratio analysis, common size statements
Return on Investment (ROI), Return on Net worth
(RONW), Return on Capital employed (ROCE),
Earning per share (EPS) are the most popular
traditional used techniques to measure the
performance. In the recent years many modern
techniques have also gained popularity like
Balanced score card, value added statements,
Economic value Added (EVA) Cash value Added,
Shareholders Value Added etc. Out of the modern
techniques available Economic value added has
gained popularity to measure performance from
shareholders point of view. Through this paper an
attempt is made to calculate EVA for two banks
selected each one from public and private sector
The main objectives of this paper are To determine
the value added by the banks to shareholders wealth
using Economic Value added and To calculate Beta
and analyse the Risk of SBI and ICICI
Keywords:
EconimicValue
Added,
Shareholders Wealth, Beta, Cost of capital

Banking,

Introduction:
Banking Sector in India has seen a tremendous growth
since its inception, introduction of Liberalization,
globalization and Privatization LPG in 1990s has
significantly changed the structure of banking sector.
This sector plays a crucial role in the economic
development of the country and is an important part of
Indian Financial system. EVA concept was developed by
Stern Stewart and Co. in the 1990’s in U.S. Since then
many companies have used this technique to measure

their financial performance. Economic value Added uses
the residual income approach to measure performance.
EVA is calculated by deducting total cost of capital
(Debt + Equity) known as capital charge from the Net
operating profit after tax. Traditional techniques
dependent on the net profit which considers only cost of
debt or borrowings. Therefore EVA is considered
superior to Traditional techniques EVA enables the
stakeholders to get a true picture about the organizations
performance.
Review of Literature: The literature relating to EVA
begins with the publication of the book “The Quest for
Value by Stewart (1991)”, in this book the author
highlights the significance of EVA as the basis of
performance measurement of a company and its
management. In his empirical research Stewart examined
the informational content of EVA, by testing 613
American companies comparing two periods, namely
1984–85 and 1987–88. He found a strong correlation
between EVA and MVA. His ideas were further
supported by O’Byrne (1996), Grant (1996), Dodd and
Chen (1996), Peterson and Peterson (1996), Biddle et al.
(1997) and many more
R.SATISH AND Dr.S.S.RAO (2010): have studied on
“PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT OF BANKS: AN
APPLICATION OF ECONOMIC VALUE ADDED &
BALANCED SCORECARD” this paper focuses on
awareness of EVA as a performance measurement
technique in Indian banks. In this comparison the
researcher emphasizes on BSC as a better technique as
CAMEL entirely ignores qualitative measures of
performance, in section D the researcher concentrates on
EVA as a performance measurement tool and in this
section the researcher used primary data to analyze the
awareness about EVA among the Indian banks, he used
39 banks listed on BSE as sample. The respondents
selected were General Managers and assistant managers
and almost 23% of the respondents assigned highest rank
to EVA as a performance indicator in banking system.
G Soral and Shurveer S Bhanawat (2009) have worked
on “Shareholder Value Creation in the Indian Banking
Industry: An EVA Analysis” sample of 14 public sector
banks and 12 private sector banks was selected by the
authors to measure bank performance on the basis of
EVA. The analysis was done for 4 years and equity
approach was been followed to calculate EVA. After
finding the EVA the authors found out the correlation
between EVA and other financial figures. The authors
conclude that in Public sector SBI has contributed
highest EVA they also conclude that EVA has significant
correlation with Operating profit
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Roji George(2005): has conducted research on
“Computation of EVA in Indian Banks” the research
concluded that banks add value to the shareholders
wealth and do not destroy them and a positive
relationship was found between EVA, NPA and
employee productivity. The study reveals that public
sector banks perform better than private sector banks for
the selected period in spite of high cost of capital. The
researcher suggests that public sector banks can use EVA
as their USP while reaching the capital market.

Duration of Study:
The study is conducted for a period of two years i.e.,
2012-13 and 2013-14
Results and Discussions:
Net Operating Profit is considered instead of Net profit to
find the Economic value added
Net Operating Profit = Income- Operating Expenses
Net Operating Profit after Tax is used instead of Net
Profit to get a true Picture of the value created
NOPAT= Operating Profit – Tax

Samuel C. Weaver (2001): the author has worked on
“Measuring Economic Value Added: A survey of the
practices of EVA proponents” A survey was conducted
by the author by selecting 29 respondents who were
clients of Stern Stewart and Company The survey
demonstrates that the calculation of EVA varies widely
from company to company. The author concludes that
EVA is primarily implemented to enhance financial
performance metrics and EVA proponents perceive a link
between EVA and shareholders returns.

NOPAT (Net operating profit after Tax)

Research Methodology:
Objectives of the study
 To study Economic Value Added and its
applications in Indian Banks
 To determine the value added by the banks to
shareholders wealth using Economic Value
added
 To calculate Beta and analyse the Risk of
selected banks
 To calculate the Return on capital employed by
the selected banks
 To compare the value added by public sector
banks and private sector banks using the
selected banks
Sample size: The study is conducted by selecting two
leading banks in India one each from Public Sector and
Private Sector namely State Bank of India and ICICI
Bank

Banks

Tools for Analysis:
Various financial tools are used for different analysis like
Capital Asset pricing Model is used to calculate the cost
of Equity, regression technique using excel is used to
calculate the Beta values for the selected banks, ratios
and Graphical representation is used to analyse and
interpret the data

ICICI

Year

Total
Income
Operating
expenses
Operating
Profit
Taxes
NOPAT

2012-13
(Rs. In Cr)
135,691.94

2013-14
(Rs. In Cr)
154,903.72

29,284.42

35,725.85

106,407.52

119,177.87

5846

5283

100,561.52

113,894.87

201213
(Rs.
In Cr)

201314
(Rs.
In Cr)

22212

26903

9013
13,19
9.00

10309
16,59
4.00

3072
10,12
7.00

4158
12,43
6.00

Invested Capital is calculated by adding Equity Capital,
Reserves and Surplus and Borrowings
Invested Capital
2012-13
2013-14
Bank/Years (Rs. In Cores) (Rs. In Cores)
SBI
328756.22
371130.25
ICICI Bank
212042.96
227965.80
Return on Invested Capital: is calculated by dividing Net
Operating Profit after Tax with the total capital Invested
Return on Invested Capital
Bank/Years
SBI

Collection of Data: Secondary data is used for the study.
The data is collected from the annual reports of the
banks, Publications by RBI and stock prices of the banks
are collected from stock market websites like yahoo
finance, money control and NSE

SBI

ICICI Bank

2012-13 (%)

2013-14 (%)

35%

27%

4.78%

5.46%

BETA (β)
Beta can be defined as the risk co-efficient higher the
Beta higher is the RisK. It is used to calculate Cost of
Equity. Beta is the systematic risk which is calculated
using the following formula. Calculations of Beta are
done using Excel the calculation is shown in the
annexure
nΣxy - (Σx) (Σy) ÷ nΣx2 - (Σx)2
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Beta (β)
Bank/Years

2012-13

2013-14

SBI

0.98

2.37

ICICI

1.54

2.78

Cost of
Debt
(Kd)

Market Return (Rm)
Market return is calculated using 2 years Market Monthly
return of NIFTY, calculations are done using excel,
calculations are shown in the annexure

3.86%

2012-13 (%)

2013-14 (%)

SBI

8.15%

17.72%

ICICI

8.15%

17.72%

Cost of Equity (Ke):
It determines the expected rate of return for the investors
it is calculated by using Capital Asset Pricing Model
CAPM by taking inputs such as Beta risk factor, Rm
Market Return, Rf Risk Free Rate (364 days treasury bill
rate is taken for each year)
Cost of Equity (Ke):
ICICI
SBI
Bank
2012 2013
2012 2013
-13
-14
-13
-14
Years
(%)
(%) Years
(%)
(%)
Risk free
Risk free
rate of
7.79 8.96 rate of
7.79 8.96
return Rf
%
% return Rf
%
%
Market
Market
Return
8.15 17.7 Return
8.15 17.7
Rm
%
2% Rm
%
2%
Beta
Ke

0.98
8.14
%

2.37
29.7
2%

Beta
Ke

1.54
8.34
%

2.78
33.3
1%

Cost of Debt (Kd)
Cost of debt is calculated by: Interest/ Borrowings*100
Cost of Debt (Kd)

Years
Interest
expense
s
Borrowi
ngs

2012-13
(Rs. In
Cr)

2013-14
(Rs. In
Cr)

7861.25

9182.93

Years
Interest
expense
s

203723.2
0

223759.7
1

Borrowi
ngs

2012
-13
(Rs.
In
Cr)

2013
-14
(Rs.
In
Cr)

1070
1.77
1453
41.4
9

1129
1.59
1547
59.0
5

7.30
%

WACC (Weighted Average Cost of Capital)
SBI

Years
Total
Borrowing
s
Total
Equity
Reserves
and
surplus
Total
capital
invested
Debt
weight
Equity
weight

2012-13
(Rs. In
Cores)

201314
(Rs. In
Cores)

20372
3.1969
684.03
4

223759.
7095
746.573
1

12434
8.99

146623.
96

32875
6.22

371130.
25

0.62

0.60

0.38

0.40

ICICI Bank
201213
(Rs. In
Years
Cores)
Total
Borrowing
14534
s
1.4944
Total
1153.6
Equity
4
Reserves
and
65547.
surplus
83
Total
capital
21204
invested
2.96
Debt
weight
0.69
Equity
weight
0.31

201314
(Rs. In
Cores)
15475
9.0539
1155.0
4
72051.
71
22796
5.80
0.68
0.32

Weighted Average Cost of Capital is calculated using the
following formula
WACC= (Ke* weight of equity)+(Kd* weight of debt)
WACC (%)
Bank/Years

2012-13 (%)

2013-14 (%)

SBI

5.49%

14.28%

ICICI

7.67%

15.65%

Capital Charge :
Capital Charge is calculated by multiplying total Capital
Invested with WACC (Invested Capital*WACC)
Capital Charge
2012-13
(Rs. In Cores)

2013-14
(Rs. In Cores)

SBI

18042.44

52983.22

ICICI Bank

16267.61

35678.81

Bank/Years

ICICI
Bank

SBI

7.36
%

WACC (Weighted Average Cost of Capital)
Weight of equity and debt in the total capital invested is
calculated to find weighted average cost of capital

Market Return (Rm)
Bank/Years

4.10%

Cost of
Debt
(Kd)

Economic Value Added (EVA)
EVA= Net Operating Profit after Tax-Capital Charge
Economic Value Added (EVA)

Years

SBI
201213
(Rs. In

201314
(Rs. In

ICICI Bank
2012201313
14
Years
(Rs. In
(Rs. In
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Cores)

Cores)

NOPAT
Capital
Charge

100561
.52
18042.
44

113894
.87
52983.
22

NOPAT
Capital
Charge

EVA

82519.
08

60911.
65

EVA
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Cores)

Cores)

10127
16267.
61
6140.6
1

12436
35678.
81
23242.
81

Economic Value Added (%age)
EVA = Return on Capital Employed – Weighted Average
Cost of Capita
Economic Value Added (%)
SBI

Years
Return on
Invested Capital
SBI

WACC

EVA

201
213

201
314

35
%
5.4
9%

27
%
14.
28
%

29
%

13
%

ICICI Bank
201
2Years
13
Return on
Invested
4.7
Capital
8%

WACC

EVA

7.6
7%

-3%

201
314
5.4
6%
15.
65
%
10
%

it. In order to determine this, bankers need to apply the
Economic value added measure. Through this paper an
attempt is made to evaluate bank performance using
Economic Value Added as a Performance measurement
technique, it is concluded that EVA can be used to value
bank performance from shareholders point of view.
Shareholders can use EVA values to decide on their
investment decisions in different banks.
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Findings
 It was observed through the analysis that State bank
of India added value to the shareholders wealth by
generating a positive Economic Value Added and
meeting its capital charge entirely. Whereas ICICI
bank could not add value to the shareholders wealth
 Return on Capital Employed of SBI is greater than
its cost whereas in case of ICICI Cost is higher than
the Returns
 Beta values are calculated to find the risk coefficient of the banks it is observed that beta of both
the banks is high in the year 2013-14. This shows the
banks stocks were very volatile in this period as
compared to the market.

Conclusion:
Banking sector in India is growing in leaps and bounds
and is also approaching capital market for infusion of
funds to escalate further growth in the banking sector. It
is now predominantly significant for bankers to increase
the shareholders wealth and encourage them for more
investment in banks. To do this the banks have to
measure their performance from shareholders
perspective, bankers will have to follow wealth
maximization as an objective to indicate that they are
adding value to shareholders wealth and not deteriorating
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ABSTRACT
The banking industry can play an outstanding role
between economic growth and environmental
protection
for
promoting
environmentally
sustainable and socially accountable institution.
Many countries are changing their approach
because of instability in environmental issues like
weather shocks, climate change, and cost of fossil
fuels to basic infrastructure and industrial
planning, desire to design more sustainable,
resilient pathways to economic growth and are
taking Green steps. The banking of this kind can be
termed as "Green Banking". Green Banking refers
to the banking business conducted in selected area
and technique that helps the overall reduction of
external carbon emission and internal carbon
footprint. To aid the reduction of external carbon
emission, bank should finance green technology and
pollution reducing projects. This concept of "Green
Banking" will be mutually beneficial to the banks,
industries and the economy. Green finance as a
part of Green Banking makes great contribution to
the transition to resource-efficient and low carbon
industries i.e. green industry and green economy in
general. Green banking is a component of the
global initiative by a group of stakeholders to save
environment. This paper explores the importance
and strategies of Green Banking by using
comprehensive literature review. And also an
attempt has been made to identify effective method
of Green Banking.
Keywords:
Sustainable
Growth,
Environmental
Protection, Carbon Foot Prints, Carbon Emission
INTRODUCTION:
In many cultures, “Green” is an affirmation of life. It
indicates growth, fruitfulness and spiritual rejuvenation.
Being Green is growth. It is becoming more efficient in
the operation of our personal and business life by
“eliminating wasteful spending based on habits that no
longer serve our purpose”. Being Green is being fruitful.
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It is taking advantage of new technology, tools and trends
that improve our personal and business life at a fraction
of the cost of traditional methods. Being Green is
spiritually rejuvenating. It is our commitment to live a
lush and abundant economically empowered debt-free
and credit-worthy lifestyle. Banks can provide important
leadership for the required economic transformation that
will provide new opportunities for financing and
investment policies as well as portfolio management for
the creation of a strong and successful low carbon
economy. Green banking is like a normal bank, which
considers all the social and environmental/ecological
factors with an aim to protect the environment and
conserve natural resources. It is also called as an ethical
bank or a sustainable bank. They are controlled by the
same authorities but with an additional agenda toward
taking care of the Earth's environment/habitats/resources.
For banking professionals green banking involves the
tenets of sustainability, ethical lending, conservation and
energy efficiency.
GREEN BANKING:
In a broader perspective, Green Banking refers to the
banking business conducted in selected area and manner
that helps the overall reduction of external carbon
emission and internal carbon footprint. To aid the
reduction of external carbon emission, bank should
finance green technology and pollution reducing projects.
Defining green banking is relatively easy. It means
promoting environmental-friendly practices and reducing
our carbon footprint from our banking activities. This
comes in many forms. Using online banking instead of
branch banking, paying bills online instead of mailing
them open up CDs and money market accounts at online
banks, instead of large multi-branch banks or finding the
local bank in our area that is taking the biggest steps to
support local green initiatives. Green Banking helps to
create effective and far-reaching market-based solutions
to address a range of environmental problems, including
climate change, deforestation, air quality issues and
biodiversity loss, while at the same time identifying and
securing opportunities that benefit customers. Bahl Sarita
(2012) in her paper described green banking as banking
conducted in selected area and technique that helps in
reduction of internal carbon footprint and external carbon
emissions. The research paper highlighted the means to
create awareness in internal and external sub-systems and
impart education to attain sustainable growth through
green banking. Bihari Suresh Chandra (2011) highlighted
the green banking initiatives taken by the Indian banks.
He described Green banking as Ethical banking as it also
aims to protect the environment. Goyal and Joshi (2011)
highlighted social and ethical issues such as social
banking, ethical banking, green banking, global banking,
rural banking and agri-banking etc. which facilitate the
achievement of sustainable development of banking and
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finance. They concluded that Banks can act as a socially
and ethically oriented organization by disbursement of
loans only to those organizations, which have
environmental concerns.
THE FIRST GREEN BANK:
Based in Eustis and Clermont Florida USA, First Green
Bank is the first bank of its kind to promote positive
environmental and social responsibility while operating
as a traditional community bank providing excellent
service to investors and clients. The progressive approach
to the community and the Earth sets it apart from other
banks. State Bank of India (SBI), India’s largest
commercial bank, took the lead in setting high
sustainability standards and completed the first step in its
‘Green Banking’ initiative with Shri. O.P. Bhatt,
Chairman, SBI, inaugurating the bank’s first wind farm
project in Coimbatore. Recent Green Bank initiatives
include a push for solar powered ATMs, paperless
banking for customers, clean energy projects and the
building of windmills in rural India. State Bank of India
is a leader in green banking.
INDIAN INITIATIVES BY VARIOUS BANKS IN
INDIA ADOPTING GREEN BANKING: With respect
to promoting green banking, Indian financial institutions
are lagging behind their global counterparts. Except one
or two private sector and foreign banks, no PSB or
private bank is participating in the “Financial Times
Sustainable Banking Awards”. These awards have drawn
165 entries from 117 institutions in 42 countries during ii)
2009, but included only YES Bank, NABARD and Small
Industries Development Bank of India (SIDBI) from
India. In recent times, some Indian banks have adopted
measures either for reducing carbon emission or for
public awareness. For example, IDBI Bank is providing
various services in the field of Clean Development
Mechanisms (CDM) to its client. SBI has launched a new
home loan product especially for Indian green banking iii)
council rated environment-friendly esidential project, by
offering financial concession. ICICI Bank is encouraging
its customer to use more environment6 friendly vehicle
by offering 50% concession on processing fees for fuel
efficient car models. Some banks have launched “Go
Green” initiatives and campaigns, including “Plant a
Tree” and “Van Mohatsav” campaigns and have
undertaken maintenance of parks as part of their
Corporate Social Responsibility initiatives. But none of
the Indian Banks have so far adopted green banking as a
business model for sustainable banking. There are a lot of
opportunities and challenges for Indian banks in adopting
“Green Banking” as a profitable business proposition.
India’s second largest private sector lender, HDFC Bank
is all set to launch green banking for which it has
constituted an Environment Management Committee to
implement its green banking initiatives. The bank has
rolled out gamut of initiatives on the environment fronts
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that promise to make it India’s only “green” bank. A high
level three – member committee has been formed to drive
the organization wide campaign that will encompass
organization and employee level initiatives, the bank
spokesperson told UNI.
STATE BANK OF INDIA: By using eco and power
friendly equipment in its 10,000 new ATMs, the banking
giant has not only saved power costs and earned carbon
credits, but also set the right example for others to
follow. SBI is also entered into green service known as
“Green Channel Counter”. SBI is providing many
services like; paper less banking, no deposit slip, no
withdrawal form, no checks, no money transactions form
all these transaction are done through SBI shopping &
ATM cards. State Bank of India turns to wind energy to
reduce emissions: The State Bank of India became the
first Indian bank to harness wind energy through a 15megawatt wind farm developed by Suzlon Energy.
i)
Green Banking Financial Products: Indian
banks should develop innovative green banking
financial products which can directly or indirectly help
in the reduction of carbon emissions. These banks can
introduce a ‘Green Fund’ to provide climate conscious
customers the option of investing in environmental
friendly projects. Banks can also introduce green bank
loans with financial concessions for environmental
friendly products and projects.
Green Mortgages: Banks such as Citigroup Inc., Bank
of America, and JP Morgan Chase &Company are just a
few of the mortgage lenders offering special discounts
on mortgages used to build or update buildings and
homes to be more green. One of the reasons for the push
for green mortgages is that green building and
rebuilding tends to incorporate more energy-efficient
materials and building plans.
Carbon Footprint Reduction: It relates to the amount of
GHG we are producing in day-to-day business while
burning fossil fuels for electricity, heating,
transportation, etc. Banks can reduce their carbon
footprints by adopting the following measures:
Paper-less Banking: Mostly PSBs use huge quantities
of paper for office correspondence, audit reporting,
recording public transactions, etc. These banks can
switch over to electronic correspondence and reporting.
Banks should encourage their customers also to switch
over to electronic transactions and popularize estatements.
Energy
Consciousness:
Developing
energyconsciousness, adopting effective office time
management and automation solutions and using
compact fluorescent lighting (CFL) can help banks save
energy consumption considerably. Using Mass
Transportation System: PSBs can become fuel
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efficient organization by providing common transport
for group of officials posted at one office.
Green Buildings: The Indian banking industry uses
more than one lakh premises for their offices and
residential houses throughout the country. These banks
should develop and use green buildings for their office
and employee accommodation.
These measures will not only help banks reduce their
carbon footprint but also save the operational costs
considerably.
iv)

Social Responsibility Services: As part of the green
banking strategies, Indian banks can initiate various
social responsibility services such as tree plantation
camps, maintenance of parks, pollution check-up
camps, etc.
i) Credit Risk: Due to climate change and global
warming, there have been direct as well as indirect costs
to banks. It has been observed that due to global
warming, there have been extreme weather conditions
which affect the economic assets financed by the banks,
thus leading to high incidence of credit default. Credit
risk can also arise indirectly when banks lead to
companies whose businesses are adversely affected due
to changes in environmental regulation.
ii) Legal risk: Banks, like other business entities, face
legal risk if they do not comply with relevant
environmental regulation. They may also face risk of
direct lender liability for cleanup costs or claims for
damages in case they actually take possession of
pollution causing assets.
iii) Reputation Risk: Due to increasing environmental
awareness, banks are more prone to reputation risk, if
their direct or indirect actions are viewed as socially and
environmentally damaging. Reputation risks emerge
from the financing of environmentally objectionable
projects.
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METHODS ADOPTING GREEN BANKING
Online Savings Account: Online savings accounts and
mobile banking is the easiest way that you can do our
part to bank green and help the environment. Green
banking including includes setting up direct deposit to
receive our paychecks, receiving electronic statements
from our bank and by paying bills online. All of these
steps can drastically reduce the amount of paper
produced by our bank. Online banking and mobile
banking are also highly effective ways to keep track of
our finances and to avoid late payment fees. Another
green banking step you can take is to suggest that the
company you work for sign up for a product called
“Remote Deposit”. Remote customers have to physically
deliver each check to their bank to make a deposit.
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

BENEFITS OF GREEN BANKING
Paperless banking can be adopted as almost all banks in
India are computerized or operate on a core banking
solution (CBS) creating awareness to bank people about
environment by bank can help to brighten the image of
the bank. Provision of loans with financial concession for
environment friendly products and projects can be an
excellent idea for green banking. Moreover, following
certain environmental standards for lending will make
business owners to change their business to environment
friendly which is good for future generations. Major
benefits of green banking are listed below: Avoids paper work.
 Creating awareness to business people about
environment.
 Sanctioning loans at comparatively lesser rates.
 Environmental standards for lending.

6.

Paperless statement: Sending out bank statements
by mail is a big waste of paper. Signing up for online
for customers to receive their statements
electronically through a secure log-in.
Use Direct Bill Payments: Most employers will
give employees the option to receive their paycheck
electronically. Not only does this speed up the
availability of our money and save you a trip to the
bank, it saves paper, lots of paper work etc.
Online Bill Payments: Paying bills online is
something of a lifestyle changes, but it can be done.
Telephone bills, cable bills, utility bills, credit card
payments and mortgage payments can all be paid
electronically
Reward Debit and Credit Cards: Some banks have
joined up with environment-friendly groups to
reward debit cards and rewards credit cards.
Participating banks will make a small charitable
donation as a percentage of our online banking
activity to help the environment.
Net Banking: Online banking is when customers
perform most of their banking related functions
without visiting the banks, personally. To do so,
customers must possess an internet banking ID and a
password provided by the bank in which the
individual customer has an account. Online banking
offers several benefits like time saving, convenience,
24 x 7 service, eco-friendly process, easy access etc.
Mobile Banking: Mobile banking is a term used for
performing balance checks, account transactions,
payments, credit applications etc, via a mobile
device such as a mobile phone or Personal Digital
Assistant.

CONCLUSION
Banks believe that every small 'GREEN' step taken today
would go a long way in building a greener future and that
each one of them can work towards to better global
environment. Lot of scope for all banks and they can not
only save our earth but can transform the whole world
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towards energy conscious. Banks must educate their
customers about green banking and adopt all strategies to
save earth and build banks image. Green banking is like a
normal bank, which considers all the social and
environmental/ecological factors with an aim to protect
and conserve the natural resources of the environment. It
is also called as an ethical bank or a sustainable bank.
They are controlled by the same authorities but with an
additional and extended agenda toward taking care of the
Earth's environment/habitats/resources. In the wake of
the financial crisis a new type of banks is budding i.e.
Banks with societal principles. Banks that are apply
morality of sustainability and responsibility to their
business model, products and operations. As Socially
Responsible Corporate Citizens (SRCC), banks have a
major role and responsibility in enhancement of
governmental efforts towards substantial reduction in
carbon emission.
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ABSTRACT
This paper, which contains only a part of the actual
report is based on the research work. The research
involved study of the past literatures about the
microfinance sector, related online research papers
and journals. The study also involved survey of all
MFIs in the state of karnataka through field visits
and online survey. The annual reports and the
sector reports published by regulatory bodies, MFI
associations and major microfinance players
facilitated the study, especially in understanding the
size, growth and past trends. Interactions with some
of the industry experts helped in understanding and
analysing the emerging concerns in the
microfinance sector and also to look for some
possible solutions.
Keywords : Microfinance , Recents Trends, Challenges,
Future Opportunities
Introduction to Microfinance:
“Microfinance is the provision of financial services to
low-income clients or solidarity lending groups including
consumers and the self-employed, who traditionally lack
access to banking and related services.”
Microfinance is not just about giving micro credit to the
poor rather it is an economic development tool whose
objective is to assist poor to work their way out of
poverty. It covers a wide range of services like credit,
savings, insurance, remittance and also non-financial
services like training, counseling etc.
Salient features of Microfinance:
 Borrowers are from the low income group
 Loans are of small amount – micro loans
 Short duration loans
 Loans are offered without collaterals
 High frequency of repayment
 Loans are generally taken for income generation
purpose
Review of Literature:
Mayoux (2001) also warns about the inherent dangers in
using social capital to cut costs in the context of other
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policies for financial sustainability. The reliance on peer
pressure rather than individual incentives and penalties
may create disincentives and corruption within groups.
Reliance on social capital of women clients along with
increasing emphasis on ideals on strict economic
accounting at the programme level require increased
voluntary contribution by the members in terms of time
and effort. It has been noted that those putting in
voluntary contributions also expect to be repaid in the
form of leadership of the group
Myrada (2002) A study conducted by NABARD in the
mid-eighties revealed that financial services required by
poor households are: safe-keeping of small surpluses in
the form of thrift; access to consumption loans to meet
emergency needs and financial services and products that
did not require collateral.
Malhotra (2002) constructed a list of the most commonly
used dimensions of women’sempowerment, drawing
from the frameworks developed by various authors in
different fields of social sciences. Allowing for overlap,
these frameworks suggest that women’s empowerment
needs to occur along multiple dimensions including:
economic, socio-cultural, familial/interpersonal, legal,
political, and psychological. Since these dimensions
cover a broad range of factors, women may be
empowered within one of these sub-domains. They give
the example of “socio-cultural” dimension which covers
a range of empowerment sub-domains, from marriage
systems to norms regarding women’s physical mobility,
to no familial social support systems and networks
available to women.
Holvoet (2005), finds that in direct bank-borrower
minimal credit, women do not gain much in terms of
decision-making patterns. However, when loans are
channeled through women’s groups and are combined
with more investment in social intermediation,
substantial shifts in decision-making patterns are
observed. This involves a remarkable shift in normfollowing and male decision-making to more bargaining
and sole female decision-making. She finds that the
effects are even more striking when women have been
members of a group for a longer period and especially
when greater emphasis has been laid on genuine social
intermediation. Social group intermediation had further
gradually transformed groups into actors of local
institutional change.
Jeyaseelan, N. (2005) analyzed that lending is outside the
purview of the individual credit risk rating framework
right now and only the portfolio approach is adopted, as
the bank’s exposure in SHG lending is on the increase
day by day, all the banks have necessarily to be ready
with a roadmap for managing both the credit risk and the
operational risk in micro finance. Singh, B. and Chawla,
S. (2007) analyzed that major hindrance in the
development of the poor is not lack of opportunities, but
the availability of the credit and the related support
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services to promote sustainable livelihood activities.
During later years, the concept of micro finance gained
popularity to meet the credit requirement of poor through
and with the help of self-help groups like BASIX. SHG
model is clear indication of the domination of this model
over other models.
Sekhri, V. (2007) proposed a view that micro finance has
been proved to be powerful poverty alleviations tool. It is
one of the only development tools with the potential to be
financially self-sustaining. Furthermore, certain microfinance programmes have gained prominence in the
development field and beyond. However after more than
30 years of industry effort, 80 pc of the working poor is
still without access to micro-finance services. For microfinance to achieve its potential as poverty alleviation
tool,the micro finance industry must grow to scale.lack of
opportunities, but the availability of the credit and the
related support services to promote sustainable livelihood
activities. During later years, the concept of micro
finance gained popularity to meet the credit requirement
of poor through and with the help of self-help groups like
BASIX. SHG model is clear indication of the domination
of this model over other models.
OBJECTIVES, RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
AND DATABASE
Objectives
-To study and evaluate the trends in micro finance
-To study the effectiveness of micro finance delivery
models
-To explore the key issues in micro finance in India
Database
Report on Trend and Progress of Banking in India 201213
Research Methodology
The present study is concerned with the micro finance of
commercial banks. In this study only 2 bank groups have
been includedMicro Finance Institutions
Those institutions which have microfinance as their main
operation are known as micro finance institutions. A
number of organizations with varied size and legal forms
offer microfinance service. These institutions lend
through the concept of Joint Liability Group (JLG). A
JLG is an informal group comprising of 5 to 10
individual members who come together for the purpose
of availing bank loans either individually or through the
group mechanism against a mutual guarantee. The reason
for existence of separate institutions i.e. MFIs for
offering microfinance are as follows:
 High transaction cost – generally micro credits
fall below the break-even point of providing
loans by banks
 Absence of collaterals – the poor usually are not
in a state to offer collaterals to secure the credit
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Loans are generally taken for very short
duration periods
 Higher frequency of repayment of installments
and higher rate of Default
Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs), Cooperative societies, Section-25 companies, Societies and
Trusts, all such institutions operating in microfinance
sector constitute MFIs and together they account for
about 42 percent of the microfinance sector in terms of
loan portfolio. The MFI channel is dominated by NBFCs
which cover more than 80 percent of the total loan
portfolio through the MFI channel.
SHG model – How it works
Sl.
Type of MFI
No.
Not-for Profit MFIs
1
NGOs

Number

Legal Registration

400500

2

20

Society Registration Act,
1860
Indian Trust Act, 1882
Section-25 of Indian
Companies Act, 1956

Non-Profit companies

Mutual Benefit MFIs
3
Mutual benefit MFIs –
Mutually
Aided
Cooperative Societies
(MACS)
For Profit MFIs
4
Non-Banking Financial
Companies (NBFCs)

200250

Mutually
Aided
Cooperative societies, Act
enacted
by
State
Governments

45

Indian companies Act,
1956
Reserve Bank of India
Act, 1934

Source:
NABARD
ISSUES
RELATED
TO
MICROFINANCE
Financial illiteracy:
One of the major hindrances in the growth of the
microfinance sector is the financial illiteracy of the
people. This makes it difficult in creating awareness of
microfinance and even more difficult to serve them as
microfinance clients. Though most of the microfinance
institutions claim to have educational trainings and
programmes for the benefit of the people, according to
some of the experts the first thing these SHG and JLG
members are taught is to do their own signature. The
worst part is that many MFIs think that this is what
financial literacy means. We all know how dangerous it
can be when one doesn’t know how to read but he/she
knows how to accept or approve it (by signing it).
Inability to generate sufficient funds:
Inability of MFIs to raise sufficient fund remains one of
the important concern in the microfinance sector. Though
NBFCs are able to raise funds through private equity
investments because of the for-profit motive, such MFIs
are restricted from taking public deposits. Not-for-profit
companies which constitute a major chunk of the MFI
sector have to primarily rely on donations and grants
from Government and apex institutions like NABARD
and SIDBI. In absence of adequate funding from the
equity market, the major source of funds for MFIs are the
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bank loans, which is the reason for high Debt to Equity
ratio of most MFIs.
MFIs receive debt from banks against their equity and in
order to increase their portfolio size they need to increase
their debts for which they further need to increase their
equity. After the Andhra crisis, it is reported that banks
have stopped issuing fresh loans and even though
currently few banks have resumed, they want MFIs to
increase their equity to get fresh loans. So the only mode
for the MFIs to increase their portfolio size is to increase
their equity. The problem of inadequate funds is even
bigger for small and nascent MFIs as they find it very
difficult to get bank loans because of their small portfolio
size and so they have to look for other costlier sources of
fund.
Dropouts and Migration of group members
Majority of the microfinance loans are disbursed on
group lending concept and a past record of the group
plays an important role in getting new loans either
through SHG-Bank linkage or through MFIs. The two
major problems with the group concept are dropouts
(when one or more members leave the group) and
migration (when one or more members move to another
group). Most MFIs lend on the basis of the past record of
the group i.e. SHG or JLG and also on the individuals
repayment performance. In absence of a decent past
record, members are deprived of getting bigger loan
amounts and additional services.
Transparent Pricing
Though the concern about the transparent pricing in the
microfinance sector has been an older one, it is gaining
significance with the growing size and the increasing
competition in the sector. Non-transparent pricing by
MFIs confines the bargaining power of the borrowers and
their ability to compare different loan products, because
they don’t know the actual price. In absence of the proper
understanding of the pricing, clients end up borrowing
more than their ability to payback which results in overindebtedness of the borrower.
MFIs, in order to make their products look less expensive
and more attractive, are disguising their actual/effective
interest rates (better known as the Annualized Percentage
Rates – APR) by including other charges like service
charge, processing fee etc. Some MFIs even take interest
free deposits for lending microloans. There have been
cases where the interest rates are linked with the loan
amount, which means a higher interest rate for smaller
loans (because of higher transaction cost). This is
resulting in highest interest rate being charged to the
poorest clients, which contradicts with the social aspect
of microfinance.
Ambiguity in the pricing by MFIs is inviting regulatory
bodies to implement strict measures like interest rate
caps. But simply putting an interest rate cap may
encourage MFIs to look for clients with larger loan
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requirements. This may deprive the clients with smaller
loan requirements who are supposed to be the actual
beneficiary of microfinance.
Cluster formation – fight to grab established market
MFIs’ drive to grab an established market and reduce
their costs is resulting in formation of clusters in some
areas leaving the others out of the microfinance outreach.
By getting an established microfinance market, MFIs
reduce their initial cost in group formation of clients,
educating them and creating awareness about
microfinance. This is one of the reasons for the
dominance of the microfinance sector in the southern
states. Now the problem is that a similar trend is being
followed in the northern states as well. We have already
seen what happened in A.P and it seems that most of the
MFIs have not taken a lesson from the Andhra crisis.
This cluster formation is restricting MFIs from reaching
to rural areas where there is the actual need for
microfinance. People in urban and semi-urban areas are
already having access to microfinance through SHGbank linkage or individual lending, but in rural areas
people don’t have access to banks and so SBLP is not
much active in such areas. Because of the initial cost
involved in serving a new location, MFIs are not willing
to go to such remote locations. This is the reason most of
the MFIs have their branches in urban and semi-urban
areas only resulting in a very low rural penetration of
microfinance. It is high time for the MFIs to understand
that though microfinance is a resalable product,
increasing the outreach of the microfinance sector by
including new clients and serving new locations is what
which is needed the most at the moment.
Multiple Lending and Over-Indebtedness:
Both of these are outcome of the competition among the
MFIs. Microfinance is one such sector where the Neoliberal theory of free market operation fails, at least to
some extent. Though competition is good for many
sectors but in this case it is going against both the parties.
In order to eat away each others’ market share, MFIs are
ending up giving multiple loans to same borrowers which
in some cases is leading to over-indebtedness (a situation
where the borrower has taken loans more than her/his
repaying capacity) of the borrower. MFIs are getting
affected because borrowers are failing to make payments
and hence their recovery rates are falling, while overindebtedness is making the borrower go to depression
and in some cases forcing them to commit suicide.
Some experts advocate that multiple lending is not but
over-indebtedness is dangerous. This may be true but
multiple lending is eating away the opportunity of new
borrowers, and in a country where it is believed that
the microfinance sector is able to cater to only 10-15
percent of its potential clients, even multiple lending
proves out to be a big concern.
Suggestions:
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1. Proper Regulation: The regulation was not a major
concern when the microfinance was in its nascent stage
and individual institutions were free to bring in
innovative operational models. However, as the sector
completes almost two decades of age with a high growth
trajectory, an enabling regulatory environment that
protects interest of stakeholders as well as promotes
growth, is needed.
2. Field Supervision: In addition to proper regulation of
the microfinance sector, field visits can be adopted as a
medium for monitoring the conditions on ground and
initiating corrective action if needed. This will keep a
check on the performance of ground staff of various
MFIs and their recovery practices. This will also
encourage MFIs to abide by proper code of conduct and
work more efficiently. However, the problem of
feasibility and cost involved in physical monitoring of
this vast sector remains an issue in this regard.
3. Encourage rural penetration: It has been seen that in
lieu of reducing the initial cost, MFIs are opening their
branches in places which already have a few MFIs
operating. Encouraging MFIs for opening new branches
in areas of low microfinance penetration by providing
financial assistance will increase the outreach of the
microfinance in the state and check multiple lending.
This will also increase rural penetration of microfinance
in the state.
4. Complete range of Products: MFIs should provide
complete range of products including credit, savings,
remittance, financial advice and also non-financial
services like training and support. As MFIs are acting as
a substitute to banks in areas where people don’t have
access to banks, providing a complete range of products
will enable the poor to avail all services.
5. Transparency of Interest rates: As it has been
observed that, MFIs are employing different patterns of
charging interest rates and a few are also charging
additional charges and interest free deposits (a part of the
loan amount is kept as deposit on which no interest is
paid). All this make the pricing very confusing and hence
the borrower feels incompetent in terms of bargaining
power. So a common practice for charging interest
should be followed by all MFIs so that it makes the
sector more competitive and the beneficiary gets the
freedom to compare different financial products before
buying.
6. Technology to reduce Operating Cost: MFIs should
use new technologies and IT tools & applications to
reduce their operating costs. Though most NBFCs are
adopting such cost cutting measures, which is clearly
evident from the low cost per unit money lent (9%-10%)
of such institutions. NGOs and Section 25 companies are
having a very high value of cost per unit money lent i.e.
15-35 percent and hence such institutions should be
encouraged to adopt cost-cutting measures to reduce their
operating costs. Also initiatives like development of
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common MIS and other software for all MFIs can be
taken to make the operation more transparent and
efficient.
7. Alternative sources of Fund: In absence of adequate
funds the growth and the reach of MFIs become
restricted and to overcome this problem MFIs should
look for other sources for funding their loan portfolio.
Some of the ways through which MFIs can raise their
fund are:
-By getting converted to for-profit company i.e. NBFC:
Without investment by outside investors, MFIs are
limited to what they can borrow to a multiple of total
profits and equity investment. To increase their
borrowings further, MFIs need to raise their Equity
through outside investors. The first and the most crucial
step to receive equity investment are getting converted to
for-profit NBFC. Along with the change in status the
MFI should also develop strong board, a quality
management information system (MIS) and obtain a
credit rating to attract potential investors.
-Portfolio Buyout: It is when banks or other institutions
purchase the rights to future payment stream from a set
of outstanding loans granted by MFIs. In such
transactions MFIs are responsible for making up any loss
in repayment up to a certain percentage of the portfolio
and this clause is known as “first loss default guarantee”.
The above clause ensures that the MFI retains the correct
incentive to collect these loans. To ensure security to the
buying institution, MFIs are allowed to sell off as much
of the outstanding portfolio as is financed by
accumulated earnings or equity.
-Securitization of Loans: This refers to a transaction in
which the repayments from a set of microloans from one
or more MFIs are packaged into a special purpose
vehicle, from which tradable securities are issued. As the
loans from multiple MFIs can be pooled together the risk
gets diversified. Though securitization of loans and
portfolio buyout are similar in many ways like first loss
default guarantee clause, limit to the amount of loans that
can be sold off etc. The major difference between the two
is that securitizations require a rating from a credit rating
agency and that it can be re-sold, which makes
securitized loans attract more potential buyers. Also
unlike portfolio buyout, there can be multiple buyers and
sellers for each transaction in case of securitization of
loans as compared to single buyer and single seller in
portfolio buyout. Through securitization, MFIs can tap
new sources of investments because fund of certain types
like mutual funds, which are barred from directly
investing in MFIs, can invest through securitized loans.
IN OUR COUNTRY MICRO FINANCE IS FACING
SOME GLARING CHALLENGES
Problem of SHG outreach : The SHG programmes show
a very skewed growth pattern in the country. The
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programme is largely concentrated in southern region of
the country. It is important that the microfinance
programmes spread more evenly so that the benefits are
available especially in regions where the need is more
accurate. This calls for increased investment in SHG
formation and development by banks and government.
The programmes have to orient themselves to the needs
of the very poor as the existing SHG models have not
been able to cover this section significantly.
Restrictive Policies of formal Agencies: The second
major constraints faced by SHGs is the continued
restrictive loan policies of the commercial banks. the
commercial banks took a long time to clearly recognize
and internalize the concept. The SHG model is primarily
a savings based model. The commercial banks have been
following largely 1:4 savings-credit ratio prescribed more
as a norm for lending. Even the loan terms are uniformly
prescribed. SHGs having lower savings ability find the
lending ratio highly restrictive. As a result, many SHGs
are unable to access credit adequately. This is forcing
SHG members to restrict loan size/period and even
distribute loan amount equally. There are instances of
SHG members going back to moneylender.
Lack of SHG quality and leadership: The performance
of SHGs to a great extent depends upon their quality of
governance and management. Available evidence clearly
suggests that the quality of SHGs has suffered due to
their fast growth. The major reasons attributed for the
poor quality of SHGs are target based promotion of
SHGs, inadequate training and capacity building and
widespread illiteracy of the members. Continued and
specialized trainings can help develop the abilities of
SHGs in maturing fully.
Unskilled Staff to recover loans: the success of SHGs in
contributing to poverty alleviation and empowerment
depends on the ability of members to take up newer and
productive investment activities. Even where there is
positive impact, it has been found that SHG members
have utilized the loans mainly in conventional activities
like agriculture, animal husbandry and petty business.
Such an investment pattern has resulted mainly in women
channelising their loans to meet mainly the needs of
other households members. The study implicit that micro
finance definitely a good way to benefit the poor and for
the development of a country. The bank is considered to
be the pioneer in the field of micro finance. The
importance of micro-credit is that it avoids the pitfalls of
an earlier generation of targeted development lending. It
emphasizes on repayment, it charges interest rate that
cover the cost of delivery and focuses on client groups;
thus improving on the disbursal and accountability.
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AGENDA FOR FUTURE:
The present study highlights the growth of micro finance,
although its growth is slow but keeping in mind the
prevailing economic situation, needs of the poor and
middle class, its future is bright. All the banks should
give high priority to micro finance. In the future, some
areas have been needed to research i.e.
-Category wise micro finance in rural areas.
-Segment wise reasons for growing need of micro
finance.
-Bank group wise micro finance.
-Population group wise micro finance.
CONCLUSION:
The study concludes that micro finance is an important
tool for improving the standard of living of poor.Inspite
of many organizations of micro finance, micro finance is
not sufficient and decreasing in India.Shelf-help-groups
play a vital role in poverty reduction. Shelf help is
reducing dependence of labour on agriculture. Hence the
SHGs banks program has been much successful in
achieving quantities targets.The banks should give demo
in the rural sector about the micro finance and they also
provide short term training to the unemployed youth. The
banks should educate to the students to spread the
schemes ofthe banks in rural sector. The credit should be
given on the basis of the requirements of the
borrowers.The banks should also create a separate wing
to provide the facilities of micro finance. The need of
thehour is to make the program more qualitative. That is
enriching the lives of poorest of the poor in thecontext of
globalize socio-economic environment. The need of the
hour is to make the program more qualitative.
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Abstract
The emergence of organized retailing in India has
more to do with the increasing purchasing power of
buyers specially post liberalization, increase in
product variety and the increasing economics of
scale with the aid of modern supply and distribution
management solutions. In India the retail market is
as old as in the global context. However the concept
organized retailing is comparatively new. Retailing
has been one of the prominent driving forces in
business in India.There is mixed response about
FDI in retail sector. still some of the states are
either not in favour of the FDI or indecisive on the
issue as they feel that FDI
in retail is harmful
to local retailers in India. Everyone has the reason
for supporting or opposing the issue. The present
paper focuses on the changing waves in Indian
Retail Industry consumer perspective, pros and
cons, challenges in Retailing and recommendations.
Key words :- FDI, Indian Retail sector, liberalization,
FDI scenario, challenges, G.D.P
Introduction: India is a founder member of world Trade
organization and signatory to its General Agreement on
Trade in Services (GATS). This agreement includes
wholesale and retailing services and all member
countries are required to open up the retail trade sector to
foreign investment. There were initial reservations
towards opening up of retail sector arising from fear of
job losses, procurement from international market,
competition and loss of entrepreneurial opportunities.
However the Government in a series of means has
opened up the retail sector slowly to foreign direct
Investment in India.
The word Retailing refers to any activity that involves
the direct sale to an individual customer or end user.
Retailing has been the most active and attractive sector of
the last decade. while the retailing industry itself has
been present throughout the history in our country, it is
only the recent past that has witnessed so much
dynamism.
Evolution of Retail Market in India:
In India the retail market is as old as in the global context
however the concept organized retailing is comparatively
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new. Retailing has been one of the prominent driving
forces in business in India. Traditionally it has been
dominated to a large extent by the unorganized sector.
But the growth of the organized sector has been steadily
increasing especially after liberalization of the Indian
economy. The process started with the establishment of
the Shopper’s stop outlet at Andheri, Mumbai in
1991.Then other organized retailing stores like Kids
Kemp, Cross roads, RPG’S Music world, pyramids etc.
followed the trend.

Need for the Study:
-To analyze the current retail scenario in India.
-To investigate the changing waves in Indian Retail
Industry
-To analyze FDI and growth of Indian retail.
-To study the challenges in Retailing.
-To Recommended few suggestions for growth of Indian
Retail Industry.
Research Methodology: The study is based on
descriptive arguments and analytical logic developed
through the understanding from various research papers,
reports, books, journals, Newspapers and online data
bases.
Changing waves In Indian Retail Industry.

 The Indian Retail Industry is the largest among all










the Industries accounting for Over 10% of the
country’s GDP and around 8% of the employment.
The Retail Industry in India has Come forth as one of
the most dynamic and fast paced Industries with
several players entering the market. The Indian
Retail Industry is Gradually Retail Inching its way
towards becoming the next boom industry.
The total concept and idea of shopping has
undergone an attention drawing change in terms of
format and consumer buying behaviour. Modern
retailing has entered into the Retail Market in India
as is Observed in the form of Bustling shopping
centres. Multi-storied malls and the huge Complexes
that offer shopping, entertainment and food all under
one roof.
A large young working population with medium
age of 24 years, nuclear Families in urban areas
along with increasing working women population
and emerging opportunities in the services sector are
going to be the key factors in the growth of the
organized Retail sector in India.
The growth pattern in organized retailing and in the
consumption made by the Indian population will
follow rising graph helping the newer businessmen
to enter India retail industry.
The Food Retail Industry in India dominates the
Shopping basket. The Mobile Phone Retail Industry
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in India is already a U S $ 16.7 billion business
growing at over 20% per year.
 Conventional stores up grading themselves to
modern retailing.
 Attractiveness, accessibility and affordability seem
to be the key offerings of the retailing chain.
 The Indian Retail Industry is the fifth largest in the
world. Comprising of organized and unorganized
sectors, Retail Industry in India is one of the fastest
growing industry.
FDI Scenario in retail sector in India:
1991 – Liberalization Indian opened up FDI upto 51%
allowed under the automatic route in select priority
sectors.
1997- India allows 100% Foreign Subsides in Wholesale,
cash and carry business.
2006- 51% FDI in single brand retailing cleared.
2007- 100% FDI in cash and carry allowed through the
automatic route.
2008- ICRIER published report stating modern and
unorganized sector can co-exist and flourish.
Government mulled over the idea of the following 100%
FDI in single-brand retail and 50% in multi-brand retail.
2010 – DIPP starts a discussion paper on whether India
should allow FDI in multi brand retailing Government
proposing to allow FDI in multi-brand retailing.
2012- 100% in single Brand (with revised guidelines)
And 51% in multi-Brand retailing with some conditions
have allowed.
Arguments in Favour of FDI in Retailing:
FDI in retailings is favoured on following grounds:
 The global retailers have advanced management
know how in merchandising and inventory
management and have adopted new technologies’
which can significantly improve productivity and
efficient in retailing.
 Entry of large low-Cost retailers and adoption of
integrated supply chain management by them is
likely to lower down the powers.
 FDI in retailing can easily assure the quality of
product, better shopping experience and customer
service.
 They promote the linkage of local suppliers, farmers
and manufactures.
 As multinational players are spreading their
operation regional, players are also developing their
supply chain differentiating their strategies and
improving their operations to counter the size of
international players.
 Joint ventures would ease capital constraints of
exiting organized retailers.
 FDI would lead to development of different retail
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formats and modernization of the sector.
Arguments against FDI in Retailing:
Many trading associations, political parties and industrial
associations have argued against FDI in retailing due to
the following reasons
 Indian Retailers have yet to consolidate their
position.
The existing retailing scenario is
characterized by the presence of large number of
fragmented family owned business who would not
be able to survive the competition from global
players
 FDI in Retailing can upset the import balance, as
large international retailers may prefer to source
majority of their products globally rather than
investing in local products
 Global retailers might resort to predatory pricing.
Due to their financial clout, they often sell below
cost in the new market . once the domestic players
are wiped out of the market Foreign players enjoy a
monopoly position which allows them to increase
prices and earn profit.
 Indian retailers have argued that since lending rates
are much higher in India, Indian retailers especially
small retailers are at a disadvantageous position
compared to foreign retailers who have access to
international funds at lower interest rates
 Distortions of culture Though FDI Indian retail
will indirectly or directly contribute for the
enhancement of Tourism, Hospitality and few other
Industries, the culture of the people in India will
slowly be changed.
Loss of self Competitive Strength: The Indian retail
sector particularly organized retail is still under
developed
and in a nascent stage and therefore the companies may
not be able to complete with global giants.
Challenges in Retailing:

 The industry is Facing a severe shortage of talented






professionals especially at the middle management
level.
Most Indian retail players are under serious pressure
to make their supply chains more efficient in order to
deliver the levels of quality and service that
consumer are demanding.
Lack of adequate infrastructure with respect to
roads, electricity., Cold chains and ports has further
led to the impediment of a network of suppliers.
The available talent pool does not back retail sector
as the sector has only recently emerged from its
nascent phase
Even thought the Government is attempting to
implement a uniform value-added tax across states
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the system is currently plagued with differential tax
rates for various states leading to increased costs.
 Stringent labor laws worked and minimum wages to
be paid leading to limited flexibility of operations
and employment of part-time employees.
 The retail sector does not have ‘Industry’ status yet
making it difficult for retailers to raise finance from
banks to fund their expansion plans.
 Government restrictions on the FDI are leading to an
absence of foreign players resulting into limited
exposure to best practices.

immediate impact on the Indian retail Sector. However
once 100% FDI is allowed in retail that is when the
landscape will become extremely competitive. It is true
that it is in the Consumers best interest to obtain his
goods and services at the lowest possible price. But this
is a privilege for the individual consumer and it cannot in
any circumstance Override the responsibility of any
society to provide economic security for its population,
clearly collective well-being must take precedence Over
individual benefits.

Recommendations:

References :Swapna pradhan : Retailing Management. The M C
graw-hill Companies.
Suja Nair : Retail Management Himalaya Publishing
House
www.dipp.nic.in

 The retail sector in India is Severely Constrained by











limited availability of bank finance. The govt and
RBI need to evolve suitable lending policies that
will enable retailers in the organized and
unorganized sector to expand and improve
efficiencies.
Policies that encourage un organized sector retailers
to migrate to the organized sector by investing in
space and equipment should be encouraged.
A National Commission must be established to study
the problems of the retail sector and to evolve
polices that will enable it to cope with FDI as and
when it comes.
The proposed National Commissions should evolve
a clear set of Conditional ties on giant foreign
retailers on the procurement of farm produce
domestically manufactured merchandise and
imported goods.
Entry of foreign players must be gradual and with
social safe guards so that the effects of the labor
dislocation can be analyzed and policy fine-tuned.
The government must actively encourage setting up
of co-operative stores to procure and stock their
consumer goods and commodities from small
producers.
The Govt can also facilitate the setting up of ware
housing units and cold chains, there by lowering the
capital costs for the small retailers.

Conclusion:
The Indian government needs to be very careful if it
opens the multi-brand retail sector to FDI because the
entry of companies like the UK based retailer Tesco
would literally change the fabric of life in India by
endangering small shops. opening up of FDI in multibrand retail in India could potentially be a mixed
blessing for domestic players. While initially the small
indigenous retailers business would be impacted once
modern retail enters the locality, this adverse impact is
expected to be short-lived and to weaken over time.
While this long awaited move is not expected to have an
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40.CONSUMER AWARENESS TOWARDS
LIFE INSURANCE SECTOR IN INDIA
Chetan Daga,Research Scholar, Rani Chennamma
University, Belgaum.
ABSTRACT
Though the insurance industry is in existence since long,
the level of awareness towards the rights and duties
regarding insurance is negligible. The study tries to
understand the awareness of the people towards the
rights and duties towards life insurance products after
the privatization of the insurance sector with special
reference to Indian insurance sector. To actually
understand this, a primary research was conducted to
find out the level of awareness towards the rights and
duties of the policy holders across demographic profiles
and about the level of awareness towards life insurance
policies prevailing in the Indian market. The study
totally concentrates on the individual behavior, attitudes
and also crating the awareness regarding their
contribution on Indian insurance sector.
Keywords: Awareness; Insurance; Investments; Policy
Holder; Rights
INTRODUCTION
Life Insurance is a contract for payment of a sum of
money to the person assured (or failing him/her, to the
person entitled to receive the same) on the happening of
the event induced against. Usually the contract provides
for the payment of an amount on the date of maturity or
at specified dates at periodic intervals or at unfortunate
deaths, if it occurs earlier. The fundamental needs of
insurance are as follows and the identified needs of
individuals will be proximate of the following.
Identification is important because it makes the process
easier as one can choose from the spread the right
product. The list is as Viz. security of family in case of
death or disability, security of any loans on the assets in
case of death and disability, children higher education,
money saving for special future events and security for
excess long ability. These are some fundamental
insurance needs these are subjected to change in many
customized deals. Awareness is the corner stone of
sound information, for it makes the individual more
effective and intelligent. Awareness is a vital necessity,
because it enables the individual to develop and to rise
on the society and increase their efficiency, through this
awareness the individual thinking power increases.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE:
The researcher made an attempt to collect information
from the prior researches and relevant studies conducted
in the area of life insurance and consumer behavior so
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that the important variables for the study could be
identified and analyzed. The review of literature has
been presented in a summarized and precise manner life
insurance and age has shown a significant relationship
according to the some preliminary studies conducted in
seventies and eighties. Berekson (1972), Showers and
Shotick (1994), Baek and DeVaney (2005) found that
the effect of age was positive and significant, but Ferber
and Lee (1980),Bernheim (1991) and Chen et al. (2001)
found a negative significant relationship between age
and life insurance demand, whereas Hammond et al.
(1967), Duker (1969) anderson and Nevin (1975),
Burnett and Palmer (1984), Gandolfi and Miners (1996)
argued that age was not a significant factor in purchase
of life insurance.
DATA ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION
Table 1. Believe in Money Planning
No of
S.NO Opinion
respondents
Percentage
1
YES
92
92
2
NO
8
8
Total No of
respondents
100
100
Interpretation
It is observed that 92% of the respondents believe in
money planning and rest which is 8% they don’t believe
in money planning.
Table 2. Various Type of Money Planning
No of
S.NO
Opinion
respondents
Percentage
1
savings
35
35
Fixed
2
Deposit
15
15
3
Insurance 28
28
7
4
PPF
7
Others
5
15
15
Total No of
respondents 100
100
Interpretation: From the above data collected 35%
respondents believe in savings, 15% in fixed deposits,
28% in insurance, 7% in provident fund and other 15%
in other money planning.
Table 3. Planning For Retirement
No of
S.NO
Opinion respondents Percentage
YES
1
74
74
2
NO
26
26
Total No of
respondents
100
100
Interpretation: It is concluded that from the above data
74% of the respondents make their money plan for their
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retirement and 26% doesn’t have any money plan for
retirement.
The next to the cadre goes to the people between the age
group of 40-50 years . This shows that Hyundai also acts
as a convenient car for adult people, followed by people
using the car falling under age group of above 50 years .
This shows that Hyundai acts as a convenient car for
people with the age group of 40-50 years and also to the
age-old people, who are above 50 years.

Interpretation: From the above collected data of the
respondents are aware of insurance and of the
respondents are not aware of insurance, it is conclude
that most of them knew about insurance It is concluded
that of the sample is considering that the Payment terms
is Excellent and Good.of the sample is considering that
the Payment terms to be Fair and of the sample is
considering is Poor and of the sample is considering it to
be very poor.

Table 4. Important For Education Fund
No of
S.NO
Opinion
respondents Percentage
Very
1
Important 57
57
2
Important 29
29
Not
3
Important 14
14
Total No of
100
respondents 100
Interpretation: About of the sample considered the Prepurchase Service to be Good is followed by , considering
being Fair and about of sample considering to the Prepurchase Service is Poor and is Very Poor. It is observed
that 57% said it is very important another 29% said it is
important and remaining 14% said it is not important.

Table 7. Insurance is needed for Your Family
No of
S.NO
Opinion respondents Percentage
1
YES
80
73
NO
2
20
27
Total No of
respondents
100
100
Interpretation: In my survey 80% of the respondents
said that they need insurance for their family and the
remaining 20% think it is not necessary. It is concluded
that 52% of the sample is considering that the Credit
facilities is Excellent. 26% of the sample is considering
that the Credit facilities are good and 22% of the sample
is considering it to be Poor.
Table 8. Number of Policy Holders in Different Life
Insurance Companies
No of
S.NO
Opinion respondents Percentage
1
YES
68
68
2
NO
32
32
Total No of
respondents
100
100
Interpretation: It is observed that 68% of the
respondents are issued and remaining 32% of them are
not insured. We have come to the conclusion that the
Quality of service at workshop provided by is Excellent
About 39% of the sample is considering the services to
be Good, followed by of the respondents are considering
the service is Fair. The least percentage i.e., of the
sample is considering the service as Poor
Table 9. Importance of Insurance Policy
No of
0S.NO Opinion
respondents
Percentage
Protection for
1
Dependents
22
32.3
Protection for
2
Education
18
26.4
Protection for
3
Marriage
12
17.6
Protection for
4
Estate Duties
5
7.3
5
Others
11
16.4
Total No of
respondents
100
100

Table 5. Importance for Marriage Fund
No of
S.NO
Opinion
respondents Percentage
Very
1
Important 48
48
2
Important 30
30
Not
3
Important 22
22
Total No of
respondents
100
100
Interpretation: It is observed that said it is very
important another 30% said it is important and
remaining said it is not important. It is concluded that of
the sample is considering that the Order Processing time
is Excellent. of sample is considering that the Order
Processing time offered by Hyundai Good, followed by
11% of the sample is considering is Fair and of the
sample is considering it to be Poor.
Table 6. Aware of Life Insurance
No of
S.NO
Opinion respondents Percentage
1
YES
89
89
2
NO
11
11
Total No of
respondents
100
100
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Interpretation: From the above data 33% of the policy
holders take the policy to protect his/her dependents,
26% of them protection for education fund, 18% of them
protection for marriage fund, 7% of them protection for
Estate duties and remaining for other facilities.
Table 10. Attraction for Taking the Policy
No of
S.NO Opinion
respondents
Interest &
1
Dividends
29
2
Customer Service 8
3
Various plans
18
4
Others
12
Total No of
respondents
100

Percentage
42.6
11.7
26.4
19.3
100

Interpretation: From the above data the percentage of
respondents are attracted by seeing interest and dividend
are 43% customer service 12% various plans , Others
18%.
FINDINGS
 In saving for future need 92% of the people are
agreed for savings and remaining 8% of the
survey most of the people are unmarried
 For saving their money 35% 9of the people
select banks28% of them are go to life
insurance, 15% of them go to FDS and 7% of
them are go to PPF. For the, most of the people
are educated, remaining marriage and other
needs.
 In preference of saving 30% of the response go
for short term benefits, because they spend their
money for entertainment and remaining
marriage and other needs.
 For retirement life 74% of the response are
agreed, because most of them are private
employees and they planned for their old age,
remaining 26% of them are not planning their
retirement.
 In the matter of life insurance most of the
people prefer this, because they want security
for their family and remaining are not comment.
 In the process of multiplying and saving the life
most of the people are feel it is a commitment
and remaining are nit commented.
 In the process of paying premiums in life most
of the people are feel it is a commitment and
remaining are not commented.
 For the security of their life most of the people
are saving the large amount in thei9r income
and remaining are saving a little amount.
 In rating moist of the people given first
preference to their life cover because it is most
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useful for their family after his/her death some
people given second preference for their health
and accidental benefits and some mote prefer
children’s welfare.
 In the process of priority of financial
requirements most of the people planning to for
house some people planning to game the same
income even after their retirement and some
people are plan for their children’s welfare.
 When we asked about different products In life
insurance most of the people respond positively
because they believe it is secure their life and
some they don’t comment.
 In the survey most of the people are feel they
are exactly insured, and remaining people are
under insurer.
CONCLUSION
This study has been conducted with the aim of finding
the customer financial needs. From this study it has been
revealed that the customer major financial need in future
is their children’s education and marriage expenses.
Hence the company should adopt some good and
beneficial policy for their future estimates, which will
really helpful for the customer. It also found from the
study that the major competitor in insurance sector is
LIC, Because of its brand loyalty. Though the insurance
sector group is one of the leading insurance sectors in
the world, it should improve its marketing strategies to
maintain the good status in our own country. The study
has been conducted very sincerely to make the research
useful to the company. I wish them all the very best to
their future endeavors.
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41.MARKET DRIVEN MANAGEMENT –
SEO STRATEGY
Iswarya.M, Sri Krishna arts and science college
This article analyzes the effectiveness of food aid
received by with a focus on donations from Title II aid
from the U.S. Agency for International Development
(USAID) and the United Nations World Food
Programme (WFP). Ethiopia has faced famine and
political issues for many decades and is one of the
poorest countries in the world. there is a large and
growing amount of money going into Ethiopia from the
United States in the form of Title II food this aid.
Intelligence Agency, USAid, the World Food
Programme, the data and literature reviewed here
suggests that increasing food assistance has been
associated with improving conditions in Ethiopia,
including a decreasing malnutrition rate.
The United States has trained some of the world’s best
computer programmers and technology experts. Despite
all of this training, many businesses do not have a full
understanding of information technology. Fidelity
Investments is regarded as the leader in the financial
services industry. The purpose of this paper is to examine
the relationship between awareness of autism in the
general public and availability The global financial crisis
that began in 2007 is considered by many economists to
be the worst financial crisis since the Great Depression.,
the implosion of multiple prestigious financial
institutions, and government bailouts on an
unprecedented scale. Some of the goals include:
increasing enrollment at the center by 20% each year,
designing and building a 8,000 square foot facility,
increasing staffing by 2 part-time employees and finally
finding affordable health insurance for owners and
employees. and individuals
N 8-STEP STRATEGY FOR YOU TO USE: Doing SEO
strategy right takes targeted competitive insight and very
specific recommendations, beyond any SEO basics
rulebook. And ideally a good relationship with the
product (site) manager. Over the next few posts, and
starting with this one, I’m going to share with you a
detailed 8-step process for creating your own SEO
strategy (what I often refer to as an SRD (SEO Research
Document)), beginning with defining target audiences
and taking it all the way through some fairly
comprehensive competitive research, search traffic
projections, content strategies, and specific goals and
prioritizations. The steps behind this are something you
can templatize and use for every project, and your
boss/clients will love it, I promise. I’ll be writing this as I
go, so I’d be interested in hearing how you do strategy
now, and if there are any types of things you’d like to see
covered in the posts. Strategy is the type of thing that
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moves you up to the next level of SEO superstar. The
first step in most marketing campaigns, Search
Marketing included, is to start by defining your target
audience.Your target audience is a defined set of people
who you are marketing your product to. Traditionally,
defining a target audience involves determining their age,
sex, geographic locations, and especially their needs (aka
pain points). Check out usability.gov’s description of
persons and how to do task analysis & scenarios for more
details, or better yet, read Vanessa Fox’s upcoming book
about persons related to search and conversion.
What we want to zero in on for our SEO Strategy are
those pain points. What do they want? What are their
needs that aren’t being met?Knowing these things will
help us better define a content strategy and prioritize
content to bring to the forefront. There are two reasons
we start with audience needs rather than jumping straight
into keyword research
Content Strategy: You want to provide content and
tools that are as relevant and useful as possible to your
target audiences. This goes beyond regular SEO practices
and into site strategy, although providing relevant, useful
content in itself is linkbait. For example, let’s say I have
a health site. I have several types of articles on health,
drug information, and information on types of diseases
and conditions. My angle on the site is that I’m targeting
seniors. If I find out seniors are primarily interested in
information on prescription drug plans and cheap Viagra,
then I know that I want to provide information
specifically on those things. This allows me to hone in on
that market’s needs and deprioritize or bypass other
content.
Targeted Keyword Discovery: Ideally you’ll want to do
keyword research based on what the audience wants, not
solely on what content the site already has (or plans to
have sans audience targeting), which may be limited. I
can do keyword research on health conditions and drugs
(content I have on my site) and determine what the
general population is searching for and optimize my
current content, or I can cast my net wide and look at
what my target audience wants first, then do my keyword
research. You may find there are needs that your site is
not meeting. Knowing my senior audience is interested in
primarily in prescription drug plans and cheap Viagra, I
can first make sure I’m providing that content, and then
further determine the top keywords in these areas and use
those terms in relevant and high visibility areas on my
site.
This screenshot from my own Strategy template below
simply suggests adding information on the target
audience and what they want. Specifics are as good as
the research you do, and will likely be very different
with each project. Let your Strategy template give you
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breathing room. Each of these discoveries is potential
content or strategy, and should be written up in your
SEO Strategy document. Provide as much data and
reasoning as possible for why you recommend this
content

presence of a strong global logic demands that global
marketing must be pursued for competitive reasons and
that it is often not an optional strategy. Once committed,
the company needs to decide where to go, both in terms
of geographic regions and specific countries.

REVIEW
OF
LITERATURE:
Market-Driven
Management: A Critical Literature Review Until the
1950s, with demand exceeding supply (scarcity of
supply), management models paid tribute to the scientific
management (Taylor 1911; Ford 1922, 1926, 1930)
model introduced by Ford in the 1930s. The Ford model,
which was based on the idea of giving every citizen a car
at an acceptable price, led to the introduction and spread
of mass production in the United States. This model was
perfect for the market conditions in the United States in
the Twenties. The then Chairman of General Motors,
Albert P. Sloan (1990), described these conditions
pinpointing a radical transformation, between 1924 and
1926, that changed the automotive market from the
production of a very few, very expensive units for a
small number of customers, to the era of the good quality
car for everyone. The Ford approach, which was based
on the supremacy of product orientation and the theory of
the scientific organisation of labour, was designed to
achieve economies of scale based on standardized mass
production, the rationalization of the manufacturing
process and a reduction in dead time, by the introduction
of the assembly line1 . Ford succeeded in transforming
the car from an elite product that was expensive to
purchase and to run, into a standardized product for the
masses, with a purchase prize that was accessible to a
large number of purchasers (symbolized by the Ford
Model T that could be painted any color so long as it was
black). In this business model, which focused on the
product and on price competition, the market was still
homogeneous and not differentiated. controlled demand,
defining the quantities produced and sold, and therefore
the prices, and had the knowledge and information
necessary to programme future activities. The entire
output was sold at the price set by the manufacturer and
there were usually no stocks2 of finished products
because everything produced was sold. But this situation
was not only the effect of the presence of a small number
of suppliers with respect to demand or of the general lack
of alternative choices (scarcity of supply), but rather the
result of an attempt to market supply while closely
monitoring quantities,

During the 1990's, a changing competitive environment
has considerably affected these choices. In the past,
companies have moved from largely domestic or regional
firms to become global. As multi domestic companies,
these firms competed in many local markets and
attempted to meet the local market requirements as best
they could. Although many firms still approach their
international marketing effort this way, an increasing
number are taking a global view of their marketplace.

CONCLUSION
Any company engaging in global marketing operations is
faced with a number of very important strategic
decisions. At the outset, a decision in principle needs to
be made committing the company to some level of
internationalization. Increasingly, firms will find that the

The global firm operates differently from the multi
domestic or regional company. Pursuing a global
marketing strategy does not necessarily mean that the
company is attempting to standardize all of its marketing
programs on a global scale. Furthermore, a global
marketing strategy also does not imply that the company
is represented in all markets of the world. Rather, a
global marketing strategy requires a new way of thinking
about global marketing operations. Global companies are
fully aware of their strengths across as many markets as
possible. Consequently, the global company will build its
marketing strategy on the basis of a thorough
understanding of global logic pressures and will enter
any markets dictated by the overall global logic it faces
in
any
given
industry.
A global company is also keenly aware of the value of
global size and market share. As a result, a number of
strategic decisions, such as which markets to enter, will
become subject to the overall global strategy. Rather than
making each market pay its way separately, a global firm
may aim to break even in some markets if this will help
its overall position by holding back a key competitor. As
strategy begins to resemble that of a global chess game,
companies have to develop new skills and learn about
new concepts to survive. Understanding and exploiting
the lead market principle will become more
important. Globalization of many industries today is a
fact. Some companies have no choice but to become
globalized; once key competitors in their industries are
globalized, other firms must follow. This leads to a
rethinking of the strategic choices and inevitably will
lead to new priorities. Globalization is not simply a new
term for something that has existed all along; it is a new
competitive game requiring companies to adjust to and
learn new ways of doing business. For many companies,
survival depends on how well they learn this new game.
As we have seen in this chapter, globalization has
become a multifaceted term requiring companies to
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carefully monitor their markets. Globalization may occur
in several parts of a firm's business and may require
different responses whether it occurs at the customer,
market, industry, or competitor level. As a result, there
are many types of generic global marketing strategies a
firm may choose from, moving the fundamental choice
away from whether a global marketing strategy should be
pursued toward which global marketing strategy should
be
adopted.
In the future, we can expect to see global marketing
strategies adopted by firms from all parts of the world.
As markets become increasingly accessible to all firms,
the trend toward globalization will continue. Firms in
developing and emerging economies, which are as
affected by the global logic as those based in the
developed world, will begin to concentrate on their own
strengths and develop global marketing strategies for a
particular sector. This is a key reason why managers in
emerging markets will need a global mindset as much as
their peers in developed countries.
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42. MICRO FINANCE AND IT’S IMPACT ON
SHGs IN KARNATAKA – A SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO TUMKUR AND
CHITRADURGA
Prof.( Smt) Sheela Jayanth & Dr.SURESHA K.P.
HOD Of Economics and Lecturer ,National Degree
College (Autonomous ) Basavana gudi Bangalore
Introduction:
In India microfinance in dominated by the self-helpgroups-bank linkage programme aimed at providing a
cost effective mechanism for providing financial services
to the poor. So far as microfinance is concerned the
women are found to be the greatest beneficiaries. Though
the industry has grown in outreach and disbursement, it is
still inadequate to meet the growing demand. Against this
background an attempt has been made in this paper to
analyze the impact of Micro Finance and It’s Impact on
SHGs in Karnataka – A Special Reference In Tumkur
And Chitradurga.
Origin of the research problem:
Micro finance has emerged as a needful programme to
cater to the needs of the most under privileged people i.e.
tribal, dalits and women. The major concern today is ever
increasing poverty and there is urgent need of
empowering, enabling the most neglected sections of the
society through organized support to all poverty
alleviation programmes. Considering the paucity of funds
with poorpeople, the need of the hour is to provide
adequate credit to the needy people to enable them to
undertake entrepreneurial activity, however small, with
the help of NGOs and GOIs. Micro finance is expected to
play pivotal role in poverty eradication and employment
generation.
Tumkur and Chitradurga Districts are categorized as
most backward and backward areas as per 2011 CSO
Report. Out of the total population 67% stays in rural
areas and 38% in below poverty line. Though, the
districts includes much number of commercial banks, cooperative banks, and regional rural bank branches, the
existing branch network is insufficient to address the
requirements of the growing population. Studies reveal
that, rural credit has come down drastically in recent
years. Provision of Micro finance as a response to the
requirement of the region and to the policy initiative of
government of India to develop the rural areas was
started in this region with slow footing.
With the launching of SHGs Bank linkage programme
(SBLP) by NABARD and Swarna Jayanthi Gram
Swarozagar Yojana(SGSY) scheme of employment
creation by GOI, group formation and their linkage were
accelerated. Self-help groups bank linkage programme is
a socio-economic programme. Different agencies i.e. the
government and government organizations, non-
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government organizations, financial institutions etc have
been involved in implementation of this programme. This
movement has a considerable impact on socio-economic
life of the members. Against this background the
researcher intends to study the socio economic impact of
micro financing through SHGs of theses two districts.
Objectives:
The Principal objectives of the study are:
1. To assess the impact of SHGs on Micro Finance
on socio economic status of the members of the
group in Tumkur & Chitradurga districts.
2. To assess the extent of mobilization of funds
and generation of income by the SHGs.
3. To examine the problems of SHGs.
Methodology:
The study is based on both types of data i.e. primary and
secondary data. Primary data has been collected through
well structured questionnaire, and party interviews. The
secondary data is mainly from related reports. The study
is based on the sample selection of SHGs from each
district. Tools like percentages, simple averages have
been used in order to analyze the data. This study
covered 60 SHGs with 800 members selected randomly
in Tumkur and Chitradurga districts. These districts were
purposively selected as no academic research study of
this nature was undertaken there. This is the first study
on impact of micro financing through SHGs in these two
districts. Random sampling method has been adapted to
select the sample size.
Table – 1 :Classification of the SHG’s – Age of
selected SHGs
Age

No. of SHGs

Less than 1 year
1-3 years
3-5 years
Above 5 years

% to
Total
05.00
21.66
31.67
41.67

3
13
19
25

Table – 2 :Literary level of the members of the SHGs
Education
Illiterate
Up to 7th
8th to SSLC
PUC
Graduation

No. of SHGs
Members
284
396
105
13
02

% to
Total
35.50
49.50
13.12
01.63
00.25

Table – 3 :Occupational Background of Members of
the SHGs
Occupation

No. of SHGs

% to
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Agriculture
Agriculture Labour
Tiny Business
Activities
Service

Members
425
21
263

Total
53.13
02.63
32.87

91

11.37

Table – 4 :Family income-wise distribution of the
members of the SHGs
Monthly Income
Below – 5000
5000 – 10,000
10,000 – 15,000
15,000 – 20,000
15,000 & Above
Total

No. of SHGs
Members
13
442
239
96
10
800

% to Total
01.63
55.25
29.87
12.00
01.25
100.00

Table – 5 :Purpose of loan given by SHGs to the
members
Purpose
No. of SHGs
% to Total
Members
Agriculture
191
23.85
Education
22
02.76
Housing
27
03.37
Health
17
01.12
Tiny business
496
62.00
activities
Repayment of Loan
02
00.25
Consumption
39
04.85
Others
08
01.00
Total
800
100.00
Table – 6 :Capital Resources of the SHGs
Source
Saving of members
Amount Provided
Donations
Interest Realized on
Lending
Interest on deposits
Bank Loan
Fine
Recoveries and
others

No. of SHGs
60
14
56

% to Total
100.00
23.33
93.33

06
54
17
02

10.00
90.00
28.33
00.33

Table – 7 :Monthly Savings pattern of members of the
SHGs
Savings Level (Rs.)
Number of Respondents
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Less
than
100
100150
150200
200250
200 &
Abov
e
Total

Before
Joinin
g SHG
293

Percentag
e

Percentag
e

36.625

After
Joinin
g SHG
201

258

32.250

224

28.00

146

18.200

197

24.63

78

09.750

132

16.00

25

03.125

46

05.75

800

100.00

800

100.00

25.12

Table – 8 :Impact of Bank Loan on SHGs
Sl.
% of
Impact
No.
Improvement
1
Investment in fixed assets
30%
has gone up
2
Improvement in
25%
infrastructure viz., lighting,
storage, transport of
members etc.
3
Working capital position has
40%
improved
4
SHG members have reduced
30%
their dependence on money
lenders
5
SHG members have
20%
benefited in education of
children, medical expenses,
marriage expenditure, etc.
6
Loans have helped in
20%
meeting marketing
operations of SHG and
members of SHG
7
Improvement of Agriculture
45%
of Members
8
Additional Milch Animals
30%
Purchased
9
Overall Income of the
70%
members has gone up
10 Standard of living of
members has gone up viz.
1. Better Housing
10%
2.Use of Latrines
20%
3.Fans, Fridges
20%
4.Telephone, Mobile
50%
5.Economic Empowerment
20%
6.Political Empowerment
10%
11 Others
-
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Literacy Level:
The total literacy rate as per 2011 census is 74 percent
and the female literacy rate is 66 percent. The
government has introduced several policy measures to
raise the literacy rate, but still the incidence of as the
literacy level of the respondents under study, out of the
total 800 respondents 36 percent are illiterates and the
remaining 64 percent are literates. Among the literates
only 2 women have completed under graduate degrees
and 13 have complete PUC. Majority of the total literate
respondents i.e. 396 staged to have studied up to 7 th
standard and 105 women had complete 8th/9th /10th
standard.
Purpose for which loan is given by SHGs to the
members:
The members of the SHGs of the study area require funds
for various purposes, Table to 5 presents the purpose of
loan. Majority of them use the credit for creating
productive assets. Small business, agriculture, education,
housing, health, consumption, and repayment of loan are
some of the areas in which the members are investing the
credit availed from SHGs. The study shows that 496 out
of 800 respondents (62%) used the funds in small
business activities. The other priority area to uses the
borrowed fund is agriculture (24%). The other areas of
preferences of the respondents includes education – 32,
Housing – 32, Health – 12.
Capital Resources of the SGHs:
Table-6 shows that, SHGs in the study area encourage
the members to save regularly. SGHs used to collect
funds through various sources. Savings of the members,
amount provided by NGOs and others agencies,
donations, interest realized on lending, interest on
deposits, bank loan, fine and recoveries and others are
some of the sources of capital formation. Savings of the
members, interest realized on lending, bank loan, interest
on deposits are the main sources of capital for SHGs in
the study area. 56 out of 60 SHGs realized interest on
lending. 54 SHGs got credit facility from the banks. 17
SHGs had the funds from NGOs and other agencies.
As for as savings is concerned, all the respondents agreed
that, they have a regular savings after joining the SHGs.
The monthly savings pattern of the members of the SHGs
is depicted in Table – 7.
It is evident from Table-3 that the savings of sample
respondents has increased after they become the
members of the SHGs as compared to their savings
earlier. The respondent whose monthly savings is less
than Rs. 100 and savings between Rs. 100-150 has
declined and the number of respondent whose savings is
Rs. 150-200 above has increased in the study area. This
indicates that, the SHGs considered for the study are
active in the formation of capital.
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Impact of Bank loan on SHGs
Micro finance programme enable the members to save,
and setup and expand a credit fund consisting of savings
and / or resources mobilized from donors / banks, so that
members can initiate income generating activities. It also
enables the members to acquire assets. The impact of
bank loan on SHGs in the study area is shown in the
Table-8.
Table- 8 indicates that the loan assistance provided by
the banks and other agencies have a positive impact on
the SHGs and its members. It has a considerable impact
on life and economic and social activities of the members
of the SGHs of the study area. Investment in fixed assets
has gone up and considerable improvement in
infrastructure viz. lighting ,storage, transport of
members, etc. is found. Standard of living of the
members has gone up and overall income of the members
has been increased SHGs members have benefited in
education of their children, medical expenses etc..
SHG members views joining the SHGs:
The following are the views of the respondents on
joining the SHGs of the study area Regularity in savings.
 Involvement of the members in economic
activities.
 Respondents have expanded their business.
 Increase in their assets
 Standard of living of members has gone up.
 Awareness about health and hygiene.
 Women empowerment.
 Social and political awareness.
 Development of co-operative attitude.
 Improvement in children education.
 Banking and accounts knowledge.
 Development of entrepreneur skill among
the respondents.
 Development of an attitude of work with
unity.
 Independent living.
 Involvement in family decision.
Problems faced by SHGs members:
The following are the problems faced by the SHGs
members in the study areas;
 Inability to catch the market for farm based
product rather than industrial product.
 Micro credit is too small to make a dent in
poverty alleviation and growth.
 Male members always dominate the group
meetings.
 Problem of maintaining the records and books
of accounts, as majority of the respondents have
poor knowledge.
 Some of the groups of the study area are active
for only 2-3 years and become inactive later on.
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 Irregularity in attending meetings.
 Monopolistic power in the hands of NGOs and
banking agencies.
Suggestions:
 Provision of marketing for the farm products.
 Banks are required to provide greater linkage to
SHGs in providing higher amount of bank loan.
 The members should be provided training to
make the micro financing more meaningful.
 Middlemen interference between SHGs and the
bank should be avoided.
 Exposure visits of SHGs members to good
project areas where integrated projects are
implemented.
Conclusion:
The financial assistance provided the SHGs for the
development of social-economic status are found to have
reached the economically marginalized and socially
backward, in the study area. These SGHs have been
working in right direction in eradicating the poverty of
the rural poor and in the empowerment of the women.
Still there is a vast scope for micro entrepreneurial
activities in the rural as well as urban areas. Womens
share in rural employment in the study areas has
increased significantly; it is still much lower as compared
to other areas. Therefore, more and more SHGs should
be encouraged so that they provide development funds to
the neglected target groups which in turn lead to socioeconomic development of the region.
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43.EMERGING TRENDS IN BANKING
SECTOR
Prof. Pooja Talreja, Dept of MBA , Gogte
Institute Of Technology.
ABSTRACT
Ever since the inception of banking, the sector has grown
in leaps and bounds. In recent times, the Banking Sector
has been making rapid straights by using information
technology as a platform and endeavoring to scale
higher heights. Banks are no more traditional banks
which were responsible for accepting deposit and
lending loan neither the banks are just an IT enabled
organizations, instead banks are now the most innovative
firms who not only satisfy the needs of their customers
but also add values to their banking activities through
the use of innovative instruments and services. An
attempt has been made in this paper to examine various
innovative instruments that have been introduced by
Banks in recent times which are helping them to achieve
greater market share and sustain competition. The
beauty of these banking innovations is that it puts both
banker and customer in a win- win situation.
Keywords: Banking sector, computerization, mobile
banking, core banking solutions
INTRODUCTION
The banking industry in India has the potential to become
the fifth largest banking industry in the world by 2020
and third largest by 2025 according to a KPMG-CII
report. Over the next decade, the banking sector is
projected to create up to two million new jobs, driven by
the efforts of the RBI and the Government of India to
integrate financial services into rural areas. Also, the
traditional way of operations will slowly give way to
modern technology.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY
1.To study the various financial innovation in banking
sector.
2. To study the changing banking scenario.
3.To study the impact of changing trends on banking
sector
4. To analyse the emerging trends in the field of banking
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY:
The present study is based on the secondary data
collected from different journals, magazines, sites and
published data from various issues of RBI and different
Public sector banks.
Evolution in Technology of Banking sector:
The technological evolution of the Indian banking
industry has been largely directed by the various
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committees set up by the RBI and the government of
India to review the implementation of technological
change. No major breakthrough in technology
implementation was achieved by the industry till the
early 80s, though some working groups and committees
made stray references to the need for mechanization of
some banking processes. This was largely due to the stiff
resistance by the very strong bank employees unions.
The early 1980s were instrumental in the introduction of
mechanization and computerization in Indian banks.
This was the period when banks as well as the RBI went
very slow on mechanization, carefully avoiding the use
of ‘computers’ to avoid resistance from employee
unions. However, this was the critical period acting as
the icebreaker, which led to the slow and steady move
towards large scale technology adoption.
 Computerization- computerization began from
1993 between IBA and bank employees'
associations
 Core Banking Solutions (CBS)
 Automatic Teller Machines- ATMs were
introduced to the Indian banking industry in the early
1990s initiated by foreign banks
 Internet Banking- Internet banking in India began
taking roots only from the early 2000s
 Phone Banking and Mobile Banking- Started in
the year 1999 in Europe and in mid of 2000’s in
India
 Payment and Settlement Systems- The Payment
and Settlement Systems Act was passed in
December 2007, which empowered the RBI to
regulate and supervise the payment and settlement
systems and provided a legal basis for multilateral
netting and settlement.
 Paper Based Clearing Systems- Among the most
important improvement in paper based clearing
systems was the introduction of MICR technology in
the mid 1980s.
 Cheque Truncation System (CTS)- The cheque
truncation system was launched on a pilot basis in
the National Capital Region of New Delhi on
February 1, 2008, with the participation of 10 banks
 Electronic Clearing Service- The Electronic
Clearing Service (ECS) introduced by the RBI in
1995, is akin to the Automated Clearing House
system that is operational in certain other countries
like the US
 Electronic Funds Transfer Systems- The EFT
System was operationalised in 1995 covering 15
centres where the Reserve Bank managed the
clearing houses.
 Real Time Gross Settlement (RTGS)- RTGS
started in the year 2004
Emerging Trends in the field of banking:
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MyWill Services Online: SBICAP Trustee Company
Limited (SBICTCL), a wholly owned subsidiary of SBI
Capital Markets Limited (SBICAP) – the Investment
Banking subsidiary of India’s largest public sector bank,
State Bank of India (SBI), has launched an online Will
creation service for individuals. The service, called
‘MyWill Services Online’ enables interested individuals
to create a Will online in an easy, transparent, hassle free
and confidential manner. ‘MyWill Services Online’
offers the twin advantages of being the only completely
online Will-creation portal in the country, maintaining
strict confidentiality of information submitted by the
individuals’ at the most competitive rate in the country.
The ‘MyWill Services Online’ platform is the
most cost effective solution in its class at a price of Rs
2500/- (excluding payment gateway charges & applicable
taxes) and is aimed at making the writing of a Will as
simple and convenient as possible with its state-of-the-art
technology. Also, unlike similar services wherein the
information entered online by the user is passed on to
legal experts to create the final will, ‘MyWill Services
Online’ enables its users to generate the proforma Will
online, which once printed and signed becomes the
‘MyWill’, thus providing a truly secure and confidential
interface.
Some of the other salient features of the platform are
:
 Allows the individuals’ to write a Will at a
convenient location and time via a 6 step
process – registration, verification, payment,
data entry, review & generation.
 Online Preview of the Will as it will appear
finally during data entry and review.
 Multiple reviews (Modification, addition,
deletion) of customer data within the stipulated
time.
 Will generated automatically after Confirmation
of completion of review.
 Services for the Will and Regeneration for a
specified period.
 24X7 contact centre to support and guide during
the entire process.
 Allied Services like registration, safe keeping
offered at applicable charges.
 Services from legal experts, if needed.
Digital Village Project: The Industrial Credit and
Investment Corporation of India (ICICI) Bank on 2
January 2015 launched Digital Village Project in
Akodara Village of Gujarat. The project aimed to provide
services ranging from cashless banking to digitised
school teaching. The digital village has three themes i.e.
cashless, comprehensive and connected. The project
embarked the 60 year celebration of the ICICI group's
existence since the erstwhile ICICI Ltd was set up in
1955.
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Features of Project
• providing cash-less banking services to every villager.
• Banking was digitized in all offerings of bank ranging
from opening an account to sale of goods to purchase of
products including milk from the vendor or kirana
stores.
• At the same time, the school records were digitized
alongwith the Gujarat syllabus and even teaching
methods and tools.
• The project aimed to ensure that all villagers must have
access to all the required data and information in a digital
format.
• The villagers will get SMS in Gujarati for their
transactions and other digital services.
• Besides ATMs and other digital banking services, the
bank has set up e-health, e-milk producer group, Wi-Fi
connectivity and schools with digital black boards in the
village, along with a host of other digital facilities.
Cardless Cash Withdrawal: Cardless Cash Withdrawal
service, a simple and safe mode for ICICI Bank
customers to send cash, 24x7, to any mobile number in
India.
All
that
one
needs
is
to
login
to www.icicibank.com with their Internet Banking user
ID and password and initiate a Cardless Cash Withdrawal
transaction. The recipient need not have any bank
account and can withdraw cash from over 10000 ICICI
Bank ATMs across India, without any ATM card, using
the details received through SMS.
SBIconnex: State Bank of India launched its channel on
Youtube on 24 January 2014. SBI aim to strengthened its
social media presence with this launch. YouTube is a
platform that will enable SBI to connect with their
customers.
The YouTube channel will initially have information
about the bank's products and services and its legacy to
begin with and will gradually include broad-base the
content to include corporate social responsibility
initiatives, etc. The You Tube channel will help the bank
to connect with the young and technologically savvy
customers.
‘e-Mandate’ service: To provide robust platform for
large volume of repetitive payments, Corporation Bank
has launched the ‘e-Mandate’ (digital mandate) service
on 18th October 2014 ‘e-Mandate’ service will be
beneficial to
 the utility companies for monthly subscriptions/bill
payments;
 insurance companies for premium payment by policy
holders;
 NBFCs and other finance companies for instalment
payments;
 education institutions for school fee payment; and
 manufacturing companies.
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Now most of these transactions are done either through
post-dated blank cheques or through Electronic Clearing
Services (ECS). Both the above payment modes involve
physical handling and movement of paper-based
instruments such as cheques and mandate (in ECS).
KayPay Service: Private sector lender Kotak Mahindra
Bank (KMB) on On 13th October 2014 launched a
Facebook-based instant fund transfer service wherein one
can send money to friends on the social media network
real time, for free. This is a bank agnostic product, the
sender and the receiver may not be the account holders of
the bank. KMB used the IMPS platform on the National
Payments Corporation of India (NPCI) network to make
this possible.
Features of KayPay:
 A sender can initiate fund transfer to any person
through mobile phone, courtesy the IMPS
infrastructure.
 The IMPS platform has 28 banks under it and
account holders of any of these banks can use the
newly launched service, and there will be no charges
for either sending or receiving the money.
 The sender will have to register on a dedicated
website for the initiative called ‘KayPay’ wherein he
will have to give bank account details and the bank’s
MMID, apart from personal credentials.
 Once registered, the sender can initiate transactions
and if the beneficiary is not registered on KayPay, he
will be directed to a page to register for completed a
transaction.If the beneficiary is registered on
KayPay, the transaction will be executed faster.
 KayPay is fully secure, even in the event of the
Facebook account getting compromised as it uses
two-factor authentication to complete a transaction.
Additionally, there is also an expiry time for a
transaction, he said.
 KMB has set a limit of Rs 2,500 per transaction and
a total of Rs 25,000 a month for sending, while a
beneficiary may also not get more than Rs 25,000 a
month.
'mPassBook' facility: State Bank of India on 22nd
October 2014, announced the launch of 'mPassBook'
facility in 'State Bank Anywhere' mobile application for
android smart phones released for SBI retail banking
users
The mPassBook facility is an electronic
application of a physical passbook for savings bank and
current accounts. The facility is currently available on
android phones and will be available on IOS and
Blackberry phones soon. It records transactions from the
first day of its usage and they get directly synced into the
passbook. It empowers users to view their transactions
history on their mobile devices on the go as an entire
year of historical data will be maintained in it.
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The 'State Bank Anywhere' application has
received an overwhelming response from the users in a
short span of 6 months since its launch. The application
has seen more than 1.5 million downloads with an
average user rating of 4.4 out of 5. It is a safe, convenient
and easy to use application with a host of features to help
users manage their finances on the move.
Financial Inclusion Initiatives:
Federal Bank is implementing Financial Inclusion
Plan as per the following models:

Basic Savings Bank Deposit account
(BSBDA)

Providing financial literacy

Branchless banking through Business
Correspondents (BCs)

FEDJYOTHI - ICT based FI solution

Financial Inclusion Branches – Grama
Jeevan branches

FedJyothi - ICT Model Financial Inclusion Solution
ICT (Information & Communication Technology)
product has been christened as "FEDJYOTHI".
FEDJYOTHI is a smart card based solution in which
customer transactions are facilitated in the field using
hand-held terminals, aptly called micro ATMs, by
Business Correspondent agents. FEDJYOTHI card issued
to each customer is stored with information on the latest
balance, last few transactions and customer biometric and
demographic information.
Financial Inclusion branches - Grama Jeevan
Branches:
Grama Jeevan is the name given to Financial Inclusion
Branches. A Financial Inclusion branch is a full fledged
brick-and-mortar banking branch opened as a part of
Financial Inclusion programme. The first Grama Jeevan
branch of Federal Bank with ATM facility was opened at
Thuruthy in Vengoor West village, Ernakulam District
on 22.03.2011 which is one of the villages allotted to us
by RBI for Financial inclusion. Federal Bank is the first
bank to open a Financial inclusion Branch in the state of
Kerala and the first ever bank in the private sector to do
so in India. ‘Grama Jeevan' branch aims at providing
formal banking services to the entire village in a
meaningful way. The branch serves the entire population
of the village with all kinds of banking services
Farmers' Club
National Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development
(NABARD) encourages banks to promote Farmers' Clubs
in rural areas under the Farmers' Club Programme, earlier
known as "Vikas Volunteer Vahini (VVV) Programme".
Farmers' Clubs are grassroot level informal forums of
farmers. Such Clubs are organised by rural and semi-
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urban branches of banks with the support and financial
assistance of NABARD for the benefit of the village
farming community/rural people. The Grama Jeevan
branch has formed a farmers club which includes farmers
from the village who are engaged in dairy farming,
poultry farming, vegetable farming, rubber growing etc.
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values to their banking activities through the use of
innovative instruments and services. Banks are
constantly innovating and making an effort to satisfy the
customers and sustatin the competition in the market, the
era of banking is rapidly changing and hence all the
banks are now adopting a flexible approach and are open
to new and innovative instruments.

Banking through Common Service Centres (CSC)
Bank have engaged CSC e- Governance Services India
Limited (CSC), a special purpose vehicle formed by the
central government under the national e-Governance plan
as the National Business Correspondent (BC) in Sub
Service Areas (SSAs) allotted to the bank. CSC has
entered into a back to back arrangement with Service
Centre Agencies (SCA) appointed by the State
Government designated agencies (SDA) in each state.
The common service centres established across the
country are manned by Village Level Entrepreneurs
(VLEs).
Pradhan Mantri Jan-Dhan Yojana (PMJDY)
Pradhan Mantri Jan-Dhan Yojana (PMJDY) is National
Mission for Financial Inclusion to ensure access to
financial services, namely, Banking/ Savings & Deposit
Accounts, Remittance, Credit, Insurance, Pension in an
affordable manner. Account can be opened in any bank
branch or Business Correspondent (Bank Mitr) outlet.
PMJDY accounts are being opened with Zero balance.
However, if the account-holder wishes to get cheque
book, he/she will have to fulfill minimum balance
criteria.
Special Benefits under PMJDY Scheme
 Interest on deposit.
 Accidental insurance cover of Rs.1.00 lac
 No minimum balance required.
 Life insurance cover of Rs.30,000/ Easy Transfer of money across India
 Beneficiaries of Government Schemes will get
Direct Benefit Transfer in these accounts.
 After satisfactory operation of the account for 6
months, an overdraft facility will be permitted
 Access to Pension, insurance products.
 Accidental Insurance Cover, RuPay Debit Card
must be used at least once in 45 days.
 Overdraft facility upto Rs.5000/- is available in
only one account per household, preferably lady
of the household.
CONCLUSION:
Banks are no more traditional banks which were
responsible for accepting deposits and lending loans
neither the banks are just an IT enabled organizations,
instead banks are now the most innovative firms who not
only satisfy the needs of their customers but also add
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44.HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
st

A.Lavanya & J. Sukanya, 1 B.Com It,Department
Of Commerence, Sri Krishna Arts And Science
College, Kuniamuthur, Coimbatore,Tamil Nadu.

ABSTRACT
Aim of this paper is to say about the human
resource
management.
Human
resource
development has become an essential component
the Development process. This is due to the fact that
any development process is driven by the human
factor. Human resource development policies
therefore must be reviewed from time to time to
keep in step with the changing environment. Human
Resource Management (HRM) is the function within
an organization that focuses on recruitment of,
management of, and providing direction for the
people who work in the organization. A human
resource manager has two basic functions:
overseeing department functions and managing
employees. The main purpose of human resource
management is to accomplish the organizational
goals. Therefore, the resources are mobilized to
achieve such goals. Human Resources Management
seeks to understand and then support how people do
their jobs. The movement to include human
resources management in the strategic decision
making process is a relatively new phenomena only
a relatively small number of organization have yet
to grant this reorganisation.
Human Resource Management has come to be
recognized as an inherent part of management, which is
concerned with the human resources of an organization.
Its objective is the maintenance of better human relations
in the organization by the development, application and
evaluation of policies, procedures and programs relating
to human resources to optimize their contribution
towards the realization of organizational objectives. In
other words, HRM is concerned with getting better
results with the collaboration of people. It is an integral
but distinctive part of management, concerned with
people at work and their relationships within the
enterprise. HRM helps in attaining maximum individual
development, desirable working relationship between
employees and employers, employees and employees,
and effective modelling of human resources as contrasted
with physical resources. It is the recruitment, selection,
development, utilization, compensation and motivation
of human resources by the organization.
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Five Basic Functions of Human Resource
Management:
Human Resource Management (HRM) is all about
balancing the organization’s people and processes to best
achieve the goals and the strategies of the organization,
as well as the goals and the needs of employees. The
main role an HR manager has to fulfill is integrating
business operations and strategies across a wide array of
culture, products, and ideas, while effectively delegating
work among human resource specialists and line
management. Apart from being concerned with local
issues of employees, HR must also consider these five
basic functions and effects of workforce diversity, legal
restriction, performance management, training and
professional development of the organization.
Recruitment: A great deal of attention and resources is
required to attract, hire and retain an experienced,
committed and well-motivated workforce. This is
perhaps one of the most basic HR functions. There are
several elements to this task such as developing a job
description, advertising the job postings, screening
applicants, conducting interviews, making offers and
negotiating salaries and benefits. Companies that value
their people put a serious amount of investment in
recruiting and staffing services As the right set of
talented employees can not only raise the companies
profile but also help it achieve profitability and keep it
running effectively and successfully.
Training and Development:
The HR department is responsible for providing on-thejob as well as refresher training for all employees (newly
hired and existing) alike. This is the second most
important function and lack of training opportunities only
increases frustration levels among employees. So,
training systems must be streamlined across all locations
in order to make communication and sharing of resources
a convenient task. Measurement and monitoring is
another vital aspect of training in order to foster adoption
of their new skills.
Professional Development
Effective HR departments allow and encourage the
employees with opportunities for growth, leadership
training and education, which in turn contribute to the
success of the company. Sponsoring for career
advancement seminars, training, corporate social
responsibilities and trade shows will make employees
feel important and cared for by the team and
organization.
Benefits and Compensation
A company is more likely to be successful, if it adapts
new ways of providing benefits to employees. Some non-
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traditional benefits that can attract and retain new skilled
employees are:



Flexible working hours or workdays,
Extended vacation time,

Primary Responsibilities of a Human Resource
Manager
Similar to other department managers, a human resource
manager has two basic functions: overseeing department
functions and managing employees. For this reason, a
human resources manager must be well-versed in each of
the human resources disciplines – compensation and
benefits, training and development, employee relations,
and recruitment and selection. Core competencies HR
managers have are solid communication skills and
decision-making capabilities based on analytical skills
and critical thought processes.
Overall Responsibilities
Human resource managers have strategic and functional
responsibilities for all of the HR disciplines. A human
resource manager has the expertise of an HR generalist
combined with general business and management skills.
In large organizations, a human resource manager reports
to the human resource director or a C-level human
resource executive. In smaller companies, some HR
managers perform all of the department's functions or
work with an HR assistant or generalist that handles
administrative matters. Regardless of the size of
department or the company, a human resource manager
should have the skills to perform every HR function, if
necessary.
Compensation and Benefits
Human resource managers provide guidance and
direction to compensation and benefits specialists.
Within this discipline, human resources managers
develop strategic compensation plans, align performance
management systems with compensation structure and
monitor negotiations for group health care benefits.
Examples of human resource manager responsibilities
include monitoring Family and Medical Leave Act
compliance and adherence to confidentiality provisions
for employee medical files. Human resource managers
for small companies might also conduct open enrollment
for employees' annual elections pertaining to health care
coverage.
Training and Development
Employee training and development includes new hire
orientation, leadership training and professional
development seminars and workshops. Human resource
managers oversee needs assessments to determine when
training is necessary and the type of training necessary to
improve performance and productivity. Human resource
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managers responsible for conducting needs assessment
have a hands-on role in evaluating overall employee
performance to decide if the workforce would benefit
from additional training and orientation. They examine
employee performance records to identify areas where
employees could improve through job skills training or
employee development, such as seminars or workshops
on leadership techniques. They also play an integral role
in implementing employee development strategy and
succession planning based on training and professional
development. Human resource managers responsible for
succession planning use their knowledge of employee
development, training and future business needs to devise
career tracks for employees who demonstrate the aptitude
and desire for upward mobility.
Employee Relations
Although the employee relations specialist is responsible
for investigating and resolving workplace issues, the
human resource manager has ultimate responsibility for
preserving the employer-employee relationship through
designing an effective employee relations strategy. An
effective employee relations strategy contains specific
steps for ensuring the overall well-being of employees. It
also ensures that employees have a safe working
environment, free from discrimination and harassment.
Human resource managers for small businesses conduct
workplace investigations and resolve employee
complaints. Human resource managers may also be the
primary contact for legal counsel in risk mitigation
activities and litigation pertaining to employee relations
matters. An example of risk mitigation handled by a
human resource manager includes examining current
workplace policies and providing training to employees
and managers on those policies to minimize the
frequency
of
employee
complaints
due
to
misinterpretation or misunderstanding of company
policies.
Recruitment and Selection
Human resource managers develop strategic solutions to
meet workforce demands and labor force trends. An
employment manager actually oversees the recruitment
and selection processes; however, an HR manager is
primarily responsible for decisions related to corporate
branding as it relates to recruiting and retaining talented
employees. For example, a human resource manager in a
health care firm might use her knowledge about nursing
shortages to develop a strategy for employee retention, or
for maintaining the current staffing levels. The strategy
might include developing an incentive program for
nurses or providing nurses with cross-training so they can
become certified in different specialties to become more
valuable to the organization. Corporate branding as it
relates to recruitment and retention means promoting the
company as an employer of choice. Human resource
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managers responsible for this usually look at the
recruitment and selection process, as well as
compensation and benefits to find ways to appeal to
highly qualified applicants.






Paternity leave or childcare
Medical/dental insurance,
Corporate gym membership discounts
Continuing education/skills development
Award & recognition programs

Ensuring Legal Compliance
Compliance with labour, tax and employment laws is a
vital part of safeguarding the organization’s continued
existence. HR has to be aware of all the mandate laws
and policies regarding employment practices, working
conditions, tax allowances, required working hours,
overtime, break times, minimum wage, and
discrimination policies as noncompliance can affect
productivity and ultimately, profitability of the company.
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45.RELEVANCE OF BRAND AMONG
YOUNG GENERATION
Syed Mohd Murtuza Bukhari, AL-Ameen institute
of Management Studies, Lalbagh, Bangalore.

ABSTRACT
The Study intends to analyze the importance of
brand among the young generation and look for the
factors affecting it and to study the reasons why
youth prefer and are involved in branded products.
A brand is a stage of perception that represents a
company. It is the promise what will be delivered. It
is a promise what is to be experienced. This study is
completely revolving around the relevance of brand
in youth. The main objective for selecting the young
generation is that the Indian youth represents the
potential market for branded products and their
perception regarding brands will be useful and
important for the marketers.
Keywords: Brand relevance, Brand, Indian youth, Young
generation
INTRODUCTION
India is fast emerging on a global platform. The economy
of India is way too big with largest middle class market
and 2 billion consumer base making with most emerging
and acceptable market across the world. The young
generation is willing and most likely is attracted to lavish
lifestyle. Brand consciousness is one of the major traits
of the upcoming Indian youth. They want to buy new
brands, use them and show off a certain mark- in terms of
Clothes, shoes, perfumes, eatables, accessories, gadgets
and even lingerie. This willingness to spend on part of
the present generation of Indian youth , was developed as
a result of increase in their income owing to economic
and political changes that accompanied globalization.
The consumer evaluates a brand on various attributes and
analyses its ability with his values and needs. The
quality and exclusiveness play a vital role. The American
Marketing Association (1960) define brand as : A name,
term, sign, symbol, or design, or a combination of them,
intended to identify the goods or services of one seller or
group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of
competitors. A brand connotes several meanings to its
consumers and consumers develop emotional attachment
( Fournier, 1998) an d feelings with the brands (Pitta and
Franzak, 2008). For the consumers, brands symbolize
quality and status (Batra et al..,2000 ;Vvankempen ,2004;
Johansson and Ronkainen, 2005 ) and enable them to
seek conformity within the groups (O’ cass and
McEwan, 2004 ). Brands are quite designed attractive
and appealing and are made relevant to the customers by
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creating a channel or linking them with the attributes
which consumer gives priority to (parsuraman,
1997,woodruff,1997).
Review of Literature:
The Valuation of brands on the dimension of quality,
status, and group congruence is based upon the cultural
system of the country. In India the decisions made by the
customers related to purchase is ruled by the complex
interplay of product attributes, individual and cultural
values and social systems. Marketers are greatly
infatuated by the growing population of web-savvy,
internet browsing and young consumers as its broad
areas which flies to emerging economies and is a urgent
force to be counted on. The Convolution of social values
in shaping human behavior is indicated on its effect on
motivation, affect, self concept and social interactions in
in the groups (Markus and kitayama, 1991 ; Trafimow
and Trandis,1991.) The Collectivists value social
relationships, give priority to group conformance. They
value upon social groups for supporting them in times of
crisis. According to Hofstede 1980, individualistic
societies tend to exhibit more self-centered and self
enhanced traits wherein the focus is more on individual
self as a source of identity and accomplishment. Such
kinds of societies don’t accommodate themselves to
group needs and pressures and there is low need of
seeking conformance from this group.
Brand and Indian young generation:
Brand intension among young generation in India may
differ due to lots of reasons like importance levied on
various constructs related to brand . These symbolisms
are necessary as they help in building characterization of
brand and as per target customers.
Brand and social networking groups:
The social groups influence individuals in their selection
and assessment of brands (Algesheimer et al.., 2005).
The social groups, are allied to consumers because as
consumers we want conformity with groups, this caprice
is universal as it is related to the need to belong. The
brand offers recognition, identification; it associates and
creates a bond. Indian culture is influenced by group
aspirations rather than individual success. Shivani et al..,
2006)
Brands and Quality:
The choice for a particular brand is based upon its
evaluation is being superior and of high quality
(McConell, 1968 ). Holbrook et al. 1986) in their
research suggest that for brands symbolizing image and
status, the physical attributes or extrinsic components
become more relevant. Brands have been used by
marketers to connote quality and personal identity to
consumers. The new confidence among young generation
was not visible before.
Brands and values:
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The meaning of brand should be said in the context of
what is relevant to the consumers to enable decoding
which symbolically represents the values and beliefs,
activities and interests, attitudes and personalization of
the target consumers. This paper attempts to identify the
symbolic meaning of brands for the Indian youth. This
research and this paper attempts to explore and
understand the impact of various attributes on brand
selection. The expectations that consumer connotation of
brand will be affected by the congruence in personal
values and values endorsed by the brands. The contention
of brand theorists (Temporal, 2002; Keller, 2004; Percy
and Elliott, 2007) is that consumer owns the brands; as a
result ;the consumer looks for self-determination with the
brands.
Brands and Family Relationships:
The individual’s aspirations and accomplishment are
observed in the light of family gains. Research studies
on family’s influence on consumers decision making
have investigated the role of family members at each
stage of the decision making (Beatty and Talpade, 1994;
Levi and lee, 2004). Research by Moore et al. (2002)
demonstrated choice of brands was governed by
intergenerational and family influences. For most
Indians, family is a prime concern (Mandelbaum, 1970).
OBJECTIVES:
1-)
To analyze the importance of brand among the
youth.
2-) To find out factors influencing the selection of the
brand
3-)
To identify the reasons for youth’s preference of
branded products
Data Collection
The primary data was collected through a structured
questionnaire that was distributed among youth aged 1825 in Bangalore city. The design of research is
descriptive in nature. The questionnaire contained
multiple choice questions incorporating various
identified parameters with which we got analyzed
relevance of branded products and to know the factors
influencing decision making among brands from the
view point of the youth. The data is analysed using
statistical package of social sciences 16. Factor analysis
was done for analysis.

represent
Q-2 A brand name tells
me great deal about
quality of product
Q-3 I use brand name as
sign of quality for
purchasing products
Q-4
I Choose brands
because I support the
values they stand for.
Q-5 I buy brands that are
considered
to
be
consistent with my values
Q-6 I avoid brands I do
not support the values
they stand for
Q-7 I communicate the
achievements
through
brands I own
Q-8 I communicate my
social status by using
brands
Q-9 I feel associated with
people using same brands
which I use
Q-10 I associate with
specific
people
with
wearing specific brands
Q-11 My selection of
brand says something
about the people I connect

3.76

.624

212

3.66

.795

212

2.99

1.00

212

3.09

.94

212

3.27

.91

212

3.45

1.14

212

3.99

.93

212

2.77

.95

212

3.08

.82

212

3.12

.92

212

The first output from the analysis:a-) Table of descriptive statistics for all the variables
under investigation
b-) The mean, standard deviation and number of
respondents who participated in survey are given
c-) The conclusion is that Q-1 is the most important
variable that influences customers to prefer the product.
It has the highest mean of 3.78
KMO AND BARTLETT’S TEST
Kaiser-meyer-olkin
measure
Barlett’s
Test
of Approx.
Sphericity
Square
Df
Sig. Bartlett

.722
Chi-

216.370
136
.00001

Data Analysis: Factor Analysis was done for analysis

Factor Analysis
Mean
Q-1 I Choose brands
because of quality they

3.78

Standard
Dev.
.889

Analysis
N
212

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure is 0.722 indicates that the
factor are suitable for factor analysis. The KMO
Measures the sampling adequacy which should be
greater than 0.5 for a satisfactory factor analysis to
proceed . Looking at the table above, the KMO measure
is 0.722. From the same table , we can see that ther
Bartlett’s test is significant. That is, its associated
probability is less than 0.05. In fact, it is actually
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0.00001. This means that the correlation matrix is not an
identity matrix.
Findings
Brands in India symbolize a lifestyle and youths
purchase is largely driven. The Research reveals that the
Indian youth prefers brands due to the quality they
possess. The reason for the same is that Indian markets
are still dominated by unbranded products from
unorganized market. Wearing branded products is
considered as a luxury in India as exposure to using
branded products as very low in the country. The
availability of global brands have transformed the
consumers’ perceptions towards them. International
branded products like Reebok, Adidas, Benetton are
status symbols amongst the Indian youth. The brand
choice is dependent upon the global value and image, the
brand communicates with them . The reason for
evaluating the quality attributes lies in the intrinsic desire
of the consumer to choose the best products which
improve and determines the quality of life.
Suggestions
Since, quality is one of the important factors and
parameters obtained from the research, it is important
and necessary for marketers to maintain the quality of the
product. The famous youth icons should be portrayed as
ambassadors of the product. Fashionable products must
come out, innovations are must for attraction. Youth
prefer innovations and fashionable products. The
potential market of youth must be explored by
introducing latest designed accessories. Social
networking sites should be utilized properly by product
marketing.
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Conclusion:
The study reveals that youth prefer brands mainly due to
the quality of the product and social recognition they get
while using the products. A brand symbolically
represents global lifestyle. Western individualism has
influenced the youth in India and their choices in luxury
and expenditure on branded products. To provide the
brand with an identity according to the consumer
segment enables to build brand image which closely fits
into their life.
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46.A STUDY ON ‘IMPLEMENTATION
AND IMPACT OF IFRS ON INDIA
COMPANIES’
– A CONCEPTUAL STUDY
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ABSTRACT
In this paper details with an impending convergence
of IFRS of Indian corporate accounting practices,
there is an imperative for corporate finance
professionals to assimilate the technicalities and
dynamism in the IFRS space especially in a
scenario where core IFRS is yet to provide a stable
accounting platform, for one-off transition as well
as ongoing financial reporting purposes.
Assimilation and dissemination of IFRS skills need
to be based on finer aspects of IFRS implementation
and should not focus on just the hardcore
accounting entries aspects. This particular paper
discussing in detail about core implementations and
how is affecting on Indian firms a conceptual study.
Key words: IFRS, IASB, IASC, IAS, ASB, Ind-AS.
INTRODUCTION:
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS)
are designed as a common global language for business
affairs so that company accounts are understandable and
comparable across international boundaries. July 10,
2014 and Paragraph 128 of the Union Budget 2014 may
well go down the annuals of Indian corporate reporting
history. This is India’s second attempt at landing and
arriving on the runway to convergence with International
Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). Whether one
describes it as an attempted landing or take-off is beside
the point. The Union Government appears serious in
aligning India’s archaic corporate reporting practices
with globally accepted accounting principles. It also very
appropriately reiterates the fact that improvements in
accounting and financial reporting standards need to be
the domain of the corporate sector regulators and should
not be left to accounting standard setters and corporate
management viz. the preparers of financial statements
where there could be perceived conflicts of interests and
vested interests.
OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:
a. To study IND-AS and IFRS status in Indian
companies.
b. To study key skill areas of importance in IFRS
space,
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c.
d.

To study developments in core IFRS space since
February 25, 2011.
To study impending changes in core IFRS.

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM:
With an impending convergence of IFRS of Indian
corporate accounting practices, there is an imperative for
corporate finance professionals to assimilate the
technicalities and dynamism in the IFRS space especially
in a scenario where core IFRS is yet to provide a stable
accounting platform, for one-off transition as well as
ongoing financial reporting purposes. Assimilation and
dissemination of IFRS skills need to be based on finer
aspects of IFRS implementation and should not focus on
just the hardcore accounting entries aspects. Surprisingly,
skill building exercises in the area of IFRS by corporate
finance professionals since the early days of the release
of a concept paper on IFRS in 2007 have focused on only
the accounting technicalities and not on the finer
implementation aspects of IFRS. Corporate finance
professionals need to gain skills whereby they can be
reckoned as IFRS professionals and not merely as IFRS
accountants.
CORE AREAS – FOCUSED
Herein below are discussed the following: a) key skill
areas of importance in IFRS space, b) key developments
in core IFRS space since February 25, 2011 when 35
Indian accounting standards converged with IFRS (INDAS) were placed in the public domain and c) impending
changes in core IFRS. A multi-pronged strategy by
corporate finance professionals for skill development
based on an analysis of the above is the need of the hour.
Key skill areas of importance in IFRS space
IFRS is relatively a much more principles based standard
than certain prevailing accounting frameworks including
Indian accounting standards. The concepts of substance
over form are relatively very highly emphasized both in
the IFRS conceptual framework as well as in the entire
gamut off standards making up the literature of IFRS. It
is therefore important to develop skills centering on
developing judgments, assumptions and estimates that
form the backbone for accounting for a vast number of
accounting transactions, events and conditions under
IFRS. This is all pervasive under IFRS right from the
top-line of the statements of profit and loss account
namely revenue recognition.
The area of accounting and reporting for financial
instruments is another key area under IFRS for
assimilation as there is a void in this area under
prevailing Indian accounting standards. Acquisition
accounting, impairment accounting and first-time switch
over accounting is another aspects of IFRS that needs to
be watched out for. Further, it goes without saying that
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the concept of income is wide under IFRS in comparison
to the narrow concept of income under Indian accounting
standards viz. the concept and statement of other
comprehensive section which accompany an IFRS
financial statement. Fair valuation is another principle at
the heart of IFRS and very much non-existent under a
predominantly historic cost based conventional
framework that make up Indian accounting standards.
Disclosures are another area where there is a huge
variance as compared to prevailing accounting practices.
Capturing, dissecting and analysis of information for the
purpose of disclosures in the primary financials
statements under IFRS therefore assumes prime
importance. Relevant extracts from the IFRS literature is
provided herein below for a reference:
a) An entity shall disclose, in the summary of
significant accounting policies or other notes, the
judgments, apart from those involving estimates, that
management has made in the process of applying the
entity’s accounting policies and that have the most
significant effect on the amounts recognized in the
financial statements.
b) An entity shall disclose information about the
assumptions it makes about the future, and other
major sources of estimation uncertainty at the end of
the reporting period, that have a significant risk of
resulting in a material adjustment to the carrying
amounts of assets and liabilities within the next
financial year.
Key developments in core IFRS space since the
release of 35 IND-AS on February 25, 2011
The core IFRS space has witnessed major changes since
February 2011 when 35 Indian accounting standards
converged with IFRS (IND-AS) were released. The
bottom line is that the ground has shifted since the
previous failed attempt at IFRS convergence. The key
changes have been discussed herein below.
a. IFRS 9 – Financial Instruments
The new IFRS 9 introduces a logical approach for the
classification of financial assets driven by cash flow
characteristics and the business model in which an asset
is held. A single, principle-based approach has replaced
existing rule-based requirements that are complex and
difficult to apply. The new model also results in a single
impairment mode being applied to all financial
instruments removing a source of complexity associated
with previous accounting requirements. It has also
introduced a new, expected loss impairment model that
will require more timely recognition of expected credit
losses. It also requires entities to account for expected
credit losses from when financial instruments are first
recognized and it lowers the threshold for recognition of
full lifetime expected losses. It has also introduced a
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substantially-reformed model for hedge accounting with
enhanced disclosures about risk management activity. It
seeks to align the accounting treatment with risk
management activities, enabling entities to better reflect
these activities in their financial statements.
b.

THE
SUITE
OF
CONSOLIDATION
STANDARDS – IFRS 10,11,12
IFRS 10 – Consolidated Financial Statements builds on
existing principles by identifying the concept of control
as the determining factor in whether an entity should be
included within the consolidated financial statements of
the parent company. The standard provides additional
guidance to assist in the determination of control where
this is difficult to assess.
IFRS 11 – Joint Arrangements provides for a more
realistic reflection of joint arrangements by focusing on
the rights and obligations of the arrangement, rather than
its legal form. The standard addresses inconsistencies in
the reporting of joint arrangements by requiring a single
method to account for interests in jointly controlled
entities.
IFRS 12-Disclose of Interest in Other Entities is a new
an comprehensive standard on disclosure requirements
for all forms of interests in other entities, including joint
arrangements, associates, special purpose vehicles and
other off-balance sheet vehicles.
c. IFRS 13 – Fair Value Measurement
IFRS 13 – Fair Value Measurement defines fair value,
sets out in a single standard a framework for measuring
fair value and mandates disclosures about value
measurements.
IFRS 13 defines fair value as “the price that would be
received to sell an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an
orderly transaction between market participants at the
measurements date” (i.e. and exit price). The definition
of fair value therefore emphasized that fir value is a
market-based measurement, not an entity-specific
measurement. In the measurement of fair value for
financial reporting purposes, an entity is required to build
the assumptions that market participants would use when
pricing the asset or liability under current market
conditions, including assumptions about risk. As a result,
an entity’s intention to hold an asset or to settle or
otherwise fulfill a liability is not relevant when
measuring fair value.
d. IFRS 14 – Regulator Deferral Accounts
The IASB decided to develop an interim Standard,
pending the outcome of its comprehensive Rate-regulated
Activities project. The result if IFRS 14, which permits
first-time adopters of IFRS to continue to recognize
amounts related to rate regulation in accordance with
their previous GAAP requirements when they first adopt
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IFRS. However, to enhance comparability with entities
that already apply IFRS 14 requires that the effect of
recognizing the deferred account balances that arise from
rate regulation must be presented separately from other
items.
e. IFRS 15 – Revenue from contracts with
customers
The core principles of the revised revenue standard is for
companies to recognize revenue to depict the transfer of
goods or services to customers in amount that reflects the
consideration (i.e. payment) to which the company
expect to be entitled in exchange for those goods or
services. The new Standard will also result in enhanced
disclosures about revenue, provide guidance for
transactions that were not previously addressed
comprehensively (for example, service revenue and
contract modifications) and improve guidance for
multiple-element arrangements. In addition, a number of
standards have undergone changes including IAS 1, IAS
19, IAS 27, IAS 28 etc
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Other comprehensive income.

CONCLUSION:
With impending IFRS convergence in India, there is less
breathing space available given the short window of time
for mandatory IFRS implementation. This coupled with
provisions off the new Companies act coming into play
including higher liabilities on key managerial personnel
and auditors, there is an urgent need to imbibe and
assimilate IFRS. The focus should be developing the
right IFRS technical skill sets by corporate finance
professionals.
BIBLIOGRAPHY:
ICAI articles and reports for 2012-13, 2013-14
and 2014-15.
Journals of ICAI and Books in IIM Bangalore.
Speeches of Board members of ICAI in
Bangalore
Union Budgetary 2014-15 speech of Hon.
Minister of Finance

IMPENDING CHANGES IN CORE IFRS
A listing of a few major projects that the IASB is
currently working on is summarized in the table herein
below. Once finalized, the core IFRS space will undergo
changes and which will have a downstream impact on
jurisdictions that have either adopted or converged with
IFRS.
IASB Project
Annual
improvements to
IFRS 2012-14
Insurance
contracts

Leases

Conceptual
framework

SCOPE
Narrow amendments to IFRS 5, IFRS 7,
IAS 19 and IAS 34
Phase II of the project, which is currently
being undertaken, will result in a new
standard to replace the current IFRS 4.
That
standard
will
eliminate
inconsistencies and weakness in existing
practices by providing a single principlebased framework to account for all types
of
insurance
contracts,
including
reinsurance contracts that an insurer
holds. Phase II will also provide
requirements for presentation and
disclosures
items
to
enhance
comparability between entities.
Leases are an important being undertaken
by the IASB jointly with the FASB. The
IASB expects to issue a new leases
standard in 2015.
The IASB is working on the Conceptual
framework
project
including
the
following areas:

Definitions of assets and
liabilities

Recognition and de-recognition,

The distinction between equity
and liabilities,

Measurement,

Presentation and disclosure and
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ABSTRACT
Introduction:
Entrepreneurs are driven to achieve success in their
business along with the qualities of a Leader, Manager,
Dreamer, Innovator, risk taker, continues learner,
decision maker & most important is to implement all
these qualities into the work. Entrepreneurship is a
systematic innovation which consists of the purposeful
and organized search for changes and in a systematic
analysis of the opportunities such changes might offer for
economic and social innovation. It is essential for
economic development and plays a vital role in shaping
India as a developed country.
Methodology:
This qualitative study relies on primary data obtained by
teachers, commerce students,
non-commerce students
and entrepreneurs. To test the hypotheses, the chi square
test has been applied.
Hypothesis Tested:
1. Entrepreneurs play an integral part in shaping
the economy of the developing countries.
2. Entrepreneurship is restricted only to the urban
areas.
Result:
This study concludes that entrepreneurs play an integral
part in shaping the economy of the developing countries.
Further, entrepreneurship is restricted only to the urban
areas and not seen in rural areas.
Key Words: Entrepreneurs, Demography, Economy.
Introduction: Entrepreneurs are driven to achieve
success in their business along with the qualities of a
Leader, Manager, Dreamer, Innovator, risk taker,
continues learner, decision maker & most important is to
implement all these qualities into the work. There are a
lot of examples of the entrepreneurs in India who are
now called synonymous of ‘Success’. They saw the
bigger picture but wisely started their business as a very
small unit. Entrepreneurs set the example of turning their
dream into reality. An entrepreneur is the one who is the
coordinator and organizer of resources to design a
business enterprise. In the last few years it has been
witnessed the ongoing interest in entrepreneurship, which
is essentially understood as the emergence and growth of
new businesses. Entrepreneurship is the act of being an
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entrepreneur, which can be defined as "one who
undertakes innovations, finance and business acumen in
an effort to transform innovations into economic goods".
This may result in new organizations or may be part of
revitalizing mature organizations in response to a
perceived opportunity. The most obvious form of
entrepreneurship is that of starting new businesses.
However, in recent years, the term has been extended to
include social and political forms of entrepreneurial
activity. When entrepreneurship is describing activities
within a firm or large organization it 345 is referred to as
entrepreneurship and may include corporate venturing,
when large entities spin-off organizations. To achieve the
goal of sustainable inclusive growth we have to progress
the society ahead of projects and assignments. It is sad to
notice that currently the country is driven towards
transforming the technology rather than transforming the
society, which is creating the economic divide between
the rich and the poor and between the rural and urban.
Statement of the Problem
However, the rise and spread of capitalism led a number
of thinkers to examine the consequences of the marketbased approach to development. Socialists argued that
capitalism can lead to greater inequalities of income and
wealth, while developmental economists argued that
private decisions may not always lead to socially
desirable outcomes. Certainly, many policymakers at the
time saw market failures as quite common and therefore
assumed that only appropriate government intrusions
could guide an economy to a path of continuous
economic development The current IT boom has not
been equally shared by the students of commerce in
different demographic regions of the country. Many of
the available technology are only used by the urban
entrepreneurs, whereas the rural counterparts are devoid
of using these technological instruments which puts them
behind in the race.
Objectives of the Study
The objectives of the study are to:
1. Ascertain the role played by entrepreneurs in
shaping the economy in India.
2. To ascertain if entrepreneurship is restricted
only to the urban areas.
Hypotheses to be Tested
The study proposes to test the following hypotheses:
3. Entrepreneurs play an integral part in shaping
the economy of the developing countries.
4. Entrepreneurship is restricted only to the urban
areas.
Methodology
This qualitative study relies on primary data obtained by
teachers, commerce students,
non-commerce students
and entrepreneurs. To test the hypotheses, the chi square
test has been applied. Sampling Plan
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Interview Schedules were administered to 30 teachers, 30
commerce students, 30 science students and 30
entrepreneurs. Probability sampling in the form of simple
random sampling was applied. Hence every teacher,
student or an entrepreneur, stood an equal and
independent chance of being selected. Interview
schedules, duly completed and received from the first 30
teachers, 30 commerce students, 30 science students and
30 entrepreneurs were selected for the study. They
constitute the sample size.
Sources of Data and Data Collection
Data required for the research has been collected from
primary and secondary sources.
Primary data has been
collected by administering Interview Schedules to the
respondents. Data Processing and Analysis Plan Nonparametric statistical units have been used to test the
association between some qualitative characters and
conclusions have been drawn on the basis of formation of
Ho and H1. To be specific, chi-square test has been
applied to test the hypotheses. SPSS statistics software
has been used for the analysis of the data obtained in the
study.
Results, Findings and Discussions
Entrepreneurs play an integral part in shaping the
economy of the developing countries.
The respondents’ agreement / otherwise with the
statement is expressed at five levels, namely, Strongly
Agree, Agree, Neutral, Disagree and Strongly Disagree.
These variates are assigned the values 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5.
Their levels of agreement with the statement are reflected
in the following Table 1.
Table-1 Entrepreneurs play an integral part in
shaping the economy of the developing countries:
Responses
Levels of Agreement
Frequency
Percent
(Values)
Strongly Agree (1)
48
40.0
Agree (2)
54
45.0
Neutral (3)
12
10.0
Disagree (4)
6
5.0
Strongly Disagree (5)
0
0
120
100
Total
Almost 85 percent of the respondents agree that
entrepreneurs play an integral part in shaping the
economy of the developing countries. To test the
association between row variables and column variables
(concerning the four categories of respondents), the chi
square statistical test has been applied. The response
categories of strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree and
strongly disagree, have been combined as follows, for
the purpose: the agree and strongly agree responses have
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been combined into one category; the disagree and
strongly disagree into another. The following Table
reveals the computation made using SPSS.
First Hypothesis
The first hypothesis states as follows:
“Entrepreneurs play an integral part in shaping the
economy of the developing countries”
Hence H0 and H1 are as follows:
H0: Entrepreneurs do not play an integral part in
shaping the economy of the developing countries.
H1: Entrepreneurs definitely play an integral part in
shaping the economy of the developing countries.
Table-2Chi Square Test of the Association between Row
and Column Variables

Responses

Teach
ers
Count

Strongly
Agree (1)
Agree (2)
Neutral (3)
Disagree (4)
Strongly
Disagree (5)
Total

Groups
Scienc
Com
e
merce
Stude
Stude
nts
nts
Count
Count

Entre
prene
urs
Count

6

0

30

12

24
0
0

18
6
6

0
0
0

12
6
0

0

0

0

0

30

30

30

30

Pearson Chi-Square Tests
Chi-square
95.333
Responses
df
9
p value
0.000*
*. The Chi-square statistic is significant at the
.05 level.

2

The calculated value of
is 95.33, with degrees of
freedom 9 and the highly significant p value 0.000 for an
alpha of 0.05. Hence the null hypothesis H0 is rejected
and the alternate hypothesis H1 is accepted. In other
words, entrepreneurs play an integral part in shaping the
economy of the developing countries.
Entrepreneurship is restricted only to the urban
areas.
Table-3 Entrepreneurship is restricted only to the urban
areas:
Responses
Levels of Agreement
Frequency
Percent
(Values)
Strongly Agree (1)
54
45.0
Agree (2)
54
45.0
Neutral (3)
6
5.0
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Disagree (4)
6
5.0
Total
120
100.0
About 90 percent of the respondents agree that
technology growth which is only limited to urban vicinity
is the main reason for digital divide in the commerce
education in the country. To test the association between
the row variables and column variables (concerning the
four categories of respondents), the chi square statistical
test has been applied. The following Table reveals the
computation made using SPSS software.
Second Hypothesis
The second hypothesis states as follows:
“Entrepreneurship is restricted only to the urban areas”
Hence H0 and H1 are as follows:
H0: Entrepreneurship is not restricted only to the urban
areas
H1: Entrepreneurship is restricted only to the urban
areas
Table-4Chi Square Test of the Association between Row
and Column Variables
Respon
ses

Strongly
Agree (1)
Agree (2)
Neutral
(3)
Disagree
(4)
Strongly
Disagree
(5)
Total

Groups
Comme
rce
Student
s
24

18

Scienc
e
Stude
nts
0

12

24

6

12

0

0

0

6

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

0

30

30

30

30

Teach
ers

to the research questions or the statements of acceptance
or rejection of hypotheses. This study concludes that
entrepreneurs play an integral part in shaping the
economy of the developing countries. Further,
entrepreneurship is restricted only to the urban areas and
not seen in rural areas.
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Entrepren
eurs
12

Pearson Chi-Square Tests
Chi72.000
square
Responses
df
9
p value
0.000*
*. The Chi-square statistic is significant
at the .05 level.
The calculated value of
is 72.00, with degrees of
freedom 9 and the highly significant p value 0.000 for an
alpha of 0.05. Hence the null hypothesis H0 is rejected
and the alternate hypothesis H1 is accepted. In other
words, entrepreneurship is restricted only to the urban
areas.
Conclusions and Recommendations
Conclusions are inferences / generalisations drawn from
the findings and relate to hypotheses. They are answers
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ABSTRACT
India is global second largest producer of garmets.
There is overall change in the last decade when
compared to previous decades. Exporters and
manufacturers are facing innumerable problems and
challenges emerged on account of globalisation.
Manufacturers of garments play the central role in
coordinating production networks on similar lines like
that
of
automobiles,
aircrafts,
computers,
semiconductuers and heavy machinery. The ease of
establishing clothing companies in along with the
atmosphere of prevelance of developed country
protectionism has paved the way for diversification of
garments exports particuarly in the third world. There is
a tremendous opportunity for export of grarmernts
products in Bengaluru. But there are certain problems in
the competitive world. Technolgy upgradation,
middleman’s role inthe purchase of raw material, high
ivestments and no encouragement to the skilled labour
are some of the issues that has to be addressed
immediately. The policy framers in future has to give
proirity to enhance foreign currency in flows, economic
growth developments.
Key words : Garment industry, globalisation,
protectionism, skilled labour, technology, high cost of
capital.
Introduction:
India stands second as far as production of textiles and
garments. India is the third global gaint in the production
of cotton and second largest cotton consumer in the
world. Textile and garment industry in India is providing
jobs to over 35 million.1 Indian textile industry
represents 24% of global spindle capacity and 14% of
global production of textile fibre and yarn. Indias
positition in export became strong 1970 and growth rate
of clothing has almost doubled annually and shown
strong symptoms of vibrant growth and supporting this
trend Indian government provided world class
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infrastructure facilities for setting up of textile units.
Bengaluru region is one of the important garment clusters
and out of 10 Bengaluru is national important cluster
30% of the readymade garments are made in this region. 2
The garment industry is affected by slow and uneven
modernisation across various segments. The report of the
working group constituted by the planning commission
on boosting India’s manufacturing exports during 12th
FYP (2012-17), envisages India’s exports of textiles and
garments at US$ 64.41 billion by the end of 2017.
Objectives of the study
(1)
To study the present scenario of garment units
in Bengaluru in and around Mysore Road and Peenya
Industrial area.
(2)
To study the problems and challenges faced by
garment units in study area.
(3)
To suggest possible strategies to overcome the
present situation.
Hypotheses
(1)
To garment units are not facing any challenges
in the study area.
(2)
The present scenario is not appreciable since no
concrete solutions are offered.
Research Methodology
A well drafted and structured, unbiased questionanaire
was prepared in English and administered as schedule
taking into account the educational status of workers.
Before finalising questionnaire officers and selected a
few workers were interviewed in order to understand the
problems and challenges faced by garment units.
Questionnaire was pretested for validity and reality. A
sample of 300 respondents 200 workers and 100 office
bearers was thought fit for the present survey and
convenient sampling technique was adopted and
collected the data conveniently. The collected data was
presented in the form of tables and exhaustively
percentages was used to compare the data. In order to
give a scientific touch to the data quantitative techniques
like chisquare and ANOVA was used. The data
collection programme commenced on 10th Dec. 2015
and ended on 30th Dec. 2015. Out of many problems
faced by exporters of garments and challenges a few
most imoprtant and pertinent problems has been choosen
and studied in details.

Garment Exports during 2007-2013.
Exports (Value Rs. crores)
Year

Total textile

Readymade Garment
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export

2007
655864
364498
2008
840755
47113
2009
845534
47608
2010
1148170
48356
2011
1342689
57691
2012
1459281
626.25
2013
(P)1634672
67413
Source: Foreign trade statistics of India (Principal
Commodities and Country) DGIGQS, Kolkata, 2011-12.
The above table shows that the overall percentage of
RMG has been decreasing over a period of 7 years which
was 5.56% in 2007 has been reduced to 4.29 in 2012
through the exports of garments products have increased
steadily over the last 7 years, particularly after 7 years
when textiles exports quota stood discontinued.
Present scenario of Readymade
Bengaluru Study Region

garments

in

The global buyer have looked Bengaluru as an important
location for sourcing of garments after Bombay and
Delhi. Bengaluru dress making was the first garment unit
established during the year 1940. The establishment of
this garment unit paved the every for the establishment of
silk weaving and exporting. Majority of the industries are
concentrated in Bommanahalli and Peenya Industrial
area. There are around 15000 RMG uints in and around
Bengaluru. Besides this a gaint venture Doddaballapur
Apparel Park with great ambition of serving the needs of
global buyers also functioning in a big way. The RMG
units in Bengaluru are integrated horizontally and not
vertically. There are firms without manufacturing base
but still book large orders and get the products
manufactured through fabricators and execute the orders.
Under Survarna Vastra Neethi 2008-13, the Government
of Karnataka has been providing special support for
substantial investments in the state. At present incentives
are given case by case basis. Karnataka Udyog Mitra,
which is a nodal agency to facilitate investments for all
investors in Karnatka has attracted US$564 millions
between 2008-11. Global investors meet 2010-12 alone
achieved MOU’s with investment of US$ 312.5 million
and additional investments of US$ 136.5 million have
also beeen proposed for 4 mega projects.
Survey Findings
Table-1 reveals data on demographic variables
respondents. All respondents who are working the
garments units and export field are aware of the problems
faced by garments exporters. There are 200 females who
are actual workers and the remaining except a minor
amount of respondents are working in the garments units
as office
assistants, supervising and office
superintendents. The educational status portrays clearly

57% ofofrespondents
studies upto 10th standard and 50
exports
textile
respondents5.56
studied upto PUC, 40 upto degree and only
13% are studied
5.6 upto post graduation.
5.63 reveals respondents monthly income is
Table-1 further
Rs. between4.21
5000 to 6000 and 75 respondents in case in
between Rs.4.29
6000-7000. This data highlights the workers
4.29
who are working
in garment industry is not getting
4.12
attractive salary.
Table-2 highlights about the problem and challenges of
raw material supply. The required raw material is
manufactured in differnt areas of the country. It is a
challenge to get the raw material in time since there is no
direct contact and dealers are operating and they make
profit. Further, delivery schedule is disturbed and right
prices are not given to right products and severe price
competitions makes the foreign buyers to switch over to
other countries. The ANOVA analysis clearly reveals
variations in the influencing factors for the supply of raw
material.
Table-3 speaks clearly about the skilled labour. The
different drivers of skilled labour is presented in the
table. The skilled labour is paid on piece basis, and exists
gap between demand and supply and there is need of
skilled labour at present in the study area. But the present
availability of skilled labour is conditioned by bad roads,
traffice jams and power cuts. The ANOVA table clearly
rejects the null hypothese and accepts the alternative.
ANOVA table clearly states that the available skilled
labour is co-operating with the garments exporters in the
study area.
Table-4 highlights about heavy cost of investment and
increase in the cost of production. The investment is
heavy since high speed needle lock machinery automatic
thread trimmers, double needle high speed sewing
machines are to be purchased. Chi-sqaure analysis clearly
reveals that high investment with high cost leading to
increase in cost of production and null hypotheses is
accepted.
Table-5 reveals data an problem of production and
marketing of garments. The variables are varying
between exports are made differnt countries to making of
qualitative fabrics is not a problem. ANOVA table
reveals that the present garment experts trend in
encourages and ANOVA have fails to accept the null
hypotheses.
Conclusion
The garment sector plays an extremely significant role in
the economy in terms, especially of share in value added,
foreign echange earnings and employment. Bangalore
garment sector has a great potential in providing
employment and in bringing valuable foreign exchange.
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This paper started with understanding most important out
of many problems and challenges and proved that skilled
labour is highly co-operative, raw material supply is
influenced by differnt variables and greatest challenge is
high cost of investment leading to high cost of
production. Export performance primarily depends upon
costs. Quality and strict compliance to delivery time. A
clear understanding of problems and challenges of
garment sector makes the effective operational
performance excellent.
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ANOVA Analysis
The above table shows that the calculated value
of F is 57.3842 which is greater than the TV = 3.06 at 5%
level with d.f. being v1 = 4 and v2 = 15 fails to accepts
the null hypotheses and accepts alternative. Therefore we
may conclude that present export trend is encouragive.
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49.EMERGING TRENDS IN E-BANKING
Sandhya Prashanth, Gayathri H, Swathi Saketh R,
National College, Basavanagudi
ABSTRACT
Today’s banking is innovative. Information technology
has given rise to new innovations in the product Real
Time Gross Settlement designing and their delivery in
the banking and finance industries, customer services
and customer satisfaction are their prime work. The
banking industry has experienced a series of significant
transformations in the last few decades. The most
important change is in the type of organizations that
dominate the landscape. Since eighties, banks have
increased the scope and scale of their activities and
several banks have become very large institutions with a
presence in multiple regions of the country.' The paper
examines the new trends in E-banking.
INTRODUCTION:
The Indian banking system was domestically oriented at
the time of nationalization in 1969. National policy
objectives where the guiding force and banks were
primarily involved in mobilizing domestic savings,
lending funds to specific sectors of the economy and
raising resources for financing public deficits. It is an
umbrella term for the process by which a customer may
perform banking transactions electronically without
visiting a brick-and-mortar institution. The following
terms refer to one form or other of electronic banking:
personal computer (PC) banking, Internet banking,
virtual banking, online banking, home banking, remote
electronic banking, and phone banking. PC banking and
Internet or online banking are the most frequently used
designations. It should be noted, however, that the terms
used to describe the various types of electronic banking
are often used interchangeably.
E-banking is the buzzword in the global commercial
activities .Today E-banking or electronic banking refers
to conducting banking activities with the help of
information technology and computers. E-banking is a
mix of services which include Internet banking, Mobile
banking, ATM kiosks, Fund Transfer System, Real Time
Gross Settlement (payment & settlement system),
Credit/Debit/Smart/Kisan Cards, Cash management
services, and Data warehousing, Operational data for
MIS and Customer Relationship Management. Latest
innovations in technology like broadband transmission,
internet access via mobiles (GSM) and WebTV will
further provide impetus to digital revolution.
Further, banks are looking forward to scan the image of a
cheque which can be zapped to another bank, into the
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depository and back to customer's bank.(BSO,2006)
Banking transactions can be carried out 24 hours a day
using these methods. In fact concept of Anytime,
Anywhere banking is making it easy for customers to
access their money more conveniently. It has been
established that increasing the role of technology in a
service organization can serve to reduce costs and often
improve service reliability (Lee, 2002).Technology in
Indian banking has evolved substantially from the days
of back office automation to today's online, centralized
and integrated solutions. One cannot think of ATM,
Internet, mobile and phone banking or call centre
services without the help of technology. However, the
irony is that most of those products have more of
technology and less of banking. Let us look at how
banking has changed as a business over the last one
decade.
NEED FOR THE STUDY
 Challenges in E-banking
 Problems faced by E-banking
 Services provided by E-banking
 Future E-Banking
RESEARCH METHOD:
The study focuses on extensive study of secondary data
collected from various book, National and International
Journals, publications from various websites which focus
on various aspects of EMERGING TRENDS IN EBANKING
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
E Banking:
E-banking refers to electronic banking. It is like ebusiness in banking industry. E-banking is also called as
"Virtual Banking" or "Online Banking".E-banking is a
result of the growing expectations of bank's customers.
E-banking involves information technology based
banking. Under this I.T system, the banking services are
delivered by way of a Computer-Controlled System. This
system does involve direct interface with the customers.
The customers do not have to visit the bank's premises.
Popular services covered under E-Banking. The popular
services covered under E-banking include
Automated Teller Machines,Credit Cards,Debit
Cards,Smart Cards,Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT)
System,Cheques Truncation Payment System, Mobile
Banking, Internet Banking, Telephone Banking, etc.
Types of E-Banking Services:
Types of e-banking Description
Account Access Access online to all of one’s account
information (usually checking,
savings, and money market), which is either updated in
real time or on a daily bath basis.
Balance Transfer Transfer funds between accounts.
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Bill Payment Pay any designated bill based on
instructions one proves including
whether to pay automatically or manually each month.
Bill Presentment View billing statements as presented
electronically, which allow
interactive capabilities such as sorting, drill-down details,
or advertising,
in addition to on-click payments.
Mortgage/Credit Card/ Misc. Lending
Search, apply, and receive approval online for various
types of loans and then review your statements using
online bill
Business Banking Services:
In addition to all of the basic payment and account access
services, merchants can manage their electronic lock box
for received payment, accounts receivable posting, as
well as initiative payment via networks.
Customer Service & Administration:
While the Web will eventually enable live
communication, it is most optimally designed to facilitate
interaction with information so that customers can more
easily service themselves. In the process, customers
receive good, if not better, service while the bank saves
money with each additional transaction as it realises the
scale economies of its largely fixed online investment.
Advanced e-Mail systems with automated replies and
intelligent routing are also helping to improve the online
customer service experience.
Cross-selling:
Just as visitors to a branch are being offered new
products by tellers and simple signage, so can Web bank
customers. In most cases today, banks perform this
function online with standard, broadly targeted text offers
or by just making their product literature available
online. In the future, banks will be able to harness the
true power of the Internet by providing targeted offers to
Web customers based on a combination of their indicated
interests and financial situation. Not only will banks be
able to sell banks products, but non-financial products as
Personalised Content and Tools As one visits the Web
branch, one is instantly recognised and content displayed
is oriented toward one’s interests including weather,
investment, and hobbies. More importantly, by using the
Web, bank customers could use online financial planning
tools.
Accounts Aggregation:
Accounts aggregation enables a consumer to be
presented with all his or her account details (current
account, saving account, mortgage account etc.) on a
single page. For access to external (to their first choice
bank) financial data consumers to provide their account
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passwords to the aggregator (usually a bank). The
aggregator uses the passwords to access
Automatically the consumer’s accounts. The information
is then provided to the consumer on a consolidated basis
on a single page so the customer has a full view of
his/her financial portfolio. In most cases funds can be
transferred from one account to another.
Electronic Funds Transfer:
Electronic Funds Transfer (EFT) is a system of
transferring money from one bank account directly to
another without any paper money changing hands. One
of the most widely-used EFT programs is Direct Deposit;
in which payroll is deposited straight into an employee’s
bank account. This system may also be used for debit
transfers, such as mortgage payments.

CHALLENGES IN E-BANKING:
Based on ‘best practices’ in developed countries, United
Nations Conference on Trade and
Development (UNCTAD) report has identified four
challenges that developing countries face in general,
(1) The ability to adopt global technology to local
requirements:
An adequate level of infrastructure and human capacity
building are required before developing Countries can
adopt the global technology for their local requirements.
For example, the review of the Migration plan of Society
for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunications
(SWIFT) to the internet Shows that to date full migration
has not occurred in many developing countries due to the
lack of adequate Infrastructure, working capital, and
required technical expertise. Broadly accepted e-payment
systems is another such example. Many corporate and
consumers in some developing countries either do not
trust or do not have access to the necessary infrastructure
to be able to process e-payments.
(2) The ability to strengthen public support for efinance:
Historically, most e-finance initiatives in developing
countries have been the result of cooperative efforts
between the private and public sectors. For example,
Singapore’s successful Trade Net system was a
Government-sponsored project. If the public sector does
not have the necessary means to implement the projects it
is essential that cooperative efforts between public and
private sectors, along with the multilateral agencies like
the World Bank, are developed to facilitate public
support for e-finance related initiatives.
(3) The ability to create a necessary level of
regulatory and institutional frameworks:
The lack of regulatory framework, trust, security and
privacy standards, high trade barriers, customer and
investor protections impede progress in implementing e-
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banking initiatives on a larger scale in many developing
countries.
(4) The ability to mainstream small and medium scale
enterprises (SMEs) towards e-banking:
The availability of and access to quality data and banking
information is required for SMEs in developing countries
to move towards e-banking. Similarly, on-line credit
information will enhance SME’s ability to secure
financing.
PROBLEMS IN E-BANKING:
The problematic issues in e-banking implementation and
they create barriers to success. The major
Issues include:
Lack of proper integration of related systems
Culture of achieving only short-term targets
Non web-enabled business processes
Lack of understanding and knowledge, within the
organization, about ecommerce
Lack of product differentiation and categorization
Lack of understanding customer community
Difficulties in personalization of products
Limited research and development
Lack of e-commerce promotion within the organization
Lack of understanding that the e-banking initiative is a
business critical area and not just a technical issue.

FUTURE E-BANKING:
Slower than expected adoption, and its failure to meet
most of our early hopes has been the main source of
threats, but the benefits it offers mean that this channel is
growing in prominence every day and it is here to stay.
Whether this growing prominence could mean the end of
traditional banking channels such as branches remains to
be seen. At present, it is helping to re-define the role of
branch banking and moving branches away from
transactional banking to become customer service
centres.
The future of e-banking seems secure due the ever
increasing adoption and arrival of new
technologies to address existing limitations. Major
innovations are expected in the area of e-banking using
mobile phones, in security provision and customer
services. Technologies such as biometrics would, if they
make expected progress, help resolve many existing
problems. E-banking raises many complicated issues for
banks and regulators alike. Much more work is needed at
both national and international level, to identify and
remove any unnecessary barriers to e-banking. To benefit
most from e-banking and related innovations, banks
should (guidelines adopted from Sergeant, 2000):
-Develop a clear strategy and communicate it throughout
the organization. It must be driven by the top
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management and should take into account the effects of
e-banking
-Have an effective process for measuring performance of
e-banking against the pre-determined criteria given in the
strategic plans

IMPLICATIONS
The banks quickly responded to the changes in the
industry; especially the new generation banks. The
continuance of the trend has re-defined and re-engineered
the banking operations as whole with more customization
through leveraging technology. As technology makes
banking convenient, customers can access banking
services and do banking transactions any time and from
any where. The importance of physical branches is going
down.

CHALLENGES FACED BY BANKS
The major challenges faced by banks today are as to how
to cope with competitive forces and strengthen their
balance sheet. Today, banks are growing with burden of
NPA’s. It is rightly felt that these contaminated debts, if
not recovered, will eat into the very vitals of the banks.
Another major anxiety before the banking industry is the
high transaction cost of carrying Non Performing Assets
in their books. The resolution of the NPA problem
requires greater accountability on the part of the
corporate, greater disclosure in the case of defaults, an
efficient credit information sharing system and an
appropriate legal framework pertaining to the banking
system so that court procedures can be streamlined and
actual recoveries made within an acceptable time frame.
The banking industry cannot afford to sustain itself with
such high levels of NPA’s thus, “lend, but lent for a
purpose and with a purpose ought to be the slogan for
salvation.”
The Indian banks are subject to tremendous pressures to
perform as otherwise their very survival would be at
stake. Information technology (IT) plays an important
role in the banking sector as it would not only ensure
smooth passage of interrelated transactions over the
electric medium but will also facilitate complex financial
product innovation and product development. The
application of IT and e-banking is becoming the order of
the day with the banking system heading towards virtual
banking.
As an extreme case of e-banking World Wide Banking
(WWB) on the pattern of World Wide Web (WWW) can
be visualized. That means all banks would be interlinked
and individual bank identity, as far as the customer is
concerned, does not exist. There is no need to have large
number of physical bank branches, extension counters.
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There is no need of person-to-person physical interaction
or dealings. Customers would be able to do all their
banking operations sitting in their offices or homes and
operating through internet. This would be the case of
banking reaching the customers.
Banking landscape is changing very fast. Many new
players with different muscle powers will enter the
market. The Reserve Bank in its bid to move towards the
best international banking practices will further sharpen
the prudential norms and strengthen its supervisor
mechanism. There will be more transparency and
disclosures. In the days to come, banks are expected to
play a very useful role in the economic development and
the emerging market will provide ample business
opportunities to harness. Human Resources Management
is assuming to be of greater importance. As banking in
India will become more and more knowledge supported,
human capital will emerge as the finest assets of the
banking system. Ultimately banking is people and not
just figures. Technological infrastructure has become an
indispensable part of the reforms process in the banking
system, with the gradual development of sophisticated
instruments and innovations in market practices.
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CONCLUSION
Indian banking system will further grow in size and
complexity while acting as an important agent of
economic growth and intermingling different segments of
the financial sector. It automatically follows that the
future of Indian banking depends not only in internal
dynamics unleashed by ongoing returns but also on
global trends in the financial sectors. Indian Banking
Industry has shown considerable resilience during the
return period. The second generation returns will play a
crucial role in further strengthening the system. The
banking today is re-defined and re-engineered with the
use of Information Technology and it is sure that the
future of banking will offer more sophisticated services
to the customers with the continuous product and process
innovations. Thus, there is a paradigm shift from the
seller's market to buyer's market in the industry and
finally it is affected at the bankers level to change their
approach from "conventional banking to convenience
banking" and "mass banking to class banking". Adoption
of stringent prudential norms and higher capital
standards, better risk management systems, adoption of
transparency will ensure the Indian Banking industry will
keep pace with other developed banking systems.
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50.THE BIG BILLION SALES AND THE
IMPACT ON RETAIL SECTOR-A STUDY
ON IMPACT OF E-RETAILING ON
HOME APPLIANCE RETAIL SECTOR IN
INDIA
Mrudula Naveen, Assistant Professor, Department of
Management, Krupanidhi School of Management
Naveen Anjo Tom, HOD of Social Science, TISB
ABSTRACT

The major objectives of the study is to find out the
impact on e-retail on home appliance retail sector
in India.100 retailers were taken as samples and
questionnaire was mailed to them and data was
collected. Data was collected with interview method
also. Secondary data sources were also used. On
the basis of the data, analysis was done and found
out that the sales of home appliances has come
down due to increased use of e-retailing.the study
found out certain factors for this and giving some
recommendations to improve the condition in home
appliance retail sector.
Key words: E-retailing, retail sector, home appliance
industry
INTRODUCTION
Over the past 14 years, the Internet has changed the way
we buy and sell goods and services. In the present day
liberalized global economy, e-business has become a
necessary component of business strategy and it acts as a
strong catalyst for economic development. The first step
in e-commerce started when Tesco and Asda state about
home shopping services with the computer in the mid1980s. But it was not popular until the invention of the
World Wide Web by Tim Berners-Lee. It marked the
widespread use of Internet by consumers. In 2000 a great
number of business companies in the United States and
Western Europe represented their services in the World
Wide Web. At this time the meaning of the word
ecommerce was changed. People began to define the
term ecommerce as the process of purchasing of
available goods and services over the Internet using
secure connections and electronic payment services. But
in India about a year ago, many, including some of
India's largest organized retailers were in near denial that
India would feel the impact of e-tailing in the near future.
But in 2002 Indian government come out with the idea of
online ecommerce with IRCTC, which was a boon to the
common man. After the unpredicted success of the
IRCTC, the online ticket booking system was followed by
the airlines (like AirDeccan, Indian Airlines, Spicejet,
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etc.) .The acceptance of the ecommerce on a large scale
by the Indian people influenced other business players
also to try this technique for their E-businesses and gain
high profits. Though online shopping has been present
since the 2000 but it gained popularity only with deep
discount model of Flipkart. Soon other portals like
Amazon, Flipkart, Jabong, etc. started hunting India for
their businesses.
NEED AND IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY
E-retailing is growing at an alarming rate globally as well
as in India. It is considered to be an effect of
globalization and increased consumerism in India. But eretailing has a very wide impact on economy as a whole.
Though there are various advantages because of eretailing there are many problems associated with eretailing especially it has got varied impact on the retail
sector in India. As most of the studies shown home
appliance and electronics goods are on high demand in ecommerce. So the impact of e-retail in retail sector can be
well studied with the help of study on home appliances.
The study tries to examine the impact of e retailing on
retail sector in India with special reference to home
appliances in India. As home appliance are major
component of e-retail, the comparative study of e-retail
sales and retail sales of home appliances is a major
determinant of how e-retail is affecting retail sector in
India. The study tries to find out various factors for the
negative relationship between e- retail sales and retail
sales of home appliances. The study also tries to give
some suggestions. In order to reduce the negative impact
of e-retail on retail sector there are various measures
which can be taken by government, retailers and the eretailers. In order to minimize the long run negative
attitude of retailers on e-retailers various programmes
should be implemented.
OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY
. To find out the relationship between sales of home
appliance in retail sector and in e-retail sector
. To find out reasons for the relationship between sales of
home appliance in retail sector and in
E-retail, if there is any relation
METHODOLOGY
The study was done on the basis of primary data
collected from 100 retailers in home appliances through
questionnaire and through interview method. Various
secondary data is also collected and the conclusions are
made .Chronbach’s coefficient alpha was computed to
assess reliability of the items used to measure perception
of employees. Results were analyzed and found that there
are various factors which affect retail sector of home
appliances.
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
A report by the Internet and Mobile Association of India
has revealed that India’s E-commerce market is growing
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at an average rate of 70 percent annually and has grown
over 500 percent since 2007. The following chart depicts
the growth of E-commerce in India in the last couple of
years.(Figure 1)
Figure 1.Growth of E-commerce

It has been found out that consumer electronics constitute
around 30% of the total sales of the e-retailing (figure 2)
,which clearly implies that consumer electronics is a
major component in e-retailing.and it is important to
understand the reasons for the drastic increase in
consumer electronics and how it affect the retail home
appliance shops .
Figure 2: e-retailing ,sector wise in India
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The Indian consumer durables segment can broadly be
segregated into consumer electronics (TVs, Set Top
Boxes and Audio systems etc.) and consumer appliances
(also known as white goods) like Refrigerators, Washing
Machines, Air Conditioners, Microwave Ovens and
Vacuum Cleaners. Household penetration of major home
appliance is shown in the figure.
Figure 3: Penetration of home appliances in India
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Source: Source: Euromonitor India consumer appliance
report, 2013
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Questions were asked regarding the sales of home
appliances in retail sector. They were asked whether the
sales has come down after 2000.71 respondents state that
they are finding that the sales had came down after 2000
that is once the e-retailing becomes popular.29 only said
that there is no decrease in sales after e-retailing become
prominent. Only 29% respond that there is decline in
sales.
Do you think that online retailing is the reason for
decrease in sales and profit?
yes
no
71
29

29
yes
no
71

Question was asked regarding the impact of online sales
on the retailers.60% state that they find the popularity on
online shopping of home appliances is a reason for
decrease in sales of home appliances in retail shops.
According to the study it has been found that the sales of
home appliances through online shopping are due to
various factors. The data has been collected from 100
retail sellers in home appliances in order to analyze the
reasons for customers indulge more in e-retailing.
Table 1: Mean and Standard Deviation
Variables
Reasons for more online shopping
(overall)
Less time consuming
Any time shopping(24*7)
Better bargain
More selection
Modern sales strategies
Comprehensive information and
product comparison
Economies of scale
Increase use of net banking
Big billion sales

mean
4.15

SD
.218

4.16
4.03
4.27
4.25
3.86
3.91

1.012
1.00
.863
.866
.829
.795

4.23
3.67
4.09

.863
.675
.693

Table 1 indicates the means and standard deviation which
were intended to determine the opinion of retail sellers of
home appliances concerning the reasons for increase in
sales of e-retail and the advantage customers might find
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in e-retailing. N=100 in all the cases. Mean value were
calculated by awarding a points value to each response.5
for strongly agree down to 1 for strongly disagree. The
higher the mean score, more respondent agree with the
statement. The figures for standard deviation indicate the
degree to which responses vary from each other. Higher
the figure for SD more variation in response and more
disagreement there among respondent. Based on this data
we can analyze various reasons for decrease in sales in
retail sector due to certain factors in e-retailing.
1. Better bargain
Mean value for better bargain is 4.25,which means that
maximum number agreed that better bargain is an
important reason for the increased popularity of eretail.for ex LG 6.2 KG Washing machine is 13956 Rs in
Snap deal. But the same machine is 14565 in the retail
shop. Because of less maintenance cost, less inventory
cost and nthe cost of maintaining show room is also very
less in the case of e-retailing it is easy for the retailers to
reduce the price. As consumers are very much interested
in better bargaining they prefer to purchase from online
2. More selection
In e-retailing various brands are coming under one roof
.In all the e-retailing sites all different brands will be
there and customers can select from various brands,
which is not always possible in the case of retailing. In
retailing every time it is not very easy to keep all the
brands in one shop due to many reasons.

3. Economies of scale
Economies of scale is operating in e-retailing .Most of
them are established in the market and are operating in
economies of scale which means that the cost of
production is very less. So economies of scale are very
helpful for e-retailers.in the case of some retailers there is
diseconomies of scale. So the cost of production will be
very high in case of such retailers in home appliances.
4. Less time consuming
E-retailing is always less consuming. In case of online
buying of goods customers can save lots of time than
they go and buy from retail shops. This is one of the
important factors for the increase in e-retailing.
5 Big billion sale
Most of the retailers consider that big billion sales is an
important aspect for the increase in sales in e-retailing.
Flipkart got a billion hits on 6th October, and the
company achieved $100 million (Rs. 615 crores
approximately) in sales in 10 hours. In the sale Flipkart
sold pen drive for rs 1.this is identified as a major reason
why customers are more interested in e-retailing.SD is
.693 which means that almost everybody has the same
opinion regarding this
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6. Any time shopping
Some of the respondents stated that this is a major factor
especially those who are not in metros. they stated that
the concept of midnight shopping is not practical for
them. On the other hand online shoppers can shop any
time they want. But most of the respondents stated that it
is not a very significant problem.
7. Comprehensive information and product
comparison
This is not considered as a major factor as in retail shops
also there are various methods of product comparison.
The mean value is 3.91 from which it is clear that not a
large number consider it as a major factor
8. Modern sales strategies
Many modern sales techniques are adopted by eretailers’-retailers are doing lot of market research and
they adopt lot of market strategies like cash on delivery,
free home delivery etc which is not really possible for
retailers.
9. Increased use of net banking
As the mean value is 3.67 it can be understood that
retailers are not considering this as a very important
reason for the advantage of e-retailing to retailing. As the
retail shops also can resort the means of net banking very
easily it is not taken as a major problem. But some small
retailers who are in rural areas find this as a reason. So
this also cant be completely ignored.
FINDINGS
The study tries to find out whether the sales in retail
sector are affected by e-retailing in home appliances.
Majority of the respondents states that there is a negative
impact of e-retailing in retail sector. There are various
reasons /factors are identified for the decline in sales of
home appliances in retail sector. They are
1. Better bargain
2. More selection
3. Economies of scale
4. Less time consuming
5. Big billion sales
6. Any time shopping
7. Comprehensive information and product comparison
8. Modern sales strategies
9. Increased use of net banking

SUGGESTIONS AND CONCLUSION
All these factors are the major advantageous of eretailing when compared to retailing in home appliances.
There are various suggestions to improve the situations
1. There are various negative sides for e-retailing like
delay in delivery, poor customer support and after sales
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services. But retailers can deliver their goods on time and
thereby increase the satisfaction of customers. So the
retailers should give more importance of delivery of
goods and other customer services. Big billion sale was
also a not a huge success due to their inability to deliver
goods on time and out of stock situation.
2. Government should take various measures to protect
retailers like legislation on the price fixation of online
retailers. Many traditional retailers
like croma,
Samsung,LG ,BPL etc started doing business
online.Penetaration of retailers into online market should
be also controlled by government regulations.
Government should support retailers financially and non
financially in order to promote retailers in home
appliances
3. Association of retailers in home appliances sector
should me more strongly in addressing their problems.
For example, Consumer Electronics and Appliances
Manufacturers Association (CEAMA), was established in
1978 is an all India apex body of Manufacturers of
Consumer Electronics and Home Appliances. More
associations should come up like that.
4. Technology should be used more by retail sector like
creating awareness through blogs and discussion forum
in order to discuss challenges faced by retailers in home
appliances and find remedies for that.
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51.ROLE OF BANKING SECTOR IN
DEVELOPMENT OF INDIAN
AGRICULTURE-WITH SPECIAL
REFERENCE TO SATNA DISTRICT
Dr.Dhirendra Ojha, Asst. Professor
(Commerce)AKS University, Satna (M.P.)
ABSTRACT

India is basically an agriculture based country and
the people of India still derive a lot up on
agriculture productivity for their livelihood. The
main purpose of this research paper was to bring
into light about the importance of banking sector
specially the importance of regional rural banks
which play an important role in providing
agriculture credit and to remove them from the
clutches of local moneylenders.
Keywords: Banking, Sahukars, DCCB, Commercial
Banks, Kisan Credit Card, Jila Sehkari Bank.
Introduction:
Banking Facilities : Banks are considered as the
backbone of modern banking business. Banks play an
important role in the development of Indian economy.
Banks had played an important role in bringing
agricultural revolution, in removing indifference of
wealth, and in the development of cottage industries.
Before the development of modern banking facilities the
condition of Indian agriculture was very terrible. Indian
farmers were severely exploited by money- lenders, and
Sahukars but due to the improvement in modern banking
facilities the condition of Indian farmers had improved
up to a lot extent. Banks had provided tremendous
facilities to the farmers in India. Banks played an
important role in the development of Satna district. At
present there are thirty-seven Central co Cooperative
banks in Satna district and the number of offices
including head office was 846.
Methodology: This research paper is exploratory and is
based on the secondary data which is collected from the
annual reports of Jila Sehkari Bank and District Credit
Cooperative Bank in Satna District.
Commercial Banks: - There are 22 Commercial Banks
in Satna district. Main of them are State Bank of India,
Canara Bank, Union Bank of India, Syndicate Bank,
Axis Bank, ICICI Bank, IDBI Bank, Punjab National
Bank, Punjab and Sindh Bank, Oriental Bank of
Commerce, Allahabad Bank etc. Therefore there are
many Commercial Banks and Nationalized banks which
are playing an important role in the progress of Satna
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district and the farmers of Satna district by providing
them loans at very reasonable rates. Banks also play an
important in the progress of the people of Satna district
and the people of Satna district by providing them
employment opportunities. Small and marginal farmers
are also benefited by getting loans at reasonable rates due
to which they are able to do advanced agriculture.
State Bank of India :
State Bank of India also provides agriculture loans for
various activities like crop rotation, horticulture,
plantation crops, digging of wells, tube wells and
irrigation projects, construction of cold storages and
godowns processing of agriculture products, allied
activities like dairy fisheries, poultry, loans against
pledge of ware house receipts, loans against produced
stored by the farmer at his own premises, rearing of silk
worms, etc.
Impact of such loans :
a. Agriculture marketing : State Bank of India provides
loans for the purpose of agriculture marketing due to
which the farmers can sell their produce at higher cost.
By the means of agriculture marketing a farmer can
create demand for his product and can sell his product at
the place where they get more price.
b. Purchase of equipments : State Bank of India also
provides
loans for the purchase of agricultural
equipments like providing loans for the purchase of
tractors, harvesters etc. which help in increasing the
agriculture productivity and there by helps in increasing
standard of living and social status of farmers.
c. Loans for livestock : State Bank of India also
provides loans for the purchase of livestock for example :
cow, ox, etc. which also helps in increasing the dairy
products as well.
d. Loans for irrigation purpose: State Bank of India
also provides loans for the purpose of irrigation due to
which productivity of agriculture is increased and
dependence of farmers upon monsoon is reduced.
e. Lower Interest Rates: State Bank of India also cut
down its rate of interest on agriculture loans that is 10%
on an amount of 3 lakh to 25 lakh on crop loans from the
existing 11.75 to 12.75% floating rate. Also upon
irrigation schemes bank lad reduced interest rates up to 8
to 9% on an amount of 25 lakhs from 10.50 to 13.25%.
Following are some of the schemes of State Bank of
India: 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Agricultural Gold Loans.
Kisan Credit Card.
Kisan Gold Card Scheme.
Dairy Plus Scheme.
Scheme for financing seed processors.

(5) Lower Interest Rates :State Bank of India had also cut down its rate of interst
on agriculture loan that is 10 percent on an amount of 3
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lakh to 25 lakh on crop loans from the existing 11.75 to
12.75 percent. Floating rate. Also upon irrigation
schemes bank had reduced interest rates upto 8 to 9
percent on an amount of 25 lakhs from 10.50 to 13.25
percent.
District Central Cooperative Banks (DCCB);There are about 37 district central cooperative banks upto
year 2014 and the number the total number of member
ship was 201782. The total paid up capital of such banks
was 29541 crore Rs. out of which govt. share was 4580
crore Rs. The total reserves of such banks was 108010
crore Rs. out of which statutory reserve was 4117 crore
Rs. Total loans granted by such banks upto year 2014
was 381577 crore Rs.
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for the purchase of tractors, tube-wells, wells, electric
and diesel pumps, thres hers etc. The main purpose of
this bank was development of agricultural production in
the rural areas by the adoption of new means of
agriculture in the district.
With a view to facilitate the members farmers Credit
Card Scheme was introduced in 15 districts which is now
extended to all over the state through our district central
cooperative Banks and Primary Agricultural credit
Societies. The year wise progress in distribution of Kisan
Credit Cards is as under:Table – 1Distribution of Kisan Credit Cards

Impact of District Central Cooperative Bank :-Due to
this bank the small and the marginal farmers who did not
have any mortgage to keep can take up the loan easily.
This bank was meant up for the farmers to raise up their
social status and standard of living. Where commercial
banks and private banks hesitate in providing loans to the
farmers district central cooperative bank easily satisfy
need of such farmers.
Land Development Bank :-This bank was primarily
meant to provide loans for the development of infertile
and waste land in order to improve productivity.
Impact :(1) Increase in Productivity :Due
to
land
development banks the productivity increased because
the waste and infertile land which was previously not
used for the purpose of cultivation can now be use which
increases productivity.
(2) Increases Innovation :-For doing productivity on
waste and infertile land innovation is necessary for which
capital is required in huge quantity which the poor
farmers of the district not had. This problem was solved
by the existence of land development banks which
provided them loans for the purpose of new research due
to which productivity increased because the waste and
infertile land which was previously not used for the
purpose of cultivation is now used.
(3) Increases Standard of Living :-Due to the
development of land in the district and increase in
productivity the waste and infertile land was also used
for production purpose which increases standard of living
of the farmers in the district.
MEASUREMENT
AND
EVALUATION
OF
DIFFERENT FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS :Jila Sehkari Krishi Aur Gramin Vikas Bank,
Maryadit, Satna :This bank was established for the development of
agriculture which provides long term loans to the farmers

No. of farmers

Increase in no.

Percentage Inc.

25104

-

-

98841

73737

-

440858

342017

463

853037

412179

120

1912652

1059615

257

2441527

528875

49.9

2662534

221007

41.78

2819980

157446

71

Source :- www.jila Sehkari bank.htm.
Loan Disbursement by Jila Sehkari Krishi Aur
Gramin Vikas Bank, Maryadit, Satna
S.No
.

Name of Plan
No. of
farmer
s

Amoun
t (in
Lakh)

No. of
farmer
s

Amoun
t

1

Minor Irrigation

26

10.54

26

10.54

2

Tractor

123

491.89

123

491.89

3

Thresher

1

0.41

1

0.41

4

Dairy Farm

2

1.50

2

1.50

5

Pisciculture

-

-

-

-

6

Poultry farm

1

1.75

1

1.75

7

Motor Cycle

8

2.74

8

2.74

8

Road Transport

5

13.46

5

13.46

9

Rural Housing

14

24.38

14

24.38

10

Furniture/Carpent
ry

1

1.06

1

1.06
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11

Utensils Industry

1

0.27

1

0.27

12

Oil Mills

1

1.28

1

1.28

13

Rice Mills

1

3.00

1

3.00

14

Flour Mills

1

0.29

1

0.29

15

Dhaba

1

0.80

1

0.80

Total

185

553.37

185

553.37

Source :- Annual Report District Central Cooperative
Bank Satna.
Measurement and Evaluation of different financial
institutions upon Agriculture :-If we measure and
evaluate the impact of different financial institutions
upon agriculture then following conclusion are derived :(1) Small and marginal farmers do not get loan
facilities :-There is lack of loan facilities for the small
and marginal farmers because they do not have enough
security to keep as mortgage Also the farmers in the
district are illiterate who are unable to understand the
complex formalities of banking sector.
(2) Higher Rate of Interest :-Although the rate of
interest is reduced by many financial institutions
providing credit yet if we compare it from the interest
rates to other sectors we find that the rate of interest in
uncertainty based agriculture is very high.
(3) No Loans for unproductive Purposes :-The
financial institutions which are meant for the purpose of
agriculture generally do not provide loans for
unproductive purposes such as birth, death, marriages
etc. due to which the farmers feel less interested in going
to such banks and even for their productive purpose they
prefer to go to money lenders
.(4) Loans to other sectors :-The banks which are
primarily meant for the development of agriculture also
provides loans to other sectors whereas the financial
institutions of other sector do not provide loan for
agriculture purpose. (5) Heavy formalities :- The
formalities in these banks are also very much due to
which the poor and illiterate farmers of the district
hesitate in going to banks and they prefer to go to the
local money lenders where there are less formalities.
(6) Not located in rural areas :- As we know that the
majority of the population doing agriculture resides in
rural areas and the banks providing loans for agriculture
purpose should also be in the rural areas. But this is not
the condition. The banks which are for the purpose of
providing loans for agriculture are in the urban areas due
to which the farmers are in the urban areas due to which
the farmers hesitate in taking loans from these banks.

is a slight improvement in the condition of workers but
the overall position is that the financial institutions do not
serve the purpose of agriculture. Therefore the
agriculture sector is lagging behind and due to it the
economic growth of the country is also back ward since
Indian economy is an agriculture economy and if the
condition of agriculture economy will not improve it will
definitely affect the Indian Economy and its growth.
References:
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Conclusion :As an evaluation we can see that the
financial institutions providing loans for the purpose of
agriculture turned out to be total failure. Although there
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52.HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
PRACTICES IN SELECTED PUBLIC,
PRIVATE AND FOREIGN BANKS
N.K. GANESH, Assistant Professor of Commerce,
Government First grade College, Ramanagar.
Dr. K.R. Srilakshmi, Associate Professor of Commerce,
Government First Grade College,
Yediyur, Bangalore.

ABSTRACT:
Human resources play an integral role in achieving
innovative and high quality product\service.
Management of human resources, adaptation to any
kind of change and effective functioning of banks
are possible only when human resources are
developed. HRD facilitates all round development
of banks in addition to allowing them to be dynamic
and responsive to environmental changes. The
present study is an attempt to examine the various
human resource management practices in public,
private and foreign banks and to suggest measures
in effective implementation of HRM practices
Keywords: HRM practices, Public, Private and foreign
banks

Introduction:
The present Indian banking sector, especially commercial
banks, have recognized the need to orient a strong human
resource to ensure survival in the wake of dynamic
changing environment, global competition and other
upcoming challenges. Banking sector in India are
experiencing the heat of attrition which has become the
stark reality, in this view the loyalty of the employees has
to be created through organizational interventions rather
than something which can develop on its own.
Human Resource Management is important for banks
because banking is a service industry. Management of
people and management of risk are two key challenges
facing banks. How you manage the people and how you
manage the risks determines your success in the banking
business. Efficient risk management may not be possible
without efficient and skilled manpower. Banking has
been and will always be a "People Business". Though
pricing is important, there may be other valid reasons
why people select and stay with a particular bank. Banks
must try to distinguish themselves by creating their own
niches or images, especially in transparent situations with
a high level of competitiveness. In coming times, the
very survival of the banks would depend on customer
satisfaction. Those who do not meet the customer
expectations will find survival difficult. Banks must
articulate and emphasize the core values to attract and
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retain certain customer segments. Values such as
"sound", "reliable", "innovative", "international", "close",
"socially responsible", "Indian", etc. need to be
emphasized through concrete actions on the ground and it
would be the bank’s human resource that would deliver
this.
Key performance indicators for HR practices:
Some of the key performance indicators for Human
Resources include but are not limited to the following.
• Clarity on HR policies relating to employees
• Employees’ clarity on roles, responsibilities and
expectations
• Qualitative development of staff
• Number of HR issues arising for which there are no
clear policies and guidelines
• Competitiveness of compensation structure relative to
industry benchmark
• Usefulness and accuracy of compensation survey
• Lead time to respond to staff welfare issues
• Employees’ assessment of promotion criteria and
process (clarity, fairness)
• Measurement of HR policy violation
• Average time required to fill vacancies
• Proportion of training programs resulting in
productivity improvement
• Staff attrition rate
• Understanding / Clarity of the Organizational
philosophy
• Outline internal capabilities and identify gaps on skillscompetencies-behavioral aspects
In response to the change in the business environment,
the competencies required by HRM present in any Indian
or MNC banks are necessary to be studied.
Statement of the problem:
The rapidity of change and ambiguity regarding how
markets will develop has signified the banks to be aware
of HRD practices followed by them. The ability to
continuously learn the developing bank dynamics,
together with aligning the HRD practices to changing
requirements is one of the key sources of competitive
advantage to present frame work. In certain cases,
despite the ability and competence of the bank, they fail
to align their HRD practices with the fast changing
requirement due to a number of context specific factors
like technology, attitude. It has been noticed banks
spend huge sum every year on developing soft and
technical skill on their employees, banks have failed to
derive strategic benefits from their HRD practices.
Consequently it emphasizes the greater need to research
the challenges in the existing HRD practices in the
banking sector.
Objectives of the study:
1. To know the HRD practices followed in selected
public, private and foreign banks
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2. To make suggestions and draw conclusion
regarding the various HRD practices followed in
selected public, private and foreign banks based
on available data gathered
Review of literature:
The concept of HRD had its origin in the West in the
second half of 20th century and in India it was introduced
for the first time by Larsen and Toubro in private sector.
Bank of Baroda adopted this concept in 1978 later it was
adopted by State Bank of India. Udai Pareek and
T.V.Rao
IIM, Ahmedabad published their work
“Designing and Managing Human resource system” in
the year 1980 and commenced experimentation in India.
Success reaped by State Bank of India, Bank of Baroda,
Larsen and Toubro have motivated even the public sector
and private organization.
D.V. Ramana Murthy has discussed in his article titled
“Human Factor in Banks,” about the importance of
human factor and trade unions in the banks. S.R. Varde
in his paper on “Manpower Planning” at the level of an
Indian commercial bank dealt with the aspects like basic
structure of manpower planning, linkage of manpower
plan to other plans, interrelationship of various
manpower functions, objectives of manpower planning in
Indian commercial banks, anatomy of manpower plans
and techniques of manpower planning. N.R. Seth
discussed growth, functioning and progress of trade
unions in Indian banks. P. Subba Rao, have discussed the
role of counselling, performance counselling and action
planning in his paper on “Bank Branch Manager as a
Counsellor.” T.V. Rao, in his book on “The HRD
Machinery” explained HRD instruments, processes and
outcomes, HRD Departments and their tasks, structuring
the HRD function, qualities, and competence requirement
of HRD managers, developing HRD managers, traps and
temptations of HRD mangers and HRD instrumentsT.P.
Raman in his paper on “HRD in State Bank of India”
explained the practice of HRD and various techniques of
HRD in State Bank of India. His paper is mostly based
on his work experience in the bank rather than a study. R.
K. Agarwal. In his paper on “HRD” in State Bank of
Patiala” explained the objective and structure of HRD
department, HRD climate and various techniques of
HRD in the Bank. This paper also suffers from the same
limitations of the T.P. Raman’s paper.
Methodology: The study being conceptual in nature
secondary data from books, articles, magazines, RBI
bulletins were adopted for the purpose of studying HRD
practices in selected public, private and foreign banks.
HRD practices in selected public, private and foreign
banks:
State banks of India: are India’s largest commercial
banks and is ranked one of the top five banks worldwide.
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The Bank is actively involved since 1973 in non profit
activity called community services banking. It offers a
wide range of banking services including personal
banking, gold banking, NRI banking, International
banking, corporate banking, small business finance, rural
banking and home loans.
SBI operates through 52 foreign offices with presence in
34 countries. SBI India serves the international needs of
its foreign customers, in addition to conducting retail
operations. The banks have eight banking subsidiaries in
Bikaner and Jaipur, Hyderabad, Indore, Mysore, Patiala,
Saurashtra ands Travancore. The bank works through
group dynamics and work culture through team building.
The bank also has a dedicated faculty for training and
development of its employees.
Syndicate bank: It was established in 1925 in Udupi.
Earlier it was known as Canara Industrial and Banking
syndicate limited. The bank was nationalizedin 1969.
Today, the bank has a network of 1,801 branches spread
all over India. Syndicate bank has won many awards
over the years for its excellent performance. In 1999 the
Bankwon FICCI award for institutional initiative in the
field of “Rural development” and in 2003, the bank was
awarded banking technology award awarded by
IDRBT,Hyderabad. The bank has a positive harmonious
and productive work environment which emphasizes
integrity and transparency in its methods of working.
The bank encourages an open and informal culture trhat
values integrity, commitment, teamwork and excellence
in customer service
Industrial development bank of India LTD: is one of
the largest commercial banks in India. It came into
existence in October 2004 with merger of erstwhile IDBI
bank with its parent company, IDBI Ltd. The bank
operates through net work of 453 branches and 536
ATMs spread across 256 centres. The bank trains its
employees through various training programmes either
in-house or through training institutes like Jawaharlal
Nehru Institute for Development in banking, Hyderabad,
Training Centre at Belapur.
CITI Bank: Citi India began operations over a century
ago in 1902 in Kolkata and today is a significant foreign
investor in the Indian financial market. As promotershareholder, Citi has played a leading role in establishing
important market intermediaries such as depositories,
credit bureau, clearing and payment institutions.
Operating 44 full-service Citibank branches in 28 cities,
it is the preferred banker to 45,000 small and mid-sized
companies. Citi helped to lay the foundation of the Indian
software industry by establishing Citicorp Overseas
Software Ltd. and lflex Solutions Ltd.; it pioneered the
ITES industry in financial services through Citigroup
Global Services Ltd. (CGSL). Oracle acquired lflex in
2005 and CGSL was acquired by Tata Consultancy
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Services in 2008. Citi India, with around 11,000
employees, is headquartered at First International
Financial Centre (FIFC), a world-class environmentally
friendly building. It added two new green premises this
year, taking the total LEED certified premises to
12.
The different steps in which Citibank implements HR
practices are given below:
a.Staff meetings:
Staff Meeting aims at group synergy, team building, open
culture, family feeling and talent recognition which
individually and cumulatively benefit the organizations.
Goals/Targets set for the unit/Bank is discussed in the
monthly Staff Meetings conducted at all branches/units
and action plan is drawn in achieving them.
The forum is being effectively utilized for harmonious
functioning of all the branches and administrative units
through greater involvement and collective contribution
of all staff members.
b. Brain storming sessions:
This is a technique for generating ideas and suggestions
on topics of relevance and also to provide alternate
solutions to problems by simulative thinking and
imaginative power of cross section of employees.
Corporate Topics are selected for each quarter and BSS
are conducted in administrative offices/ braches on the
topic during every quarter.
Worthy implement able suggestions emanated are
circulated for necessary action.
c. Study circles:
Concept of Study Circle aims at self - development of
employees by kindling the desire to acquire/update
knowledge, information and experience.
Guest lecturers/ Power Point Presentation / Group
Discussions, etc. are arranged on topics of general
interest by inviting experts in the field.
Study Circle Meeting are conducted once in two months
in administrative offices and once in a quarter in
branches
d. Quality circles:
It is a time tested tool of Total Quality Management
(TQM) which promotes team spirit, cohesive quality
work culture, commitment and involvement of
employees.
HONG
KONG
SHANGHAI
BANKING
CORPORATION (HSBC): HSBC holdings a British
financial holding company with organs in Honking and
shanghai opened in 1865 .the company shifted its
headquarters from Hong Kong to United Kingdom in
2003. The bank has got intense competition all over Asia
.the Company is doing well in business for the past 3
years and attained a huge rise in revenue. The financial
performance of the company indicates that the company
is achieving its goals and willing to offer better service
and products to the customers, HSBC, with current
employee strength of 26000 employs and managers
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different kind of people all around the world. By doing
so the company maintains a balanced and well rounded
employment status. This gives the company advantage to
face all kinds of situations an issues .HSBC bank gives
foremost priority to its employees and make certain their
rights are preserved. Taking proper approach to HRM the
company will soon be best in personnel among the
competitors. The main functional areas or activities of
human resource in HSBC bank are as follows:a. Appropriate selection and identification of
overall skills profile
b. Investment in training and personnel
c. Motivation and appraisal
Challenges faced by banks:
 The biggest challenge of this sector is the “Indian
companies”, i.e. transforming the global corporations
without declining in their values
 Majority of the jobs in this industry are monotonous
in nature, HRD department has to take initiative in
empowering, energizing employees to create
effectiveness and efficiency through organizational
structures, systems and procedures
 Emergence of a core and peripheral workforce in
several organizations has posed new challenges
especially for HR managers in both public and
private sector organizations. As a result of this
organizations are becoming diverse communities for
core workers, flexibly employed casual and part time
workers, consultants, contractors and business
partners
 Emergence of certain complexities which has
developed in HRD with in the banking system itself
because this industry is largely in public sector

SUGGESTIONS:
Following suggestions are very essential to adhere for
effective Banking Administration:
 Synchronizing HR functions with corporate
goals
 Advocating team work which is an essential
ingredient to soft skill which is inevitable in this
industry
 Human resources are the primary assets along
with their investments supporting elements for
this assets has to be provided to ensure
maximum value on constant basis
 The HR Professionals have to introduce
&improve the adaptability of their structure that
will be able to absorb, draw and retain the best.
 As people are primary asset, it is essential not
only to invest in them, but also to ensure that the
supporting elements for this asset are such that it
can provide the maximum value
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Constant review of HRD against business
outcomes as a part of strategic and operational
planning

Conclusion:
The primary function of HRD in the banking industry is
to promote performance improvement not only in terms
of various financial indicators of operational efficiency
but in terms of quality of financial services provided.
Various qualitative attributes of personnel such as skill
level, attitude and knowledge play an important role in
determining the competitiveness of a bank. Banks must
realize that technology and capital which was once
considered as pillars of banking can be replicated where
as human capital cannot be replicated which needs to be
viewed as valuable resource for the achievement of
competitive advantage.
Synchronization of human
resource management strategies with business strategies
is the primary concern of the bank. Mere operational
skills are insufficient in the present scenario banks calls
for soft skills to meet the needs and requirements of the
customers at the counter. The need to adopt global best
practices to financial sector regulation and supervision to
the domestic environment, places a premium skills and
expertise of the bank human resources. Human resources
are to be treated indispensable because of the potential it
has to activate the other factors for production of
goods/services in modern organizations. In banking
sector, it is being increasingly recognized as inevitable
and crucial to the effective functioning of the Banks.
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53.A STUDY OF WORK LIFE BALANCE
CONCEPT IN BANGALORE
Mr M VINOD KUMAR, Faculty, Sambharam Academy
of Management Studies, Bangalore for

Background of the study:
As the scenario of the modern world is rapidly changing
and the life style of people around us is also
tremendously enhancing, initially not only both the male
and female gender are working nowadays but the
female's both the educated and partly educated females
are earning their lively hood independently
In such a busy scenario it is too difficult for the female's
to cope up simultaneously with their professional / job
related life and personal / family life which is too
complicated for which this study is conducted and a
paper is presented on the topic
Objectives of the study:
-To identify whether the respondents are able to cope
up their personal life with their working life
-To identify one of the core reasons amongst the some of
the reasons like Health and life style factors, Work place
factors, Attitudinal and stress factors and Domestic and
kinship factors
Research Methodology:
The research was carried for a sample size of 100
employees which includes both faculties, non-teaching
staff and house-keeping females.
The sample was selected on simple random basis.
The data was collected with help of interview and
questionnaire method.
The study emphasized more on primary data and relied
on secondary data to some extent.
Results :
The study elucidates that work life balance is one of the
important and crucial issue in the present scenario
of Human Resource Management
.Amongst the four above stated reasons, the most
important and crucial reason for balancing work-life is
domestic and kinship factors like the gender issue,
number of children under 16 years and lack of flexible
hours.
Conclusions:
·
People prefer they should have flexible working
hour arrangements
·
Job satisfactions plays a vital aspect of work-life
balance
·
Co-operation of the colleagues managements and
family members is also very important
·
Every organization or institution should emphasize
on work-life balance concept
·
Work life balance have an impact on their
relationships with their spouses and kins
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Working life at the start of this century is undergoing
major change. Individuals
Frequently have to juggle a range of responsibilities.
Demand for goods and services around the clock is
increasing and the traditional nine to five day no longer
necessarily meets the needs of the individual or today's
society.
These changes have profound implications for
employers both in terms of service delivery and
recruiting and retaining high quality employees.
Everyone has a life outside work, whether it be caring for
children or elderly parents, studying or playing sport.
Increasingly employers need to be able to help
employees balance their work with the rest of their lives,
if they are to become employers of choice.
Trends of work-life balance
Work-life is becoming more integrated and
imbedded into HR. Employers have a better
understanding of what work-life is not just favor-of -themonth perks,
but rather true benefits. Work-life is playing a critical
role in recruitment and retention strategies. On-line
services for resource and referring are becoming the
norm and are increasingly excepted by companies buying
these services. Telecommuting still leads the way for
flexible work arrangements. Work-at-home has arrived as
a way of life. companies with multiple locations are
planning to develop several on-site child care facilities.
Companies want creative solutions to problems. New
programs such as concierge services, reading / relaxing
rooms, etc. are becoming popular. Time is considered a
critical work-life benefit. This means that benefits need
to go beyond helping employees balance work and
personal life. Employees want control over their time.
1. Flexible hours: Arrangements for flexible hours
working can be of particular benefits for parents with
younger children, who need taking to / from school, or
people with other caring requirements. There is a wide
range of models of flexible hours arrangement, which
allow employees greater or lesser autonomy if the tension
of having to reach office having to reach office at 9 is
removed, it relieves a person a great deal. In metropolitan
cities, flexible hours also take away the tension related to
travel during rush hours.
2. Term-time working: It is one of the most family
friendly policies initiated by companies in pursuance of
work-life balance policies. Many people are allowed to
take their leave/vacation breaks from work around school
holidays so that the whole family can be free at the same
time.
3. Jobshare: It is a form of collective part time
arrangement. In this an individual employee can be
assured that his job is being carried on by some one
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else when he is not available This is one of the most
effective ways by which companies retain the best talent.
4. Part-time work: Sometimes, fulltime work many may
cause conflicts for the other engagements of
the employees. It has been implemented by companies
especially for people who have special needs like caring
for young children after work etc.
5. Telecentre working: This not only enables employees
to work from closer to their places of residence but it also
ensures that services reach nearer to the customers.
6. Home-working: This arrangement has been found
useful
for
employees
having
excessive
domestic
responsibilities.
The casual factors of work-life balance are:
1) Health & lifestyle style includes
Genuine illness / poor health, smoking, excessive use of
alcohol, lack of exercise, body weight.
2) Work place factors
Working patterns, health and safety concerns, travel
times, excessive hours.
3) Attitudinal & stress factors
Job satisfaction, career satisfaction, intentional
commitment, stress, absence "culture".
3) Domestic and Kinship factors
Gender, No of children under 16, lack of flexible
working arrangements.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Age
Age
Percentage of
Respondents
Below 25 years
05
20
26 to 35 years
15
30
Above 36 years
30
50
Total respondents
50
100
From the above table the depicts that the survey was
compromised of majority of the respondents were of the
age group more than 36 years, average of the respondents
were of the age group between 26 to 35 years and on
few of the respondents were of the below 25 years
EDUCATION
Education
No of
Percentage of
Respondents
Respondents
Matriculation
05
10
PUC
10
40
Graduation
10
40
Post Graduation
25
50
Total
50
100
respondents
From the above table the researcher depicts that the
survey was categorized for various categories of people
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on the basis of education levels like Matriculation, PUC,
Graduation and Post Graduation
Majority of the respondents were post graduates, average
of the respondents were graduates and PUCand only few
of the respondents were matriculates
Balance their Work life balance
Balance their
No of
Percentage of
Work life
Respondents
Respondents
balance
Yes
35
70
No
15
30
Total
50
100
respondents
From the above table the researcher depicts that majority
of the respondents are able to balance their personal life
with professional life and on the other hand only few of
the respondents are not able to cope up their personal life
with professional life
Reasons for abseentism
Reasons for
No of
Percentage of
abseentism
Respondents
Respondents
Health and Life
style factors
Health and Life
style factors
Attitudinal and
Stress factors
Domestic and
Kinship factors
Total
respondents

05

10

10

20

15

30

20

40

50

100

From the above table the researcher depicts that amongst
the four factors are considered for the reasons of
abseentism are Health and Life style factors, Work place
factors, Attitudinal and Stress factors and Domestic and
Kinship factors where in
Health and Life style factors includes various aspects
like Genuine illness, poor health, smoking, excessive use
of alcohol, lack of exercise and body weight
Health and Life style factors includes various aspects
like working patterns, health and safety concerns travel
times and excessive working hours Attitudinal and
Stress factors includes various aspects like job
satisfaction, career satisfaction, intention to leave, stress
and organizational commitment Domestic and Kinship
factors includes various aspects like gender factors,
number of children under 05 years and lack of flexible
working arrangements Amongst the above four stated
factors Domestic and Kinship factors are of vital reasons
for abseentism and not able to cope up with work life
balance concept the reasons for which is that females
have more of commitment in their house hold duties and
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responsibilities rather males, female have more of
responsibility to take care of their children rather than
that of the males in their houses and also the females are
not able to cope up with working arrangements
CONCLUSIONS
From the above study the researcher concludes that
·
The organizations should provide crèche facilities
for their employees
·
Long working hours have adverse impact on health
which is one of the core reasons for abseentism and
employee turnover in organizations
·
Imbalance of personal life with professional life
leads to adverse relationship with their spouse or partners
for which the employees either are absent for the job or
quit the job
·
Imbalance of personal life with professional life
leads to lack of proper care or concentration with their
children for which the employees either are absent for the
job or quit the job
·
Imbalance of personal life with professional life
leads to lack of productivity which paves way either for
organizations to terminate the employees from their job
or forcefully employees voluntarily quit or leave the job
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54.OPTIMISING CRM IN BANKS
Dr. B S Krishne Gowda, Asst. Prof. in Commerce
& Mgt., Govt. College for Women, Chintamani
C Srinivas, Asst. Prof. in Commerce, Reva Inst., of
Mgt Studies, B’lore
ABSTRACT

The government of India’s recently-launched
National Digital Literacy Mission augurs well for
the banking industry too considering the industry’s
increasing penetration into rural India. The rapid
growth in mobile telephony has made it easier for
the banks and their customers, particularly
customers in rural India, to transact with each other
in real time, effectively and cheaply. The financial
inclusion drive which is gaining momentum and
rural India-driven, has opened up new vistas for
business for the Indian banking industry. Viewed in
this backdrop, the question that arises is whether
the PSBs have taken CRM seriously in the first
place and if so, whether they remain steadfast in
their commitment to CRM practices. Using the
“fact-finding” survey method, the researcher
concludes that the PSBs should treat CRM seriously
since it is indispensable for them.
Key words: CBS; CRM; financial inclusion; level playing
field; PSBs; PrSBs
1.1 Introduction
The avowed purpose of the study is to examine the need
for installation of dedicated CRM cells in PSBs. The
rationale behind the view of PSBs that dedicated CRM
cells are redundant in their case is also sought to be
analysed in the context of the transformation that has
characterised the operations of the PSBs in the post-1991
phase of the country’s economy. Such analysis is
required given the fact that more or less a level playing
field has been ensured between the public sector
commercial banks and the private sector commercial
banks by the government and the regulatory authority,
namely the Reserve Bank of India (RBI). In the
circumstances, the view of the PSBs strikes one as
paradoxical, to say the least.
1.2 Review of literature
G Shainesh and Avijit Choudhary (2007) in their article
study the role of technological changes and
advancements in the form of automated teller machines,
internet banking, tele-banking, mobile banking, internet
banking, etc (Shainesh & Avijit, 2010). They conclude
that reaching the customers through various channels
contribute a lot to meet the competitive challenges, ever-
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changing expectations and needs of the varied customers
of banks.
Madhu Jasola, Dr and Shivani Kapoor, in
Communications of the IBIMA, Volume 5, 2008 point
out that Customer Relationship Management has
emerged as a popular business strategy in today’s
competitive environment (Madhu Jasola & Shivani,
2008). It is a discipline which helps banks to identify and
target their most profitable customers. CRM involves
new and advance marketing strategies which not only
help in retaining customers but also in acquiring
customers. It is a unique technique capable of ringing in
remarkable changes in the output of banks.
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is
fundamental to building a customer-centric organisation
(Uppal, 2008). CRM system consolidates customer data
into a single and logical customer repository. CRM in
banking is a key element of differentiation that allows a
bank to grow its customer base and sales capacity. The
goal of CRM is to manage all aspects of customer
interactions in a manner that helps banks to maximise
profitability from every customer. Rising competition,
deregulation, and the internet have all contributed to the
increase in customer power.
1.3 Need for the study
Public sector commercial banks in India have been
blessed with a level playing field, more or less. If
anything, the balance has tilted slightly in favour of the
private sector players no thanks to the latter’s
questionable commitment to implementation of
government-sponsored welfare programmes. But the
public sector players hold their own, thanks to
government ownership and the government’s excessive
dependence on them for implementing social banking
programmes, more importantly programmes like
financial inclusion. But these factors do not imply that
customer relationship management (CRM) is not as
relevant to public sector banks (PSBs) given that the
private sector banks (PrSBs) have been expanding into
tier-II towns. Tier-II towns, particularly towns near
metropolises, have been buzzing with economic activity
and their residents have been becoming tech-savvy rather
rapidly.
1.4 Research methodology
The study is descriptive in nature and has used the ‘factfinding’ survey method. Primary data has been collected
by administering Interview Schedules. Primary data has
been collected from the respondents, namely, bank
officers and financial consultants. Secondary data has
been collected from the financial press.
Bank officers: Convenience sampling under the nonprobability sampling method was deployed to select the
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bank officers since there was no feasible alternative.
Time constraints and the time limit for completing the
study ruled out probability sampling. Duly completed
Interview Schedules were collected from five
respondents, one from each of the banks operating in
Bangalore city, namely: State Bank of India, Canara
Bank, Syndicate Bank, Corporation Bank and Vijaya
Bank.
Financial consultants: Convenience sampling under the
non-probability sampling method was deployed to select
the financial consultants. Time constraints and the time
limit for completing the study ruled out probability
sampling. Duly completed Interview Schedules were
collected from 10 respondents. Interview schedules were
administered to the respondents for collection of primary
data.
1.5 Analysis of data: PSB officers
1.5.1 Dedicated CRM cell
With CRM gaining more relevance these days, the
researcher sought to know from the respondents if their
branch had put in place a dedicated CRM cell. Their
replies to the query appear in the following Table.
Table-1Dedicated CRM cell
Whether a dedicated
Number of
Percentage
CRM cell in place
respondents
Yes
1
20
No
4
80
Total
5
100
Figure-1Dedicated CRM cell
1,
20%
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Being government-owned, products
of PSBs sell themselves
Given their huge branch network,
dedicated CRM cells do not make
business sense
The officer concerned is required to
double up as a one-man CRM cell

5
4

3

All the five officers cite that being government-owned,
PSB products sell themselves and hence do not need a
dedicated CRM cell.
1.5.3 Benefits that could accrue to the bank if a
dedicated CRM cell is installed
Although most respondents state that their bank has not
put in place a dedicated CRM cell, they seem to believe
that the cell could generate benefits for the bank if it is
installed, as is evident from their replies to the question.
Their replies are furnished in the following Table.
Table-3Benefits that could accrue to the bank if a
dedicated CRM is installed
Benefits
Number of
respondents
Banks can exploit the resources
5
optimally
Banks can tap more of cross-selling
4
and up-selling opportunities
Banks can bring down the cost of
4
customer acquisition
Banks can retain their existing
4
customer base and convert potential
customers into actual customers
Apart from other benefits, the respondents are unanimous
in their belief that banks can exploit their resources
optimally only if they put in place a dedicated CRM cell.

4,
80%
Yes

1.5.2 Reasons for not putting in place a dedicated
CRM cell
With 80 percent of the banks not putting in place a
dedicated CRM cell, the researcher requested them to
explain the reasons behind the move. Their explanation
is furnished in the following Table.

Table-2Reasons for not putting in place a dedicated
CRM cell
Reasons
Number of
respondents

1.6 Analysis of data: Financial consultants
1.6.1 Dedicated CRM cell
With the bank officers by and large admitting that their
bank has not put in place a dedicated CRM cell and
implying that such dedicated CRM cells are redundant,
the researcher sought to know from the financial
consultant respondents if they believed that dedicated
CRM cells are indispensable for PSBs. Their replies to
the query appear in the following Table.

Table-4
Dedicated CRM cell
Whether a dedicated
Number of
CRM cell
respondents
indispensable
Yes
10

Percentage

100
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No
Total

0
10
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0
100

The respondents are unanimous in their view that a
dedicated CRM cell is indispensable for the banks.
1.6.2 Justification of the statement that dedicated
CRM cells are indispensable for PSBs
With the respondents unanimously stating that CRM
cells are indispensable for PSBs, the researcher requested
them to justify their statement. Their justification is
furnished in the following Table.
Table-5
Justification
Justification
Number of
respondents
Achieves customer service goals
10
Banks can offer products / services
10
consistent with the life stage of the
customers; examples are student loans
and reverse mortgages
Gives front line employees and call
9
centre agents real time information about
customer relationships
IT-driven CRM can provide business
9
intelligence on cross-sell and up-sell
opportunities by modelling and
forecasting customer needs
Sophisticated accounting applications to
8
measure customer profitability can be
developed with the help of IT-driven
CRM
Banks can use CRM to aggregate
8
information and render it customerspecific rather than product-specific. This
will accelerate their growth and improve
their profitability.
The respondents have justified the indispensability of
CRM for banks rather convincingly.
1.6.3 Benefits that could accrue to the bank if a
dedicated CRM cell is installed
With the officer respondents stating the benefits that
could accrue to the banks from installation of dedicated
CRM cells, the researcher requested the financial
consultant respondents too, to state the benefits that
could accrue to banks upon installation of dedicated
CRM cells. Their replies are furnished in the following
Table.
Table- 6
Benefits that could accrue to the bank if a dedicated
CRM is installed
Benefits
Number of
respondents
Banks can exploit their resources
10

optimally
Customers can access desired
products and services like 24x7x365
banking and online banking
IT-driven CRM helps in extracting
the gist from scattered information.
Banks can exploit the gist for
decision-making.
Customers can access services
consistent with their life stage like
student loans and reverse mortgages
Banks can retain their existing
customer base and convert potential
customers into actual customers
Banks can reduce the cost of
customer acquisition
Banks can tap more of cross-selling
and up-selling opportunities
Customers can avail of more
personalized services

10

10

9

9

8
7
7

Apart from other benefits, the respondents are unanimous
in their belief that banks can exploit their resources
optimally only if they put in place a dedicated CRM cell.
1.7 Conclusions
By and large the respondent banks have not put in place a
dedicated CRM cell. They imply that a dedicated CRM
cell is redundant given the fact that they are governmentowned. This is unfortunate. A bank is a bank irrespective
of who owns it. This kind of argument cuts no ice with at
least the well-informed segment of their customers.
It is wrong on the part of PSBs to assume that the officer
concerned can double up as a one-man CRM cell. Such
cells will exist only on paper and it is multi-tasking of
this kind that delays processing and sanction of loans on
the part of PSBs. PSB officers are already overloaded
with responsibilities and expecting them to double up as
CRM cells is absurd. It is time the PSBs made a serious
effort to become as nimble as their private sector peers in
processing and disbursing loans. In the absence of
dedicated IT-driven CRM cells, they cannot achieve this
goal. With dedicated IT-driven CRM cells in place, it is
possible for PSBs to generate more business through
cross-selling and up-selling. For example, creditworthy
customers who approach the bank for vehicle finance can
be persuaded to raise housing finance too, which is a
typical case of cross-selling. Or a customer who seeks
vehicle finance for buying a hatchback model can be
persuaded to go in for a sedan model instead, which is a
typical case of up-selling. In either case, the bank is
going to benefit since it sells a higher level of funds to a
creditworthy borrower without incurring any additional
risk. In the absence of the IT-driven CRM, the bank
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would not have been in a position to make the decision
swiftly and efficiently.
Installing dedicated CRM cells only in controlling offices
and ELBs (Exceptionally Large Branches) owing to
higher volumes of business is in vogue in some PSBs.
This is ultra vires corporate governance norms. It
amounts to being insensitive to the needs of the minority
stakeholders and hyper sensitive to the needs of the
majority stakeholders. After all, every bank depositor
and every bank borrower is a stakeholder of the bank. It
is these stakeholders that generate revenue for the bank
and not the original investors in the bank. If a private
player were to discriminate in this manner, the Ministry
of Corporate Affairs of the Government of India (GoI)
and SEBI, amongst others, would be the first to penalise
the private player.
Hence such discrimination is
something the PSBs as well as their majority
stakeholders, viz., the GoI, should stay away from.
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a huge branch network and hence they require huge
volumes of hardware and software solutions. This means
they can purchase hardware and software solutions at
competitive prices and hence computerising CRM should
not prove too costly for them. Even an objective benefitcost analysis will convince PSBs that it is cheaper to
fully computerise CRM instead of computerising it
partly. To test the hypothesis that PSBs can generate
more business through cross-selling and up-selling, a chisquare test was applied using the data collected from the
respondents and reflected in Table-3 and Table-6. The
following Table reflects the computation made using
MS-Excel:

The contention of the officers that given their huge
branch network, CRM cells are not financially viable for
PSBs is not plausible. On the other hand, it can be
emphatically argued that, given their huge branch
network and huge customer base, it is a viable
proposition and hence it makes financial sense and
business sense for PSBs to install dedicated CRM cells at
their branches. The argument that officers double as
CRM cells does not wash given that a conflict of interest
could arise. For example, if a customer has a grouse
against an officer who also happens to handle CRM
responsibilities, the customer may choose not to
complain against the officer since the officer cannot be
the judge and the judged at the same time. In the
circumstances, the Researcher suggests that the banks
install dedicated CRM cells at branches.
It is wrong to argue that PSB products sell themselves
and hence PSBs need not invest in CRM. If this is true,
ICICI Bank could not have emerged as the second largest
commercial bank from either sector in the country - next
only to the country’s largest bank, the State Bank of
India (SBI). Instead, another PSB like the Punjab
National Bank (PNB) should have emerged as the second
largest commercial bank. Hence the argument of the
PSB officers that installation of dedicated CRM cells in
PSBs is not indispensable because PSB products sell
themselves should be taken at face value.
The
Researcher strongly recommends that the PSB
respondents do not go by this postulate. They treat the
issue of installation of CRM cells with the seriousness it
deserves. PSBs should ensure that their CRM is fully ITdriven. Otherwise, the customer cannot benefit fully from
such CRM. These are days when computer chips are
becoming more powerful even as their prices come
down. Moore’s law is relevant to this day! PSBs boast of

2

The calculated value of
is 1.5341, lower than the
table value of 3.8415 for an alpha of 0.05 at one degree
of freedom. Hence the null hypothesis is accepted. In
other words, PSBs cannot generate more business
through cross-selling and up-selling. p=0.9966 is the
inverse of the one-tailed probability of the chi-squared
distribution.
To test the hypothesis that banks can retain their existing
customer base and convert potential customers into
actual customers with the help of dedicated CRM cells, a
chi-square test was applied using the data collected from
the respondents and reflected in Table-3 and Table-6.
The following Table reflects the computation made using
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MS-Excel:

2

The calculated value of
is 2.5962, lower than the
table value of 3.8415 for an alpha of 0.05 at one degree
of freedom. Hence the null hypothesis is accepted. In
other words, banks cannot retain their existing customer
base and convert potential customers into actual
customers with the help of dedicated CRM cells.
p=0.9905 is the inverse of the one-tailed probability of
the chi-squared distribution.
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ABSTRACT

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) can be
described as the continuous commitment by
corporations towards the economic and social
development of communities in which they operate.
Corporate social responsibility has been in the
agenda in India for considerable period. Most big
organisations are engaged in CSR activities. CSR in
India is in a very nascent stage. Economic
Performance and social responsibility can go hand
in hand, when there is a genuine consideration of
our impact on the communities and the environment
in which we live and work. According to Archie B.
Carrol an organisation has its obligations towards
the society, divided in to four parts in the order of
importance namely Economic, Legal, Ethical and
Discretionary obligations. It is evident that when
the economic, legal and ethical obligations of an
organisation are fulfilled, only then it should focus
on its discretionary social obligations. CSR not just
incorporates the exercises that an organisation
embraces so as to use their benefit to empower
social and ecological advancement, additionally
incorporates the techniques that an organisation
utilizes so as to procure these benefits including
socially mindful speculations and transparency to
different stakeholders among others. This research
paper emphasizes that how CSR has become the
linchpin for development of any corporate
organisations. This paper tries to bring out CSR
initiatives taken by various organisations in India.
Key Areas: CSR, Business Organisations, Economic
Performance, Obligations, Economic Performance,
Introduction: CSR is titled to aid an organization's
mission as well as a guide to what the company stands
for and will uphold to its consumers. Developing
business ethics is one of the forms of applied ethics that
examines ethical principles and moral or ethical
problems that can arise in a business environment. ISO
26000 is the recognized international standard for CSR.
Public sector organizations (the United Nations for
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example) adhere to the triple bottom line (TBL). It is
widely accepted that CSR adheres to similar principles
but with no formal act of legislation. The UN has
developed the Principles for Responsible Investment as
guidelines for investing entities. Key to sustainability, the
concept of the triple bottom line means that business
success is no longer defined only by monetary gain but
also by the impact an organization's activities have on
society as a whole.
India, the second largest democracy, saw the initiation of
the first generation of reforms in 1991 under the
stewardship of the then finance minister Dr. Manmohan
Singh, followed by the second generation of new reforms
in the post 2001 era. India has the largest population of
middle class in the world and is the second fasted
growing economy after China with an 8% plus GDP
growth rate. In the purchasing power parity terms, India
is among the top four of the world and is ranked the
world’s 12th largest economy. To tap this huge market
we have large National and International marketing
companies operating here in the FMCG, Durables and
services sectors. Most of these companies are highly
successful in terms of profitability-the bottom line, sales
revenue-the top line and even market share and growth
rates. However, there are concerns raised about the value
these companies place on social responsibility and ethics
in marketing in their quest for maximisation of profits.
Review of Literature: This section provides a review of
the theoretical literature on CSR activities in Indian
banking sectors. Howard Bowen in 1953 argued that
since social institutions shaped economic outcomes it
was to be expected that business firms as an economic
outcome of societal interests should consider the social
impact of business activity.
According to Bowen, “CSR refers to the obligations of
businessmen to pursue those policies to make those
decisions or to follow those lines of relations which are
desirable in terms of the objectives and values of our
society.” The choice of engaging in CSR activities by a
firm depends upon the economic perspectives of the firm.
There are firms which believe in maximizing shareholder
value while there are firms which believe in maximizing
profits.
Milton Friedman (1962, p. 133) rightfully quotes: “Few
trends would so thoroughly undermine the very
foundations of our free society as the acceptance by
corporate officials of a social responsibility other than to
make as much money for their shareholders as they
possibly can”. CSR may be define as the notion that
corporations have an obligation to constituent groups in
society other than stockholders and beyond that
prescribed by law or union contract, indicating that a
stake may go beyond mere ownership (Jones, 1980).
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Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and orientation of
banks can be a useful tool for them to tide over such
crises in future, if banks maintain their relationships with
stakeholders in making their businesses more
sustainability .CSR among other things is a key
stakeholder relationship building activity (Waddock and
Smith, 2000).
Corporate social responsibility (CSR) is about the core
behavior of companies and the responsibility for their
total impact on the societies in which they operate. CSR
is not an optional add-on nor is it an act of philanthropy.
A socially responsible corporation is one that runs a
profitable business that takes into account of all the
positive and negative environmental, social and
economic effects which has its impact on society
(Marsden, 2001).
The choice of engaging in CSR activities by a firm
depends upon the economic perspectives of the firm.
There are firms which believe in maximize shareholders
value, while there are firms which believe in maximizing
profits.
Venu Srinivasan (2007) highlighted that Corporate Social
Responsibility is more than philanthropy and must not
mean “giving and receiving. An effective CSR initiative
must engage the less privileged on a partnership basis.
“CSR means sustainable development of the community
by being partners in their progress. The government has
been evolving a large number of welfare schemes for the
people but experience shows that in most cases the
benefits do not reach the most deserving. Industries have
expertise in man management, financial management and
business planning. They can easily provide the missing
ingredients of leadership and organization and establish
the „last mile connectivity to reach the benefits to the
deserving people. Therefore the focus of CSR could be
„unlocking the last mile connectivity. Industry must be a
catalyst for social development. They must provide the
leadership, know-how, training, etc.
Jorge A. Arevalo and Deepa Aravind (2011) concluded
in their article “Corporate Social Responsibility Practices
in India: Approach, Drivers, and Barriers” that the CSR
approach that is most favoured by Indian firms is the
stakeholder approach and that the caring or the moral
motive, followed by the strategic or profit motive, are
important drivers for Indian firms to pursue CSR.
Further, the results indicate that the most significant
obstacles to CSR implementation are those related to lack
of resources, followed by those related to the complexity
and difficulty of implementing CSR.
As explained by Hertz (2012), earlier it was a form of
capitalism that put much more emphasis on what we
owned, on whether we had a Gucci handbag for example,
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than on things like the quality of our environment, the
quality of the air we breathe, the kind of healthcare we
have, what makes us content and happy. She called it
Gucci capitalism and predicted that the gradual demise of
Gucci capitalism will be followed by a new era of
responsible capitalism called Co-opt capitalism. The idea
of Co-opt capitalism is that the community matters over
individual and co-operation matters over competition.
Need of the study:
1. To analyse the CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility)
activities in India.
2. To analyse CSR initiatives taken by Organisations in
India.
CSR in India: The new company’s law, which came into
force from April 1, requires certain class of profitable
corporates to shell out at least 2 per cent of their threeyear annual average net profit towards CSR work. In
response to the overwhelming concerns shown by the
Standing Committee of Parliament on Finance (SCF),
which thoroughly examined The Companies Bill, 2009,
on the extent of Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR)
being undertaken by corporates and the need for a
comprehensive CSR policy, the Ministry of Corporate
Affairs have agreed that the Bill may now include
provisions to mandate that every company having [(net
worth of Rs.500 crore or more, or turnover of Rs.1000
crore or more)] or [a net profit of Rs.5 crore or more
during a year] shall be required to formulate a CSR
Policy to ensure that every year at least 2% of its average
net profits during the three immediately preceding
financial years shall be spent on CSR activities as may be
approved and specified by the company. The Directors
shall be required to make suitable disclosures in this
regard in their report to members.
In case any such company does not have adequate profits
or is not in a position to spend prescribed amount on
CSR activities, the directors would be required to give
suitable disclosure/reasons in their report to the
members.
While welcoming the Ministry’s acceptance of the
Committee’s suggestion to bring Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) in the statue itself, the Committee
feels that separate disclosures required to be made by
companies in their Annual Report by way of CSR
statement indicating the company policy as well as the
specific steps taken thereunder will be a sufficient check
on non-compliance.

NOTABLE WORK BY SOME COMPANIES
Ashok Leyland: Operates a FunBus in Chennai and New
Delhi. This bus, equipped with a hydraulic lift, takes
differently abled children and those from orphanages and
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corporation primary schools on a day’s picnic. The
company also runs AIDS awareness and prevention
programmes in its Hosur factories for about 3.5 lakh
drivers.
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[6]. Chaudhury SK, DAS SK & Sahoo PK ,”Practices of
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) in Banking Sector
in India: An Assessment”, Research Journal of
Economics Business and ICT:76-81

Axis Bank: The Axis Bank Foundation runs Balwadis
which are learning places for children living in large
urban slum clusters. It also conducts skill development
programmes (PREMA and Yuva Parivartan) in motor
driving, welding, mobile repairing, tailoring etc, for the
youth in backward districts
Infosys: The Infosys Science Foundation, set up in 2009,
gives away the annual Infosys Prize to honour
outstanding achievements in the fields of science and
engineering. The company supports causes in health care,
culture and rural development. In an interesting initiative
undertaken by it, 100 school teachers in Karnataka, who
were suffering from arthritis, underwent free surgery as a
part of a week-long programme.
Tata Consultancy Services: Its Computer Based
Functional Literacy (CBFL) initiative for providing adult
literacy has already benefitted 1.2 lakh people. The
programme is available in nine Indian languages. Besides
adult education, TCS also works in the areas of skill
development, health care and agriculture.
Bharat Petroleum Corporation: Its rain water
harvesting project Boond, in association with the Oil
Industries Development Board, selects draught-stricken
villages to turn them from ‘water-scarce to waterpositive’. Some of BPCL’s other social programmes
include adoption of villages, prevention and care for
HIV/AIDS and rural health care.
Conclusion:
It can be concluded that CSR activities are symbiotic in
nature leading to the welfare of all i.e., customers and the
common people. Therefore, in this era of high
competition companies need to pin their attention on
social welfare projects besides caring for their economic
health.
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ABSTRACT:

Our study is based on how financial inclusion helps
rural India to develop economically through
generating employment for rural population.
Several steps have been taken by RBI and
Government of India to support the rural people
like nominal interest rate loan facilities, micro
finance for developing the employment among rural
youth as well as women empowerment. But due to
illiteracy, people don’t have bank accounts, they not
even also know to avail the banking services.
Keeping in view the enormity of the task involved,
the Committee on Financial Inclusion recommended
the setting up of a mission mode National
Rural Financial Inclusion Plan (NRFIP) with a
target of providing
access
to
comprehensive financial services to at least 50 per
cent (55.77 million) of the excluded rural
households by 2012 and the remaining by 2015 as
well as Pradhan Mantri Jan Dhan Yojana (PMJDY)
also creating lots of impact on financial
inclusion.This paper is an attempt to analyse the
overview of financial inclusions in India.
Key areas: Financial Inclusion, RBI, Financial
Institutions, Government, NRFIP, PMJDY, Inclusive
economic growth
Introduction: Financial inclusion or inclusive financing
is the delivery of financial services at affordable costs to
sections of disadvantaged and low-income segments of
society, in contrast to financial exclusion where those
services are not available or affordable. An estimated 2.5
billion working-age adults globally have no access to the
types of formal financial services delivered by regulated
financial institutions. For example in Sub-Saharan Africa
only 24% of adults have a bank account even though
Africa's formal financial sector has grown in recent
years. It is argued that as banking services are in the
nature of public good; the availability of banking and
payment services to the entire population without
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discrimination is the prime objective of financial
inclusion public policy.
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) set up the Khan
Commission in 2004 to look into financial inclusion and
the recommendations of the commission were
incorporated into the mid-term review of the policy
(2005–06). In the report RBI exhorted the banks with a
view to achieving greater financial inclusion to make
available a basic "no-frills" banking account. In India,
financial inclusion first featured in 2005, when it was
introduced by K.C.Chakraborthy, the chairman of Indian
Bank. Mangalam became the first village in India where
all households were provided banking facilities. Norms
were relaxed for people intending to open accounts with
annual deposits of less than Rs. 50,000. General credit
cards (GCCs) were issued to the poor and the
disadvantaged with a view to help them access easy
credit. In January 2006, the Reserve Bank permitted
commercial banks to make use of the services of nongovernmental organizations (NGOs/SHGs), microfinance institutions, and other civil society organizations
as intermediaries for providing financial and banking
services. These intermediaries could be used as business
facilitators or business correspondents by commercial
banks. The bank asked the commercial banks in different
regions to start a 100% financial inclusion campaign on a
pilot basis. As a result of the campaign, states or union
territories like Puducherry, Himachal Pradesh and Kerala
announced 100% financial inclusion in all their districts.
Reserve Bank of India’s vision for 2020 is to open nearly
600 million new customers' accounts and service them
through a variety of channels by leveraging on IT.
However, illiteracy and the low income savings and lack
of bank branches in rural areas continue to be a
roadblock to financial inclusion in many states and there
is inadequate legal and financial structure.
The government of India recently announced “Pradhan
Mantri Jan Dhan Yojna,” a national financial inclusion
mission which aims to provide bank accounts to at least
75 million people by January 26, 2015. To achieve this
milestone, it’s important for both service providers and
policy makers to have readily available information
outlining gaps in access and interactive tools that help
better understand the context at the district level. MIX
designed the FINclusion Lab India FI workbook to
support these actors as they craft strategies to achieve
these goals. In India, RBI has initiated several measures
to achieve greater financial inclusion,such as facilitating
no-frills accounts and GCCs for small deposits and
credit.
Review of Literature: The Reserve Bank of India setup
a Commission (Khan Commission) in 2004 to look into
Financial Inclusion and the recommendation of the
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commission were incorporated into the Mid Term Reviw
of the policy(2005-06).In the report RBI exhorted the
banks with a view of achieving greater Financial
Inclusion to make available a basic “no frills” banking
account. Pal and Sura (2006) concluded that the overall
position of RRBs in India is not quite encouraging. The
poor credit-deposit ratio is still making dent on the
desired functioning of RRBs. Since the RRB is supposed
to be a bank for poor people, government should spread
the branches of RRBs at grass root level to provide such
banking service to the really needy rural people and to
take corrective measures to raise the credit- deposit ratio
of the bank that would make RRBs relevant in the rural
India.
Ghosh (2007) suggests that the Post Office Saving Bank
(POSB) can be used to cater the financial need of rural
India where Microfinance Institutions (MFIs) have very
little presence in total demand of finance. Mandira Sarma
and Jesim Paise (2008) suggest that the issue of financial
inclusion is a development policy priority in many
countries. Using the Index of financial inclusion
developed in levels of human development and financial
inclusion in a country move closely with each other,
although a few exception exist. Further physical and
electronic connectivity and information availability,
indicated by road network, telephone and internet usage
also play positive role in enhancing financial inclusion.
Reddy (2010) suggested a new approach to banks to
reach wider population in rural areas by establishing
mobile-banks/representatives/agents who operate on
commercial basis rather than just by self-help groups.
These agents/representatives work on commission basis
and hence self-motivated and cost effective in assisting
banks in service provision/deposit mobilization. Roy
(2012) studied the overview of financial inclusion in
India. The study concluded that banks have setup their
branches in the remote corner of the country. Rules and
regulations have been simplified. The study also said that
banking industry has shown tremendous growth in
volume during last few decades. Ganeshkumar (2013)
noted that branch density in a state measures the
opportunity for financial inclusion in India. It is not
possible to achieve financial inclusion only by crating
investment awareness, without significantly improving
the investment opportunities in an India.
Need of the study:
1. To understand the Financial Inclusion and its
importance.
2. To analyse the past year performances and
achievements of Financial Inclusions in India.
Research Methodology: Research Methodology is
descriptive and exploratory. For this study data and
information has been collected with the help of books,
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Magazines, Newspapers, Research Articles, Research
Journals, E-Journals, RBI Report, Report of Nabard etc.
Financial Inclusion in India: The objective of Financial
Inclusion is to extend financial services to the large
hitherto un-served population of the country to unlock its
growth potential. In addition, it strives towards a more
inclusive growth by making financing available to the
poor in particular.
Expansion of Banking Infrastructure: As per Census
2011, 58.7% households are availing banking services in
the country. There are 102,343 branches of Scheduled
Commercial Banks (SCBs) in the country, out of which
37,953 (37%) bank branches are in the rural areas and
27,219 (26%) in semi-urban areas, constituting 63 per
cent of the total numbers of branches in semi-urban and
rural areas of the country. However, a significant
proportion of the households, especially in rural areas,
are still outside the formal fold of the banking system. To
extend the reach of banking to those outside the formal
banking system, Government and Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) are taking various initiatives from time to time
some of which are enumerated below:(a) Opening of Bank Branches: Government had issued
detailed strategy and guidelines on Financial Inclusion in
October 2011, advising banks to open branches in all
habitations of 5,000 or more population in under-banked
districts and 10,000 or more population in other districts.
Out of 3,925 such identified villages / habitations,
branches have been opened in 3,402 villages/ habitations
(including 2,121 Ultra Small Branches) by end of April,
2013.
(b) Each household to have atleast one bank account:
Banks have been advised to ensure service area bank in
rural areas and banks assigned the responsibility in
specific wards in urban area to ensure that every
household has at least one bank account.
(c) Business Correspondent Model: With the objective
of ensuring greater financial inclusion and increasing the
outreach of the banking sector, banks were permitted by
RBI in 2006 to use the services of intermediaries in
providing financial and banking services through the use
of Business Facilitators (BFs) and
Business
Correspondents (BCs). Business Correspondents are
retail agents engaged by banks for providing banking
services at locations other than a bank branch/ATM.
BCs and the BC Agents (BCAs) represent the bank
concerned and enable a bank to expand its outreach and
offer limited range of banking services at low cost,
particularly where setting up a brick and mortar branch is
not viable. BCs as agents of the banks, thus, are an
integral part of the business strategy for achieving greater
financial inclusion.
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Banks had been permitted to engage individuals/ entities
as BC like retired bank employees, retired teachers,
retired government employees, ex-servicemen, individual
owners of kirana / medical / fair price shops, individual
Public Call Office (PCO) operators, agents of Small
Savings Schemes of Government of India/ Insurance
Companies etc. Further, since September 2010, RBI had
permitted banks to engage „for profit‟ companies
registered under the Indian Companies Act, 1956,
excluding Non Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs),
as BCs in addition to the individuals/entities permitted
earlier. According to the data maintained by RBI, as in
December, 2012, there were over 1, 52,000 BCs
deployed by Banks. During 2012-13, over 18.38 crore
transactions valued at Rs.16533 crore had been
undertaken by BCs till December 2012.
(d) Swabhimaan Campaign: Under “Swabhimaan” the Financial Inclusion Campaign launched in February
2011, Banks had provided banking facilities by March,
2012 to over 74,000 habitations having population in
excess of 2000 using various models and technologies
including branchless banking through Business
Correspondents Agents (BCAs).
Further, in terms of
Finance Ministers Budget Speech 2012-13, the
“Swabhimaan” campaign has been extended to
habitations with population of more than 1000 in North
Eastern and hilly States and to habitations which have
crossed population of 1600 as per census 2001. About
40,000 such habitations have been identified to be
covered under the extended “Swabhimaan” campaign.
(e) Setting up of Ultra Small Branches (USBs):
Considering the need for close supervision and
mentoring of the Business Correspondent Agents (BCAs)
by the respective banks and to ensure that a range of
banking services are available to the residents of such
villages, Ultra Small Branches (USBs) are being set up in
all villages covered through BCAs under Financial
Inclusion. A USB would comprise of a small area of
100-200 sq. feet where the officer designated by the bank
would be available with a lap-top on pre-determined
days. While the cash services would be offered by the
BCAs, the bank officer would offer other services,
undertake field verification and follow up the banking
transactions. The periodicity and duration of visits can be
progressively enhanced depending upon business
potential in the area. A total of over 50,000 USBs have
been set up in the country by March, 2013.
(f) Banking Facilities in Unbanked Blocks: All the 129
unbanked blocks (91 in North East States and 38 in other
States) identified in the country in July 2009, had been
provided with banking facilities by March 2012, either
through Brick and Mortar Branch or Business
Correspondents or Mobile van. As a next step it has been
advised to cover all those blocks with BCA and Ultra
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Small Branch which have so far been covered by mobile
van only.
(g) USSD Based Mobile Banking: The Department
through National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI)
worked upon a “Common USSD Platform” for all Banks
and Telcos who wish to offer the facility of Mobile
Banking using Unstructured Supplementary Service Data
(USSD) based Mobile Banking. The Department helped
NPCI to get a common USSD Code *99# for all Telcos.
More than 20 Banks have joined the National Uniform
USSD Platform (NUUP) of NPCI and the product has
been launched by NPCI with BSNL and MTNL. Other
Telcos are likely to join in the near future.USSD based
Mobile Banking offers basic Banking facilities like
Money Transfer, Bill Payments, Balance Enquiries,
Merchant payments etc. on a simple GSM based Mobile
phone, without the need to download application on a
Phone as required at present in the IMPS based Mobile
Banking.
Steps taken by Reserve Bank of India (RBI):
strengthen the Banking Infrastructure –

To

(a) RBI has permitted domestic Scheduled Commercial
Banks (excluding RRBs) to open branches in Tier 2 to
Tier 6 Centres ( with population up to 99,999 as per
census 2001) without the need to take permission from
RBI in each case, subject to reporting.
(b) RBI has also permitted SCBs (excluding RRBs) to
open branches in rural, semi urban and urban centres in
North Eastern States and Sikkim without having the need
to take permission from RBI in each case, subject to
reporting.
(c) Regional Rural Banks (RRBs) are also allowed to
open branches in Tier 2 to Tier 6 centres (with population
up to 99,999 as per Census 2001) without the need to
take permission from the Reserve Bank in each case,
subject to reporting, provided they fulfil the following
conditions, as per the latest inspection report:
(i)CRAR of at least 9%; (ii)Net NPA less than 5%;
(iii)No default in CRR / SLR for the last year; (iv)Net
profit in the last financial year; (v)CBS compliant.
(d) Domestic SCBs have been advised that while
preparing their Annual Branch Expansion Plan (ABEP),
they should allocate atleast 25% of the total number of
branches proposed to be opened during the year in
unbanked Tier 5 and Tier 6 centres i.e. (population up to
9999) centres which do not have a brick and mortar
structure of any SCB for customer based banking
transactions.
(e) RRBs have also been advised to allocate at least 25
percent of the total number of branches proposed to be
opened during a year in unbanked rural (Tier 5 and Tier
6) Centres).
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(f) New private sector banks are required to ensure that at
least 25% of their total branches are in semi-urban and
rural centres on an ongoing basis.
Direct Benefit Transfer (DBT) - The objective of
DBT Scheme is to ensure that money under various
developmental schemes reaches beneficiaries directly and
without any delay. The scheme has been launched in the
country from January, 2013 and has been rolled out in a
phased manner, starting with 26 welfare schemes, in 43
districts.
The scheme is now being extended to
additional 78 districts and additional 3 schemes from 1st
July, 2013 and would be extended to the entire country in
a phased manner.
(i) Opening of accounts of all beneficiaries; (ii) Seeding
of bank accounts with Aadhaar numbers and uploading
on the NPCI mapper; (iii) Undertaking funds transfer
using the National Automated Clearing House - Aadhaar
Payment
Bridge System (NACH-APBS). (iv)
Strengthening of banking infrastructure to enable
beneficiary to withdraw money. Banks are ensuring that
all beneficiaries have a bank account. All Public Sector
Banks (PSBs) and RRBs have made provision for
Aadhaar seeding in the CBS. All PSBs have also joined
the Aadhaar Payment Bridge of National Payments
Corporation of India (NPCI). Banks are also issuing
debit cards to beneficiaries. Banks have also started
action for strengthening banking infrastructure and
providing business correspondents in areas, which were
so far unserved.
Banks have also been advised to
provide an onsite ATM in all the branches in identified
districts and a Debit Card to all beneficiaries to enable
him / her to withdraw the money as per his ease and
convenience.
Issuance of a Debit Card to all
beneficiaries to enable him / her to withdraw the money
as per his ease and convenience will also strengthen the
withdrawal infrastructure.
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Expansion of ATM network: Pursuant to Budget
announcement 2013-14, Banks are required to ensure an
onsite ATM in all the branches. Out of 34,668 onsite
ATMs thus identified to be installed by Public Sector
Banks, 1,097 ATMs have been installed by end of April,
2013.
Conclusion:
From the above study it can be concluded that India is at
moderate level regarding number of ATMs, branches,
bank credits and bank deposits. Government and Reserve
Bank of India is taking commendable steps to strengthen
financial inclusion in India. To cope up with the
challenges of financial inclusion, there is a need of viable
and sustainable business models with focus on accessible
and affordable products and processes.
References:
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57.RECRUITMENT THROUGH SOCIAL
MEDIA
Srinivas V, Asst. Prof., Department of Commerce &
Management, SRN Adarsh College, Chamrajpet,
Bangalore-18, Karnataka, India.
ABSTRACT

The use of internet-based services and computer
technologies to support all aspects of recruitment
activity and processes has become widespread. The
recent growth of SNSs(Social Networking Sites) as a
recruitment method reflects its potential in this
area. However, this also raises a number of
questions which have yet to be resolved. These
include the accuracy of information available on
SNSs, their ease of access across the pool of
potential applicants, issues of privacy, the virtual
costs and benefits and the effects of the broader
range of information they offer on commitments to
equality and multiplicity in the hiring process. That
is why a unpretentious attempt has been made in
this research work to study the utilization of social
networking by recruiter by hiring the potential
candidates by using the various networking sites.
Ketwords: Social Recruitment, Social Networking Sites,
Internal Recruitment
Introduction:
In the current global work environment, most companies
focus on lowering employee turnover and retaining the
talent and knowledge held by their workforce. New
hiring not only entails a high cost but also increases the
risk of the newcomer not being able to replace the person
who was working in that position before. HR
departments also strive to offer benefits that will appeal
to workers, thus reducing the risk of losing knowledge.
Recruitment refers to the overall process of attracting,
selecting
and
appointing
suitable
candidates
for jobs within an organization, either permanent or
temporary. Recruitment can also refer to processes
involved in choosing individuals for unpaid positions,
such as voluntary roles or training programmes.
Recruitment may be undertaken in-house by managers,
human resource generalists and/or recruitment
specialists. Alternatively, parts of the process may be
undertaken by public-sector employment agencies,
commercial recruitment agencies, or specialist search
consultancies. Internal recruitment refers to the process
of a applicant being selected from the existing workforce
to take up a new job in the same organization, perhaps as
a promotion, or to provide career development
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opportunity, or to meet a precise or urgent organizational
need. Advantages of this approach include the
organization's familiarity with the employee and
their competencies (insofar as they are revealed in their
current job), and their willingness to trust said employee.
It can also be more rapidly and can have a lower cost to
hire someone from another part of the same organization.
A temporary internal appointment for a period of a few
months sometimes occurs, after which the employee
would normally be expected to return to their previous
job. This is known as a secondment; someone on a
secondment is said to be seconded to the new team.
Secondments may also take place between related
organizations.
Objectives of the Study:
-To understand the social networking
-To identify the importance of recruitment through social
networking sites
-To identify the benefits of recruitment through social
networking sites
Review Of Literature:
(Sambhi, 2009), Examined that the social networking
revolution has taken the over the world and the growth is
expected to continue at a rapid pace. Chat rooms such as
MNS or Yahoo, social networks such as Facebook, Bing,
Linkedin & Twitter and media tools such as You Tube
and Blogger are building the strong presence in the
world, effective way of using these sites are not just
posting the upcoming job opportunities, but identifying
the demographics and target audience, giving extra value
to the company and its product and services rather just
job posting, creating two way effective communication,
using multiple media for more exposure, creating viral
effects by posting videos which helped the user to have
frequent communication with the recruiter which in turn
help to recruit efficiently and effectively. Hence HR
professional need to seize the change brought on by the
social networking revolution as an opportunity to
redefine the industry.
(Penttila, 2009), Explores one of the important reasons
for hiring through Social media is that you can get all the
correct details of the candidate through his/her website
profile. Many instances have come across where
candidate have accounted fake details and information to
get the job. This is how the social media has come into
the picture to solve the hiring puzzle. One of the main
reasons for candidate to use the websites is that it’s low
cost or free to join. Social media has now become the
real time search engine for the hiring managers and even
for the candidates, it’s a cost saving & time saving.
(Madia, 2011), Explains how HR professional can best
use social media in their search of talent , this article
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discusses the current state of social media for recruitment
and its relation to job boards and examines best practices,
including consideration of a social media recruitment
strategy plan, appropriate resources and the importance
of a content strategy and social media policy. Hence as
the level of awareness and adoption continue to develop
both for recruiters and job applicants, organizations must
consider adding social media to their overall recruitment
strategy to meet the goals of being cost effective, targeted
and strategic. The article points at the starting small,
gauging response and utilizing an iterative approach to
the inclusion of evolving social network for optimized
recruitment.
(Abel, 2011), Explores the Social networking sites which
have become the daily use site, where organization uses
these sites for broad casting their job posting & job
seekers use it for job searching. Many attributes are given
to show the importance of the social Networking sites,
Martin Giles have stated Social Networking sites as “It is
a world of connections”, Kaplan & Haenlein have
described as “Branding or marketing research tool”,
Boyd and Ellison have defined “web-based services that
allow individuals to construct a public or semi-public
profile within a bonded system, articulate a list of other
users with whom they share a connection, and view and
traverse their list of connections and those made by
others within the system”. The fact that Social
Networking Sites (SNS’s) have expanded on to the
business landscape and especially to the Human
Resource Management landscape leads to the focus of
the study on SNS’s.
(Silliker, 2011), Study explores wide variety of social
media is used in recruiting candidates for a company.
Warner brothers which are one of the biggest media and
Entertainment Company use social media for
recruitment. It has thousands of followers on twitter and
it receives around 1000 applications every month. As per
the author the use of social media should be wise and
Warner brothers have applied several strategies which
can be tricky and a very daunting task in itself. The
strategy which works on Linkedin might not work in
Facebook and it also depends on the location as well, in
places like India, Brazil and several such nations the
social networking sites should be used accordingly. The
main idea is to select candidates who love the brand and
suggest the same to people. As a HR leader in this era the
key role is to use the social media in a realistic and
effective way to bring out the potential. This not only
reduces the amount of time and money which is invested
but also improves the balance between high performance,
innovation and value for the business and the internal
workforce. Social network are already beginning to
change the passive recruitment process to a more
transport and collaborative process where an employee is
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encouraged to forward company openings to their friends
and connections. Learning to leverage social media tools
to improve the performance has become a cost effective
and viable business proposition, the organisations are
already raising awareness about their employment brand
by spreading the news of its potential talent both
internally
and
externally,
also
improving
communications between employees and also giving
them the liberty to share their profiles and also
organizing fun activities and spreading the news globally.
Companies like Deloitte are using you tube by creating
movies of their employees which can be used by others
who can relate to the work culture in the organization.
Siemens is using a game to recruit the potential
employees. By using social media lot of companies have
reduced the on onboard jobs and also the costs of the
outside agencies According to a survey 67% of the HR
professionals feel that it will be the primary recruiting
tool by 2015. Slowly the traditional ways will vanish and
the use of social media will play a major role in
recruitment business.
(Schawbel, 2012) Identifies that many recruiters now use
social media throughout the hiring process; perhaps most
recruiters are apparently checking for grammar and
spelling on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn. A survey
released by Jobvite shows that 92% of employers are
using or planning to use social networks for recruiting,
this shows us that how social media has become an
integral part for the hiring process. Social networks are
viewed by corporations as a means to recruit both passive
and active candidates in a personal yet professional way.
According to him Companies are building employer
brands on social networks to position themselves as the
best place to work and to interact with potential
candidates, what you post or Tweet can have positive or
negative impact on what recruiters think of you.
(Srikrishna, 2012), Explores and shows how the social
networking sites have become an integral part of our
lives. Not just friendships but professional relationships
on a wider canvas have become easy to cultivate. It has
helped build personalized online connections and also
helped us in enhancing our employer branding quotient.
It has become the tool of masses. From the view point of
the employer, social media has become a great platform
to communicate their value proposition as an employer
quite effectively.
(Thomoson, 2013), Found that it is relatively
straightforward to recruit active employees via social
media, i.e. people who are actively searching for new
role. Brands like Tacco Bell and UPS have
created Pinterest boards, Twitter handles and Facebook
pages, dedicated exclusively to this purpose. Active
recruiting can be earned or paid, e.g. earned would be
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engaging with prospects in a LinkedIn group while paid
could mean placing an ad or posting a job on LinkedIn
($395 for 30 days). But this approach might not work if
people are looking for a highly qualified superstar,
somebody who is currently employed and might not even
be thinking about making a move. Conclusion arouse
form the article explores that the posting your job on
LinkedIn or Twitter is unlikely to have much impact.
There are a variety of recruitment approaches and most
organizations will utilize a combination of two or more
of these as part of a recruitment exercise or to deliver
their overall recruitment strategy. There are six common
models:
 In-house or human resources personnel may in
some case still conduct all stages of the
recruitment process. In smaller organizations,
recruitment may be done by individual
managers or recruiters. More frequently, whilst
managing the overall recruitment exercise and
the decision-making at the final stages of the
selection process, external service providers
may undertake the more specialized aspects of
the recruitment process.
 Social Media Recruitment is the new trend
which can implement in the current recruitment
process. Social media helps to drive passive
candidates and indirectly helps to create brand
awareness about the company. A few tools
commonly used by social media recruiters
are LinkedIn, Facebook, Twitter, Google+, etc.
 Outsourcing of recruitment to an external
provider may be the solution for some small
businesses and at times for large organizations.
 Employment agencies are established as both
publicly funded services and as commercial
private sector operations. Services may support
permanent, temporary, or casual worker
recruitment. They may be generic agencies that
deal with providing amateurish workers through
to highly skilled managerial or technical staff or
so-called niche agencies that specialize in a
particular industrial sector or professional
group.
 Executive search firms recruit for executive and
professional positions. These firms operate
across a range of models such as contingency or
retained approaches, and also hybrid models
where advertising is also used to ensure a flow
of candidates alongside relying on networking
as their main source of candidates.
 Internet recruitment services include recruitment
websites and job search engines used to gather
as many candidates as possible by advertising a
position over a wide geographic area. In
addition, social network sourced recruitment has
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emerged as a major method of sourcing
candidates.
With the advent of social media sites such as LinkedIn,
Facebook and Twitter, recruitment procedures have been
dramatically transformed. Reputed organizations not only
cast a wide net through these sites but also narrow down
their search to what they want exactly with great ease.
They have precise strategies in place to make the best use
of the social media in their hiring process.
The term "social recruiting" is a buzz phrase used
throughout the HR world, which can be defined as
"harnessing the evolution of Web 2.0 technologies and
social media tools to communicate, engage, inform, and
recruit our future talent". The use of such social
networking websites allows recruiters to join with a
broad array of talented and capable candidates in niche
communities. Reviewing candidates' social networking
profiles can be a helpful tool for recruiters looking to hire
a candidate. According to an article from HR Focus, a
candidates' social networking profile helped a candidate
get a job because their profile demonstrated they were
well-rounded, creative, had received awards and
accolades, and would be a good fit. However, reasons
candidates did not receive job offers based on their social
networking profiles included the demonstration of poor
communication skills, drinking/drug use content, bad
mouthing of previous employers/co-workers/clients,
and/or posting provocative/badly chosen photographs. At
present we do have job portals like Naukri.com,
Shine.com and many such job search portal which
employers uses to pool the talent inside the organization
based on the skills and talents. A survey released by
Jobvite shows that 93% of employers are using or
planning to use social networks for recruiting, this shows
us that how social media has become an integral part for
the hiring process.
Social recruiting is the process of sourcing or hiring
candidates through the use of social platforms as
promotional channels by employers. Career/ Placement
offices at university campuses also use social recruiting
since social media is familiar to and often embraced by
students and graduates as a job searching medium.
Social media based recruitment is certainly on the rise,
but is it suitable for all types of jobs? Mr. Manoj Biswas,
HR lead, Accenture India, states, “Opposed to popular
opinion, social media is a platform where an employer
can seek candidates, irrespective of the nature of the job.
Social media websites act as effective recruitment tools
to scout for talent with specific skill sets and a large
qualified talent pool. With the large number of groups
across multiple networks, employers can now exercise
their discretion and narrow down a search to a specific
type of organisation/ qualifications/ skill set they are
looking to hire.”
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Social recruiting falls into two different categories. The
first is internet sourcing using social media profiles,
blogs, and online communities to find and search for
passive candidate data and information. The second is
social distribution. This involves using social media
platforms and networks as a means to distribute jobs
either through HR vendors or through crowd sourcing
where job seekers and other influencers share job
openings within their online social networks.
The majority of HR managers say that social media
platforms are an effective recruitment tool with a
more direct and focused approach in today’s
technologically-vibrant age. From building rich talent
pools and communities, connecting with potential
employees, to finding effective ways to interact with
‘passive’ candidates, social media is doing all this and
more. “Social media platforms have emerged as a very
important element in building the employer brand. The
sheer speed and interconnections of these platforms
augments the bandwidth of reach in terms of potential
candidates,”“Social media, comprising Facebook,
Twitter, LinkedIn, etc, is the fastest growing
communication platform in the world. It has become a
way of life for millions of youth across the globe who
wants to remain connected to things that matter
irrespective of location.” “Social media is like a
goldmine of information. In future, it will not only
emerge as a strong source for hiring but also serve to
enhance the employer brand,” says SY Siddiqui, chief
operating officer - administration (HR, finance, IT,
company law and legal, Maruti Suzuki India.
“Recruiting through social networking websites is
more cost-effective compared to traditional forms of
hiring that include placement consultants, posting
advertisements in different forms of media and
participation in job fairs,” confirms Shruti Jain, Chief
Communications Officer and Global Head - CSR, EXL
Service.
Employers are increasingly turning to social networking
sites as a tool for screening job applicants. According to
a survey conducted by Careerbuilder.com (2010), 45% of
companies in 2009 used social networking websites as a
screening tool for job applicants, a number twice as high
as the year before. This statistic indicates the popularity
of using these sites as a human resource tool. The use of
social networking websites by individuals is a
widespread phenomenon. The website Facebook.com is
currently home to over more than 500 million users with
half of those logging into their account at least once
every day. Siemens is using a game to recruit the
potential employees. By using social media lot of
companies have reduced the on onboard jobs and also the
costs of the outside agencies According to a survey 67%
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of the HR professionals feel that it will be the primary
recruiting tool by 2015. Slowly the traditional ways will
vanish and the use of social media will play a major role
in recruitment business.
Conclusion:
For beginners who have not started off with the social
media can start off with a few major networks like the
Facebook, Twitter, and Linkedin. Social media adds a
whole new dimension in pooling in talent and it also
provides a platform for the company to showcase its
brand value for this to happen its own presence should be
made strong. According to a survey conducted by the
Jobvite in 2010 it showed that career recourses online
traffic reached a record high of 51 million including the
job oriented sites like Yahoo (19 million), Monster (18.3
million), carrier builder (19.3 million) Effective and
smart social media use is not just about one network it’s
about choosing various networks and reaching various
communities and choosing the best out of the rest. Social
media recruiting helps an employer get to know a
potential job candidate. Is this a highly skilled, wellrounded individual that fits with your team? As with any
job opening, using social media recruiting requires time
and effort but it's an investment in longer-term benefits
for your company. Using LinkedIn, Facebook and
Twitter takes recruiting back to its grass roots of
networking but for a digital age.
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58.EXPLORING HUMAN RESOURCEROLE OF WORK CULTURE AND
WORKING SYSTEM IN INDIAN
RAILWAYS
Mrs. Sonali Bhushan Deogirikar,Assistant Professor, K.
J. Somaiya College of Arts and Commerce, Vidyavihar,
University of Mumbai
ABSTRACT
Background: Indian railways have the longest tradition
in terms of values and norms followed in the
organization. The role of Railways is vital. It has a
challenging task with the changing economic, social,
demographic and environmental scenario. Efficiency and
performance of railways depend on work culture of its
various departments.
Objectives of the study: The study intends to highlight
the behavioral attitudes of various railway employees
working on different fronts. The researcher is interested
in a study of work culture, its impact on employees, their
job satisfaction levels, commitment to the job.
Research Methodology: The study of work culture was
undertaken with special reference to Mumbai division
Direct visits to departments of Mumbai division were the
major source of primary data collection. Questionnaires
were prepared for two categories. First is for the officers
and other is for the operating and clerical staff. The
researcher has collected qualitative and quantitative data
from different respondent segments. The researcher has
applied Chi Square and ANOVA tests for testing the
hypotheses. SPSS package is used for analysis.
Introduction: India becomes second most populous
country in the world as per 2011 census. Transportation
in the Republic of India is an important part of the
nation’s economy. India’s public transport systems are
among the most heavily used in the world. India’s rail
network is the second largest network in the world. The
history of rail transport in India began in the mid
nineteenth century. It helps to unite the integral, social,
economical and cultural foundation of the country. It is
also the giant facilitator in terms of employment
opportunities.
Being the business capital of India, a large majority of
the Mumbai’s population are migrants from the other
States of India, in search of better employment
opportunities. Mumbai’s public transport consists
primarily of rapid transit on exclusive suburban railway
lines augmented by commuter rail on main lines serving
outlying suburbs. Efficiency and performance of railways
depend on work culture of its various departments.
Rationale of the study: Indian railways have the longest
tradition in terms of values and norms followed in the
organization. It is run by Ministry of Railways which
plays a vital role in deciding the work culture in railway
departments. The Railway Boards execute the decisions
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taken by the Railway Ministry. Railway is a system
which comes into contact with public in general. The
existing work culture, job profile of employees,
leadership styles, incentives and working conditions
influence the efficiency and effectiveness of railways. As
huge number of employees of different age groups is
working in the organization, there is a need to understand
the changing working patterns and also the attitude of
employees. The working environment constitutes the
major part of work culture. When employees are clear
about vision and objectives of the organization, there will
be clarity in the nature of job which automatically leads
to their efficiency. Moreover, the cordial relations
between the levels of management results into the sense
of belongingness among employees. The training and
motivation to the employees results into the development
of confidence and self respect. These components are the
direct outcome of the prevailing work culture in the
organization. Railway employees, administrative or
operating staff have to face the commuters daily in
various roles. As the railway network is huge and so the
number of commuters, many a times, situation goes out
of control. The number of railway staff is less in
proportion to the continuously alarming number of
commuters. This creates tension and stress among the
railway staff. The mechanical and operating work on the
field becomes heavy in different weather conditions.
Accordingly, the response of the railway employees also
changes. Their capacities as human being are limited and
also have constraints to behave rationally in different
situations. Thus, the study intends to highlight the
behavioral attitudes of various railway employees
working on different fronts. On this background, the
researcher is interested in a study of work culture, its
impact on employees, their job satisfaction levels,
commitment to the job.
Review of Literature:
Mishra Vimal3 states about the racial discrimination in
terms of employment pattern in Railways. In the early
years of Indian railways, the officers and supervisors
used to be only Britishers whereas drivers and guards
were East Indians. The third and fourth class employees
were ‘Natives’. Europians protested stongly when the
native guards and station masters were appointed on
some stations in 1870. The natives were always treated
inferior.
Wilton Nick4 has a different approach towards concept of
work culture. It is a mechanism by which the
organisation can improve the productivity via an
emphasis on values which are congruent with what is
3

Mishra Vimal, Pashchim Railway ki Prastuti- Mumbai
Local, Synergy Creations, Mumbai, 2008, p29.
4
Wilton Nick, An introduction to Human Resource
Management, Sage Publication, New Delhi, 2011, p
48.
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needed by customers and clients of the organisation.
Another way culture might influence productivity is via
strategy. Organisations today typically have a mission
statement or strategic plan document which provides a
blue print for their operations. In addition to positive
influences on organisation success, Robbins et al (1998)
noted that there can be potentially dysfunctional
influences on organisation culture, especially if the
culture is strong. He identified three ways in which
culture might be a liability for the organisation, as a
barrier to change- if the shared values are not consistent
with developing the organisation to enhance its
effectiveness, as a barrier to diversity- which can occur
particularly as a strong culture which puts pressure on
individuals to confirm to an existing set of values and
norms and as a barrier to mergers and takeovers- cultural
incompatibility between the merging companies, can
create significant difficulties and hindrances in the
merger process.
Conditions in the internal administration of Indian
railways. The policies of Railway Ministry and decisions
by Railway Boards are extremely important in deciding
the work environment of railway departments. The
general managers of divisional levels are the superiors,
who decide the work environment of departmental level.
They have to follow good human resource practices,
while effectively implementing the government
regulations. Railways being the principal transport
system responsible for the easy commutation of people
and goods have to work for the progress of the society
which requires a planned order of work related system
and values. This organization, primarily a service entity
is directly linked to providing smooth transportation
facilities to the society at large. This automatically
increases the work pressure on its employees. The values
existing in the present set up and the extent to which they
are followed is the key research problem in this study.
Considering the long tradition of Indian railways and
huge number of employees, the researcher has following
objectives in mind for the study –
1. To study basic work culture, values and
working system in Indian railways.
2. To analyze the impact of organizational
culture on the performance of employees in
railways.
Methodology of the study: A sample design is a definite
plan for obtaining a sample from a given population. The
study of work culture was undertaken with special
reference to Mumbai division. It covers Mumbai city,
Mumbai suburbs, Thane, Navi Mumbai and Raigad part.
The researcher has determined the geographical coverage
of the study, the relevant population, methods of
sampling frame, the techniques of data collection and
hypotheses testing.
Geographical coverage of the study:
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The study is undertaken in the geographical region of
Maharashtra State with an emphasis on Mumbai division
which covers the following areas:
Mumbai Division
 Mumbai CST - Dadar - Kurla - Thane
 Thane – Airoli – Sanpada (Trans Harbour Line)
 Kalyan Jn-Kasara-Igatpuri (Inclusive)
 Kalyan
Jn-Neral
Jn-Karjat
Jn-Lonavala
(Inclusive)
Population of the study:
The universe of the study is all employees of Mumbai
division. All administrative levels are covered under the
study. There are total twelve departments in Mumbai
division and each division has strength of different
number of employees. The hierarchy of staff at Mumbai
division is shown in table 1.1 below.
Sampling frame: The study has covered a set of
respondents from railway employees working at different
levels in Mumbai division. This has been specified in the
table below. There are twelve departments in Mumbai
division. The following table shows the universe size and
the number of respondents selected for the study.
Table 1: Sample size of the railway staff in Mumbai
division
Number
Percenta
Name of the Univers of
ge
Department
e size
responden
(Approx)
ts
857
34
4%
Personnel
165
07
4.24%
Accounts
02
13.33%
Administrati 15
on
4104
164
4%
Commercial
6107
244
4%
Electrical
6382
250
4%
Engineering
3411
135
4%
Mechanical
1377
55
4%
Medical
6906
275
4%
Operating
1939
75
3.86%
Signal
and
Telecom
154
05
3.24%
Safety
15
02
13.33%
Stores
Total
31432
1248
4%
Source: Compiled from the field study.
Data analysis: The researcher has collected qualitative
and quantitative data from different respondent segments.
The data being varied in nature required statistical
treatment by using different techniques. The researcher
has applied Chi Square and ANOVA tests for testing the
hypotheses. SPSS package is used for analysis and
testing of hypotheses.
Results and Discussion: The research intends to
mobilize the work related values that are adored in the
railway organization. It emphasizes on the ideal set of
values and the action that can be taken to attain the most
cherished work related values. The researcher has taken
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into consideration the work culture in lower level
employees as well as higher level officers. The lower
level staff includes clerical and operating staff whereas
the higher level staff includes the officers and
supervisors. Values which were considered as variables
were equity, discipline, team work and superior
subordinate relationship.
H1: There is no significant difference in the
perception of human resource policies amongst
officers belonging to different age, education and
length of service.
The researcher has made comparison among the railway
officers and supervisors at various departments in
Mumbai division on the basis of age, education and
length of service. For testing this hypothesis, ANOVA
test is used. The perception about the job was indicated
by various variables like priority given to job related
factors leading to job satisfaction. The researcher has
taken various fourteen important variables that include
adequate salary, fringe benefits, promotion, transfer,
performance appraisal etc. Their job satisfaction level
was analyzed against their demographics.
Table 2: Summary of ANOVA test for H1
Variables
S
r.

ANO
VA
Value

I

Age

1

ANO
VA
Value

I

ANO
VA
Value

I

Education

Length of
service

Salary
and
Perks
Incremen
ts
Working
Hours

0. 826

A

0.752

A

0.099

A

0.136

A

0.001

R

0.019

R

0.005

R

0.928

A

0.066

A

Shift
Duties
Training

0.010

R

0.000

R

0.020

R

0.129

A

0.000

R

0.000

R

Leave
Conditio
ns
Promotio
n Policy

0.001

R

0.031

R

0.192

A

0.030

R

0.015

R

0.005

R

0.063

A

0.048

R

0.000

R

9

Transfer
Policy
Performa
nce
Appraisal

0.211

A

0.004

R

0.004

R

1
0

Decision
Freedom

0.544

A

0.045

R

0.195

A

2
3

4
5
6

7

8

1
1

Health
Welfare

0.929

A

0.384

A

0.078

A

1
2
1
3
1
4

Discipline

0.233

A

0.005

R

0.017

R

Rewards

0.643

A

0.000

R

0.000

R

Facilities
To
Woman

0.001

R

0.007

R

0.182

A

Source – Compiled from field survey
(I – Interpretation; A – Accepted; R – Rejected)
The above table indicates that hypotheses for variables 1,
2, 5, 8-13 across age groups are accepted whereas
variables 3, 4, 6, 7, 14 are rejected. Hypotheses for
variables 1, 3, 11 across education are accepted and
variables 2, 4-10, 12, 13, 14 across education are
rejected. Hypotheses for variables 1, 3, 6, 10, 11, 14
across service are accpted whereas for variables 2, 4, 5,
7, 8, 9, 12, 13 across length of service are rejected.
With respect to salary and perks, health and welfare
facilities, officers and supervisors are satisfied
irrespective of their age, education and length of service.
For all other human resource policies, they differ in their
level of satisfaction on the basis of either age or
education or length of service.
H2: Value sharing in the department is independent
of qualification and designation of officers.
The values like discipline, equity are the principle
aspects that should govern the work of railway staff.
There is deterioration of these values in society at large.
The malpractices are rampant which give setback to such
values that can develop a healthy work culture. This
hypothesis was tested on the basis of questions asked to
higher level officers in different departments. They were
asked about these values, its importance to the staff and
sharing of such values in their organization. Chi Square
test was applied to analyse the results.
Table 3: Summary of Chi Square test for H2
Sr. Variables
Chi
I Chi
I
Square
Square
Value
Value
Qualification Designation
1
0.390
A 0.000
R
No
consideration
for values
2
R 0.000
R
Values
are 0.000
not shared
3
0.000
R 0.318
A
Values
matter only
at top level
4
R 0.011
R
Values
are 0.000
widely
shared
Source – Compiled from field survey
(I – Interpretation; A – Accepted; R – Rejected)
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Hypotheses for variables 1 across qualification are
accepted and for variables 2, 3, 4 are rejected. The
qualification of officers and value consideration are
independent whereas opinions about sharing of values
and value consideration at top level differ according to
the qualification of officers.
Hypotheses for variable 3 across designation are accepted
and for variables 1, 2, 4 are rejected. Values at top level
are independent of designations of officers whereas all
other variables are dependent upon the designations.
H3: There is no significant difference on any of the 14
parameters describing human resource policies of
employees belonging to different age, income, gender
and length of service group.
The researcher has analyzed the human resource policies
and their perception by the employees at various
departments in Mumbai division on the basis of age,
income, gender and length of service. For testing this
hypothesis, ANOVA test is used. The researcher has
taken various fourteen important variables that include
adequate salary, fringe benefits, promotion, transfer,
performance appraisal etc. Their job satisfaction level
was analyzed against their demographics.
Table 4: Summary of Chi Square test for H3
S
r.

Variabl
es

ANO
VA
Valu
e

I

Age
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8

9

1
0
1
1
1
2

Salary
and
Perks
Increm
ents
Workin
g
Hours
Shift
Duties
Trainin
g
Leave
Conditi
ons
Promot
ion
Policy
Transfe
r
Policy
Perfor
mance
Apprai
sal
Decisio
n
Freedo
m
Health
Welfar
e
Discipl
ine

ANO
VA
Valu
e

I

Income

ANO
VA
Valu
e

I

Gender

ANO
VA
I
Valu
e
Length of
Service

0.00
0

R

0.00
0

R

0.80
0

A

0.00
6

R

0.39
0

A

0.00
0

R

0.99
5

A

0.00
0

R

0.46
3

A

0.00
0

R

0.39
8

A

0.00
0

R

0.58
9
0.00
0

A
R

0.00
1
0.96
5

R
A

0.00
5
0.01
1

R
R

0.00
0
0.00
0

R
R

0.02
1

R

0.00
0

R

0.46
6

A

0.00
0

R

0.00
9

R

0.00
0

R

0.46
3

A

0.00
0

R

0.01
1

R

0.00
0

R

0.30
1

A

0.01
0

R

0.00
0

R

0.00
0

R

0.87
9

A

0.09
7

A

0.02
4

R

0.00
0

R

0.31
3

A

0.00
0

R

0.00
0

R

0.02
3

R

0.59
7

A

0.00
0

R

0.00
0

R

0.00
0

R

0.05
0

A

0.00
0

R

1
3
1
4

Reward
s
Faciliti
es To
Woma
n

0.00
0

R

0.01
3

R

0.03
9

R

0.00
0

R

0.86
5

A

0.00
0

R

0.00
0

R

0.06
7

A

Source – Compiled from field survey
(I – Interpretation; A – Accepted; R – Rejected)
Hypotheses for variables 2, 3, 4, 14 across age are
accepted whereas all others are rejected. It indicates that
there is no significant difference in the perception of
different age group employees with respect to
increments, working hours and facilities to women
employees but for all other variables, their opinion
differs according to different age groups.
Hypotheses for variable 5 across income are accepted
and the rest are rejected. It proves that except training, all
other variables and the income groups of employees are
dependent.
Hypotheses for variable 4, 5, 13 and 14 across gender are
accepted and the rest are rejected. This interprets that
shift duties, rewards, training and facilities to women
employees are independent of the gender of employees
whereas all other variables differ according to the gender.
Hypotheses for variables 9 and 14 across length of
service are accepted and the rest are rejected.
Performance appraisal and facilities to women employees
are independent of the length of service whereas other
variables change with respect to length of service.
Conclusions:
General Conclusions:
1. From the overall opinions of the respondents, it can
be concluded that most of them are aware about the
purpose and mission of the Indian Railways. When
they were asked about this particular concept, many
of them answered in different ways but the ultimate
meaning was one. The service motive of Indian
Railways is very well understood by the employees.
2. Inadequate strength of the staff is the most common
problem with almost all the departments. The
number of staff required and the number of staff
available for performing that job is always
disproportionate. This creates additional burden on
the already existing employees.
3. Employees are aware about the grievance settlement
procedure but they are not satisfied with the existing
situation. According to them, the actual functioning
of this procedure should be made more efficient and
quick.
4. Shortage of funds is the main reason for all the
inconveniences like lack of adequate technology and
machinery, furniture, proper water and sanitation
facilities according to the opinions of the
respondents.
5. Even though medical facilities are provided by
railways, the facilities are not modern and also the
medicines provided in the railway hospitals are
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expired. There are lot of procedural formalities to be
completed when one wish to avail the medical help.
6. The working conditions in the workshops and loco
sheds are vulnerable as there are no adequate
facilities for the workers. According to many of the
respondents, there is heavy absenteeism problem in
workshops and the mechanical department.
Specific conclusions:
Specific conclusions
supervisors:
1

2

3

4

5

6

related

to

officers

and

Majority of the officers and supervisors have
rendered more than 25 years of service to Indian
Railways. It helps automatically to carry forward the
organizational values in the department. Majority of
them experience interference from superior in their
administrative matters. They also experience lot of
pressure of work at top level. They also have to face
the common problem of absenteeism in their
departments. There is no political interference or
malpractices like bribe etc. exist in their department.
Officers and supervisors communicate with
subordinates in writing and most communication is
generated at top level. The communication is
generally work related. Officers have concerns with
the subordinates about their problems in work as
well as family life.
Organizational values are highly shared by officers
and supervisors. The values inherited by them and
followed since many years are purposefully
inculcated in new generations of employees.
According to officials at higher level, employees
must follow proper channels as per the rules of the
organization. There is no particular style of
leadership followed by them. Being the Government
entity, the functioning of the organization is as per
specific rules and regulations.
Majority of the higher level officials motivate their
subordinates through written words and a pat on
back. Some of them assign the special task to the
efficient employees which create a sense of
confidence in their mind. They also recommend
eligible employees for promotion.
Officers and supervisors interact with people
according to their expertise related to the official
work. Some of them are socially connected with
their staff. This creates a sense of trust and belief
amongst employees.

Specific conclusions related to clerical and operating
staff:
1 Majority of the clerical and operating staff are the
members of the union. There are three different
official unions functioning in railways. Employees
have faith in their working style. They have faith in
unions for solving their job related problems. Certain

employees have joined union only for namesake and
they are not actively involved into their activities.
2 Majority of the employees experience stress
occasionally. Operating staff like motormen and
guards have high stress levels as they have field
responsibilities and are connected directly to the life
of public. Also the condition of gang men and
khalashis is vulnerable as they have to work on
railway tracks at any given time of the day and in all
seasons.
3 The training facilities available for different category
of employees are good but employees have to travel
to faraway places to attend these training. They have
to stay away from their families for a long period of
time for the same. It disturbs their family life.
4 The working schedule of operating staff increases
their stress level and disturbs their work life balance.
Although they are given lot of facilities to
compensate for this taxing schedule, they are not
happy with it.
5 The promotion and transfer policies are
dissatisfactory for railway employees. The employee
has to wait for a long duration to get his job
transferred to his place of convenience. Also, some
of the employees have experienced favoritism when
it comes to promotion of a staff.
6 The performance appraisal pattern of railways is
highly criticized as it treats both, the efficient and the
inefficient employee at the same level. The
additional efforts put by an employee are not
considered and are not given any importance. It is
very discouraging according to them.
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ABSTRACT
Since Independence, higher education in India has
witnessed a many fold increase. During the 61 year
period from 1950 to 2014, the numbers of universities
have increased from 20 to about 700. Similarly, the
numbers of colleges have increased from 500 to 35,539
and also, the numbers of teachers, which stood at 15,000
in 1950, have increased to nearly 5, 21,843.
Correspondingly, the enrolment of students has
increased from a mere 1 lakh in 1950 to over 1,36,41,808
in 2012. Further, higher education in India has also
diversified in terms of disciplines, faculties, and the
courses/subjects offered. In this paper an exploratory
study is made to understand and analyze the role of
Curriculum in improvising the Higher education in India.
The methodology followed is detailed study of the past
trends from various government publications.
Key words: Higher education Institutions, Curriculum
Progress in Higher Education: Since Independence,
higher education in India has witnessed a many fold
increase. During the 61 year period from 1950 to 2012,
the numbers of universities have increased from 20 to
about 611. Similarly, the numbers of colleges have
increased from 500 to 31,324 and also, the numbers of
teachers, which stood at 15,000 in 1950, have increased
to nearly 5, 21,843. Correspondingly, the enrolment of
students has increased from a mere 1 lakh in 1950 to over
1,36,41,808 in 2012. As a result of enhancement of
educational capacities, access to higher educationmeasured in terms of GROSS ENROLEMENT RATIO
(GER) (for Graduate and above)-too has increased from
less than 1 percent in the early 1950 to 12 per cent in
2012.
If we were to include CERTIFICATE AND
SHORT-TERM DIPLOMANS, THE GER would be
around 16 percent on the basis of the National Sample
Survey (NSS), 2011-12 and Population Census (2011).
Further, higher education in India has also diversified in
terms of disciplines, faculties, and the courses/subjects
offered. Though, the Karnataka State has played a
pivotal role in the expansion of higher education in India,
simultaneously; the contribution of the private sector
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towards the growth of institutional capacities is
commendable.
Objectives:
To highlight the emerging trends in Higher education
To locate methods to enhance the curriculum of Higher
education in India
Methodology: The methodology used in the study is
explorative to find out the missing links that could
enhance the curriculum and make it useful. The data used
for the study is retrieved from the government websites
and other publications made in this regard.
EMERGING TRENDS IN HIGHER EDUCATION:
Education cannot be seen in isolation. Whatever affects
society affects education as well. Some of the trends
which are seen strikingly by all of us and alter education
scenario are as follows.
Inclusivity- Research has shown that inclusive education
results in improved social development and academic
outcomes for all learners. It leads to the development of
social skills and better social interactions because
learners are exposed to real environment in which they
have to interact with other learners each one having
unique characteristics, interests and abilities.
Globalization- It can also be called as Internationalism.
The whole world is shrinking into a global village. Thus,
no system can stay in isolation. There has to be interdependence and nobody can boast of exclusive
knowledge. Now people are willing to go to any part of
the world to get new knowledge. The nationalism in the
narrow sense is becoming meaningless.
Privatization- With the falling of socialistic pattern for
various reasons and due to the pathetic performances of
our public sectors, privatization is being looked up a
panacea for all the evils. Private organizations are
considered to be more cost effective, more transparent
and highly efficient as compared to their government
counterparts.
Technology as a way of life- The progress of human
beings has trodden an irreversible path. We have
accepted the boons of technology as a matter of fact and
the life is deemed to be meaningless without these
benefits. For example, transport, power systems, waster
supply, Audio Visual equipments, Home comfort
systems etc. Education as an instrument of social
change- It is a trend that people are beginning to believe
that education is a passport for prosperous life. People
are also beginning to believe that things can be
productive only in the hands of productive people.
Hence, there is a greater stress on specialization and
greater emphasis on training and self development.
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Search for reorganization- Another important trend of
this decade is that there is lot of restructuring of old
beliefs, old structures, and old institutions. All are being
shuffled and altered to suit changing situations. The
governments, universities, colleges, homes have all been
restructuring themselves. In the absence of titans,
visionaries and diplomats, we have only small time, not
so broad mined. Quality- People are getting quality
oriented. With technology supporting and information
base widening quality has become the key word. Quality
like beauty, love and compassion is a value which cannot
be defined but you identify it when you see it. Need for
quality demands setting of standards to establish
excellence.
Values- Ethics and moral values are
becoming subordinate to personal gains. When money
making becomes a prime motivator, values are a
casualty. Money is tempting but values are haunting.
Society expects colleges to teach values to the students.
But students are realizing that they not much to learn
about values either from parents or teachers. This is
because, the values are not taught, informed or preached.
But they are demonstrated.
ROLE OF CURRICULUM IN THIS SCENARIO: In
the background of the trends discussed so far, a few
things are like to happen in higher education, whether
we appreciate it or not.
Education is going to be student centered which is
inevitable. At present, it is only system oriented and
student is never the focus of attention. Education would
be need based. Instead of fitting the students into the
frame of prepared curriculum, we have to design the
frame of curriculum that suits student’s needs. In this
context the concept of community colleges can be a
pointer. Role of teacher will be facilitators and mentors
rather than an information center and controller. In
today’s era students have ready access to any information
so the role of teachers is to give clarity and pave a path
for student successful career Curriculum should be
multidimensional. Any higher education curriculum shall
not only cover the concepts but it also should concentrate
on indulging the activities which enlighten the student
skill and abilities.
Student competency shall be matched to current
industrial requirement. This can be achieved by doing
competency mapping between industry requirements and
students competencies. Education has to be inclusive. It
would not remain a prerogative of a select few. The
buildings, curriculum and the teaching processes will
have keep in mind the needs of students who have
remained out of the purview of general higher education.
Education is going to be utilitarian. Unimaginative and
irrevelent courses shall die a natural death. Education is
going to be highly specialized. Multiple information
centers get established. The teacher’s role as only source
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of information would be corroded. Students will have
access to different sources of I.T.The rigid boundaries
between conventional courses would disappear. Teachers
have got to be accountable. The life guarantee of jobs as
it exists now will go up in future.
Few steps in this regard:
Public expenditure on higher education should keep pace
with the growth of the national economy and national
finance revenue. Increase in financial allocation for
higher education from state governments. Introduction of
higher educational taxation to meet the growing, Multi
facet higher education learning, Industry Institution
interaction. Accountability for teachers,Expenditure in
higher education,Imposition of user charges, Faculty
development, Development of Teaching material and
case studies, Distance learning programmes, Institutionsindustry linkage.\Restructuring of the existing
Management Programmes.
-Physical infrastructural facilities should be improved.
-Continuous Faculty development programme.
-For Science Education- initiative for faculty
improvement like Post-doctoral fellowships and
fellowship should be given.
-Quality and Excellence linkages
-Academic and administrative reforms of university and
college system.
-Creation of World Class institutions in rural areas to
attract meritorious rural students.
-More public funds for institutions and teachers.
-Expanding the available facilities in the existing
colleges.
- Formation of autonomous clusters of colleges.
- Right students for each course.
-Right teachers for each course.
-Updated syllabus as per the needs of the
society/industry.
-Student centered Pedagogy
RESTRUCTURNG OF EXISTING ROGRAMMES:
The existing courses in higher education are mainly
theory oriented and rarely meet the domestic needs of the
managerial manpower in manufacturing sector. The
demand for managers for international business,
information technology, and medium and small scale
industrial sector and for the growing infrastructural and
service sectors is not being met adequately. The MBA
level programme should therefore be restructured to take
care of entire needs of industry sector.
- Integration of Information Technology and
Management for developing globally competitive Indian
organizations and also for capturing a significant chunk
of the huge global market in Information Technology
(IT).
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-International Business - with respect to trade, finance,
marketing, sourcing and creating a mid-set for
developing Indian Multi-nationals.

The restructured and IT integrated pattern of
postgraduate management education would therefore
have to undergo the following changes/additions:

- Management of Infrastructure - with respect to Water
Resources, Transportation, Energy, Communication,
Education, Health-Care etc., for a better quality of life.

- Functional areas courses in production, marketing and
finance etc., to be recast and expanded to include relevant
IT applications (i.e., devices, software packages,
methods/techniques) in the course contents of the
functional areas concerned.

- Management of Environment for pollution free
sustainable growth.
- Management of Agriculture and Agro-Industries where nearly 60% of the country's workforce are
employed.
- Management of Service Sector - like tourism, hotel
services, financial and banking services, software
services, performing arts etc.
- Entrepreneurial Management - for development of
vibrant small-scale sector and innovation in management.
- Strategic Management - to improve competitiveness
including re-engineering, mergers, acquisitions and
divestments.
-Technology Management - including Technology
Transfer, Research and Development, TQM and
Productivity Up gradation.
IMPACT OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY ON
HIGHER EDUCATION: The impact of Information
Technology (IT) in industry, economy and society across
the world is continually increasing. Managers today and
tomorrow would be increasingly unable to cope with the
challenges of change, complexity, and uncertainly in the
absence of adequate conceptual and cognitive skills in
IT. It is, therefore, extremely essential to develop the I.T.
perspective, which can be integrated in the management
education so as to enable the management students and
professionals, acquire the mind-expanding and
competence- enhancing IT capabilities.
Managerial needs of IT skills pertain to three broad
categories of managerial personnel:
a) Information Systems Managers,
b) Functional Areas Managers, and
c) Top Level Managers.
IT skills and competencies needed by these categories of
managers differ in both kind and degree according to
differential requirements of their respective domains of
role performance. Integration of IT skills and
competencies in the management education system needs
to be guided and governed by the requirements of
inculcating the differential sets of skills pertaining to the
foregoing three types of managerial personnel.

- Foundational. Courses in certain key areas of IT to
impart both theoretical and practical training towards the
cultivation of relevant conceptual and application skills.
- Courses specific to Information Systems Managers
education would include those dealing with hardware
oriented and operating systems software-oriented topics
and
themes
pertaining
to
computers
and
telecommunication systems.
- Courses specific to Top Level Managers to include the
following, among others:
(a) Strategic Management of Information Technology.
(b) Alignment of Business and IT strategies and
architectures.
(c) Strategic capabilities and options enabled by the
deployment of the firm's IT resources.
-Creation and regular upgrading of a state-of-the-art IT
Laboratory for supporting the objectives of IT's
integration into management in general and for providing
hands on training and practical training experience, in
particular.
Conclusion: There is no doubt that the system of higher
education in the country has expanded since
independence in absolute numbers. But even after 60
years of independence higher education is not accessible
to the poorest groups of the population. Hardly less than
10 percent of the population in the age group of 17-23
years is enrolled in the institutions of higher education.
In order to strengthen national intelligence, to increase
contacts with the scientific and intellectual community of
the world, and to increase capabilities and upgrade
knowledge for further development, India has no option
but to strengthen its higher education system.
This is the writing on the wall, if we, the teachers, the
administrators, managements and the governments do not
wake up and become responsive to student’s needs, we
shall become a burden to society, ineffective and totally
irrelevant.
Let us be wise enough to notice the emerging trends and
prepare ourselves to face them.
ANNEXURES:
TABLE I: ENROLMENT IN HIGHER EDUCATIONINTERNATIONAL COMPARISON, EARLY 2005 (IN
PERCENTAGE)
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SLNO.

GROUPS OF
COUNTRIES

GROSS
ENROLEMENT
RATIO

2007-08

97,167

2008-09

1,03,146

2009-10

1,09,678

2010-11

1,15,789

2011-12.

1,17,654

1.

DEVELOPED
COUNTRIES

70.0

2.

COUNTRIES IN
TRANSITION

36.5

3.

DEVELOPING
COUNTRIES

11.3

4.

WORLD

23.2

5

INDIA

ABOUT 12

6.

BRIC COUNT RIES.
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TABLE 5: TABLE SHOWING WORLD UNIVERSITY
RANKINGS IN 2012.
COUNTRY

UNIVERSITIES IN TOP 500 LISTS.

USA

161

UK

42

JAPAN

36

33

TABLE 2: HIGHER EDUCATION INSTITUTIONS IN
INDIA
Category

1950-51

2011-12

CHINA

18

UNIVERSITIES

20

611

INDIA

4

COLLEGES

500

31,324

TEACHERS

15,000

5,21,843.

STUDENTS

1 LAKH

1,36,41,808

TABLE 3: TABLE SHOWING NUMBER OF INDIAN
STUDENTS STUDYING IN FOREIGN
UNIVERSITIES
Country

2001-02

2004-05

2011-12.

UK

6,016

11,340

15,340

AUSTRALIA

9,539

14,670

18,231

GERMANY

2,196

3,140

5,678

CANADA

1,670

3,231

N.A.

FRANCE

309

760

1,126

TABLE 4: TABLE SHOWING NUMBER OF INDIAN
STUDENTS STUDYING IN U.S.A.
YEAR

(IISC, IIT, Delhi, IIM, Ahmedabad &
IIT Khargpur)
STATISTICS OF INDIA & KARNATAKA
TABLE 6: TABLE SHOWING GROSS ENROLEMTN
RATIO OF DIFFERENT STATES IN INDIA IN THE
YEAR 2011-12.
STATES

GER
LESS
THA
N
10%

STATES

GER
MOR
E
THAN
10%

ASSAM

6.94
%

A.P.

11.52
%

BIHAR

6.02
%

CHANDIGARH

37.01
%

CHATTISGAR
H

7.51
%

DELHI

37.25
%

J&K

6.54
%

GOA

13.41
%

JHARKHAND

7.05
%

GUJARAT

10.67
%

STUDENTS FROM INDIA
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KERALA

9.08
%

HARAYANA

10.63
%

NAGALAND

4.7%

HIMACHAL
PRADESH

14.10
%

ORISSA

8.59
%

KARNATAKA

11.58
%

RAJASTHAN

6.04
%

M.P.

11.02
%

SIKKIM

9.61
%

MAHARASHTR
A

13.24
%

TRIPURA

6.16
%

MEGHALAYA

11.58
%

U.P.

8.13
%

PONDICHERR
Y

17.33
%

8.09
%

PUNJAB

10.24
%

TAMIL NADU

11.47
%

UTTARANCHA
L

12.97
%

TABLE 8: TABLE SHOWING STAFF STRENGTH IN
KARNATAKA
CATEGORY

GOVT.

AIDED

TOTAL

TEACHING

5,108

6,993

12,101

NON-TEACHING

2,999

4,442

7,441

TABLE 9: TABLE SHOWING HIGHER EDUCATION
INSTITUTIONS- A COMPARISON DURING THE
YEAR 2011-12.
NUMBERALL
INDIA

KARNATAKA

CENTRAL

40

NIL

STATE

275

14

ESTABLISHED
UNDER STATE ACT

05

02

DEEMED
UNIVERSITIES

125

07

INSTITUTIONS OF
NATIONAL
IMPORTANCE

70

04

RESEARCH
INSTITUTIONS

136

12

TOTAL

651

39

GENERAL
EDUCATION

25,177

1,036

TYPES

I- UNIVERSITIES

W.B.

NOTE: -1. Public sector expenditure on higher
education has been declining in real terms.
Average student faculty ratio in India is 26:1 against a
global average of 15:1.
Roughly 4,00,000 students compete every year for the
1800 seats in IIMs.
TABLE 7: TABLE SHOWING STATUS OF
COLLEGES IN KARNATAKA IN THE YEAR 201112.

II- COLLEGES

CATEGOR
Y

NO OF
COLLE
GES

ACCREDI
TED

ACCREDI
TES WITH
C GRADE.

ENGINEERING
COLLEGES

1,817

136

AIDED
COLLLEGE
S

300

284

10

MEDICAL

817

18

1,082

300

GOVERNM
ENT
COLLEGES

369

53

TEACHER
TRAINING
COLLEGES
OTHERS-MGMT,
MCA,IT, ETC.,

2,431

125

UN-AIDED
COLLEGES

716

TOTAL

31,324

1,615

105
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TABLE 10: TABLE SHOWING STUDENT
ENROLMENT IN KARNATAKA 2011-12.
CATEGORY

BA

BSC

B.COM
AND
B.B.M.

GRAND
TOTAL

GOVERNMENT
COLLEGES

74,420

10,346

22,947

1,07,713

AIDED COLLEGES

93,176

35,691

78,481

2,07,348

TABLE 11: TABLE SHOWING R & D
REQUIREMENTS IN HIGHER EDUCATION
2010

2015

PhD’s required

56000

86000

Total researchers required

3,36000

5,16,000

Note: - Over 57 percent faculty members do not have
PhDs or M. Phil degrees.
References:
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Hofstede, G. H. 2001. Culture's consequences:
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CA: Sage Publications.
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cultural change, and the persistence of traditional values.
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Mead, R. 1998. International management: Crosscultural dimensions (2nd ed.). Malden, MA: Blackwell
Business.
Rugman, A. & Hodgetts, R. 2001. The end of global
strategy. European Management Journal, 19: 333-343.
Vance, C. M. 1993. Mastering management education:
Innovations in teaching effectiveness. Newbury Park,
CA: Sage.
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60.HUMAN RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
Ms. P.V. Amudha, Asst. Prof., Ms. Anu P. B., 1st B.Com
PA Ms. K. Sivaranjani, 1st B.Com PA
Sri Krishna Arts and Science College.
ABSTRACT

Organisations around the world are remodelling
themselves as they respond to the challenges
presented by the global economy. Success in today’s
competitive business environment is increasingly a
result of effective human resources management.
Structure and technology can be easily duplicated.
The factor that can set apart an organisation,
whether in manufacturing or services, or in the
private or public sector-is its people. The quality of
the organisation’s employees, their enthusiasm and
satisfaction with their jobs, and their sense of fair
treatment all have a significant impact on the firm’s
productivity, level of customer service, reputation
and survival. Human resource management can
play a role in environmental scanning i.e.
identifying and analysing external opportunities and
threats that may be crucial to the company’s
success. Human resource also participates in the
strategy formulation process by supplying
information regarding the company’s internal
strengths and weakness. Human resource managers
need a change in their mindset from seeing
themselves as relationship managers to resource
managers knowing how to utilise the full potential
of their human resource.
Keywords:
Employee
skills,
strategy
goals,
organisational cultures,
environmental scanning,
Strategy formulation, human resource.
INTRODUCTION: Human Resource Management
(HRM) is a relatively new approach to manage people in
any organization. People are considered as the key
resource in an organization. It is concerned with the
people’s dimension in management of an organization.
Since an organization is a body of people, their
acquisition, development of skills, motivation for higher
levels of attainments, as well as ensuring maintenance of
their level of commitment are all significant activities.
These activities fall in the domain of human resource
management. Human Resource Management is a process,
which consists of four main activities, namely,
acquisition, development, motivation, as well as
maintenance of human resources. Human Resource
Management is responsible for maintaining good human
relations in an organization. It is also focuses on the
development of individuals and achieving the goals of an
organization and those of the individuals. Thus human
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resource management is only a part of the management
process. At the same time, it must be recognized that
human resource management is inherent in the process of
management. This function is performed by all the
managers. When a manager has to get the best of his
people, he must undertake the basic responsibility of
selecting people who will work under him and to help
develop, motivate and guide them. However, he can take
the help of the specialized services of the personnel
department in discharging this responsibility.
REVIEW OF LITERATURE: According to Khatri
(1999) people are one of the most important factors
providing flexibility and adaptability to organizations.
Several scholars have noted that managing people is
difficult than managing technology or capital (Barney
1991) (Lado and Wilson 1994). Human resource
management can help firms improve organizational
behavior in areas such as staff commitment, competency
which in turn leads to improved staff performance (Koch
McGrath 1996). Rundel argues that one needs to bear in
mind that people, not the firm, are the adaptive
mechanism in determining how the firm will respond to
the competitive environment.
NEED FOR APPROACH: The basic objective is to
develop jobs that are excellent for people as well as for
production. Any organization would aim to reduce cost
by using efficient work force that is competent to achieve
the organizational goals. Over the years there was
excessive division of labour and over dependence on
rules, procedures and hierarchy. Specialized workers
become socially isolated from their fellow workers
because their highly specialized work weakened their
community of interest in the whole product. Many
workers were so deskilled that they lost pride in their
work. The result was higher turnover with absenteeism.
The quality declined and workers were no more
interested to contribute their skill towards the
organization. As a result conflict arose as workers tried to
improve their condition. Studies have shown that there is
a significant correlation between quality of work life, job
satisfaction, education, income, age and experience.
Quality of work life confines mainly to the internal issues
of the organization. Congeniality in an organization is of
utmost importance to bring the best out of every
functionary. This includes, loyalty to the organization,
commitment, participative culture, communication, goal
setting attributes of workman towards fulfillment of
organizational objectives and development. The
importance of work stems not only from its necessity to
human survival, but also from the point of view of
philosophical,
moral,
religious,
political
and
psychological significance. Quality of work life depends
on the quality of life of an individual. It is indicated by
the satisfaction of the workers gained through numerous
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factors. Based on the satisfaction, he gains from the job;
there forms an attitude towards the managing body. The
workers spend most of their lifetime in the work
environment. The work time should not be a time spent
in boredom and monotony. Such a feeling of
achievement is carried forward to the other areas of the
worker’s life. So it is the professional concern of every
personnel manager understands his workers and attempt
to raise their quality of work life and thereby raise the
quality of their total life.
It is a way of looking after the organization. Such an
integration of goals is a difficult process as there is a
certain amount of contradiction built into the workermanagement system. Studies in quality of work life today
are of utmost importance in the present industrial world
which calls for a betterment of the employer-employee
relationship. This is the way for organization to create
healthy psychological contract and job satisfaction for
their employees and provide them with high quality of
working life environment
Organization to employees= employee to organization
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: There is an awareness
of the importance of skill development in an environment
that require adaptability rather than stability. There is
recognition that employee contribution must be
maximized through better utilization and deployment.
Finally there is an understanding of the need to frame
employee tasks in the context of business plan and to
make them more challenging in the drive for continuous
business improvement. Employer-employee relations can
be made improved if the organization implements
effective human resource management practices. The
result indicated a positive and significant influence of
empowerment, organizational communication and
procedural justices as determinants of employees trust in
their managers. Organizations with better management of
human resource are able to built better understanding
between the employees and employer.
Employee turnover is a major challenge for the
organization but the companies implementing effective
human resource management practices can reduce the
rate of turnover. When employees leave the organization,
whether at their own will or not, the consequences could
be extremely serious. High turnover costs much, because
it involves direct financial expenses for recruitment and
selection, appointment, training and adaptation of the
newcomers; at the same time, the indirect (hidden) costs,
because of lost productivity and missed opportunities.
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CHALLENGES
IN
HUMAN
RESOURCE
MANAGEMENT: Companies that desire to maintain a
competitive edge, both now and in the future require
human force well equipped to face the ever increasing
pace of technological changes and techniques. This is the
accountability of the human force manager to properly
train the work force to accomplish the competitive
advantages of business in the 21st century. Though we
believe that human plays a vital role in an organization
but due to rapidly transforming business landscape
,globalization ,changing nature of consumer taste and
habits, a new techniques of production , HR managers
are facing a variety of issues and challenges like retention
of the employees, multicultural workforce, retrenchment
of the employees.
Growing internationalization of business has its impact
on human resource management in terms of problems of
unfamiliar laws, languages, practices, competitions,
attitudes, management styles, work ethics etc. As a result
HR managers have to confront with more heterogeneous
functions and more involvement in employee’s personal
life.
Technological advances have a significant impact on HR
business practices. Due to the advancement in the
technology there has been a drastic change in the
approach to the various projects and the scenarios that
guide to the organizational regulations. Managing the
expectations of knowledge workers is also going to be a
major area of concern for all HR managers in the years
ahead.
To best prepare themselves for the changing face of
human resources management, HR departments must rise
to the challenges of retaining and building a talented
workforce. One major challenge human resources
department’s face is serving multiple generations within
a single workforce. For the incoming workforce, the
"hired for life" mentality of the past will be outdated as
workers increasingly change employers after 3 to 5 years
of work. Placing more emphasis on proper work-life
balance, they will be motivated by learning opportunities
and positive feedback. To hold these employees, human
resources departments must be ready to respond to these
needs. Changing role as they prepare themselves for the
21st century, human resources departments must adapt to
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their changing role within an organization. Moving from
a traditional to a strategic approach, human resources
management in the 21st century will be much more
dynamic than in the past.
As the demographic composition of the workforce
changes, their motivations and expectations evolve too. It
is imperative that HR understands what is most valued by
these workers. Is it compensation, or prestige, or perhaps
autonomy at work? In many cases, HR will have to adapt
their incentives, benefits policies, and retention strategies
for workers that are not just driven by financial
compensation. It is not enough simply to recruit able
staff. Companies have to make sure that their people are
committed, productive, and do not leave after a short
period, incurring substantial turnover costs and wasting
all previous training invested in them. All the
organization should prepare their human resource people
well keeping in view the global environment or market
place to ensure competitive advantage. Human resource
managers will have to build or develop such a framework
that allows flexibility to develop such a workforce that
will be the work force for tomorrow.
We can sum up from the following points that the
foremost challenges faced by human resource
management are the globalization. Globalization means
the present flow of goods, services, capital, ideas,
information, and people. It means the movement of these
things without any human resource. In this modern
business world, markets have become battlegrounds
where both domestic and competitors try to capture as
maximum market share as possible. Such globalization is
a challenge for HRM.
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being listened to and that they can make a contribution to
decision making. Engaged employees are more likely to
be proud to work for their organization and therefore will
believe in and live out the values of the organization.
REFERENCE:
Human Resource Management (9th Edition) by Gary
Dessler,
Organizational Behavior: Managing People and
Organizations by Gregory Moorhead,
Management and Organizational Behavior by Laurie
Mullins
HR: The Business Partner by Barbara Kenton, Jane
Yarnall
http://www.indianmba.com/
http://think-business.org

CONCLUSION: Human resource management should
be seen as a strategic function of an organization. Human
resource management can be improved by providing
opportunities for those whom want to improve. The
employee must be given space to share their ideas and
develop a sense of ownership over their jobs and the
workplace. The organization must create an environment
that encourages the employees to perform better and to
recognize their efforts.
In every organization it is the task of the human resource
managers to build a competitive edge for an organization
by positively engaging its employees. Key ingredients of
effective Human Resource Management are having in
place an appropriate leadership style and effective twoway communications with employees. This creates an
open and honest environment where employees feel that
their ideas are being listened to and that they can make a
contribution to decision making. Engaged employees are
more likely to be proud to work for their organization
and therefore will believe in and live out the values of the
organization. This creates an open and honest
environment where employees feel that their ideas are
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61. EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN IN
INDIA: A CRITICAL ANALYSIS
Raghavendra C.R., & Vijay V Research scholar,
Bharathiar University. Coimbatore, Tamilnadu.
ABSTRACT

The present paper primarily deals with
“empowerment of women” in India and throws
light on particularly” agency approach “to
measure women empowerment. Divided into three
sections, this paper presents the illustration of
modern approach to empowerment an overview of
the efforts put in India for empowering women
and analyses the degree of achievement of
empowerment by adopting some of the modern
indicators. This paper hinges fundamentally on
secondary sources of data related to India,
published by National Family Health Survey,
National Sample Survey Organization and some of
the research papers.
Keywords: Empowerment, Agency, Gender Gap, Access
to Resources, Control over
Introductio
n:
The concept of “empowerment” traces its history in the
mid-17th century with the legalistic meaning “to invest
with authority”. Thereafter, this concept was modernized
to mean “to enable or permit”. After 1980s, the novel
concept of measuring economic development through
“human
development”
focusing
on
“political
empowerment” linkage with feminist discourse went a
long way in shaping the idea of “women’s
empowerment”. During 1990‟s economists argued that
“development if not engendered, is endangered” and the
major component of the global society i.e. women are
left outside the purview of the fruits of development and
planning, we cannot achieve the desired goal of a
“developed status” of an economy, whether it is
developed or developing. The United Nations has shown
concern for women empowerment evident in
“Millennium Development Goals” to trace the progress
of women empowerment across the world.
Methodology:
This paper prepared o n secondary
sources of data related to India, published by National
Family Health Survey, National Sample Survey
Organization and some of the research papers.

Objectives:
 To know the Different Approaches to
Empowerment
 To know the Evaluation of empowerment
 To know the Educational attainment of Women
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To know the Women Empowerment and Gender
equality

Approaches to Empowerment: We know well that in
general terms, the position of women in society is still
low compared to their counterparts. Particularly in
developing countries women have to face “the glass
ceiling”. The major reason being the discrimination
between man and woman on the basis of sex has created
various types of gender biases. Hence, efforts were made
to remove discrimination against females and to establish
equality has become the part of the global movement
emphasized in all the four World Conferences on Women
including the Beijing Conference in 1995. The World
Bank has identified empowerment as one of the key
constituent elements of poverty reduction and as a
primary development assistance goal. The promotion of
women’s empowerment as a development goal is based
on the dual argument that social justice is an important
aspect of human welfare. The Policy Research Report of
the World Bank has also identified gender equality both
as a development objective and as a means to promote
growth, reduce poverty and promote better governance.
Beijing Declaration (1995) presented women’s
empowerment as a key strategy for development and
stated that “women’s full participation on the basis of
equality in all spheres of society, including participation
in the decision making process and access to power are
fundamental for the achievement of equality,
development and peace. Another line of thought in
development literature has promoted „social inclusion‟ in
the institutions as the key pathway to empowerment of
individuals and capitalism top-down approaches to
development and /or poverty itself are seen as sources of
disempowerment. This process of social inclusion was
viewed as a process that removes the institutional barriers
and the enhancement of incentives to increase the access
of diverse individuals and groups to assets and
development opportunities (Beteta Hanny,2006). The
growth of civil society and participatory development
methods at both macro and micro levels of society were
also proposed as the mechanisms by which
empowerment could take place. This approach to
empowerment focuses on State and Civil Society
institutions and interpersonal gender dynamics within the
household as a part of the equation of social exclusion
and in need of directed efforts at change.
The Modern Approach: In recent years the concept of
“empowerment” was modified to include “the power in
plural form as “powers”. This “powers” approach was
picked up by several feminist bodies and development
NGOs which have argued that empowerment process
should be broken down in four levels of power – power
over, power to, power with and power within. A revised
definition of poverty during the reforms period brought
out a new dimension of empowerment.
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Haschemi and Schuler (1993) have identified six
dimensions of empowerment based on activities of
women identified as important for their day-to-day
functioning. The concept “Poverty” was also redefined as
“lack of real opportunity” and ultimately a matter of
“capability deprivation”. Hence, it was argued that the
basic objective of development was the “expansion of
human capabilities” (Jean Dreze and Amartyasen, 1995).
It was also argued that expansion of human capabilities
empowers the people and facilitates the reduction of
social and economic inequalities. Attempts were made to
separate the gender and economic components of
empowerment by combining the models of
empowerment proposed by Kabeer (1999) and England
(2000)/ Kabeer (1999) identified three main elements of
empowerment: The first one is the preconditions of
empowerment which include economic as well as human
and social resources. The second one is “achievements”.
Gender norms and economic resources must act as
preconditions to exercise the power that positively affects
the demographic outcomes. (Social Opportunities) and
also to have an independent influence on these
“achievements”. Malhotra et.al.(2002) used the definition
of empowerment suggested by Kabeer (1999) and argued
that empowerment is “the expansion of people‟s ability
to make strategic life choices in a context where this
ability was previously denied to them”. To be precise, it
could said that to be “empowered” means “to exercise
more power than other women in the same context”.
Based on these arguments, efforts were made to build
models that separate the gender and economic
components of empowerment proposed by Kabeer (1999)
and England (2000) as shown in fig.
Fig.1:Conceptual Model of Gender and Women
Empowerment

Source: Jill Williams (2005) Measuring Gender and
Women’s Empowerment Using Confirmatory Factor
Analysis, IBS Working Paper, PAC- 2005-01.
Of late, the Human Development Reports have been
emphasizing on thinking about equality in terms of
capabilities because inequalities in outcomes are largely
the product of unequal access to capabilities. The Human
Development Reports have introduced “Gender Related
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Development Index (GDI) (to measure average
achievements in long and healthy life, knowledge and a
decent standard of living which account for inequalities
between men and women) , Gender Empowerment
Measure (GEM) (which measures gender inequality) and
Gender Inequality Index (GII- Human Development
Report-2010)(which measures the losses due to gender
inequalities in reproductive health, empowerment and
labour market participation).The World Development
Report-2012 observed that greater gender equality
enhances productivity, improves development outcomes
for the next generation and make institutions more
representative. The United Nation Population Fund
(2003) believed that “gender inequality holds back
economic growth of individuals, development of
countries and the evolution of societies and economic
growth and social equality should go hand in hand. The
World Economic Forum has been publishing The Global
Gender Gap reports since 2006 and its Report- 2012
focused on three basic concepts underlying the Global
Gender Gap Index. First, it focused on measuring the
gaps between men and women rather than on levels.
Second, it captured gaps in outcome variables rather than
on gaps in means or input variables. Third, it ranked
countries according to gender equality rather than women
empowerment.
According to Census-2011, India has reached the
population of 1210 million, as against 301 million in
1951, of which 58,64,69,174 (48.5 %) were females. The
population of India accounted for 17.5% of the total
world population and occupied second place. The sex
ratio was 930 in 1971 and it has increased to 940
according to 2011 Census. The female literacy also
increased from 18.3% in 1961 to 74.0% in 2011 and a
decrease in male-female literacy gap from 26.6% in 1981
to 16.7 per cent in 2011. Women empowerment in India
is heavily dependent on many different variables that
include geographical location (rural/urban), educational
status, social status (caste and class) and age. Policies on
women empowerment exist at national, state and local
levels in many sectors including health, education,
economic opportunities, gender based violence and
political participation. The scope and coverage of the
schemes launched has been expanding that include
initiatives for economic and social empowerment of
women and for securing gender equality. The following
schemes at present are aiming at women empowerment
and gender equality in India:
 Integrated Child Development Services (ICDS)
(1975)
 Rajiv Gandhi Scheme for Empowerment of
Adolescent Girls (RGSEAG) (2010)
 The Rajiv Gandhi National Crèche Scheme for
Children of Working Mothers.
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Integrated Child Protection Scheme (ICPS)
(2009-10)
Support to Training and Employment
Programme for Women (STEP)

In spite of the effective implementation of all the above
schemes and progrmmes, there are significant gaps
between policy achievements and actual practice at the
community level. The Global Gender Gap Index (2012)
observed that India is simply not doing enough for its
women. The ranking of the country has fallen from 113
(out of 134 countries) in 2010 to 113 and out of 135
countries in 2011. However, in 2012, its ranking has
improved from 113 in 2011 to 105 with a score of 0.644
in 2012 according to the recent report of the World
Economic Forum. The World Report-2012 released by
the Human Rights Watch (Events of 2011) also observed
that social unrest and protests deepened in resource rich
areas of central and eastern India, where rapid economic
growth was accompanied by rapidly growing inequality.
Despite repeated claims of progress by the Government,
there was no significant improvement in access to health
care and education. According to the latest statistics
released by World Economic Forum(2012) indicate that
the current situation of gender gaps is alarming and India
ranks after our neighbor country Sri lanka in all subindices except in political empowerment as shown in
Table.1

Table 1: Details of Gender Gap Index 2012 (Out of
135 Countries)
India
Sri Lanka
Gender Gap Sub
- Index
Rank Score
Rank Score
Economic
Participation
123
0.4588
105
0.5596
and
Opportunity
Educational
121
0.8525
108
0.9946
Attainment
Health
and
134
0.9612
1
0.9796
Survival
Political
17
0.3343
22
0.3151
Empowerment
105
0.6442
39
0.7122
Source: World Economic Forum (2012) Global
Gender gap Index -2012, p.10-11.
The rankings and scores for India amply proves that it is
found in the lower rank even compared to Sri Lanka in
all sub-indexes of gender equality. India gained eight
places (from 113 rank in 2011 to 105 rank in 2012) as a
result of improvements in the educational attainments
and political empowerment. Among the BRIC
economies, India is the lowest ranked featured in the
index. The report has observed that the persistent health,
education and economic participation gaps are acting as
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detrimental
forces
to
India‟s
growth.
The
disproportionate sex ratio at birth has not changed over
the past years.(WEF,2012).
Evaluation of Empowerment: Not only Global reports
have observed the above inequalities but the national
level reports have also identified that India has to go a
long way to achieve „agency‟ for women and empower
them socially and economically. Keeping the status of
women empowerment and its determinants in India, in
this paper an attempt is made to present some of the key
determinants of inequalities that exist in our country so
as to have an idea about to what extent the women are
empowered?
Educational Attainments: No doubt, India has attained
significant improvement in womens literacy which was
8.9 % in 1951, improved to 65.5 % as on 2011. As a
result the male-female gap in literacy has narrowed down
from 26.6% in 1981 to 16.7% in 2011. However, the
Human Development Report-2011 observed that the
population with at least secondary education (% age 25
and above) was only 26.6% for females as against 50.4%
for males.(Human Development Report-2011). Net
Attendance Ratio at primary and upper primary levels in
rural areas and in urban areas was found for females were
completely low during 2007-08 (India Human
Development Report-2011). Net Attendance Ratio at
higher secondary level for females was only 20.0% in
rural areas and 39.0% in urban areas. Inspite of the
implementation of programmes like „Sarva Siksha
Abhiyan, still 21.8% of the girl children (6-17 years age)
were found out of schools. Although the gender
differential in literacy has declined over time, the
differential remains high even in the youngest age group
among those 15-19 years of age, the percentage of
females who are literate (74%) is 15%, which is less than
the males (89%). The National Family Health Survery-3
(2009) observed that there are great disparities in literacy
by wealth especially for women.
Spousal Violence: Domestic violence is one of the most
common forms of gender-based violence experienced by
women across the world. Domestic violence results into
violation of human rights and economic costs. It leads to
both short term and long term detrimental effects on the
health and welfare of women and their children. Living
with constant threat of domestic violence is, as
considered by experts, acts as a source of
disempowerment of women. Domestic violence takes the
forms like emotional, physical and sexual violence by
their husbands. It was observed that 27% of currently
married women age 15-49 have experienced the violence
during a survey period of 12 months according to NFHS3. 55% of women who have experienced physical and
sexual violence reported that they were injured by their
husbands. Cuts, eye injuries, sprains, dislocations, deep
wounds, broken bones, broken teeth and other serious
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injuries were the types of injuries reported.
Conclusion: The forgoing discussion amply reveals that
though the concepts –empowerment, agency and
autonomy have been used interchangeably, in practice it
is found that they can substantially diverge from each
other and are may not reflect into the other. This
divergence tells us that there is a need for identification
of some cultural factors having bearing on empowerment
and autonomy. There is a need to understand that the
concepts of empowerment and autonomy are sufficiently
different. As the data presented in the above tables
exhibited, still a large part of women do not have
sufficient autonomy regarding the value choices for their
own life. The data also makes us to infer that there is a
necessity to look beyond economic resources or material
prosperity and into cultural and social influences, which
are playing a significant role in shaping the women’s
autonomy and agency. Again, it is also true that though
not the women’s empowerment and autonomy have a
link with women’s access to resources or material wellbeing, it is to be accepted that there is a variety of
potential connections and there exists various forms of
linkages among these variables. Hence, the answer for
the question “Are women really empowered in India” is
nothing but “not yet to the desired level”
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62.A STUDY ON WAGE AND SALARY
ADMINISTRATION AT BANGALORE
CITY
Mrs. Shamala.D., Lecturer in Department of
Commerce & Management, Baldwin Women’s
Methodist College, Bangalore – 560 025
Introduction to wage and salary administration
Employees’ compensation is one of the major
determinants of employee satisfaction in an organization.
The compensation policy and the reward system of an
organization are viewed by the employee as indicators of
the management’s attitude and concern for them. It is not
just the compensation in tote, but its fairness as perceived
by the employees that determines the success of a wage
and salary administration system. Hence, it very
important for the management to design and implement
its compensation system with utmost care and tact. A
good wage and salary administration should be able to
attract and retain employees, give them fair deal, keep the
organization competitive and motivate employees to
perform their best. Wage and salary determination and its
administration has always remains sensitive issue for an
organizational management, since employees moral,
motivation, productivity and their relationship with the
management more or less associated with the
compensation management system. Furthermore
compensation has always remained as a major yardstick
for the success or failure or concern for the employees by
an organization. Traditionally, pay scales in companies
reflected the importance of the work and the
responsibility level. Today organization tries more to
assess the worth of an individual in terms of his
performance and contribution to the organization. With
the growing demands of the workforce and the constant
challenges in the business environment, organizations
have to evolve an accurate system for evaluating jobs and
assessing their worth. Job evaluation helps to determine
the relative worth of job in an organization in a
systematic, consistent and accurate manner. It also helps
in estimating the basic pay for each job in accordance
with the importance of the job in the organizational
hierarchy. Once basic pay is determined, the rewards,
incentives and benefits attached with the pay, position
and performance are also determined. The basic wage,
incentives and rewards and benefits, together from
compensation package of an employee.
Meaning of Research
According to the Merriam-Webster online Dictionary
“Research is a studious inquiry or examination;
especially investigation or experimentation aimed at the
discovery and interpretation of facts, revision of accepted
theories or laws in the light of new facts, or practical
application of such new or revised theories or laws”.
Research is a careful investigation or enquiry especially
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through search for new facts in any branch of knowledge;
it is an art of scientific investigation. It is regarded as a
systematic effort to gain new knowledge.
Meaning of Research Design
A detailed outline of how an investigation will take
place. A research design will typically include how data
is to be collected, what instruments will be employed,
how the instruments will be used and the intended means
for analyzing data collected.
It is defined as the “The process used to collect
information and data for the purpose of making business
decisions. The methodology may include publication
research, interviews, surveys and other research
techniques, and could include both present and historical
information.”
Statement of the problem:
Wage and Salary is an important aspect of human
resources as it helps:
 Retain and motivate employees.
 Appraise individual performance.
There are few challenges which the company is facing
while administering wage and salary keeping in view the
needs of the employees.
Objectives of the study:
 To study the various policies of the organization
regarding wage and salary fixation.
 To know the satisfaction level of the employees with
the salary offered by the company.
 To understand the inadequacies in the company’s
salary administration techniques.
 To study various benefits offered by the organization
with salary.
Need for the study :
 To study the various policies of the organization
regarding wage and salary fixation.
 To know the satisfaction level of the employees with
the salary offered by the company.
 To understand the inadequacies in the company’s
salary administration techniques.
 To study various benefits offered by the organization
with salary.
Research Methodology:
It is the data that has not previously published, the data
that is derived from new or original research study and
collected at the source. The method used in this study is
questionnaire, survey method and observation method.
Findings
 Majority of the respondents were male.
 Majority of the respondents, have a work experience
of 0-5 years in the organization.
 Most of the employees say that the salary is based on
their qualification and skill.
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Employees say that they are appreciated for their
targets achieved.
Most of the employees are given house rent
allowance.
Employees feel that they are satisfied with the wage
and salary structure of the organization.
Majority of the employees say that the welfare
facilities help in maintaining a good relationship
with employees.
Most of the employees say that they are satisfied
with the working hours of the organization.
All employees are given increments in the
organization.
Most of the employees get increments yearly in the
organization.
The employees feel that they are provided
increments on the basis of performance only.
Majority of respondents say that they are satisfied
with the facilities provided by the organization.
None of the employees do overtime in the
organization.
Since the employees do not do over time, they have
no opinion no overtime salary.
Most of the employees say that they are motivated
by salary increase.
Employees feel that incentives will influence their
performance.
All employees are entitled to festive bonus in the
organization.
Majority of respondents do not receive cash bonuses
in addition to their salary.
Most of the respondents’ salary has increased in the
organization.
Employees feel that their jobs responsibilities are
clearly defined.
All respondents are offered sick leave in the
organization.
Employees feel their jobs is secure.
Respondents feel that the H.R. calmly provides
solution to any problem.
Most of the respondents say they want to continue
their job because of job security in the organization.
Conclusion
 The findings show that most of the
employees in the organization have positive
attitude towards the company.
 Still, there are some areas where the
employees are neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied. The company has to consider
such key areas and find out the employees
requirements for better effectiveness in
achieving organizational goals.
 Wage and salary administration is a key to
smooth employer – employee relations. The
basic objective of wage and salary
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administration is to provide better life and
health to the workers, to make the workers
happy and satisfied by providing them
salary according to their education
qualification and skill. It also helps in
improving the intellectual, cultural and
material conditions of bonus for their
achievements.
 Wage and salary also helps in motivating an
employee to do his job better or to increase
the productivity, this ensures that a worker
shows full involvement towards his job, it
promotes healthy industry relations thereby
maintaining industrial peace.
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63.FOOD TOURISM AND CONSUMER
BEHAVIOUR
George Jaison,Asso. Professor,Mahajana Tourism
Development Institute, Mysore
Introduction:
Food has many roles to play for consumers: it is
functional (sustaining life); it plays a key role in our
celebrations; it is a conduit for socializing; it is
entertaining; it is sensuous and sensual; and it is a way of
experiencing new cultures and countries. For many, food
becomes highly experiential (i.e. much more than
functional) when it is part of a travel experience, it can
become sensuous and sensual, symbolic and ritualistic,
and can take on new significance and meaning. Even the
most basic meal can be etched in memory forever when it
is eaten when surrounded by awe-inspiring scenery or at
the end of a special day exploring a new city. You would
expect, then, that an understanding of tourists' food
consumption and experiences would be a highly studied
area of hospitality and tourism studies. However, studies
of food and tourism are largely limited to food safety and
hygiene issues analyses of food and wine festival
attendance supply-side issues such as business networks
food production and tourism and cross-promotion
between food and tourism or the impacts of tourism on
regional or national cuisine. Even more established
disciplines studying the 'human element' of food
consumption such as anthropology, sociology or cultural
studies have done little to explore the consumptive
experiences of tourists. Because of the paucity of
established research in this area, this chapter focuses on
providing some a priori frameworks for consumer
behaviour research in food tourism. Despite this, some
details of food tourists and their behaviour are available
from a disparate and largely unrelated range of sources,
and this chapter also attempts to paint a picture of food
tourism consumer behaviour on the basis of existing
research.
Consumer behaviour research is important for
stakeholders in wine tourism because it can help provide
important insights into who the wine tourist is, what
motivates them to visit a winery, take a guided tour,
attend a wine festival or purchase wine and why, thus
allowing marketers and managers to effectively target
and develop markets.
The same can also be said of food tourism stakeholders
such as restaurant and cafe owners, cookery school
providers, festival organizers, hotel and resort managers,
bed and breakfast operators, and food producers. By
understanding how tourists make their decisions to
purchase and/or consume food products we will be able
to gain a better understanding of when we need to
intervene in their decision-making process. Appropriate
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intervention can, in turn, be used to persuade them to
purchase 'our' food products and services.
Consumer behaviour research is the study of
why people, either individually or in groups, buy the
product they do and how they make their decision. Such
research therefore examines a range of, internal (e.g.
motivation, attitudes and beliefs, learning, lifestyles and
personality) and external (e.g. demographics, reference
groups and culture) influences on decision making (e.g.
purchase decision, choice, brand awareness and loyalty,
evaluation and post-purchase decisions) and, more
recently, the consumption experience (e.g. the occasion,
consumption setting and benefits gained from the
experience). Research on consumer behaviour is
interdisciplinary, drawing on concepts and theories from
such fields as psychology, sociology, social psychology,
marketing, cultural anthropology, economics, media
studies, cultural studies and geography. While there
appear to be few studies relating specifically to food and
tourism, these disciplines have studied the consumption
of food more generally and undoubtedly provide a useful
basis for research into food tourism.
Consumer profiles of food tourists:
It is widely recognized that tourists provide a significant
proportion of the market for restaurants and cafes around
the world, including empirical evidence from France the
UK, New Zealand and the USA . Further, some tourism
authorities have undertaken research that includes eating
out as an activity for various segments of the travel
market. For instance, Tourism New Zealand identified
that dining out is the most commonly cited activity for
international visitors ahead of both general sightseeing
However, despite the positive contribution that tourists
clearly make to restaurant profitability, there is little
published research on how this market is constructed.
This view is echoed in the comments of the Economic
Planning Group of Canada who state that, while they
have been able to find a considerable amount of material
on wine tourism from around the world,
Demographic profiles
As a result of this lack of direct research into food
tourism, there are few insights into the demographic
characteristics of food tourists, and those insights that do
exist are largely superficial. One area in which some
marketing research has been conducted is with respect to
farmers' and produce markets and farm outlets. Research
by the UK National Association of Farmers' Markets
suggests that the typical customer falls into the AB
(upper/middle class) or Cl (lower middle class)
socioeconomic group - working people with high
disposable incomes.
A full 86% of the produce buyers surveyed for The
Packer Fresh Trends edition were women. Women are
more sensitive to price than men and are more likely to
try new or unusual fruits and vegetables. The percentage
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of women making purchasing decisions in households
with children under 18 is a whopping 99%.
Psychographic profile
While demographics can provide the basis for simple
segmentation of food tourist markets, psychographic data
(such as motives, lifestyles, interests, attitudes and
values) allow the researcher to add 'vitality to consumer
profiles that cannot easily be captured by demographies'.
In the absence of any research dedicated to identifying
the psychographic profile of food tourists, data relating
specifically to food tourists is once again relatively
scarce. A search of the existing studies, however, allows
an, albeit fragmentary, picture to emerge of some of the
lifestyles, attitudes and values of food tourists.
Motivation
One of the most elementary typologies of tourists that
uses motivation relating to wine tourists: specialist
versus general tourist. While the general wine tourist is
'one who visits a vineyard, winery, wine festival or wine
show for the purpose of recreation', the specialist wine
tourist is 'one who visits a vineyard, winery, wine festival
or wine show for the purpose of recreation and whose
primary motivation is a specific interest in grape wine or
grape wine-related phenomena'. This definition therefore
excludes the tour party whose key motivation was
certainly not wine per se, but the desire to have a relaxing
day out. Those with a high interest in vacation activities
associated with wine and cuisine were considerably more
likely to also have sought out vacation experiences that
fall into the following categories:
Personal indulgence: To visit a popular, trendy place; To
visit casinos and gamble; To experience the good life fine cuisine, being pampered; To experience city life.'
Exploration: To visit historical sites and important places
in history; To see
natural wonders and important natural sites.'
Romance and relaxation: To rest, relax and recuperate;
For intimacy and
romance; To spend quality time with family away from
home.'
Travel lifestyle
Lifestyle research is closely related to motivation, in that
the lifestyle choices made by an individual are the
manifestation of their external and internal travel
motivations.
Activities of high cuisine and wine interest respondents
A higher level of participation than moderate or low
interest respondents in outdoor activities such as water
sports. However, the association was much stronger with
cultural and entertainment activities, particularly:
Shopping and dining High arts e.g. ballet, opera Gardens
and natural attractions Concerts, carnivals and festivals
Gambling, horse and auto racing
Accommodations of high cuisine and wine interest
respondents More likely to stay at:
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• A B&B [bed and breakfast], spa or
accommodation at a gourmet - restaurant
• A seaside resort
• A ski resort
• A lakeside or wilderness lodge
• A cookery or wine tasting school
These choices clearly reflect the motivations above. For
example, B&Bs, spas or accommodation at a gourmet
restaurant are most often associated with 'romance and
relaxation' and/or 'personal indulgence'.
Attitudes and values
An examination of the wider attitudes and values of food
tourists provides invaluable information for marketers
wishing to promote food tourism. Attitudes and values
are critical determinants in the decision making of
consumers, as these are much more enduring and
engrained than motivations, which are derived from
immediate need Value segmentation is viewed as an
important tool in the targeting of markets and, as a result,
a number of commercial tools have been developed in
response to its utility.
'Socially aware' and 'Visible achiever' visitors are most
likely to be attracted by food and wine tourism products)
Socially aware
1) Tertiary educated
2) Professional/managerial
3) Public servants, politicians and researchers
4) Well educated
5) Attracted to things new and innovative
6) 'Learning a living' rather than earning a living
7) Seek education and knowledge.
Visible achievers
1) Around forty years old
2) Wealth creators
3) Traditional values about home, work and society
4) Work for financial reward and job stimulation
5) Look for quality and value for money
6) Direct interest in public affairs, economy and
politics.
'Midlife households' (forty-five to sixty-five years, single
or married with children under sixteen) that have food
and wine as core tourism activities. 'Young optimists' and
'Traditional family life', also have sub segments with a
strong interest in food and wine tourism: 'young singles'
and 'midlife households', respectively.
An experiential view of food tourism
In the l980s the 'experiential view' emerged in consumer
behaviour research as it was recognized that the purchase
and consumption of many goods and services had a
hedonistic nature. The traditional model of consumer
behaviour did not recognize the special nature of
products and services that have a hedonic component,
such as wine, leisure activities and pleasure travel. When
purchasing these products decision making is not always
based on problem solving ather, decisions are often the
result of 'primary process thinking': 'fun, amusement,
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fantasy, arousal, sensory stimulation and enjoyment in
much the same way that a baby seeks immediate
gratification'. By recognizing the significance of these
primary processes, the 'experiential view' identifies the
'stream of consciousness or sensory, imaginal and
affective complex that accompanies a tourist experience'
'it is becoming increasingly difficult to distinguish
between consumption of experiences and the experience
of consumption'.
Eating out is certainly an excellent example of
experiential consumption. Appreciating good food and
drink has always been one way of standing out from the
crowd. An essential part of that is the ability to discuss
the enjoyment of taste and the object to which it relates.
The experience of dining has acquired an accentuatedly
aesthetic nature now that food is very much meant to
gratify the eye as well. 'In the visual sense, food portions
at their best are like abstract art - at least in the aesthetics
of nouvelle cuisine. Likewise, given that music or movies
resemble dining in that they are one-off acts of
consumption, we also have to wonder where the familiar
borderline now runs in their cases too.
Involvement and the experience of food
One concept that might be used to explain some of the
differences observed between various food consumption
experiences (i.e. eating at home compared with eating
out, compared with eating out while on vacation) is that
of product or leisure involvement. as an unobservable
state of motivation, arousal or interest toward a
recreational activity or associated product ... In other
words, involvement refers to how we think about our
leisure and recreation, and it affects our behavior as well.
Leisure involvement has usually been treated as a
multifaceted construct including attraction, sign [symbolism], centrality, and risk.
Involvement is an important concept in tourism as the
decision-making process for tourism requires a high level
of involvement found that while most 'products' score
low in all areas of involvement, leisure activities always
have involvement. This distinction between products and
leisure activities is important for food consumption as the
nature of the consumption experience determines how
food and the experience of eating is viewed. Eating has a
functional component (in that it provides sustenance)
(Beardswoith and~Keil, 1997) and in our day-to-day
eating there is a tendency to treat food as a functional
product. However, eating is also a very culturally
ascribed function
Rich in symbolism and meaning: The higher the level
of involvement in food and eating (and sometimes
cooking), the greater the symbolism and the deeper the
meaning.
Eating out, for example, in certain circumstances has
more symbolic aspects than eating in. It can transform
emotions into commodities which are sold back to use
i.e. a romantic dinner for two or a celebratory dinner,
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while restaurants are a 'place ballet' where both the
provider and the consumer act in a highly choreographed
and symbolic manner When on vacation the meaning of
eating is further intensified as the very nature of the
travel experience heightens our sensory awareness and
imagination, and the high level of involvement tends to
lead to greater symbolic significance Indeed, the sensory
awareness of place is now being used by marketing
agencies in a further attempt to build both a relationship
with potential customers and differentiate places in a
crowded tourism destination market place.
Of course, food consumption with high involvement may
not be limited to eating out and/or eating out while on
vacation. Special occasions at home (such as birthday
parties, dinner parties, anniversaries and family reunions)
can also have high levels of involvement. 'kitchen table
tourism' has replaced 'armchair tourism' as form of
vicarious exploration, where eating at ethnic restaurants,
cooking from ethnic cook books and watching food and
travel television shows allows us to travel without
leaving our home, town or city. Vicarious exploration
means that we can have the same emotional and
symbolic experience of a vacation before leaving home
or after returning from a vaction.
The diners at ethnic restaurants don't go just for the food.
They also hunger for an exotic dining experience. Ethnic
restaurants offer an effortless journey to a distant land
where the waiter recites a menu of alien delights in
charmingly accented English. The patrons of ethnic
restaurants are gastronomic tourists.
While the above discussion suggests that the occasion is
critical in determining the level of involvement related to
food consumption, involvement clearly also varies
between individuals.
Conclusion:
Studies of consumer behaviour in the area of food
tourism are rare and, as a result, the picture we have of
the food tourist is, at best, sketchy. This chapter has
attempted to provide an analysis of the research currently
available and has proposed a typology of food tourist,
that uses the concepts of and involvement in an attempt
to explain some of the behaviour of various food tourism
sectors. It is clear, however, that a considerable amount
of research is required more effectively to understand
food tourism consumer behaviour.
References:
1) Food tourism around the world – C.
Michael Hall
2) Wine and food tourism - Hall C.M &
Johnson J
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64.EMERGING TRENDS IN E-TOURISM
&
E-HOSPITALITY - A STUDY ON
SOFTWARE’S USED IN HOTELS AND
ITS NECESSITY.

Food and Beverage : Computerization in F & B module
reduces lot of paper work and telephone communications
to front office in cost.It helps in KOT and billing. It helps
in menu planning, analyzing the sales of outlets,sales per
cover, sale of particular dish, report generation, recipe
management. etc.,

PAUL IRUTHAYARAJ, H o D - MTA,
Mahajana Tourism Development Institute,
Mysore, Karnataka, India

Food Production:In kitchen the dishes ordered can be
displayed with huge VDU so that the preparation of the
particular dish ordered can be prepared without delay.
Using

Introduction:
Need for Computerization in Hotels: Computerisation
in hotels is a basic necessity. All the star category hotels
are computerized. Now all the hotels are going for
PMS.PMS is a software which connects all the
departments which becomes easily accessible which
helps in preparing bills is food and beverage outlet,
maintain a standard recipe in food production
department, Inventory in stores, to track KOT in
restaurants, To avoid misunderstanding among
employees. To avoid these problems in mind, Property
management system is necessary in Hotels.
Hotel – Property Management software :Property
management software is integrated software which has
applications to manage entire operational and non
operational departments of a hotel. Although the
components difer
Front Office Applications: In front office the
applications is useful in Reservations’, Rooms
Management that is to check the status of the Guest
Room .Using HMS the status of the rooms can be check
by the click of the button which will be displayed in the
monitor. Electronic locking system that is the Guest
room keys which are designed like a credit card called
key card which can be used for the guest rooms. Guest
accounting application equips the control over guest
accounts. The setting of credit limit, expected check out
time, discounts allotted all these things makes easy to
settlement of bills. Revenue Management or yield
Management helps in forecasting the business.POS is
called as Point of Sales is electronic cash register where
ever sales happens it is automatically added to the guest
bill. Telephone call can be controlled by hotel either the
local and long distance calls, a call accounting system
helps in doing this.
Housekeeping: HMS helps in keeping a check on rooms
as and when the rooms are cleaned by housekeeping
staff. As the rooms are ready the staff in the
housekeeping control desk updates the status of the
rooms which is ready for sale.HMS helps in
purchase,inventory,log noting,lost and found etc.,

Sales and Marketing: In automated sales office the
salesman can immediately access the rooms information.
Booking and Cancellation can be decided instantly
without delay. The information is updated automatically
so that there may not be errors in sales. Market segment,
present status,sales data, lost business, tentative booking
everything will be available in computer so that the
marketing department can work very focused.
Accounting: Accounts receivable accounts payable, pay
roll, transactions, inventory control, purchasing and
budgeting all are easy to work with HMS.
Engineering: Processing of work orders, prioritizing, cost
and the equipments required and available can be using
the Property Management systems.
Human Resource: Employee’s data management
is
improved by using a PMS. Such as designation, date of
joining, salary, deductions, taxes, performance,
appraisals, promotions and be accessed easily using
PMS.

Examples of Hotel Management systems.
MICROS: MICROS Systems with its is the world’s
leader in developing HMS and retail industries. MICROS
deal with restaurants, hotels ,leisure resorts,
entertainment and other hospitality industries. The key
features of MICROS are POS, Case management, Price
Management, Reports,smart keys control, control of
digital menu boards, comprehensive reporting. guest
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service solution, examples of MICROS are MICRO 3700
POS,MICRO KDS.
OPERA ENTERPRISE SOLUTIONS.
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3.Gupta .A.K, Management Information Systems.
4.Jawadker.W.S, Management Information Systems.
5.www.expresshospitality.com.
6.www.scribd.com.

This
gives
products
suitable
for
single
hotels,chains,global,multi brand hotels.Key features of
Opera are global prespective which supports multi
language and multi currency.It features with automatic
rate control,automatic inventory control,full reservation
functionality, Agents making reservations where
automatically gives the specified rates according to the
agent.Managing group and block reservations are easy to
operate.This system allows to customize the flow of sales
process.It gives multi property rate display,with
alternative dates available with its efficient
searching.Reports and logs are easy for data analysis.Few
products of opera are Opera Express,Opera Lite,Opera
property management systems.
IDSEstablished in 1987 is the Asia’s largest dedicated
provider of integrated PMS.It comes with ISO 9001:
2008 certified company that as its presence in more than
40 countries.key features of IDS are Front office
mgmt,F& B costing,Material Management,POS,Sales
and Marketing,HR and pay roll,Maintainence Mgmt.It
comes with name Fortune Next.

Conclusion: Property Management system Interfaces,
Micro computer interfaces, Point of sales etc.,
Housekeeping Applications include, Guest room status,
Housekeeping update report, Inventory etc., Food and
Beverage Department Module consists of point of sales,
recipe management, inventory control, outlets
performance etc., Sales and Marketing department
preparation of sales report, plans for off season
promotion etc., PMS has accounting applications which
helps to prepare pay roll, purchasing, Inventory etc.,
Engineering dept uses the software for Repairs order,
priority, cost, and to check the availability of equipments
and parts. Human resource dept uses the PMS for
employee details, tax deductions, staff performance and
promotions. A variety of PMS are available in the
market, both in India and Abroad. This paper will have
details of a few in details in this paper. Examples of PMS
Software’s
are
Micros,IDS,Fortune,Opera,Fidelio,Hotelogix,Datamanne
t and Hotel Management systems. These software have
become a necessity not only luxury hotels but even in
budget hotels.
References:
1.Arora.A Bhatia,Information Systems for Managers.
2.Brien.O.J and G.M Marakas,Management Information
Systems.
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65.WOMEN EMPOWERMENT IN
KANNADA SHORT STORIES
Dr.Ashwathamma.K, Dept of Kannada,Al-Ameen
College, Bangalore-27
ABSTRACT
Women writers in Kannada literature have written a
number of literary works that highlight the status of
women in society. They try to draw out the social norms
that confine women to derogatory positions in the family
and society and attempt to educate the people on the
various adversities faced by women. Some of the most
well-known women writers in Kannada literature are
discussing this paper. The women characters that Vaidehi
and Vina portray are freer emotionally than earlier.
Vina's "Higondu Kathe" portrays an unwed mother who
feels that giving birth to a child is the right of every
woman. Vina's protagonist and Vaidehi's Akku, another
woman character in a story with the same title, are female
characters who feel that their lives do not have to be
determined by the requirements of men. The connection
of this freedom to economic factors is also significant.
All the characters in Triveni's and Rajalakshmi's fiction
are housewives, dependent on their husbands for income.
Vina's and Vaidehi's characters who show freedom of
choice have independent sources of income. The
difference also indicates the change that has taken place
in the status of middle-class women in the last 20 years.
Many of the contradictions in women's position still need
to be addressed. But in this paper I am discussing vaidehi
wrote ‘Akku’, Banu Mushtaq wrote‘Devaru and
Apagatha’.vaidehi wrote ‘Akku’, Banu Mushtaq
wrote‘Devaru and Apagatha’. Both the Kannada short
stories depict empowered woman in rural areas. They
live life according to the own terms rather than
depending on others mercy. They know how to stand up
for themselves.
Literally the terms empowerment means ability to make
one’s own choice or take one’s own decisions. Here both
the women made their own choice took their own
decisions.
About the Author: Banu Mushtaq is a well-known
Kannada writer and a social activist from Karnataka. She
has won numerous awards for her literary works and
social activism, including the International Women’s
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Award for Radio and Television, Karnataka Women
Writers’ Association’s Gudibandde Poornima Best
Poetess Award, Karnataka Women’s Writers’
Association’s H.V. Savitramma Dattinidhi Award,
Karnataka Government’s Rajyotsava award for
Literature, Karnataka Sahitya Akademi Award, Akhil
Bharatiya Jain Women’s Mahastambhshekha Award,
Karnataka Kalpavalli Award and B. Sarojadevi Award.
The Kannada film Haseena, based on a story of a Muslim
woman written by her and directed by the well-known
Girish Kasaravalli, won many national awards and was
screened in international film festivals. Author of many
short-story collections, novels and poetry anthologies,
Banu has served as member, Karnataka Sahitya
Akademi; advisory board member, Central Sahitya
Akademi, state secretary, Kannada Sahitya Parishad; and
secretary, District Committee of Kannada Developmental
Authority. The Karnataka State Information and
Publicity Department has produced a documentary on
Banu Mushtaq’s life and achievements. Banu Mushtaq
lives in Hassan, a small town in Karnataka, where she
works as an advocate and remains involved in social
movements.
The famous woman’s Kannada writer Banu Mushtaq
write a short story entitled “Devaru and Apagatha” (God
and Accident).Mariambee is a widow, who lives with her
married daughter and grandchild. Mariambee eks out her
living by washing dead bodies of women called Ghusul
in Arabic. When she failed to get work for many days,
where there is not even a dust of coffee powder in the
kitchen, she prays the whole night. Next day she speaks
to Kareem, he is also in the same profession. Kareem
tells her that, when he does not get work, he takes a sharp
weapon (knife) and digs the tomb and comes back to
sleep, next day he gets work.Mariambee does what
Kareem told her.
Next day the coffee garden owner invites her to perform
ghusul on three women who died in an accident.
The story is about the circumstances of poverty, forcing
people to take refuge in the death of others, to earn their
daily bread. The irony of life and death. The irony of life
and death seeking to swine through the deaths of others.
The story is a saga of struggle, self respect and
empowerment in spite of odds in life.
The story depicts the life of a strong and empowered
woman from Muslim community, who live in utter
poverty. After the completion of the task, where she is
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offered food, she thinks of her starving daughter and
grandchild, feels very guilty.
Later an elderly lady from the house gives clothes and
some grains; she comes back to home and feed her
starving daughter, who is unable to swallow the food due
to weakness.
The summary of the above story
 Mariam Bee is an empowered and self
respecting woman. In spite of poverty she works
rather than stealing or begging.
 She is a single woman without any support from
a man.
 Her magnanimity is such that despite the
desperate situation in which she exits. She
supports her married daughter and grandchild.
 She knows how to swim against the tide.
Kannada literature has a lot of woman writers, working
about woman. Vaidehi is a recognized personality in
Kannada short stories. She has been born in Kundapur in
Udupi district, her pet name is Janaki. A versatile writer,
she writes short fiction, novels, essays, children’s plays
and poems. She is one of the most successful women
writers in the language and a recipient of prestigious
national and state-level literary awards.Her short story
‘Akku ‘depicts the society’s attitude towards a forsaken
wife and Akku the forsaken woman’s saga of bravery,
self respect and empowerment.
Akku is a woman whose husband’s alive or death is not
known to anyone. But she dresses up like a married
woman, whose husband is alive (sumangali), wears a
bindi, mangalsutra and flowers in her hair. She breaks all
the stereotypes of a single woman, not only by dressing
up like a sumangali. But also attending all the village
functions. When people ask her about her husband’s
where about, she angrily replies by saying that she buried
him alive. Hence she cannot stand nonsense from society
and stand up for herself.
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pregnancy and her relationship with the neighbor’s
husband.
The story can be summarized like this:
 Akku is a strong woman does not tolerate
unwanted questions from a society.
 The society’s attitude towards a single woman.
Akku’s humiliation in public for example.
 She is bold enough to participate in village
functions, dressed like a sumangali (married
women with her husband alive) breaking the
stereotypes.
 She does not forgive her husband, even after his
apologies to her on his return. She prefers to live
her life on her own terms, also demonstrates that
she does not require a man in her life.
Conclusion: Literally the terms empowerment means ability
to make one’s own choice or take one’s own decisions. Here
both the women made their own choice took their own
decisions.
Reference books:
1. Devaru & Apaghata: Banu mushtaq
2. Akku: Vaidehi

The writer describes Akku’s looks as very average .but
she knows how to hold her head high in the society when
she is told not to dress up like a Sumangali; she shows
her anger by tearing her clothes in public. Akku’s
situation is bad, as everyone in the story humiliates her.
One day Akku’s husband, who had taken sanyas, returns
and apologizes for leaving, asks for one more chance to
make amends. But Akku’s response was different. When
at night he tries to approach her, she tells lies about her
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66.CONSUMER PROTECTION ;
PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF KSCDRC
Dr.G.R. Junnaykar . Associate Professor in Commerce
,Stc Arts And Commerce College Banhatti.
The Consumer Protection Act is a benevolent social
legislation that lays down the rights of the consumers.
The first and the only Act of its kind in India, has
enabled ordinary consumers to secure less expensive and
often speedy redressal of their grievances. By spelling
out the rights and remedies of the consumers in a market
so far dominated by organized manufacturers and traders
of goods and providers of various types of services, the
Act makes the dictum, caveat emptor (‘buyer beware’) a
thing of the past.
The Act mandates establishment of Consumer Protection
Councils at the Centre as well as in each State and
District, with a view to promoting consumer awareness.
The Central Council is headed by Minster, In-charge of
the Department of Consumer Affairs in the Central
Government and the State Councils by the Minister Incharge of the Consumer Affairs in the State
Governments. It also provides for a 3-tier structure of the
National and State Commissions and District Forums for
speedy resolution of consumer disputes At present, there
are 629 District Forums and 35 State Commissions with
the National Consumer Disputes Redressal Commission
(NCDRC) at the apex. Each District Forum is headed
District Judge. State Commission is headed by Judge
of High Court. The National Commission is headed by a
sitting or retired Judge of the Supreme Court of India.
The following table No1 clearly states that, where the
case should be filed based on the limit of compensation
amount.
Table No1 shows the limit of compensation.
S.No Forum
Limit of compensation
1
District
Less than 20 lakhs.
2
State
Above 20 lakhs less than 1
crore
3
National
Above 1 crore.
Source; Annual reports of state level consumer forum
2014.
If a customer expecting the compensation up to Rs20
lacks should file the case in district forum if the expected
compensation is up to 1 crore should file the case in state
forum. For above Rs. 1 crore compensation should file
the case at National forum. For any service the customer
should bear some expenditure this payment of
expenditure is as follows.
Table No2 Shows Fees structure for filing the cases at
different levels.
SNo Forums
Fees structure
1
State commission 50 % of the amount payable
to the victim ordered by
district forum of Rs 25000
Whichever is less.
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2

National
commission

50% amount payable to the
victim ordered by state
commission of Rs 35,000
whichever is less.
3
Supreme court
Appeal can be filed only
when an appellant has
deposited 50% of the
amount ordered by district
forum to the complainant or
Rs 50,000 whichever is less
Source; Annual reports of state level consumer forum
2014
HOW TO PAY COMPLAINT FILING FEES
[SECTION 12(2)]In the form of crossed Demand Draft
drawn on a nationalized bank or through crossed Indian
Postal Order drawn in favors of the Registrar of the State
Commission and payable at place where the State
Commission is situated. The concerned District Forum
shall deposit the amount of fee so received in the state
government receipt account (Rule 9-A)
PROCEDUREFOR FILING THE APPEALS
Appeal should made against the order passed by
the District
Forum,
State
Commission National
Commission, Supreme Court, within a period of 30 days
from the date of an order. An appeal may be entertained
after expiry of period provides Forum/Commission
concerned is satisfied with cause of delay. Procedure for
filing an appeal is the same as that of complaint, except
that the application should be accompanied by the orders
of the District Forum or the State Commission or the
National Commission, as the case may be. The reasons
for filing the appeal should be clearly specified.
It is wrong notion in every customer mind that, any
case may filed in India finds verdict after the customers
death. But in order to alleviate this preconceived notion
the authority has prescribed a particular schedule to
dispose of the cases as early as possible. Table 3 denotes
the schedule of disposal of complaints.
Table No3 TIME SCHEDULE FOR DISPOSAL OF
COMPLAINTS/APPEALS
S.No Nature of case
Period of disposal
1
Complaints
Within
3
months
without testing
2
Complaints
Within 5 months with
testing
3
Appeals
Within 90 days.
Source; Annual reports of NCRDC 2014.
Every complaint decided within 3 months from the date
of receipt of notice by opposite party, where there is no
requirement for testing of sample etc. In the event of
such a requirement, the prescribed time is 5 months.
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Appeals disposed of within a period of 90 days. The
customer must prompt to file the case as early as possible
because the act fixes the time limit for the filing
complaints and appeals before the court.
Table 4. LIMITATION PERIOD FOR FILING A
COMPLAINT
Nature of
case
Complaints

Level

National
Commission
District
Forums

District Forum or State Commission or the National
Commission within 2 years from the date on which the
cause of action has arisen. The Forum/Commission
concerned can overlook the delay for recorded reasons
[Section
24A].
Appeals are require to be filed within 30 days from the
date of receipt of the court's order
WHO CAN FILE A COMPLAINT ?
 A complainant in relation to any goods or
services.
 Any voluntary registered consumer association
 The Central Government or any State Government.
In case of death of a consumer, his legal heir or
representative.

Table 5 shows
Number of cases filed /
disposed of / pending since inception (as on
30.06.2014)
Tota
Tota l No.
No.
l
of
of
disp pen
cases No. of cases
osal ding
Agency
filed
disposed
of
as
case
since since inception
on
s
incep
(3+4 (Col
tion
+5)
. 26)
Mo
Wit 90
re
hin
tha
90
150 n
day da
150
s
ys
da
ys
4717

108
69

406
1

245
92

3952
2

3169

1692
54

457
20

342
41

795
29

1594
90

9764

Source; Annual reports of KSCRDC 2014

Period
200000
150000
100000
50000
0

Districts
Within 2 years from
State
the date of incident.
National
Appeals
Districts
Within 30 days from
State
the date of court
National
order
Source; Annual reports of NCDRC 2014

State foru
m

4269
1

127
1

222

260
7

4100

617

No. of cases
filed since
inception
Total disposal
as on (3+4+5)

Table No 5 clears that. The district forum playing an
important role in the settlement of various cases. It has %
of total cases filed at the district level. Further the table
clears that, majority of the cases were resolved in 150
days. If we look in to the number of cases filed and
settled around % of the total cases filed are resolved
during the year. This indicates the excellent performance
of the forums.
Table 6 shows Category-wise break-up cases (as on
30.06.2014)
(i) STATE COMMISSION

Sl.
No
.

01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09

Total No. of cases
filed since inception

Total No. of cases
disposed of since
inception

Total No. of cases
pending

Appea
l

Complaint
s

Appea
l

Complaint
s

Appea
l

Complaint
s

1833
873

348
198

1747
772

319
167

86
101

29
31

1440

0

1412

0

28

0

16243
5116

550
1041

14141
4551

466
675

2102
565

84
366

1586
396
343
14861
42691

0
11
10
2559
4717

1530
393
334
14642
39522

0
11
10
2452
4100

56
3
9
219
3169

0
0
0
107
617

Category

Banking
Medical
Telephon
e
Insuranc
e
Housing
Electricit
y
Airlines
Railways
Others
TOTAL

Source; Annual reports of KSCRDC 2014
Table No6 denotes that there are more number of cases in
the insurance sector and followed by the housing sector
and the table further clarifies that the decision given at
the lower level court is not satisfied by the customers
and around % of the filed cases have been appealed to
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the next forum. It is noticed that % of the cases still
pending in housing sectors.
Table 7 Category-wise break-up cases (as
30.06.2014)ii) DISTRICT FORUMS (consolidated)
Category
Banking
Medical
Telephone
Insurance
Housing
Electricity
Airlines
Railways
Others
TOTAL

Total No. of cases
filed
since
inception
14917
2288
5484
30384
15338
5828
657
704
93654
169254

Total No. of cases
disposed of since
inception
14104
2114
5439
29135
13810
5710
617
692
87869
159490

on

Total No. of
cases
pending
813
174
45
1249
1528
118
40
12
5785
9764

Source; Annual reports of KSCRDC 2014
From the above table it comes to know that, banking,
insurance, housing sectors are in the fore front in
discouraging the customers. Though 94% of the cases
have been disposed off majority cases have been still in
indisposed state in the same sector. It means that
customers are not much satisfied with these sectors.
Table 8 Age-wise pendency (as on 30.06.2014)
Cases
Cases
Cases
State
pending
pending
pending
Commission /
for more for more for more
District
than
5 than
3 than
2
Forum
years
years
years
State
Commission
16
21
132
Appeals
Complaints
17
27
177
District
101
458
Forums
Source; Annual reports of KSCRDC 2014
The above table denotes that, the speed at which the
forums are able to settle down the customers problem.
Shorter the period quicker the settlement. Longer the
period weaker the performance. Based on the above
analysis we come to know that majority of the cases
taking more time to dispose off.
Table No 9 Monthly filing & disposal by the State
Commission & District Forums
STATE COMMISSION

App
eal
Apr
2014
May
2014
June
2014

333
5
334
0
*34
71

Mon
ths

Cases
during
month

filed
the

Cases
disposed of
within
90/150 days

Cases
disposed of
beyond
90/150 days

App
eal

Co
mp.

App
eal

Co
mp.

App
eal

Co
mp.

548
473

156
89

24
20

46
1

1
0

105
0

98
0

*60
0

185

25

19

2

468

6

App
eal

Co
mp.

334
0
342
8
316
9

473
493
617

* Figures changed as per physical verification
Table No;9 States clearly that, appeals are more than that
of fresh complaints. It indicates that district level forums
are not strong enough to settle down the cases
satisfactorily. It is not a good sign on the part of the
district forums performance. If we compare the
performance of the state forum during a given period of
time only 2% of the cases have been disposed but still
94%of the cases indisposed. It is clear poor performance
of the state forum also.
Table 10; Monthly filing & disposal by the State
Commission & District Forum
DISTRICT FORUMS (Consolidated)
Cases
Cases
Cases
Cases
pending
dispos pendi
Cases
dispos
in the
ed of ng at
Mon
filed
ed of
beginni
beyon the
th
during
within
ng of
d
end of
the month 90/150
the
90/150 the
days
month
days
month
708
1483
242
224
81
Apr
4
01
2014
May 810
1396
302
130
90
2014 1
65
June
2014

906
5

1068

203

166

97
64

Source; Annual reports of KSCRDC 2014
From the above table it comes to know that an all the
months cases filed are more and the cases disposed of are
very few, if we look in to the number of cases disposed
85% of cases remain indisposed. It shows that poor
performance of forums.
Table 11;
No. of cases filed, disposed of &
pending, year-wise
STATE COMMISSION

Years
Cases
pending
in
the beginning
of the month

Co
mp.

Cases
pending
at
the end of the
month

2010

Total
cases
filed in
the year

Total
cases
disposed
of in the
year

Total
cases
pending
at
the
end
of
the year

A

C

A

C

A

C

52

30

43

12

29

30

DISTRICT FORUMS
Tot
Total
al
Total
cases
case cases
pendi
s
dispo
ng at
file
sed of the
d in in the end
the
year
of the
year
year
118

10744
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STATE COMMISSION

Years

2011
2012
2013
2014
(up to
30thJu
ne)

Total
cases
filed in
the year

Total
cases
disposed
of in the
year

Total
cases
pending
at
the
end
of
the year

A

C

A

C

A

C

62
42
12
22
91
18
42
86
8

7
19
3
15
5
21
2
11
9

49
27
96
21
70
28
98
11
24

1
15
2
82

44
43
60
44
81
34
25
31
69

3
34
4
41
7
51
9
61
7

11
0
21
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DISTRICT FORUMS
Tot
Total
al
Total
cases
case cases
pendi
s
dispo
ng at
file
sed of the
d in in the end
the
year
of the
year
year
01
5697
827
9796
4173
2
791
7344
4746
7
770
6427
6022
3
666
2924
9764
6

Source; Annual reports of KSCRDC 2014
Diagram showing disposed off cases at state and
district forumduring 2010 to 2014
Table No 11 Indicates that number of cases filed are
slowly reducing this a good sign that manufacturer have
shown concern to the interest of the customers. And
buyers have also taken almost care at the time of
selection of goods and services. If we analyze the
pending cases it comes to known that forums are very
much slow in disposing off the cases. SUGGESTIONS
OR OPINIONS








Purchase products only after their complete
scrutiny -not of attractive advertisements.
Check on weighing and measuring instruments
used by traders
Avoid buying fruits and vegetables from
unhygienic place
Check print of MRP on the packet
Check the quantity as per the figure printed on
the packet
Check the expiry date of the product,
particularly that of eatables and medicines
Always collect bill at the time of purchase
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